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Abstract: The Power Take-Off (PTO) system is the key component of a Wave Energy Converter
(WEC) that distinguishes it from a simple floating body because the uptake of the energy by the
PTO system modifies the wave field surrounding the WEC. Consequently, the choice of a proper
PTO model of a WEC is a key factor in the accuracy of a numerical model that serves to validate
the economic impact of a wave energy project. Simultaneously, the given numerical model needs
to simulate many WEC units operating in close proximity in a WEC farm, as such conglomerations
are seen by the wave energy industry as the path to economic viability. A balance must therefore
be struck between an accurate PTO model and the numerical cost of running it for various WEC
farm configurations to test the viability of any given WEC farm project. Because hydrodynamic
interaction between the WECs in a farm modifies the incoming wave field, both the power output
of a WEC farm and the surface elevations in the ‘near field’ area will be affected. For certain types
of WECs, namely heaving cylindrical WECs, the PTO system strongly modifies the motion of the
WECs. Consequently, the choice of a PTO system affects both the power production and the surface
elevations in the ‘near field’ of a WEC farm. In this paper, we investigate the effect of a PTO system
for a small wave farm that we term ‘WEC array’ of 5 WECs of two types: a heaving cylindrical
WEC and an Oscillating Surge Wave Energy Converter (OSWEC). These WECs are positioned in
a staggered array configuration designed to extract the maximum power from the incident waves.
The PTO system is modelled in WEC-Sim, a purpose-built WEC dynamics simulator. The PTO
system is coupled to the open-source wave structure interaction solver NEMOH to calculate the
average wave field η in the ‘near-field’. Using a WEC-specific novel PTO system model, the effect
of a hydraulic PTO system on the WEC array power production and the near-field is compared to
that of a linear PTO system. Results are given for a series of regular wave conditions for a single
WEC and subsequently extended to a 5-WEC array. We demonstrate the quantitative and qualitative
differences in the power and the ‘near-field’ effects between a 5-heaving cylindrical WEC array and
a 5-OSWEC array. Furthermore, we show that modeling a hydraulic PTO system as a linear PTO
system in the case of a heaving cylindrical WEC leads to considerable inaccuracies in the calculation
of average absorbed power, but not in the near-field surface elevations. Yet, in the case of an OSWEC,
a hydraulic PTO system cannot be reduced to a linear PTO coefficient without introducing substantial
inaccuracies into both the array power output and the near-field effects. We discuss the implications
of our results compared to previous research on WEC arrays which used simplified linear coefficients
as a proxy for PTO systems.
Energies 2018, 11, 3489; doi:10.3390/en11123489 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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Keywords: WEC array; WEC farm; PTO system; PTO system tuning; linearization; hydraulic;
WEC-sim; PTO-sim; model coupling; BEM; NEMOH
1. Introduction
Ocean Wave Energy is a potential source of clean electricity that can make a significant contribution
to the de-carbonization of the world’s electricity supply. However, for it to follow the path of offshore
wind and become a commercially viable power source, significant cost reductions need to be made.
Because of practical limitations on the physical size of an individual Wave Energy Converter (WEC),
these devices must be placed in close proximity to benefit from economies of scale such as those
witnessed in the offshore wind industry. Such agglomerations of WECs are commonly termed wave
farms. To match the power output of offshore wind farms, WEC farms need to consist of hundreds
of WECs. How these WECs are grouped and arranged within a wave farm to maximize profitability
while minimizing detrimental effects is still an open question.
Due to hydrodynamic interactions between individual WECs and closely spaced groups of WECs,
determining the power output of a WEC farm is not a trivial matter. Unlike the case of wind farms,
the interactions can be both beneficial and deleterious and correctly modelling them can make or break
the financial viability of a WEC farm. As experimental studies are costly and time consuming, the chief
design tool for assessing WEC farms is numerical modelling. There are many variables influencing
the estimated power output, among them the site wave climate and bathymetry, WEC farm layout
and the Power Take-off (PTO system) of each WEC. Modelling them in parallel leads to significant
demands on computational power, and often leads to unclear conclusions. An additional complication
for the numerical modelers is that many of the aforementioned variables are interdependent; it is,
therefore, essential to understand the significance of each of the variables underlying the chosen
numerical model.
For a given WEC type and for a given incident wave, a critical parameter that influences the WEC
motion and the power output of a WEC farm is the PTO system. Because of the variety of technical
solutions and the complexity of modeling the inherently non-linear behavior of most viable PTO
systems in WECs, a plurality of previous investigations has assumed a simple mechanical damper
as a proxy for the PTO system. Some examples for farms of heaving cylindrical WECs are found
in [1–5] and for Oscillating Surging Wave Energy Converters (OSWECs) in [6–9]. Concurrently, due
to step improvements in hydrodynamic modelling software, there has been a jump in the number of
numerical investigations that have modelled single WECs [10–13] and small farms of WECs [14,15]
with fully non-linear hydrodynamics. Yet, as pointed out in Penalba et al. [16] for the case of
heaving point absorbers and in [8] for OSWECs, the errors due to a simplified PTO model can
override any improvements made by more accurate hydrodynamic models. A particular concern
with many existing PTO modelling efforts is that the most common PTO system type developed for
commercial WEC prototypes, a hydraulic PTO system, is inherently non-linear [17,18]. A few recent
studies, notably [16–22] have implemented realistic hydraulic PTO models with non-linear dynamics.
However, these studies were limited in their scope to single WECs and not WEC farms, furthermore,
many of the models quite complicated in their implementation.
In this paper, our aim is to implement a realistic hydraulic PTO model for two types of promising
WEC technologies, namely heaving cylindrical WECs and OSWECs, in an array composed of 5 WECs.
Although the terms WEC farm and WEC array are used interchangeably, we will follow the precedent
set in [23] and term a small farm of closely spaced WECs a WEC array. The impact of the hydraulic PTO
system on the power output and the ‘near-field’ surface elevations of the 5-WEC array is compared
to that of the base case of a linear PTO system. Both PTO systems are simulated using WEC-Sim [6],
a dynamical simulator for WECs built in the MATLAB Simulink platform. The PTO model is coupled
to the open-source wave-structure interaction solver NEMOH [24] using the perturbed wave field
2
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imparted by the motion of the WECs in WEC-Sim. Previously, a similar approach was presented
in [25–27] for the case of a wave-structure interaction solver coupled to a wave propagation model
using a basic linear PTO model. WEC-Sim has been used in modelling hydraulic PTOs in several
recent studies [20,22]. In the present paper, only the near-field zone is simulated with a future goal
of coupling to a wave propagation model to model the impact of a WEC farm (consisting of one or
multiple WEC arrays) in the ‘far-field’. In referencing the near-field we refer to the area inside the WEC
array immediately surrounding the WECs, while the far-field can refer to areas outside the immediate
area of the WEC array up to several km away. The modifications of the wave field in the presence of
multiple bodies are referred to as ‘array effects’, that are synonymous with ‘farm’ or ‘park effects’ used
in some literature [2,28–30]. We begin by listing the underlying theory and assumptions in Section 2.
Then we provide the details on the two numerical PTO system interpretations used in the study in
Section 3 and specify the regular wave test matrix of the simulations in Section 4.2. We then present
the results for a single WEC for the power in Section 5.1, the near-field |η| in Section 5.2 and compare
the performance and effects of a hydraulic PTO system to a linear PTO system in Section 5.2.3. Next,
we present the corresponding results for the 5-WEC arrays of heaving cylindrical WECs and OSWECs
in Sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.5.3. Finally, we highlight the key messages of the research in the discussion in
Section 7 and make conclusions with a view toward a continuation of the work undertaken in this
paper in Section 8.
2. Hydrodynamic Model Description
2.1. Linear Potential Flow
This investigation assumes linear potential flow theory [31], a subset of linear wave theory
that allows the fluid velocity, v, to be expressed as the gradient of the time dependent potential Φ,
(Equation (1)).
v = ∇Φ (1)
The assumptions underlying potential flow are the following:
• the fluid is inviscid;
• the fluid is incompressible; and
• the flow is irrotational.
The standard assumption of linear theory that the motion amplitudes of the bodies are much
smaller than the wavelength also applies. Linear potential flow theory has hitherto been used in most
of the investigations into WEC array modelling, for example see [3,29,30,32]. In further assuming that
all time-varying quantities oscillate with the same angular frequency ω, we can separate out the time
dependence from the time-independent velocity potential φ,





where φ is the complex velocity potential. Due to application of the principle of superposition, linear
potential theory allows for the separation of the total velocity potential into the following components
(Equation (3)):





where φt is the total velocity potential, φi is the incident wave velocity potential, φd the diffracted wave
velocity potential and ∑6i φr is the sum of the radiated wave velocity potentials for each Degree of
Freedom (DoF) of the WEC. In our investigation we only model 1 DoF for each WEC, namely heave for
the cylindrical WEC and pitch for the OSWEC. We also introduce the term perturbed wave to denote
the wave resulting from sum of the diffracted and radiated velocity potentials.
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2.2. Boundary Element Method Solver
In our coupling approach the ‘array’ effects, induced by the hydrodynamic interaction between
the WECs, are resolved by simulating the WEC motions using the open-source potential flow Boundary
Element Method (BEM) solver NEMOH [24]. Given Equation (1), NEMOH solves the Laplace equation,
Equation (4), for the complex velocity potential, φ:
∇φ = 0 (4)
given a set of boundary conditions on the wetted body surface, the free surface, sea bottom and
far-field. The equations of motion are solved using the method of Green’s functions, as explained
in [24]. An important restriction imposed by the method is the assumption that the water depth h
is constant throughout the WEC array domain. The free surface elevation η is calculated by taking
the real part of the complex surface elevation η̄ that is in turn obtained in NEMOH from the free
surface boundary condition Equation (5). From the superposition principle of Equation (3), free
surface elevations η can be obtained separately for the WEC motions due to the diffracted and the
radiated potentials:








where g is the acceleration due to gravity and z = 0 is the undisturbed free surface. NEMOH also
calculates the coefficients of the added mass A(ω), hydrodynamic damping B(ω), and hydrodynamic
restoring force or buoyancy force K(ω) which are used to calculate the WEC motions in Section 3.1.
3. PTO Model Development
3.1. Equations of Motion
To model the WECs with a given PTO system, in this investigation we use the open source
mechanical solver WEC-Sim developed by Sandia National Laboratory in collaboration with the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in the US [6]. WEC-Sim operates within the MATLAB
Simulink environment. For 1 DoF WEC displaced a distance z from equilibrium, WEC-Sim solves for
the WEC motion in the time domain using the Cummins Equation (6):
Mt z̈(t) = fe(t) + frad(t) + fhs(t) + fPTO(t) + fv(t) + fm(t) (6)
In the case of a floating WEC oscillating in heave, Mt = M + A33∞ where M is the generalized
mass matrix and A33∞ is the asymptotic value of the heave added mass. On the right hand side,
fe(t) is the excitation force, fPTO(t) is the PTO force, fhs(t) is the hydrostatic force, frad(t) is the force
vector of radiation, fv(t) are the forces that can be modelled as viscous or friction losses in the system,
and fm(t) is the force vectors resulting from the mooring connections. The excitation force is calculated
as fe(t) = F−1 {Fe(ω)η(ω)}, where η(ω) is the Fourier transform of the surface elevation and Fe(ω) is
the frequency domain exciting force transfer function. fhs(t) is the hydrostatic force which is equal to
K33Z(ω) where K33 represents the hydrostatic stiffness and Z(ω) the frequency domain displacement
of the heaving cylindrical WEC. The hydrodynamic coefficients representing A, the added mass of the
device, B, the hydrodynamic damping and K, the hydrodynamic spring or stiffness, are calculated in
the frequency domain in NEMOH for each relevant degree of freedom for the given WECtype. Please
note that henceforth all capital letters represent frequency domain complex quantities while small case
letter real-valued time-domain quantities. For the regular waves simulated herein, the radiation force
frad(t) can be calculated in the steady state form for a given frequency ω by the following Equation (7):
frad(t) = −A(ω)z̈ − B(ω)ż. (7)
4
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In this paper, we do not model fv(t) and fm(t) since they are assumed to be negligible, therefore
those terms are set equal to zero. The OSWEC described in Section 4.1 is simulated using the same
Equation (6), with the substitution of torques for the forces and the pitch angular displacement θ(t) for
the heave displacement z(t) and the coefficients in heave for the coefficients in pitch. Two different
types of power take-off systems will be further discussed: a linear and hydraulic PTO system,
the former being the most popular way of simplifying a PTO system while the latter being one
of the most used PTO systems in commercial WEC designs.
3.1.1. Linear PTO System
The most common way of simulating the effect of the PTO system of a wave energy converter is
by modelling its dynamics as linear. This means the PTO system is modelled as a spring-damper-mass
system with stiffness coefficient KPTO and damping coefficient BPTO. However, because of the practical
difficulty of changing the mass of the PTO system in real-time, it is often assumed the mass is
unchangeable, resulting in the spring-damper system as represented in Figure 1 for the heaving
cylindrical WEC. For practical reasons, a variable spring system is often difficult to implement,
therefore a further simplification is warranted where we set the stiffness coefficient KPTO to zero. In the
following calculations, the PTO system will be modelled as linear damper, resulting in the following
expression for the PTO force:
fPTO,l(t) = −BPTO,l ż(t) (8)
with BPTO,l the linear PTO damping term. The linear PTO influences the dynamics of the
heaving cylindrical WEC: it exerts a force, fPTO,l(t), oppositely directed to the WEC’s velocity, ż(t).
The instantaneous power Pinst,l absorbed by the linear PTO system is calculated as:
Pinst,l(t) = − fPTO,l(t)ż(t) = BPTO,l ż2(t) (9)
When assuming that the waves are sinusoidal the motion of the WEC can be expressed as the




, where from this point capital letters will represent the
complex form of a certain quantity. The average power Pl absorbed by a heaving cylindrical WEC with





The expression above is used to find the optimum value for BPTO,l resulting in the maximum










with m the WEC’s mass,A33 the added mass in heave, B33 the heave component of the hydrodynamic
damping and K33 the hydrostatic stiffness in heave. The same procedure can be repeated for the
OSWEC with a linear PTO system: the PTO-torque TPTO,l is calculated as follows:
TPTO,l(t) = −BPTO,l θ̇(t) (12)
with BPTO,l the linear damping coefficient in [Nm/(rad/s)] for the OSWEC and θ̇(t) the pitch velocity
of the OSWEC [rad/s]. The optimal value for BPTO,l , resulting in the maximum average absorbed
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Here, I represents the OSWEC’s moment of inertia about its hinge, A55 represents the added
moment of inertia in pitch, B55 the pitch component of the hydrodynamic damping and K55 the flap






with |Θ(ω)| the amplitude of the pitch motion.
3.1.2. Hydraulic PTO System
Although the linear damper is a convenient way of modelling the effects of the PTO system, it is in
some cases an oversimplified representation of the realistic PTO system. Realistic full scale WECs are
often equipped with a hydraulic PTO system, which can be modelled numerically using WEC-Sim for
both a heaving cylindrical WEC and an OSWEC. A schematic representation of a heaving cylindrical
WEC equipped with a hydraulic PTO system is given in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Schematic representation hydraulic PTO for heaving cylindrical WEC.
In the case of a heaving cylindrical WEC, the hydraulic PTO system converts the heaving
motion in a pressurized fluid flow. This fluid flow is translated in rotational energy by the variable
displacement motor. The motor’s axle is connected to a generator’s axle, which generates electricity [20].
The provided model calculates the hydraulic PTO force, fPTO,h with:
fPTO,h(t) = −sign(ż(t)) · (ph(t)− p(t))sc (15)
with ph and p respectively the pressure in the high- and low-pressure accumulator, whereas sc
represents the piston area. Accumulators smoothen the peak flows into a quasi-constant flow towards
the hydraulic motor [33]. The PTO-force exerted by the hydraulic PTO system always has the opposite
sign as the velocity of the heaving cylindrical WEC. The volume flow Qpiston, resulting from the up- or
downward piston movement is given by:
Qpiston(t) = scż(t) (16)
Rectifying valves ensure unidirectional flow further in the hydraulic system. This makes fluid
flow from the piston into the high-pressure accumulator and then further to the hydraulic motor. Fluid
6
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leaving the hydraulic motor flows towards the low-pressure accumulator. The incoming volume flow
in the high-pressure accumulator, Qin, is calculated as:
Qin = Qpiston + Qmotor. (17)
with Qmotor originating from the hydraulic motor - see Equation (20). The total fluid volume inside the
accumulator at time tj equals Vin(tj) and is calculated with:
Vin(tj) = Vin(tj−1) + Qin(tj) · dt. (18)
It is assumed that initially there is no fluid inside the accumulator, so Vin(0) equals 0. The total
volume of the accumulator equals V0, which allows the calculation of the pressure inside the
accumulator as follows, according to an isentropic process:
ph(tj) =
pprecharge
(1 − Vin(tj)V0 )γ
(19)
with pprecharge the initial pre-charge pressure in the accumulator and γ the adiabatic index, set
equal to 1.4. The compressibility of the fluid is neglected. The calculation of the pressure in the
low-pressure accumulator, pl(tj), is done similarly. The fluid volume flow originating from the motor
is determined by:
Qmotor(t) = ωm(t)αDm (20)
In this formula, ωm represents the angular velocity of the hydraulic motor, whereas α represents
the swashplate angle which is the instantaneous motor displacement divided by the maximum motor
displacement. Dm represents the nominal motor displacement. The product αDm represents the volume
needed for one revolution of the hydraulic motor, expressed in [m3/rad]. In MATLAB Simulink, the
angular velocity of the hydraulic motor, ωm, is calculated by integrating the following expression:
ω̇m(t) =
(ph(t)− p(t))αDm − Tg(t)− T f (t)
Img
, (21)
where Tg is the generator torque, T f the torque due to friction, and Img the total mass moment of inertia
of the motor/generator. The generator torque changes linearly with the motor’s angular velocity, ωm,
with a damping coefficient of the generator, Bg:
Tg(t) = Bgωm(t). (22)
It is assumed that this damping coefficient Bg is constant. The efficiency of the generator depends
on its torque Tg and its angular velocity ωm. A table for the generator efficiency is provided by
WEC-Sim for different combinations of Tg and ωm. The average absorbed power by the hydraulic PTO






fPTO(t) · ż(t)dt (23)
The Equation (23) is the absorbed power without taking into account losses in the hydraulic motor
and electric generator. The average electrical power will be less than the power at the piston, Ph, since
friction in the hydraulic motor and the efficiency of the generator are taken into account in WEC-Sim.
In Section 4.4 and further, only the average absorbed power at the piston Ph will be considered.
WEC-Sim also provides the ability to implement a hydraulic PTO system for an OSWEC. The principle
of a hydraulic PTO system applied to a pitching flap is sketched in Figure 2. In Figure 2, a positive
pitching angle θ corresponds to a clockwise movement of the flap, which implies a shortening of the
7
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PTO-bar equipped with the PTO system. This shortening in its turn creates a pressure difference on
both sides of the piston. The pitching motion thus induces a linear movement in the piston. Once this
linear motion is calculated in Simulink, the force fPTO can be calculated and will be multiplied with
the lever arm length  around the hinge to find the torque TPTO:
TPTO(t) = fPTO(t) · (t). (24)
How the force fPTO is calculated is explained in Section 3.1.2, in Equation (15), since the hydraulic
PTO system for the OSWEC mainly contains the same components as the one for the heaving cylindrical
WEC. How the pitching motion of the flap is converted in a linear movement of the piston is briefly
explained below. This conversion involves some geometric parameters—see Figure 2 for definitions:
• θ(t), the varying pitch angle
• g, the offset height of the PTO-bar connection with the seabed
• c, the distance between the flap-hinge and connection with the PTO-bar
• b(t), the length of the PTO-bar, varying in time; for θ = 0, b = bini
• r(t), the vertical distance between the connection points of the PTO-bar, varying in time
• β(t), the angle between the PTO-bar and the vertical direction, varying in time
• (t), the length of the lever arm (or the distance of the hinge to the PTO-bar), variable in time.
In Figure 2 the length r varies in time and is evaluated by r(t) = c · cos(θ(t))− g, while angle β(t)
can be calculated as β(t) = arccos(r(t)/b(t)). The length of the lever arm , i.e., the perpendicular
distance from the PTO-bar to the hinge can be determined using:
(t) = sin(θ(t) + β(t)) · c (25)
The instantaneous absorbed power can be either determined by multiplying TPTO with the
angular velocity θ̇ or by multiplying fPTO with the linear velocity of the piston at each time step, as in
Equation (23). As with the heaving cylindrical WEC, only the total absorbed power Ph at the piston
will be considered. The average absorbed power by the hydraulic PTO system of an OSWEC over one






TPTO(t) · θ̇(t)dt (26)
Figure 2. Hydraulic PTO system working principle of a generic OSWEC.
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4. Modelled WECs and Input Wave Conditions
In this paper, we present the results for full scale WECs for a series of regular waves of varying
heights and periods. The WEC types are outlined in Section 4.1 and the input wave conditions are
shown in Table 1 in Section 4.2.
4.1. Modelled WEC Types
The two types of full-scale WECs modelled in this study are a heaving cylindrical buoy and a
pitching bottom fixed flap, which is often termed OSWEC [34]. The heaving cylindrical WEC type is a
flat cylinder with radius (r) of 10 m and a draft (hz) of 2.0 m (see Figure 3). The shape was selected
based on its overall dimensions being similar to several promising WEC technologies, namely that
of Carnegie Wave [35] and SINN Power [36]. Moreover, as noted in a recent study, [37], such a flat
disk shape provides a balance between the power absorption, WEC bandwidth, and material cost
considerations. Please note that in our case the buoy is not fully submerged as in the case of the
Carnegie CETOTMand is instead floating at equilibrium position with a draft of hz = 2.0 m. The natural
or resonance period of the WEC in heave , Tr,33 ≡ 5.46 s. The second is a bottom-fixed surface-piercing
OSWEC with a width (w) of 20 m, a height (h) of 12 m, a draft (hz) of 10 m, and a thickness (δx) of
1.0 m (see Figure 3). The OSWEC is similar to several pre-commercial WEC technologies, specifically
the WaveRoller, developed by Finnish company AW-Energy. The natural pitch period of the OSWEC,
Tr,55 ≡ 17 s.
Figure 3. Heaving cylindrical WEC (left) and pitching OSWEC (right) schematic. The wavy line
indicates the undisturbed free surface elevation η.
4.2. Input Wave Conditions
To demonstrate the utility of the presented PTO model coupling, regular waves of two wave
heights and four wave periods are simulated as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Test matrix of regular wave conditions.
Wave Height, H (m) Wave Period, T (s)
1.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0
2.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0
Each PTO system configuration presented in Section 4.1 and each WEC type in Section 4.1 is
modelled for all wave conditions. In the following Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we determine the optimal PTO
system coefficient for each WEC and PTO system type for each wave condition defined in Table1.
4.3. Optimal PTO System Coefficients: Linear PTO
In Section 3.1.1 it was stated that an optimal value exists for the linear PTO system damping
coefficient BPTO,l , resulting in the maximum average absorbed power. These damping coefficients
are first calculated for the specific case of the heaving cylindrical WEC with Equation (11), for the
9
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dimensions described above. The theoretically found values are summarized in Table 2. To calculate
the corresponding coefficients for the OSWEC, (13) is applied for the OSWEC with the prescribed
dimensions of Figure 3. Results for the optimal linear PTO damping coefficients are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Optimal linear BPTO coefficients for a heaving cylindrical WEC (106× kg/s) and OSWEC
(106× (kg· m2)/s).
T (s) 6 8 10 12
Heaving Cylindrical WEC 1.12 2.25 3.46 4.65
OSWEC 128.0 98.40 69.70 51.0
4.4. Optimal PTO System Coefficients: Hydraulic PTO
4.4.1. Optimal Hydraulic PTO System Coefficients for a Heaving Cylindrical WEC
It was proven that an optimal linear damping coefficient exists when a linear PTO system is
applied. Since the PTO-force of a hydraulic PTO system, fPTO,h is no longer linearly dependent on the
velocity of the heaving cylindrical WEC, no straightforward relationship for an optimal configuration
of the hydraulic PTO system can be expressed. To find optimal PTO system parameters, a similar
approach as in [38] is followed: a hydraulic PTO system damping term BPTO,h is defined and it is
checked for an optimum value. Note however that this damping coefficient BPTO,h cannot be used to
calculate the PTO-force fPTO,h by multiplying BPTO,h with the WEC’s velocity. It is a coefficient that
takes into account the different parameters of the hydraulic PTO system that influence the performance





BPTO,h can be changed by modifying the piston area, sc, the motor displacement, Dm or the
generator damping, Bg, see Figure 1. In practice it is most convenient to alter the motor displacement
Dm [38], e.g., by installing a variable displacement motor as hydraulic motor. It is assumed that the
swashplate angle α equals one. Since only Dm will be varied in the following procedure, it is assumed
that sc and Bg are constant: sc is set as 0.0707 m2 and Bg as 6 Nmrad/s , respectively, based on a prior
analysis. Figure 4 proves the existence of an optimal value for BPTO,h for different wave periods in
regular waves. As with the linear PTO system, the optimal value for BPTO,h increases with increasing
wave period T. Due to the inherent non-linearities of the hydraulic PTO system, a different optimal
value for BPTO,h could be expected for a different wave height H at the same wave period T. However,
only a small change was observed in the optimal value for BPTO,h when altering the wave height H
from 1.0 m to 2.0 m. The same conclusion was made in [38]. Since the average absorbed power Ph
stays rather constant close to the optimal value for BPTO,h, the effect of a small change in BPTO,h close
to its optimum value on Ph is negligible. Therefore, the BPTO,h coefficients summarized in Table 3 will
be used for both H = 1.0 m and for H = 2.0 m.
The optimal hydraulic PTO system damping coefficients for the heaving cylindrical WEC for the
studied wave conditions are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Optimal hydraulic damping coefficients BPTO,h for a heaving cylindrical WEC (106× kg/s)
and OSWEC (106× m2· kg/s).
WEC Type T (s) 6 8 10 12
Heaving Cylindrical WEC H = 1.0 m 1.5 3.25 4.7 8.3
OSWEC H = 1.0 m 275 175 121 95
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Figure 4. Average absorbed power Ph as function of hydraulic damping coefficient BPTO,h for the
heaving cylindrical WEC for four different wave periods and for a wave height H = 1.0 m.
4.4.2. Optimal Hydraulic PTO System Coefficients for the OSWEC
Section 3.1.2 also described the application of a hydraulic PTO system to an OSWEC. As with the
heaving cylindrical WEC, optimal hydraulic parameters will be found for the OSWEC with dimensions
as given in Section 4.1. The piston area was set equal to sc = 0.1257 m2 while the generator damping
Bg is set to 10 Nmrad/s , both values resulting from a prior analysis. Please note that additional geometric
parameters must be considered when studying the optimal configuration for an OSWEC with a
hydraulic PTO system—see Section 3.1.2 and Figure 2. The hydraulic PTO system applied to the
OSWEC exerts a torque, TPTO(t) = fPTO(t) · (t), depending on the PTO-force fPTO and the lever
arm , calculated as in Equation (25). The latter depends on the following geometric parameters: g, c
and b as defined in Figure 2. This implies that, contrary to the case of the heaving cylindrical WEC, not
only the characteristics of the hydraulic PTO system, but also the initial geometric parameters g, c and
bini must be chosen carefully. The reasoning followed in the procedure of optimizing the hydraulic PTO
system will briefly be explained below. It is firstly assumed that an optimal PTO-torque exists for each
wave period, TPTO,opt. When then e.g., c increases,  will increase as well, keeping all other parameters
constant. This will result in a lower fPTO,opt to achieve the same TPTO,opt. fPTO can be lowered by
increasing Dm. Changing the motor displacement will result in a different pressure difference between
the accumulators and a different motor speed. The geometric configuration of the hydraulic PTO
system for the OSWEC can thus be chosen in such a way that allows the most convenient hydraulic
motor parameters. It may be expedient to limit the motor speed or the pressure difference to a certain
value, which can be realized by adapting the motor displacement accordingly. A brief numerical
analysis has shown that higher values for c and thus higher motor optimal displacements Dm result
in lower pressure differences. However, this distance c will probably have to be limited as well due
to practical considerations. When looking at sketches of the WaveRoller OSWEC, the hydraulic PTO
system seems to be very close to the seabed. After a brief analysis, it was chosen to put c equal to
3.0 m, g to 1.5 m and bini to 5.0 m. Dm was varied to find an optimal value that results in the maximum
Ph. To express an equivalent BPTO,h for the OSWEC (similarly as was done for the heaving cylindrical
WEC), following formula is used, resulting in a coefficient with the same dimensions as the linear
damping term for the OSWEC:




Figure 5 shows the average absorbed power Ph for different values of BPTO,h for the four
considered wave periods described in Section 5.2 and a wave height H = 1.0 m. The optimal value for
BPTO,h decreases with increasing wave period, for this range of wave periods. The same conclusion
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was made for the OSWEC with a linear PTO system: the optimal value for BPTO,l decreases with
increasing wave period.
Figure 5. Average absorbed power Ph as function of hydraulic damping coefficient BPTO,h for the
OSWEC for four different wave periods and for a wave height H = 1.0 m.
5. Comparing the Effects of a Linear to a Hydraulic PTO System for a Single Heaving Cylindrical
WEC and a Single OSWEC
5.1. Comparing the Average Power Output for Each WEC vs. Type of PTO System
The average power output for a single WEC of each type is calculated via Equation (10) or
Equation (14) for the linear PTO system and via Equation (23) or (26) for the hydraulic PTO system.
Please note that for the latter PTO system type the losses in the generator will not be taken into account
to provide a fair comparison with the linear results, as noted in Section 3.1.2. The BPTO settings
used are described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Results for the modelled wave conditions of Table 1 are
shown in Table 4. We note that the results for H = 2.0 m are almost exactly 4 times the results for
H = 1.0 m, indicating that the non-linear influence of the hydraulic PTO system in these operational
wave conditions is minimal. Therefore, we will focus on the results for a H = 1.0 m wave, which we




The percent difference is defined by Equation (29). We observe that for the heaving cylindrical
WEC, the average power output is always greater with the hydraulic PTO system than with the linear
PTO system while, in comparison, for the OSWEC the situation is reversed.
Table 4. Average power output for a single WEC for a linear and hydraulic PTO system. Heaving
cylindrical WEC: top two rows. OSWEC: bottom two rows.
WEC Type
Wave Average Power Output Linear Pl (kW) Average Power Output Hydraulic Ph (kW)
Height Wave Period T (s) Wave Period T (s)
H (m) 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0
heaving 1.0 47.98 65.94 72.86 72.04 50.15 77.40 90.05 85.34
cylindrical WEC 2.0 191.91 263.78 291.46 288.14 200.61 311.36 364.59 344.15
OSWEC 1.0 106.47 132.75 131.55 126.83 92.56 114.34 113.08 109.43
2.0 425.87 531.03 526.49 508.78 367.98 452.59 447.95 434.39
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Figure 6. Bar chart showing the power output for one WEC with linear PTO system (Pl) (purple)
and hydraulic PTO system (Ph) (red) with the percentage difference between the two. Results for the
heaving cylindrical WEC shown on the left and for the OSWEC on the right.
It can be seen that there is a notable increase in the average power output for the hydraulic PTO
system (Ph) versus the linear (Pl) for the case of the heaving cylindrical WEC for periods T ≥ 8.0 s.
For these wave conditions, the hydraulic PTO system can damp the motion of the WEC to match the
phase of the incident wave condition more effectively. Such is not the case with the OSWEC, where the
natural pitching period of the WEC is higher than the investigated wave periods and the hydraulic
PTO system is not performing optimally, i.e., it cannot ‘speed up’ the relative motion. We must note,
however, that the linear PTO system for the OSWEC, although it shows on average a 15% improvement
in the power performance of the WEC, may be making unrealistic assumptions about the motion of
the OSWEC that may result in an artificially increased average power output. Observe that in all
cases the average power output for the OSWEC is much higher than for the heaving cylindrical WEC,
indicating that the OSWEC is more efficient in absorbing the power of the incoming waves; how this
power absorption affects the wave field will be explored in the next Section 5.2.
5.2. Analyzing the Wave Field around One WEC
5.2.1. Calculating the Total and Perturbed Wave Fields
To calculate the wave field around a single WEC for a wave height H, we sum the complex





to the perturbed wave field consisting of the radiated and diffracted wave fields. Both are calculated
from their respective potentials via the kinematic free surface boundary condition Equation (5).







Here φr is the radiated wave potential and the ratio of the body displacement Z to the wave





−ω2(M + A)2 − iω(BPTO + B) + K
(32)
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The modulus of the complex RAO calculated in Equation (32) is the amplitude of the WEC’s




Equation (32) is only valid when modelling a WEC with a linear PTO system. In Equation (32)
Fe is the excitation force, M the mass of the device, and A, B and K , the added mass, hydrodynamic
damping, and hydrodynamic spring or stiffness coefficients, respectively, determined in NEMOH for
each of the relevant degrees of freedom. The BPTO is the linear BPTO,l coefficient in Table 2 for each wave
period and WEC type. It is important to mention that the use of the hydraulic PTO coefficient BPTO,h,
as described in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, in Equation (32) will lead to incorrect results. The coefficient
BPTO,h was composed to combine all significant factors influencing the average absorbed power Ph,
to check if an optimum value of the average absorbed power exists and to study the trend of this
coefficient over a range of periods. Since the RAO for a WEC with a hydraulic PTO system cannot be
calculated analytically, this RAO is determined using numerical time-domain simulations. For a given
wave period and wave height, the WEC’s displacement is calculated numerically using WEC-Sim.
The modulus of the RAO is calculated with Equation (33), whereas the RAO’s phase is determined as
in Equation (34):
ϕ = ω · Δt, (34)
where Δt represents the time shift between the WEC’s displacement profile and the surface elevation
profile. Since the WEC’s position z(t) is not sinusoidal when equipped with a hydraulic PTO system,





z(t) · ζ(t − τ)dt. (35)
The RAO phase ϕ will be positive since the WEC’s motion is delayed with respect to the incoming











where φd is the diffracted wave potential. We calculate the wave field around a single WEC for each
of the incident wave conditions presented in Table 1. In the two sections following, Sections 5.2.2
and 5.2.3, we show representative results from the 24 cases simulated. Please note that the tally takes
into account the fact that for the linear PTO system the result for H = 1.0 m and H = 2.0 m are the same.
5.2.2. The Influence of the WEC Type on the Wave Field
Before diving into the complicated patterns seen in the ‘near-field’ η of the array, we model a
single WEC in the numerical domain to clarify the impact of WEC type and PTO system type on the
wave field. The two WEC types presented in Section 4.1 have a substantially different impact on the
incoming waves as witnessed in the plots of the modulus of total wave field |η|, in Figure 7 for one
heaving cylindrical WEC (left) and an OSWEC (right) for a linear PTO system for the same incident
wave of H = 1.0 m and T = 6.0 s. The total |η| is the modulus of sum of the complex perturbed η̄ and
the complex incident wave η̄ . We see right away that the perturbation effect for the OSWEC is much
greater than that of the heaving cylindrical WEC, both in magnitude and extent away from the WEC.
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This difference is largely a consequence of the diffraction potential of the OSWEC since it presents a
barrier to the entire water column compared to the small-draft heaving WEC which presents much
less resistance to the incoming waves. As an example, we can observe this difference in Figure 8 for a
H = 1.0 m, T = 10.0 s wave where the diffraction is plotted for a heaving cylindrical WEC on the left
and for an OSWEC on the right.
Figure 7. Modulus of the total surface elevation |η| for a heaving buoy WEC (left) and OSWEC (right).
Incident wave of H = 1.0 m, T = 6.0 s propagating from the left.
Figure 8. Modulus of the diffracted surface elevation |η| for a heaving cylindrical WEC (left) and an
OSWEC (left). Incident wave of H = 1.0 m, T = 10.0 s propagating from the left.
Moreover, the difference in the radiated wave field is significant as well, especially as we move to
higher wave periods, where the OSWEC responds more to the incoming wave whereas the heaving
cylindrical WEC is essentially riding on top of the water column. This is significant in our study
because it is indeed the radiation which we can influence throughout the PTO model as will be
witnessed in the next subsection.
5.2.3. The Influence of the PTO System Type on the Wave Field for a Single WEC
As mentioned in the previous paragraph in Section 5.2.2, the discrepancy between the radiation of
the two WECs is less than the difference in diffraction for a given wave. However, it is still significant,
and as the radiated wave field is a function of the PTO system as well as the WEC type, we do see a
divergence in the perturbed wave field between the different PTO system types. This is noted in a plot
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of the percent difference between the total |η| for the linear and the hydraulic PTO system first for the
heaving cylindrical WEC (left) and the OSWEC (right) in Figure 9 for a H = 1.0 m, T = 8.0 s wave.
Figure 9. Percent difference (Equation (29)) in the total wave field between the hydraulic and linear
PTO system for a heaving cylindrical WEC (left) and OSWEC (right). Incident wave of H = 1.0 m,
T = 8.0 s propagating from the left.
We observe that the variability between the two PTO system types is less than 5 % for the heaving
cylindrical WEC while that for the OSWEC is closer to 10 % in the region near the device. This is
not demonstrated in the results in the power output (P) however, where in Table 4 in Section 5.1 for
the H = 1.0 m, T = 8.0 s wave, the difference between Pl and Ph is 17% and only 14% for the OSWEC.
Moreover, Ph − Pl is positive for the heaving cylindrical WEC while the addition of a hydraulic PTO
system actually reduces the power output for an OSWEC. This situation is mirrored for the other wave
periods where the increase in the perturbed wave field for the OSWEC compared to that of the heaving
cylindrical WEC does not induce an increase in the power output of the OSWEC Ph.
6. Analyzing the Power Production and the Near-Field Effects for an Array of 5 WECs With a
Hydraulic PTO System
6.1. WEC Array Layout
As we have seen in the results for a single WEC in Section 5, the perturbed wave field around a
single WEC strongly depends on both the WEC type and the PTO system modelled. In this section,
we extend our results to an array of 5 WECs with a view toward the modelling of a commercial scale
WEC farm consisting of multiple WEC arrays. To this end we model two different 5-WEC arrays:
one consisting of heaving cylindrical WECs (Figure 10) and the other of pitching OSWECs (Figure 11).
The WEC-WEC separation distances dx and dy are set to 40 m, which is the 2× the diameter of the
heaving buoy WEC and the width of the OSWEC. The array configurations of both WEC types are
staggered, an arrangement that was clearly shown to be power-maximizing in several numerical and
experimental studies such as in [4,23,26,28,39–41]. In this investigation the water depth is set at 30 m
for the heaving buoy and 10.0 m for the OSWEC.
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Figure 10. Plan view of the array layout for five heaving cylindrical WECs. The incident wave
propagates from the left.
Figure 11. Plan view of the array layout for five pitching OSWECS. The incident wave propagates from
the left.
6.2. 1st Order Approximation for the WEC Array Near-Field
To assess the effects of multiple WECs in a WEC array or multiple WEC arrays in a WEC farm on
the power output (P) of the farm, we need to calculate the total perturbed wave field in the near-field
domain. As we assume linear theory in our work, we can use the superposition principle to sum up
the total wave field by using an iterative approach first developed in [42]. The technique employed
is illustrated in Figure 12. The initial step (Step 1) is to propagate the incident wave in the empty
numerical basin (no WEC present) to obtain the undisturbed surface elevation. In Step 2 the incident
surface elevation is used as input into NEMOH whence the 1st order perturbed wave of WEC Array I,
p1i, is evaluated. In Step 3, the average wave amplitude at the location of p1i is used as input into
NEMOH to calculate the 1st order perturbed wave of WEC Array II, p1ii. In Step 4, the process in
Step 2 is repeated, with p1ii as the new input perturbed wave. Finally, in Step 5, the same process
is performed for the 2nd perturbed wave of WEC Array I, p2i. Since the input perturbed wave in
each subsequent step after step is reduced by approximately an order of magnitude, for all practical
purposes this process can be terminated at Step 4 without any appreciable loss in accuracy, even for
the case where interaction is maximized. Therefore, Step 5 is only displayed for a complete description
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of the proposed iterative method. To calculate the perturbed η, in this paper we limit the summation
to the 1st order perturbed waves from each WEC in the array. The power for each WEC is calculated
using the average surface elevation that is the sum of the incident wave and the perturbed waves from
the nearest two WECs.
Figure 12. Step by step procedure for determining the perturbed field for regular incident wave
propagating from the left [42].
6.3. Power Output Calculation for an Array of 5 WECs
In evaluating the influence of the 5-WEC array interaction effects on the performance of a wave
farm, we compute the total power output by the two WEC arrays, after having obtained the modified
wave field in the WEC array using the approach outlined in Section 6.2. The power of each array is
calculated by the following equations depending on the PTO system and WEC type. For the linear









where Z and θ indicate an M× 1 column vector of the WEC’s position or angular displacement,
respectively. BPTO,l represents an M×M diagonal matrix with the BPTO coefficients for each WEC













TPTO(t) · θ̇(t)dt. (39b)
Here as in Equation (38), the boldface quantities represent M× 1 column vectors of the forces
and velocities of the individual heaving cylindrical WECs of the torques and angular displacements of
the individual OSWECs. As mentioned in Section 6.2, for each WEC in the array, the motions and the
forces used in Equations (38) and (39) are calculated with the input wave equal to the incident wave
plus the 1st order WEC array perturbed wave at the location of the given WEC. The magnitude of the
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η used for calculating the power P in Equations (38) and (39) is taken as the average of the 1st order
modified η on a region immediately surrounding the WEC. In addition to calculating the power of
each array, we also introduce the ‘q value’, defined as the ratio of the power of the M-WEC array to





where P is the power output of the linear or hydraulic PTO WEC given by equations (Equations (10),
(14), (23) and (26)) for the heaving cylindrical WEC or the OSWEC, respectively. The q value is a
commonly used metric in wave energy literature to assess the strength of array effects, we find it used
in [30,39,40,43], for example.
6.4. Power Output for an Array of 5 WECs
The 5-WEC array power output for the two PTOs and for the data for the two WEC types is
displayed in Table 5 for the modelled wave periods from Table 1 for H = 1.0 m and in the bar chart
Figure 13. The q value for the various configurations, defined in Equation (40), is displayed in the third
and sixth data row. As we have witnessed in Section 5.1, the deviation from linear behavior due to the
increase from H = 1.0 m to H = 2.0 m is very small, therefore we will focus our attention in this and the
following sections on the results for H = 1.0 m with the knowledge that the results for H = 2.0 m show
similar patterns and behaviors. As in the single WEC case, we observe a significant increase in the
power output of the 5-OSWEC array versus a 5-heaving cylindrical WEC array with the power of the
former producing up to 3× more power for a wave period of 8.0 s. Please note that as in the single
WEC case analyzed in Section 5.1, the heaving cylindrical WEC array produces more power with
increasing wave period while in the case of the OSWEC array, the peak power occurs for T = 8.0 s, with
a decrease for higher wave periods. Please note that this reduction is more significant in the array case
than in the single wave case, a fact that is reflected in the decreasing q values as the period increases.
This behavior can be directly linked to the increase in the |η| in the ‘near-field’ zone, as we will observe
in Section 6.5.2. For the heaving cylindrical WEC, the q values are also decreasing for wave periods
greater than 8.0 s, but with the difference that each q value is consistently below unity. It is clear from
the data that in the case of the modelled 5-WEC array configuration, placing the OSWECs in an array
is much more advantageous to their performance than for the heaving cylindrical WECs. We must
remark however, that in realistic wave conditions with frequency and directional spreading it is near
impossible to achieve the phase relationships that lead to high q values and consequently, we expect
the relative difference in the array power output between the two types of WECs to diminish.
Table 5. Average power output for an array of 5 WECs for a linear and hydraulic PTO system. heaving
cylindrical WEC: top three rows. OSWEC: bottom three rows.
WEC Type Value
Wave Average Power Output Linear Pl Average Power Output Hydraulic Ph
Height Wave Period T (s) Wave Period T (s)
H (m) 6 8 10 12 6 8 10 12
heaving ARRAY H = 1.0 234.54 325.48 315.33 304.44 245.7 387.28 389.27 358.25
cylindrical SINGLE × 5 H = 1.0 239.9 329.72 364.32 360.18 250.77 386.99 450.26 426.69
WEC q H = 1.0 0.98 0.99 0.87 0.85 0.98 1.00 0.86 0.84
ARRAY H = 1.0 1001.7 1736.6 1282.6 854.33 867 1617.7 1237.8 868.79
OSWEC SINGLE × 5 H = 1.0 532.34 663.75 657.75 634.15 462.8 571.7 565.4 547.2
q H = 1.0 1.88 2.62 1.95 1.35 1.87 2.83 2.19 1.59
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Figure 13. Bar chart showing the power output for a 5-WEC heaving cylindrical WEC array (left)
and OSWEC array (right)with linear PTO system (purple) and hydraulic PTO system (red) with the
percentage difference between the two calculated by Equation (29).
6.5. The Near-Field |η| for an Array of 5 WECs
In this section, we present the results for the near-field wave field for an array of 5 heaving
cylindrical WECs, arranged in the configurations displayed in Figures 10 and 11 for the wave periods
listed in Table 1 for a wave height H of 1.0 m. The results are presented in Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 as the
modulus of the surface elevation |η|. Using this metric, we show both the total wave field to see the
connection between the surface elevation and the array power output, and the perturbed wave field
which only displays the array effects, that is deviations from the incident wave field brought about by
the interactions with the WEC arrays. Because of the quantitative differences in the wave fields for a
heaving cylindrical WEC and an OSWEC, the presentation of the results is split into two Sections 6.5.1
and 6.5.2, where in each subsection we take an in-depth look at the ‘near-field’ wave amplitude η.
6.5.1. The Perturbed |η| for an Array of Heaving Cylindrical WECs
First thing, we look at the wave field of an array of 5 heaving cylindrical WECs for a linear PTO
system for T = 6.0 s and T = 8.0 s. In Figures 14 and 15 the total (left) and perturbed (right) fields are
plotted for the named wave periods. Notice that the magnitude of the changes in the total |η| due to
the presence of the array are much greater for the case of T = 6.0 s. This can be seen even more clearly
in a comparison of the perturbed |η| for the same two wave periods, where the perturbed wave field is
nearly 2× greater in magnitude near the WECs. However, it would be incorrect to assume that this
difference is linearly proportional to the difference in the power output P of the array at these wave
periods, as will be elaborated on in Section 7.
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Figure 14. The total (left) and perturbed (right) |η| for a heaving cylindrical WEC for a wave of
H = 1.0 m, T = 6.0 s for a linear PTO system. Incident wave propagating from the left.
Figure 15. The total (left) and perturbed (right) |η| for a heaving cylindrical WEC for a wave of
H = 1.0 m, T = 8.0 s for a linear PTO system. Incident wave propagating from the left.
Moving on to the two higher wave periods, T = 10.0 s and T = 12.0 s, the interaction of the incident
wave field with the WEC array markedly decreases. We can observe this in a contour plot of the total
and the perturbed wave field for T = 10.0 s for the heaving cylindrical WEC array with a linear PTO
system in Figure 16. We note that although the perturbed wave field is barely perceptible, it does
result in a slight enhancement of the total wave field which creates an area of higher total |η| in front
of the array. For T = 12.0 s the shape of the interaction zones is similar to those of T = 10.0 s but the
magnitude of the array effects is minimal and consequently, these wave fields are not displayed in the
interest of brevity.
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Figure 16. The total (left) and perturbed (right) |η| for a heaving cylindrical WEC for a wave of
H = 1.0 m, T = 10.0 s for a linear PTO system. Incident wave propagating from the left.
6.5.2. Results for an Array of OSWECs
We next move on to explore the results of the simulations for the 5-OSWEC Array. Analogous
to Section 6.5.1 we first look at the total near-field |η| for T = 6.0 s and T = 8.0 s, which are the wave
periods with the greatest ‘array effect’ and the highest power output P. In Figures 17 and 18 we plot the
total |η| (left) and the perturbed |η| for the two wave periods in question. Observe that the magnitude
of both fields is much greater than that of the heaving cylindrical WEC shown in Figures 14 and 15
for both T = 6.0 s and T = 8.0 s. Moreover, we observe a large difference in the locations of ‘hot spots’
and ‘cold spots’, which are areas of strong positive or negative anomalies in |η| between T = 6.0 s
and T = 8.0 s. In other words, the areas with destructive interference between the incident and the
perturbed wave leads to a decrease in |η| or vice versa with constructive interference between the
incident and perturbed waves. This is important in understanding the interaction between the wave
period and the power output P that we will discuss in Section 7.
Figure 17. The total (left) and perturbed (right) |η| for an array of heaving cylindrical WECs for a wave
of H = 1.0 m, T = 6.0 s for a linear PTO system. Incident wave propagating from the left.
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Figure 18. The total (left) and perturbed (right) |η| for an array of heaving cylindrical WECs for
H = 1.0 m, T = 8.0 s for a linear PTO system. Incident wave propagating from the left.
As with the heaving cylindrical WEC, the two largest wave periods T = 10.0 s and T = 12.0 s
display smaller perturbations in the near-field zone. Unlike for the heaving cylindrical WEC, however,
they are still significant, as we can witness in Figures 19 and 20 in the plots of the |η| for an OSWEC
with a linear PTO system. This perturbation effect is mirrored in the positive q values in Table 5 for both
T = 10 and T = 12, unlike in the case of the heaving cylindrical WECs. Again, notice the strong change
in the locations of the positive and negative anomalies in the total wave field between Figures 19
and 20. As we will see in the next section Section 6.5.3, these are the two wave periods where the
hydraulic PTO system power performance in a OSWEC array is close to or slightly exceeding the linear
PTO system WEC array case, unlike the single WEC case in Section 5.1 where the reverse is true.
6.5.3. Comparing the Effect of a Linear PTO System to a Hydraulic PTO System for a Wave Field
around a 5-WEC Array
In this section, we compare the effect of the linear and hydraulic PTO system on the near-field
of the array. As in Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, we show the outcomes for both the total and perturbed
wave fields, but instead of plotting |η|, we plot the percent difference between the |η| of the WEC with
hydraulic and the linear PTO system similar to Figure 9 for the a single WEC. We start by looking
at the effect of the hydraulic PTO system for the case of the heaving cylindrical WEC. In Figure 21
we plot the difference between the total |η| for a heaving cylindrical WEC for the 4 modelled wave
periods as defined by Equation (29).
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Figure 19. The total (left) and perturbed (right) |η| for an OSWEC for a wave of H = 1.0 m, T = 10.0 s
for a linear PTO system. Incident wave propagating from the left.
Figure 20. The total (left) and perturbed (right) |η| for an OSWEC for a wave of H = 1.0 m, T = 12.0 s
for a linear PTO system. Incident wave propagating from the left.
The first observation we make is the marked decrease in the η difference as we increase T from
6.0 s to 12.0 s. While for the 6.0 s wave the difference barely exceeds 15 % for areas on the perimeter
of the body, for the rest of the wave periods the differences are considerably less, dipping below the
5% threshold of the T = 12.0 s case. Please note that whereas for the two shorter wave periods the
areas of positive and negative change have a complicated pattern based on the interaction between the
radiated waves of each body, for the T = 10.0 s and T = 12.0 s cases there is a general trend of a higher
|η| for the hydraulic PTO system for the front rows and lower for the back row, especially for the back
middle WEC. Observe that this slight overall decrease in |η| does not adversely affect the heaving
cylindrical WEC array performance, as we saw in Table 5 in Section 6.4, where the performance of the
heaving cylindrical WEC array is significantly better than that of the single WECs.
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Figure 21. Percentage difference between the |η| produced by a heaving cylindrical WEC with a
hydraulic PTO vs. a linear PTO system for a wave of H = 1.0 m and wave periods of T = 6.0 s (top left)
T = 8.0 s (top right) T = 10.0 s (bottom left) T = 12.0 s (bottom right). Incident wave propagating from
the left.
Contrary to the heaving cylindrical WEC array, the difference of the PTO system greatly modifies
the wave field of the 5-OSWEC array. In comparing Figure 22 to Figure 21, we see that the percent
difference is much greater, in fact more than 100% for the 8.0 s case. We also observe that, unlike for
the heaving cylindrical WEC array example, the differences in |η| do not markedly decrease with
increasing wave period. We see that difference is the greatest for T = 8 s but that it is also greater for
T = 12.0 s than for T = 10.0 s. What we see then is that there is a strong effect the hydraulic PTO system
on the WEC array wave field, and by comparing the contour plots in Figure 22 to the values for the
average absorbed power of the OSWEC array in Table 5, we also notice that the difference in |η| is
not always proportional to the difference in power. For example, we notice that the magnitude and
extent of the positive anomalies for T = 12.0 s is greater than that for T = 10.0 s but that the hydraulic
PTO system 5-OSWEC array produces less power for the higher period. In general, we see that the
difference from linear to hydraulic PTO system has a strong effect on the total wave field, but that the
quality of the difference is greatly dependent on the wave period. We note that for the T = 8.0 s case in
particular, there is an overall reduction in the surface elevation in lee of the array for the hydraulic
PTO system compared to the linear PTO system, a fact that is reflected in the increase of the q value
from 2.62 to 2.83. We can also observe that for the T = 10.0 s and especially the T = 12.0 s case that
there is a net increase in |η| inside the array area and a slight decrease outside of it. Again, we see this
confirmed in the q values in Table 5 where they increment from 1.95 to 2.19 for the T = 10.0 s and from
1.35 to 1.59 for the T = 12.0 s wave.
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Figure 22. Percentage difference between the |η| produced by an OSWEC with a hydraulic PTO vs.
a linear PTO system for a wave of H = 1.0 m and wave periods of T = 6.0 s (top left) T = 8.0 s (top right)
T = 10.0 s (bottom left) T = 12.0 s (bottom right). Incident wave propagating from the left.
7. Discussion
In the results for the 5-WEC arrays in Section 6 we have seen the interplay between the efficacy
of the WEC array from the point of view of average absorbed power and the array wave fields η.
The primary determination we can make is that the array effects are much stronger for the 5-OSWEC
array case than for the heaving cylindrical WEC array case. Consequently, the effect of the change of
the PTO system on the near-field surface elevations is much more significant for the OSWEC than
for the heaving cylindrical WEC as highlighted in Figures 21 and 22 in Section 6.5.3. As remarked in
Section 6.4 in Figure 13, the effect of the change in PTO on the power output of the array is likewise
quite different between the 5-heaving cylindrical WEC array and the 5-OSWEC array, but is not
strictly related to the change in the magnitude of the array effects. The addition of a hydraulic PTO
significantly increases the power output of the heaving WEC array, especially at the higher wave
periods. Meanwhile for the OSWEC array, there is a net decrease in the array power output with
a change from a linear to a hydraulic PTO system for all periods except for T = 12 s. The interplay
between the impact of the PTO systems of the two WEC types placed a closely spaced WEC array on
the array power and on the near-field η are conceptualized in the flow chart in Figure 23. The arrow
thickness represents the relative magnitude of the effect of each PTO type on the phenomena where
the arrows are directed.
As with the magnitude, the location of the greatest changes in the near-field η differs between the
5-heaving cylindrical WEC and the 5-OSWEC array. Observe that the areas of positive and negative %
difference in η are very distinct, with the hydraulic PTO system increasing the apparent η behind the
heaving cylindrical WEC array while for the OSWEC array the change from a linear to a hydraulic PTO
reduces the η behind the WECs. This is not a surprise given that the OSWEC, which operates in shallow
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water and fills the entire wave column, presents a bigger obstacle to the oncoming waves that results
in much greater wave diffraction as observed in Figure 9. It is also the case that the OSWEC produces
a stronger radiated wave field. The sum of the two effects results in strong areas of constructive and
destructive interference that we observe in the surface elevations in the single OSWEC case in Figure 7
(left) and in the array of 5 OSWECs in Figures 17–20. Note especially the enhancement in the wave
fields for T = 8.0 s for the OSWEC where the perturbed field is up to 50 % greater around the bodies.
This is manifested in the power output P of the 5-OSWEC array at this wave period in Table 5: P is
the highest value among all wave periods for the OSWEC and also with the highest q value, for both
PTOs. In contrast, the perturbed wave field for the heaving cylindrical WEC for T = 8.0 s is quite
small, only differing by a few centimeters from the undisturbed |η| as we see in the right panel in
Figure 15. Moreover, the impact of the change in the PTO system of the heaving cylindrical WEC is
not necessarily reflected in the power output of the heaving cylindrical WEC array. As an example,
the 5-heaving cylindrical WEC array outputs the most power at a wave period of T = 8.0 s for a linear
PTO system, for a hydraulic PTO system the power is higher for wave period of T = 10.0 s. Since the
near-field array effects and the power output of a 5-heaving cylindrical WEC array are not directly
linked, these changes are not reflected in Figure 21 where we see a relative decrease in the near-field
|η| between the case of a wave period of T = 8 s and T = 10 s.
Figure 23. Schematic diagram showing the relationship between the PTO system impacts of the two
types of WECs in an array. Thick arrows represent strong influences on the indicated parameters while
thin arrows represent weak influences.
When we observe the areas of positive or negative change based on a substitution of a linear for a
hydraulic PTO system, in Figure 21, we note a decrease in the change in η for the higher wave periods,
indicating that the hydraulic PTO system is indeed extracting more energy from the wave field than
the linear PTO system. However, the magnitude of these effects is close to the 5% threshold and can
essentially be neglected in a 1st order modelling approach. Conversely, we have noted in Section 6.5.3
that the addition of a hydraulic PTO system to the OSWECs in an array tends to ‘pull’ in the energy
from the surrounding areas to the ‘near field’. This is especially true for higher wave periods and
is reflected in the relative increase in the power output of an OSWEC array with a hydraulic PTO
system compared to the same isolated WEC. In the case of the OSWEC array, the effects are an order of
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magnitude stronger. We note the present results show the same differences in the strength of the array
effects between the heaving cylindrical WEC and the OSWEC arrays as in those presented in [44].
We presume that such contrasting behavior reflects the differences in the underlying
hydrodynamics of the WEC-PTO system of the 2 WEC types. For the heaving cylindrical WEC
case, the primary driver of an increment in the power output of a hydraulic PTO system is the increase
in the PTO system force, while for the OSWEC the hydraulic PTO system has a greater impact on
the WEC motion. Indeed, the η of near-field area of the OSWEC array increases with the hydraulic
PTO system, especially for the long wave periods T = 10.0 s and T = 12.0 s. Unlike the heaving
cylindrical WEC case, we also note that a change in the PTO system reduces the η in lee of the WEC
array, augmenting the areas of destructive interference. This might be important in considering the
impact on surrounding WEC arrays and coastal processes.
Still, a change in PTO system for the OSWEC results in an improvement for only the T = 12.0 s, with
a relative decrease in the power output for the other wave periods compared to the linear PTO system
case. We must remark here that for the OSWEC case, for both the single WEC and the array, our linear
PTO model can exaggerate the performance of the OSWEC since we are not taking into account the
strong non-linearities inherent in the dynamics of this WEC type. This has been pointed out in [8,45]
among others. Therefore, if we were to choose a more sophisticated model for the OSWEC, the relative
‘underperformance’ of the hydraulic PTO system might disappear.
It must be mentioned here that in this paper we are using a linear hydrodynamic model in
simulating the WEC arrays for regular waves from a single direction. It has been shown in literature
and in our own research that these assumptions would tend to overestimate both the power output
and the perturbations in the near-field η. We note that a heaving cylindrical WEC, being axi-symmetric,
is much less sensitive to changes in the direction of the incoming wave than the OSWEC. We also
remark that for the case of the OSWEC, the linear PTO model might lead to an overestimation of the
power and the differences we observe between a 5-OSWEC array power output with a linear and
hydraulic PTO model might be in part be due to such assumptions. Therefore, we use the linear model
more as a ‘benchmark’ to compare with previous studies such as [2,5,23,44] rather than a realistic PTO
system representation to include in an OSWEC array simulation.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a model of arrays of 5 WECs of two WEC types with contrasting
hydrodynamics, a heaving cylinder WEC and an OSWEC driven by the surge component of the wave
force. In our wave structure interaction-PTO model, we simulated single WECs and arrays with linear
and hydraulic PTO systems, calculating both the power output of the WEC array and near-field η of the
WEC array using an original iterative method that enables a fast calculation of both quantities. We have
elaborated on the distinct hydrodynamic behavior of the heaving cylindrical WEC and the OSWEC.
We noted the differing effects of changing of a WEC PTO system between a single WEC case
and an array case as summarized by Figure 23. Pertaining to power output P for the single heaving
cylindrical WEC case, we conclude that the hydraulic PTO system brings a significant increase in
the power output compared to a linear PTO system with up to 25% improvement for a H = 1.0 m,
T = 10.0 s wave. For an array of 5 heaving cylindrical WECs the result is similar, with the increase due
to the hydraulic PTO system mirroring that of the single WEC case. In both cases the impact of the
heaving cylindrical WEC array on the near-field is minimal, with the only significant modification of
the wave field at a wave period of T = 6.0 s. By extension then, a change in the PTO type for a heaving
cylindrical WEC array produces no substantial changes to the near-field surface elevations. Therefore,
if these effects are the primary target of a given investigation, a hydraulic PTO system can be modelled
as a linear PTO system without loss of fidelity.
Conversely, for a single OSWEC, a hydraulic PTO system tempers the performance, with a
reduction in the power output P across all wave period around 14%. Intriguingly, the situation for
a 5-OSWEC array is different, with the hydraulic PTO system only having a strong negative effect
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on power output for a T = 6.0 s wave. For the other wave periods the change in PTO system does
not results in a decrease in the power output, indeed for T = 12.0 s it slightly increases. We can see,
therefore, that for the case of a 5-OSWEC array the array effects play a strong role in modifying the
WEC array power output. There is a two-fold conclusion then for modelling the OSWECs. Firstly,
a single OSWEC with a specific PTO system cannot be expected to reflect the behavior of said PTO
system in an array. Secondly, the difference between the two types of PTO systems modelled is great
enough such that one cannot substitute one PTO system for another without introducing substantial
error. As a practical consideration, most existing models of array PTO systems are simulated as linear
PTO systems. Although a hydraulic PTO system is more difficult to model in practice, our results have
shown that for the case of the OSWEC array with a hydraulic PTO system, it cannot be simplified
down without introducing substantial error into both the array power output and the near-field effects.
In both aforementioned cases, the WEC array modeler can use the conceptual schematic introduced in
Figure 23 as a guideline for choosing which assumptions to make.
It is part of our ongoing research to gradually increase the complexity and sophistication of both
the hydrodynamic and the PTO models with the counterbalance of having a fast and intuitive solution
for WEC array modelling. It is the next step of our research to use the presented coupled models in
a realistic WEC farm simulation using real sea states to test the limitations of the present research
mentioned at the end of the discussion in Section 7. Furthermore, out research aim is to expand the
calculation of the perturbed wave field to the ‘far-field’ area away from the WEC farms to study coastal
effects and interactions with a changing bathymetry.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
DoF Degree of Freedom
OSWEC Oscillating Surge Wave Energy Converter
PA Point Absorber
PTO Power Take-off
RAO Response Amplitude Operator
WEC Wave Energy Converter
Nomenclature
A(ω) added mass (kg) or (kg · m2)
β angle of incidence of the incoming wave to the x-axis (◦)
dx, dy WEC-WEC separation distances in the x and y direction (m)
B(ω) hydrodynamic damping (kg/s2)
BPTO,l power-take-off linear damping coefficient (kg/s2)
BPTO,h power-take-off hydraulic damping equivalent coefficient (kg/s2)
Dm variable motor displacement (rev/s)
KPTO power take-off linear stiffness coefficient ( Nm )
M number of bodies in the WEC array
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|η| absolute value of the complex free surface elevation η (m)
fPTO,l PTO-force for linear PTO system
fPTO,h PTO system-force for hydraulic PTO system
pij perturbed wave of order j for array i (-)
Pl mechanical power produced by the WEC with a linear PTO system
Ph mechanical power produced by the WEC with a hydraulic PTO system
Parray total power output of an isolated WEC array (kW)
q
q-value or gain factor, defined as ratio of power of the M-WEC array to the power
produced by the sum of M isolated WECs
sc piston area [m2]
Tr resonance or natural period of an oscillating body (s)
TPTO,l PTO-torque for linear PTO system
TPTO,h PTO-torque for hydraulic PTO system
Z complex amplitude of heave displacement
z(t) heave displacement in time domain (m)
ζ wave amplitude (m)
Θ complex amplitude of pitch angular displacement
θ(t) pitch angular displacement in time domain (rad)
ω wave frequency (rad/s)
‘array effects’ = the hydrodynamic effects of WECs in an array that produce a
perturbation in the incident wave field
‘near-field’ referring to wave field modification effects in the general location of the
WECs inside an array
‘far-field’ referring to wave field modification effects outside the immediate area of the
WEC array(s)
‘perturbed wave’ = radiated + diffracted wave
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Abstract: Between the Wave Energy Converters (WECs) of a farm, hydrodynamic interactions occur
and have an impact on the surrounding wave field, both close to the WECs (“near field” effects) and at
large distances from their location (“far field” effects). To simulate this “far field” impact in a fast and
accurate way, a generic coupling methodology between hydrodynamic models has been developed by
the Coastal Engineering Research Group of Ghent University in Belgium. This coupling methodology
has been widely used for regular waves. However, it has not been developed yet for realistic irregular
sea states. The objective of this paper is to present a validation of the novel coupling methodology
for the test case of irregular waves, which is demonstrated here for coupling between the mild slope
wave propagation model, MILDwave, and the ‘Boundary Element Method’-based wave–structure
interaction solver, NEMOH. MILDwave is used to model WEC farm “far field” effects, while NEMOH
is used to model “near field” effects. The results of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are
validated against numerical results from NEMOH, and against the WECwakes experimental data
for a single WEC, and for WEC arrays of five and nine WECs. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
between disturbance coefficient (Kd) values in the entire numerical domain (RMSEKd ,D) are used for
evaluating the performed validation. The RMSEKd ,D between results from the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model and NEMOH is lower than 2.0% for the performed test cases, and between the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data RMSEKd ,D remains
below 10%. Consequently, the efficiency is demonstrated of the coupling methodology validated here
which is used to simulate WEC farm impact on the wave field under the action of irregular waves.
Keywords: numerical modeling; numerical coupling; wave propagation; MILDwave; wave–structure
interaction; near field; far field; experimental validation; WECwakes project; wave energy converter arrays
1. Introduction
Ocean waves are an enormous marine renewable energy source with the potential to contribute
to a reduction in the world’s fossil fuel dependency. The exploitation of wave energy is a complex
and expensive process that takes place in a rough environment. As a result, a large number of Wave
Energy Converters (WECs) technologies are under development [1], with none of them yet reaching
a commercial stage. In addition, many WECs have to be deployed and arranged in WEC farms to
produce large amounts of electricity and to have economically viable wave energy projects.
The overall wave power absorption of a WEC farm will affect the surrounding wave field creating
areas of reduced wave energy (areas of decreased wave height) in the lee of the WEC farm as seen
in [2–8]. The hydrodynamic problem of wave power absorption between the WECs within a farm,
and between the WECs and the incident wave field is characterized by three different problems namely:
wave reflection, diffraction and radiation. The superposition of the reflected, diffracted and radiated
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wave fields results in a perturbed wave field. The perturbed wave field close to the WECs of the farm
caused both by WEC–WEC and wave–WEC interactions is often referred to in literature as the “‘near
field” effects while the propagation of this perturbed wave field at a larger distance from the WEC
farm e.g., in the coastal zone, is referred to as the “far field” effects [9–16].
Substantial numerical research has been carried out to study the “‘near field” effects in WEC
farms, focusing on optimizing the WEC farm layout and maximizing the power output by employing
wave–structure numerical models. Typically, numerical models based on potential flow theory have
been used either for calculating semi-analytical coefficients [17–19] or by means of Boundary Elements
Method based models (BEMs) [20–22]. The aforementioned numerical models are suited to resolve
more accurately the details of WEC (farm) “‘near field” effects. However, they are not able to account
for the physical processes that influence the “far field” effects such as wave propagation over a varying
bathymetry and wave breaking. Furthermore, the numerical simulation time can increase considerably
when increasing the number of WECs modelled and the size of the numerical domain. In recent years,
the use of non-linear numerical models based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [23,24] and
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [12,25,26] has increased as these models can take into account
non-linear effects for wave–structure interactions. Nonetheless, the use of these models is restricted
to a small spatial and temporal scale and to an even more limited number of WECs, which makes
them also not suitable to study WEC (farm) “far field” effects in a large numerical domain due to high
computational cost.
“Far field” effects are traditionally studied in a computationally cost-efficient way using wave
propagation models. In [2–4,7,8,27–29], phase-averaging spectral models are used to obtain the wave
field in the lee of a WEC farm. The WEC farms in these studies are simplified as obstacles which
have been assigned a fixed transmission (and thus wave power absorption) coefficient. In a similar
way, Refs. [30,31] used a time-dependent mild slope equation model and simplified each WEC
as a wave power absorbing obstacle. To obtain the frequency-dependent wave power absorption
coefficient for phase-averaging spectral models and the wave power absorption coefficient (assigned to
obstacles/structures) for time-dependent mild slope equation models, wave tank testing or numerical
modeling are required. Therefore, the simplified parametrization of the wave power absorbed by
WECs is not taking into account the wave–structure interactions of diffraction and radiation of the
different WECs modelled [32]. This inaccuracy may lead to an overestimation or underestimation of
the WEC farm power absorption and consequently an unrealistic estimation of the “far field” effects in
the coastal zone.
From the aforementioned studies, it is clear that modeling the perturbed wave field around a farm
of WECs is a complex process. Usually “near field” and “far field” effects are approached separately due
to the difficulties in using a single numerical model to obtain a fast and accurate solution for both effects.
To rectify these limitations, different coupling methodologies between wave–structure interaction
solvers and wave propagation models have been developed in the recent years [9–15]. This allows
higher precision in the estimation of “far field” effects, by using a wave–structure interaction solver
to obtain an accurate solution of the wave field in a limited area around the WECs of a farm and
propagating this resulting wave field further away using a wave propagation model over a coastal zone.
As pointed out in [12], there are different types of coupling methodologies which use one-way
and two-way coupling, respectively. In one-way coupled models, there is information transfer in
one direction only, where each numerical model is run independently. Examples of such studies,
which present linear simulation of “far field” effects of WEC farms by coupling a wave propagation
model and a BEM solver, are carried out by [9–11,13,33,34]. Alternatively, in two-way coupled models,
both numerical models are run at the same time with a two-way transfer of information between
them. Examples of two-way coupled models are provided by [12] who demonstrated coupling of a
non-linear wave propagation model with an SPH wave–structure interaction solver, or by [35] who
simulated a submerged buoy using a non-hydrostatic wave-flow model implemented in the wave
propagation model SWASH [36].
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In the present study, a continuation of the one-way coupling methodology presented in [13,14,37]
for regular waves between the wave propagation model MILDwave [10,38] and the wave–structure
interaction solver NEMOH [39] is performed. This coupling methodology is based on the work
of [9,38], who first presented a coupling between a wave propagation model (MILDwave) and a
wave–structure interaction solver WAMIT [40]. In [14] specifically, the step-by-step procedure of
this coupling methodology is presented and its application range. Moreover, in [14], the theoretical
background of both the coupling methodology and of the employed numerical models (MILDwave and
NEMOH) is provided. Furthermore, in [14], experimental data from the “WECwakes” database [41]
has been used and more specifically wave field measurements for a 9-WEC array interacting with the
incoming waves. The latter was used to perform validation of the coupling methodology for regular
waves propagating through the 9-WEC array, obtaining good agreement between the experimental
and numerical results regarding the impact of the 9-WEC array on the surrounding wave field. In [14],
irregular waves were briefly introduced, yet not validated, without presenting a fully developed
coupling methodology for irregular wave simulations.
Here, the novelty of this study is the validation of a fully developed coupling methodology for
modeling irregular waves using available experimental data [16,41]. In the present manuscript,
the coupling methodology is presented in detail for irregular wave generation. Furthermore,
the irregular wave cases of a 9-WEC array, a 5-WEC array and a single WEC are selected from
the “WECwakes” database for simulations using the coupling methodology and for validation
purposes. Moreover, numerical results of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared
to NEMOH numerical results and experimental data, showing that the coupled model is able to
accurately parse the information between the NEMOH and MILDwave numerical domains in the “near
field”. This information is then propagated into the “far field” in the MILDwave numerical domain as
MILDwave correctly models coastal transformations [42]. Based on the results from [14] and on the
current results from the present work, it is demonstrated that the developed and validated coupling
methodology can be a useful tool for cost-efficient computational time simulations of coastal impacts
of farms of floating structures and WECs over a large coastal zone. In contrast, it should also be noted
that, due to the limitations of the numerical models employed here, the resulting MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model cannot be used for non-linear sea states and to model morphological coastal impacts.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 1 provides a short overview of the state-of-the-art
and problem statement. Section 2 presents a description of the generic coupling methodology. Section 3
illustrates the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model, including a detailed description of the coupling
methodology implementation, the wave propagation solver MILDwave and the wave–structure
interaction solver NEMOH. A validation test case is described in Section 4 and the results are presented
in Section 5. In Section 6, the capability of the "MILDwave-NEMOH" coupled model to simulate “far
field” effects of WEC farms is discussed. Finally, the conclusions of this and future work are drawn
in Section 7.
2. Generic Coupling Methodology
In this section, the generic coupling methodology first introduced by [9] is briefly presented.
The objective of the coupling methodology is to obtain the total wave field around a (group of)
structure(s), as a superposition of the incident wave field and the perturbed wave field (which
is a combination of the reflected, diffracted and radiated wave fields). The incident wave field
propagation and transformation is calculated over a large domain using a wave propagation numerical
model. The perturbed wave field is simulated using a wave–structure interaction solver over a
restricted domain around the structure(s), namely the coupling region. As it has been pointed out in
[9], this coupling methodology can be applied by employing any wave–structure interaction solver
that describes the perturbed wave field, any wave propagation model and any type of oscillating or
floating structure(s).
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The general strategy for the coupling methodology has been also recently reported and updated
in [14], but, for clarity, it is presented here briefly. It consists of four steps. Firstly (Step 1), a wave
propagation model is used to obtain the incident wave field at the location of the structure(s) when the
structure(s) is (are) not present. Secondly (Step 2), the obtained wave field from Step 1 is used as an
input for the wave–structure interaction solver at the location of the structure(s). Then, the motion of
the structure(s) is solved and an accurate solution of the perturbed wave fields around the structure(s)
is obtained. Thirdly (Step 3), the perturbed wave field is used as an input in the wave propagation
model and is propagated throughout a large domain. This is done by prescribing an internal wave
generation boundary around the structure location. Finally (Step 4), the total wave field due to the
presence of the structure(s) is obtained as the superposition of the incident wave field and the perturbed
wave field in the wave propagation model.
3. Application of the Coupling Methodology between the Wave Propagation Model, MILDwave,
and the Wave–Structure Interaction Solver NEMOH for Irregular Waves
In this section, the generic coupling methodology presented in Section 2 will be demonstrated
for coupling between the wave propagation model MILDwave and the wave–structure interaction
solver NEMOH. First, a description of the two numerical models employed is presented. Subsequently,
a description of the irregular wave generation for the incident, perturbed and total wave fields
is provided.
3.1. The Wave Propagation Model, MILDwave and the Wave–Structure Interaction Solver, NEMOH
The wave propagation model chosen for demonstrating the proposed coupling methodology is
the mild slope model MILDwave [10,38], developed at the Coastal Engineering Research Group of
Ghent University, in Belgium. MILDwave is a phase-resolving model based on the depth-integrated
mild slope equations of Radder and Dingemans [43]. MILDwave allows for solving the shoaling and
refraction of waves propagating above mild slope varying bathymetries, and it has been widely used
in the modeling of WEC farms [10,11,13,30,31,41,44,45]. The basic MILDwave equations are reported
in [10].
The wave–structure interaction solver chosen to solve the diffraction/radiation problem is
the open-source potential flow BEM solver NEMOH, developed at Ecole Centrale de Nantes [39].
Linear potential flow theory has hitherto been utilized in a majority of the investigations into WEC
array modeling—for example, see [11,19,46,47]. NEMOH is based on linear potential flow theory [48],
and the basic equations and assumptions employed are reported in [14].
3.2. Generation of the Incident Wave Field for Irregular Waves
Irregular waves can be generated by applying the superposition principle of a number of different
linear regular wave components. The incident wave field for a linear regular wave is generated
intrinsically in MILDwave. Moreover, MILDwave allows for solving shoaling and refraction of waves
propagating over complex bathymetries. The numerical set-up of MILDwave is illustrated in Figure 1.
Waves are generated along a linear offshore wave generation boundary by applying the boundary
condition of linear regular waves generation:
ηI,reg(x, y, t) = a cos(ωt − k(x cos(θ) + y sin(θ))), (1)
where ηI,reg is the incident regular wave surface elevation, a is the wave amplitude, ω is the angular
frequency, k is the wave number and θ is the wave direction. To minimize unwanted wave reflection,
absorption layers are placed down-wave and up-wave in the numerical wave basin.
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Figure 1. Set-up of the different numerical wave basins used in MILDwave. The wave gauges (WGs)
are represented by the x symbol and numbered as they appear in the WECwakes experimental data-set.
(A) empty numerical wave basin and layout of WGs; (B) numerical wave basing with a single WEC;
(C) numerical wave basin with an array of five WECs (1 column, 1 × 5); (D) numerical wave basin with
an array of nine WECs (3 columns and 3 rows, 3 × 3).
By applying the superposition principle, a first order irregular wave is represented as the finite
sum of N regular wave components characterized by their wave amplitude, aj, and wave period, Tj,
derived from the wave spectral density, Sj:




aj cos(ωjt − kj(x cos(θj) + y sin(θj)) + ϕj), (2)
where
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aj =
√
2Sj( f j) · Δ f j, (3)
where ηI,irreg is the incident irregular wave surface elevation and aj is the wave amplitude, ωj is the
wave angular frequency, f j is the wave frequency, kj is the wave number, θj is the wave direction and
ϕj is the incident phase, of each wave frequency component. ϕj is selected randomly between −π and
π to avoid local attenuation of ηI,irreg.
3.3. Generation of the Perturbed Wave Field for Irregular Waves
To calculate the irregular perturbed wave field around a (group of) structure(s) first, it is necessary
to obtain the perturbed wave field for each wave frequency as a regular wave. The perturbed wave
field in the time domain for a regular wave is obtained in two steps and the generic numerical set-up
is illustrated in Figure 1. First, a frequency-dependent simulation is performed using NEMOH to
obtain the complex perturbed wave field around the (group of) structure(s). NEMOH resolves the
wave frequency-dependent wave radiation problem for each structure(s) and the diffraction (including
radiation) over a predetermined numerical grid with the wave phase ϕ = 0 at the center of the domain.
The resulting radiated and diffracted wave fields for each wave frequency depend on the shape and
number of floating structure(s), the number of Degrees of Freedom (DOF) considered, the local constant
water depth and the wave period.
The radiated (for each structure) and diffracted (for all structures) complex wave fields in NEMOH
are summed up to obtain the perturbed wave field, ηpert:
ηpert = ηdi f f + ηrad, (4)
where ηrad is the radiated wave field and ηdi f f is the diffracted wave field.
Secondly, the perturbed wave field is transformed from the frequency domain to the time domain
and imposed onto MILDwave using an internal wave generation boundary (Figure 1). For this study,
a circular wave generation boundary is prescribed; however, it can be defined using other shapes as
well. Waves are forced away from the circular wave generation boundary by imposing values of free
surface elevation ηcirc(x, y, t) as described by Equation (5):
ηcirc(x, y, t) = ac
∣∣ηpert∣∣ cos(ϕpert,c − ωt), (5)
where ηpert is the perturbed complex wave field in the circular wave generation boundary, and ac and
ϕpert,c are the wave amplitude of the incident wave and the wave phase of the perturbed wave at the
center of the circular wave generation boundary, respectively. To avoid unwanted wave reflection,
wave absorption layers or relaxation zones are implemented up-wave, down-wave and also in the
sides of the MILDwave numerical domain (Figure 1).
As in the case for the calculation of the irregular incident wave field, the irregular perturbed wave
field is calculated as the finite sum of N regular perturbed wave components characterized at the center
of the wave generation boundary by their wave amplitude, ac,j, derived from the wave spectrum:









2Sc,j( f j) · Δ f j (7)
and ηpert,irreg is the perturbed irregular wave surface elevation where Sc,j is the spectral density and
ϕpert,c,j is the perturbed wave phase of each frequency component. ϕpert,c,j is selected randomly
between −π and π to avoid local attenuation of the surface elevation.
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3.4. Generation of the Total Wave Field for Irregular Waves
The total wave field for irregular waves due to the presence of a (group of) structure(s) is
obtained by applying the generic coupling methodology described in Section 2. This is performed by
superimposing the irregular incident wave field and the irregular perturbed wave field generated in
MILDwave as shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Step 1 of the generic coupling methodology is applied N times for irregular waves to calculate
the incident wave field for N regular wave components in MILDwave by applying a random phase ϕi
for each simulation. From each simulation ac,i, and ϕc,i are obtained at the center of the circular wave
generation boundary and are used as input values for NEMOH.
In Step 2, the perturbed wave field is obtained in NEMOH. In NEMOH, ϕpert,c,j is referenced with
respect to the center of the domain (Section 3.3). Therefore, ϕpert,c,j at the NEMOH numerical domain
has to be corrected using the ϕj of the regular incident wave field to assure wave phase matching
between the incident and the perturbed waves in MILDwave.
Afterwards, in Step 3, the perturbed wave field is then transformed from the frequency domain to
the time domain and propagated into MILDwave for N regular perturbed wave components along the
circular wave generation boundary.
Finally, in Step 4, the irregular incident wave field is obtained as the superposition of the N
incident regular waves simulations from Step 1. The irregular perturbed wave field is obtained as
the superposition of the N perturbed regular wave simulations from Step 3. The total wave field for
irregular waves is obtained as the combination of the irregular incident and perturbed wave fields:








ηpert,reg,j(x, y, t), (8)
where ηtot,irreg is the total irregular wave surface elevation, and ηI,reg,j and ηpert,reg,j are the incident
and perturbed wave surface elevations of each wave frequency, respectively.
4. Validation Strategy of the Coupling Methodology between the Wave Propagation Model,
MILDwave, and the Wave–Structure Interaction Solver, NEMOH
In this section, a validation test case is presented to validate the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled
model against numerical results from NEMOH and experimental data. Showing that the perturbed
wave field can be precisely parsed from the NEMOH to the MILDwave domain in the near field of the
WEC array. The criteria evaluated for the numerical model validation are also described.
4.1. Validation Test Cases
The validation of the demonstrated generic coupling methodology is carried out by comparing
the results from the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model to those obtained from the numerical model
NEMOH and the WEC array experimental data from the WECwakes project [9,16,41].
4.1.1. WECwakes Experimental Data-Set
This section gives a short description of the experimental data-set from the WECwakes project [9,16,41]
conducted in the Shallow Water Wave Basin of DHI, Hørsholm (Denmark). In the WECwakes project,
arrays up to 25 point absorber type WECs (cylinders of a diameter of 0.315 m) were tested to study “near
field” and “far field” effects of heaving point absorber type WECs. A Coulomb friction based damping
is used.
The DHI wave basin is 22 m wide and 25 m long and the overall water depth is fixed to 0.7 m.
Different WEC array configurations have been tested during the WECwakes project under a wide
range of sea states, a large experimental data-set has been generated and is publicly available for
numerical validation purposes and for WEC array design guidelines. The wave field around the WECs
has been recorded using 41 resistive wave gauges (WGs) distributed in the wave basin.
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For the present validation study, three different WEC configurations are selected: a single WEC,
an array of five WECs arranged in a 1 × 5 WEC layout and an array of nine WECs arranged in a
3 × 3 WEC layout (see Figure 1B–D). A total of 15 wave gauges located in the front, leeward and
sides of the WECs array configurations are used to compare the significant wave height, Hs, and the
spectral density, S, between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the experimental data-set.
The separating distance between the different WECs is equal to 1.575 m (centre-to-centre distance).
The incident irregular wave conditions used to generate waves during the experiments test are defined
by a JONSWAP spectrum with Hs = 0.104 m and two peak wave periods of Tp = 1.18 s and 1.26 s.
4.1.2. “Test Case” Program
The primary objective of the present research is to validate the total wave field around a WEC
array obtained using the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model. For this reason, a “Test Case” (Table 1)
program based on the WECwakes experimental data-set has been designed for different irregular
wave cases and WEC (array) configurations:
Table 1. “Test Case” program for irregular waves, and different Wave Energy Converter (WEC) (array) configurations.
Test Case Significant Wave Peak Wave Water Depth, WEC Buoy WEC (Array)
Number  Height, Hs (m) Period, Tp (s) d (m) Motion (-) Layout (-)
1 0.104 1.18 0.700 Damped 1 × 1
2 0.104 1.26 0.700 Damped 1 × 1
3 0.104 1.26 0.700 No motion (fixed buoy) 1 × 5
4 0.104 1.26 0.700 Damped 1 × 5
5 0.104 1.18 0.700 Damped 3 × 3
6 0.104 1.26 0.700 Damped 3 × 3
The different “Test Cases” included in Table 1 are performed both using the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model, and NEMOH. NEMOH simulation results are used: (1) as input for the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model, and (2) as a benchmark for the validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model,
which is also compared with WECwakes data.
4.1.3. Numerical Set-Up in the Used Models
In MILDwave, simulations are carried out in two types of numerical wave basins (see Figure 1A–D)
with an effective domain (area not covered by the wave absorbing sponge layers) of 22 m width and
22 m length, and a constant water depth of 0.700 m. The same dimensions are used in NEMOH. Four
equally sized effective numerical domains are used. For the simulations performed to obtain the
incident wave field, waves are generated using a linear wave generation line located on the left side of
the numerical domain with two equally sized wave absorbing sponge layers placed up-wave (left) and
down-wave (right) (see Figure 1A).
For the simulations carried out to obtain the perturbed wave field, waves are generated using
an internal circular wave generation boundary (Figure 1B–D). The three different WEC (arrays)
configurations of Table 1 are simulated using different coupling radii for the circular wave generation
boundary (see Figure 1B–D). Each coupling radius is obtained following the recommendations by [11]
as 0.5 times the wave length (L) plus the radius of the WEC or the distance from the centre of the
circular area to the most distant WEC for a single WEC and a WEC array, respectively. Four equally
sized wave absorbing sponge layers are placed on all sides of the numerical domain.
The dimensions of the total numerical wave basin in MILDwave are not always the same, as the
length of the wave absorbing sponge layers (B) is different for each set of wave conditions and depends
on L. As irregular waves are obtained as a superposition of Nf regular wave components, B is
calculated using Lmax, which corresponds to Tmax of the discretized spectra. An increase of B causes a
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decrease of wave reflection, and as pointed out in [5] for B = 3 · Lmax wave reflection coefficient drops
to 1%.
The total wave field of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model is obtained as the superposition
of the numerical results from the domains of Figure 1A–D for a single WEC, five WECs and
nine WECs, respectively.
In NEMOH, the effect of the WEC’s Power Take-Off (PTO) system is taken into account by adding
a suitable external damping coefficient, BPTO = 28.5 kg/s as defined in [14].
4.2. Criteria Used for the Numerical Model Validation
The accuracy of the obtained numerical results is evaluated in two steps. Firstly, results from the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared against the NEMOH results. Secondly, results from
the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared against WECwakes experimental data.
The comparison between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and NEMOH is assessed by
calculating Kd coefficient values, as defined in Equations (9) and (10), respectively. The Kd coefficient
is defined as the ratio between the numerically calculated local total significant wave height, Hs,tot,
and the target incident significant wave height, Hs,I , imposed along the linear wave generation







∑Δtt (ηI,irreg,t + ηpert,irreg,t)2 · dtΔt
Hs,I
, (9)
where ηI,irreg,t and ηpert,irreg,t are the free surface elevations for irregular incident and perturbed waves
in each time step dt, from the domains of Figure 1A–D, respectively, and Δt is the time window over






∣∣∣ηtot,irreg, f req∣∣∣ is the absolute value of free surface elevation for the complex total wave obtained
in the frequency domain.
The Kd value is a useful parameter that has been used extensively in literature to study wave
field variations [9–11,22,30,31,34,42,45]. Kd >1 and Kd < 1 indicate increase and decrease of the local
wave height, respectively. When studying WEC arrays, increases in the local wave height indicate the
presence of “hot spots” [49], defined as areas of high wave energy concentration. Instead, decrease in
the local wave height denotes "wake" effects, which result in an area of reduced wave energy.
To evaluate Kd differences between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and NEMOH,
three different outputs have been generated:
1. Kd contour plots of the entire numerical domains;
2. Kd cross-sections along the length of the numerical domains (parallel to the wave propagation direction);




· 100 % (−), (11)
4. The Root Mean Square Error between Kd values obtained using the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled





· 100 % (−), (12)
where G is the number of grid points of the numerical domain (D).
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The validation of results obtained from the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model against
WECwakes experimental data is carried out using data recorded at the 15 numerical and experimental
WGs, respectively, as these are illustrated in Figure 1A. For each WG, two different outputs have
been generated:
1. Spectral density plots comparing the wave spectra between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled
model and the WECwakes experimental data for the 15 WGs.
2. The Root Mean Square Error between the Kd of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the





· 100 % (−), (13)
where C is the number of Test Cases.
5. Validation Results
In Section 5.1, the results for the irregular wave generation analysis are presented. The comparison
between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and NEMOH follows in Section 5.2. First,
the results for Test Case 6 are discussed in detail in Section 5.2.1, and then the results for all Test
Cases are summarized in Section 5.2.2 in terms of RMSEKd ,D values. The validation between the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data is included in Section 5.3.
Similarly, first, the results for Test Case 6 are discussed in detail in Section 5.3.1, while the results for all
Test Cases are summarized in Section 5.3.2 in terms of RMSEKd ,D values.
5.1. Sensitivity Analysis for Irregular Wave Generation
Before performing the numerical simulations listed in Table 1, a sensitivity analysis is carried out
to ensure a converging result of the irregular wave simulation, while keeping the computational time
low. This sensitivity analysis is based on three numerical simulation criteria: (1) the total simulation
time Qtot, (2) the number of regular wave components (Nf ), and (3) the grid cell size (dx and dy)
employed in MILDwave. For each criterium, the studied parameter is varied while the other two are
kept constant. The numerical domain in Figure 1A is used.
Firstly, different Qtot are considered to ensure a fully developed wave spectrum. Secondly, Nf is
modified in order to achieve a wave spectrum close to the theoretical one. Thirdly, dx = dy is varied
based on wave length, Lp of the incident waves in order to achieve a convergent solution with the
theoretical spectral density St( f ). The numerical spectral density in MILDwave Sn,M( f ) is obtained at
the centre of the domain for the incident wave of “Test case 1” of Table 1. The shortest Qtot, smallest
Nf and largest dx = dy resulting in an accurate solution of Sn,M( f ) are selected then to perform the
rest of the numerical simulations for the rest of the Test Cases.
The results of the irregular wave generation sensitivity analysis are shown in Figure 2. Sn,M( f )
for different Qtot is plotted in Figure 2a, while Nf = 15 and the dx = dy = 0.08 m are kept constant. It is
clearly observed that, for Qtot of 100 s and 300 s, Sn,M( f ) does not represent St( f ). For Qtot of 600 s,
there is a good agreement with St( f ) even for high frequency wave components, without leading to
computationally expensive simulations.
Sn,M( f ) for different Nf is compared to St( f ) in Figure 2b, while Qtot = 600 s and the
dx = dy = 0.08 m are kept constant. Simulations are performed for Nf = 15, 20 and 40. There is
a good agreement between Sn,M( f ) and St( f ) for all three simulations showing a slight amount
of spurious energy for high wave frequencies, which is reduced by increasing Nf . Nevertheless,
the accuracy gained by increasing Nf from 20 to 40 is not significant as the Sn,M( f ) peak and the
energy contained within the Sn,M( f ) curve is practically the same. Consequently, it is concluded that
increasing Nf is not required and therefore Nf is kept to 20 to reduce the computational time.
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Figure 2. Numerical wave spectrum Sn,M( f ) generated at the centre of the MILDwave numerical
domain for an irregular wave with Tp = 1.26 s and Hs = 0.104 m and different simulations parameters:
(a) total simulation time, Qtot; (b) number of regular wave components, Nf and (c) grid cell size,
dx(= dy). Sn,M( f ) is compared in (a–c) to the theoretical wave spectrum, St( f ).
To complete the sensitivity analysis, Sn,M( f ) for different dx (where dx = dy) is compared in
Figure 2c, while keeping Qtot = 600 s and Nf = 20 constant. As recommended for mild slope wave
propagation models, a starting value of dx = dy =
Lp
20 = 0.08 m is chosen. As seen in Figure 2c,
increasing dx(= dy) does not result in an improved agreement between Sn,M( f ) and St( f ), with Tp
and Sn,M( f ) that appear to be maintained in each case. Thus, a grid size dx(= dy) = 0.08 m is chosen
for all following simulations.
5.2. Comparison between MILDwave-NEMOH Coupled model and NEMOH
5.2.1. Irregular Waves with Wave Period Tp = 1.26 s
Using the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model for Test Cases 2, 4 and 6 from Table 1, the total
wave field around one, five and nine WECs, respectively, is simulated using the numerical domain of
Figure 1B–D, respectively. Kd results obtained for each considered Test Case are illustrated in Figure 3.
The coupling region in the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model is masked out using a white solid
circle and is not considered for the validation. For all three Test Cases, the hydrodynamic behaviour
and WEC motions obtained within the coupling region are affecting the incident wave field in the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model. As a result, a wave reflection pattern is generated in front of the
WECs with increased Kd values, while, in the lee of the WECs, "wake effects" appear with reduced
values of Kd. The effect of the three different WEC (array) configurations is expressed by an increased
impact in terms of wave reflection and wake effects.
Figure 3. Kd results for an irregular wave with Tp = 1.26 s and Hs = 0.104 m obtained using the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model: (a) Test Case 2; (b) Test Case 4 and (c) Test Case 6 of Table 1.
Contour levels are set at an interval of 0.05 of Kd value (-). The coupling region is masked out using a
white solid circle which includes the WECs (indicated by using black solid circles). Incident waves are
generated from the left to the right. S1 and S2 indicate the location of cross-sections.
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For the validation, Kd values obtained with the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and with
NEMOH are compared by means of the RDKd . Three contour plots for Test Cases 2, 4 and 6 are
illustrated in Figure 4a–c, respectively. The MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model provides lower Kd
results than NEMOH in the wave reflection zone up-wave of the WECs indicated by positive values
of RDKd , while the extent and magnitude of the wake effects are larger for the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model as indicated by negative values of RDKd . The maximum and minimum values of
RDKd are 4% and −4%, respectively, and are obtained for Test Case 6. These differences in the RDKd
between the two models appears close to the coupling region and the wave diffraction zones around
the WECs where increased Kd values are observed, and are increased by increasing the number of
WECs simulated. Nevertheless, these RDKd differences are reduced when moving away from the
coupling region.
Figure 4. Relative difference (%) in Kd, RDKd, between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and
NEMOH for an irregular wave of Tp = 1.26 s and Hs = 0.104 m: (a) Test Case 2; (b) Test Case 4; and (c)
Test Case 6 of Table 1. Contour levels are set at an interval of 2 of relative difference in Kd value (-). The
coupling region is masked out using a white solid circle which includes the WECs (indicated by using
black solid circles). Incident waves are generated from the left to the right.
To have a closer look at the comparison between the Kd results from the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model and NEMOH, for Test Cases 2, 4 and 6, two longitudinal cross-sections (indicated in
Figure 3) are drawn through: the centre of the domain, at y = 0 m (S1) and through the location of
WGs 17,18,19 and 20 (see Figure 1A), at y = 4.75 m (S2). Again, the coupled zone is masked out in
cross-section S1 using gray colour. For all considered Test Cases, it can be observed in Figure 5 that
there is very good agreement for Kd results between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and
NEMOH. For the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model Kd values are lower in the wave reflection and
diffraction regions in front and on the side of the WECs, and higher in the region where wake effects
occur in the lee of the WECs, compared to NEMOH.
Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Kd results for the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and for NEMOH along two longitudinal
cross-sections S1 (left) and S2 (right) as indicated in Figure 3 for: (a,b) Test Case 2; (c,d) Test Case 4, and
(e,f) Test Case 6. The coupling region is masked out in gray colour and includes the WECs’ cross-sections,
which are indicated by black vertical areas.
5.2.2. Comparison Summary
To complete the validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model, the rest of the Test Cases
of Table 1 are presented using the methodology used in Section 5.2.1. Similar conclusions for Test
Cases 1, 2 and 5 are drawn: the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model provides lower Kd results than
NEMOH in the wave reflection zone up-wave of the WECs, and increased magnitude of the wake
effects down-wave of the WECs indicated by positive and negative values of RDKd, respectively.
The results for all six Test Cases of Table 1 are then summarized by calculating the RMSEKd ,D
over all the grid points of the numerical domain. Figure 6 reports that RMSEKd ,D values remain below
1.60% for the simulated Test Cases.
Figure 6. Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) for the Kd, RMSEKd ,D, over the entire numerical domain.
Comparison between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and NEMOH for all Test Cases of Table 1.
5.3. Comparison between the MILDwave-NEMOH Coupled Model and the WECwakes Experimental Data-Set
5.3.1. Test Case 6
Results for Test Case 6 are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for the 15 WGs shown in Figure 1A.
The Kd values from the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and from the experimental measurements,
Kd,coupled and Kd,WECwakes, respectively, and numerical (using MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model)
and experimental results of Sn,M−N( f ) and SWECwakes( f ), respectively, are plotted in Figures 7 and 8.
The MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the experimental data have a good agreement in the WGs
in the lee of the WECs where wake effects take place and in the Bottom Lateral WGs (see Figure 1A) for
both the Kd and S( f ).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Kd between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes
experimental data for all 15 WGs of Figure 1A for Test Case 6 of Table 1.
Figure 8. Comparison between the spectral density Sn,M−N( f ) obtained using the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model, and the spectral density from the WECwakes experimental data, SWECwakes( f ) for all
15 WGs of Figure 1A for Test Case 6 of Table 1.
5.3.2. Comparison Summary
To complete the validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model against experimental
data, the RMSEKd,WG is calculated between the Kd,coupled and the Kd,WECwavkes for all Test Cases of
Table 1. Figure 9 shows the RMSEKd,WG obtained for each WG of Figure 1A. The Kd obtained for
the numerical data differs maximal by 10.03% from the experimental data. The RMSEKd,WG ranges
between 2.00–10.03%, while the highest agreement is observed at the WGs located in the lee of the
WECs and at the Bottom Lateral WGs. The largest RMSEKd,WG are obtained in the front WGs and at
the Top Lateral WGs.
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Figure 9. Root-Mean-Square-Error for the Kd for all 15 WGs, RMSEKd,WG , of Figure 1A. Comparison
between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data-set.
6. Discussion
An irregular wave generation sensitivity analysis for MILDwave was performed using the
different simulation parameters of Section 5.1. The results show that keeping a small Nf for discretizing
the irregular wave spectra, using dx = dy =
Lp
20 and Qtot representing 500 waves is sufficient to obtain
a good representation of the target irregular long crested sea state. Increasing Nf , decreasing dx(= dy)
or increasing Qtot will not lead to a significant increase in the accuracy of the obtained results, which
also leads to exponential increase of the computational time. This is illustrated for Nf = 40 where the
computational time is four times higher than the computational time for Nf = 20.
Section 5.2 demonstrates that the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model can accurately propagate
the perturbed wave field around different WEC (array) configurations for the linear wave theory based
coupling employed here. The results of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared against
NEMOH results. Small discrepancies between NEMOH and the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model
are found close to the coupling wave generation circle in front of and in the lee of the WEC (array).
These discrepancies increase as the number of WECs modelled increases, as shown in Figure 9a, though
remaining between ±4%. This shows, as pointed out in [14], that the complexity of the hydrodynamic
interactions when modelling the “far field” effects is not influential.
Validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model against the experimental WECwakes data
is performed in Section 5.3 showing a good agreement for the different Test Cases used in this study.
An error in predicting the Kd values measured at 15 WGs from the WECwakes tests is quantified in
terms of RMSEKd,WG (%). RMSEKd,WG values range from 2–10.02% being the WGs in front of the
WECs the ones with the least correspondence with the experimental data. On the contrary, for WGs
that are further away from the WECs, a better agreement is obtained. The difference within the Front
WGs arises due to the non-linear effect of the friction between the WEC shafts and the WEC buoys that
cannot be represented with the BEM-based coupling methodology employed, as BEM is based on linear
wave theory. This friction is causing the experimental WEC buoy to have smaller motion amplitude
than the numerical one obtained in the BEM solver. Thus, the WEC is absorbing less energy from the
incoming waves yielding a higher wave reflection in front of the WEC (array). Finally, the asymmetry
in the Kd results between the Bottom and the Top Lateral zones is caused by the non-linear behaviour
of the WECs in the experimental model and unwanted wave reflection in the wave basin that cannot be
modelled in the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model. In the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model, all
the WECs of the array have an identical behaviour as shown by the symmetric values of Kd given for
the top and the bottom lateral zones in Figure 7 and the symmetric total wave field shown in Figure 3.
Despite this, the following considerations have to be made: (1) a linear coupled model is compared to
experimental data that is inherently non-linear, as confirmed by [11] who reported that the incident
wave is a weakly non-linear Stokes second order wave; (2) moreover, the experimental PTO system
behaves as a Coulomb damper, yet in the numerical model it is approximated as a linear damper.
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For all Test Cases of Table 1, the RMSEKd ,D by comparing the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model
to NEMOH remains below 2%, while, by comparing the RMSEKd ,WG for the 15 WGs of Figure 1A
between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data, this never
exceeds 10.02%. Therefore, as there is a good parse of information between the two numerical models,
it can be concluded that the coupling methodology can be used to extend the numerical domain for
simulating an irregular long crested wave and thus simulate the “far field” effects of WEC farms and
arrays in a cost effective way.
However, and as it has already been mentioned in the authors’ previous work [14], the coupling of
MILDwave and NEMOH has some limitations. Firstly, despite the fact that the computational time for
simulating different WEC arrays in this study is reasonable (the longest recorded computational time
was that for Test Case 6, which lasted 2 h on 10 cores (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU@3.2GHz), it can
increase considerably when increasing the number of WECs. For an array of J WECs with six DOFs,
the computational time for a BEM model increases as σ6J , with increased computational time in larger
numerical domains. Secondly, irregular waves are calculated as a superposition of regular waves. It has
been proven that it is possible to obtain very good results with a low Nf ; however, if a higher resolution
of the Sn,M−N( f ) is needed, depending on the study case requirements, it would lead to an exponential
increase of the computational time. Thirdly, NEMOH calculations can only be performed at a constant
bathymetry introducing a limitation in that way. Moreover, MILDwave is applied for mild slope
bathymetries limiting the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model to coastal regions with a slope lower
than 13 . Finally, a realistic modeling of the WEC PTO system is required to maximize the WEC (array)
power output and quantify WEC effects on the surrounding wave field [50]. Modeling a resistive
PTO system allows us to obtain a cost-efficient simulation regarding computational times, but may
result in an overestimation of the incident wave power absorbed by the WEC(s). Realistic PTO systems
lead to a reduction of the power output due to losses and differences between the predicted optimum
damping and the optimum damping that can be achieved in operational conditions. The control and
optimization of the PTO system, however, as shown in [37], does not have a significant influence on
the wave field in the “far field”.
In terms of limitations of the proposed coupling methodology, these depend each time on the
type of models that are coupled [14]. Specifically, for coupling between two linear models such as
NEMOH and MILDwave, the resulting coupled model will provide conservative results in study
cases when non-linear phenomena are dominating. On the other hand, the above limitations can
be overcome when applying the proposed coupling methodology, for non-linear models. However,
the use of non-linear models needs to be justified for each specific study case, as they often introduce
computational instability and high computational costs.
7. Conclusions
In the present study, the validation of a novel generic coupling methodology for modeling both
near and far field effects of floating structures and WECs is presented for the test case of irregular
waves. This coupling methodology is demonstrated by employing the models MILDwave and
NEMOH, used for generation of irregular long crested waves. The main objective of the coupling
methodology is to obtain “far field” effects of WEC arrays at a cost-efficient computational time.
To validate the coupling methodology, several Test Cases from the WECwakes experimental data-set
have been considered for different WEC (array) configurations and wave conditions, and performed
using NEMOH and the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model.
First, the total wave field evaluated in terms of Kd was compared between the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model and NEMOH. The MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model showed a good agreement
with NEMOH for all the considered test cases, with an RMSEKd ,D below 2%. Next, the model was
validated against the experimental WECwakes data obtaining a satisfactory agreement, with a
RMSEKd ,WG smaller than 10% for all test cases. Despite some discrepancies between the numerical
and experimental results, which are mainly caused due to the inherent non-linear behavior of the
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experiments, it has been demonstrated that the proposed coupling methodology between the wave
propagation model MILDwave and the BEM solver NEMOH can accurately parse the information
between the two models and simulate the hydrodynamic behaviour of a WEC array and obtain the
modified total wave field in the “near field” for irregular long crested wave conditions. As MILDwave
has proven to provide the required level of accuracy for coastal real-world applications, it is possible
to extend the numerical domain of the coupled model and simulate “far field” effects over large
coastal areas.
Nevertheless, the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model has some limitations: (1) its applicability
is limited to linear and weakly non-linear wave conditions; (2) the computational time can increase
considerably if a large number of frequencies and WECs or a complex PTO type is modelled; and (3)
the extension of the WEC array is limited to a fixed bathymetry domain.
Regardless of these limitations, based on the results from [14] and on the current results, we can
conclude that the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model introduced has proven to be a reliable tool that
can be applied in a fast and efficient way to calculate “far field” effects of WEC arrays. The next step in
our modeling work is to extend the methodology to short crested wave conditions.
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Abstract: This study presents the variation in turbulence parameters derived from site measurements
at a tidal energy test site. Measurements were made towards the southern end of the European Marine
Energy Centre’s tidal energy test site at the Fall of Warness (Orkney, Scotland). Four bottom mounted
divergent-beam Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) were deployed at three locations over
an area of 2 km by 1.4 km to assess the spatial and temporal variation in turbulence in the southern
entrance to the channel. During the measurement campaign, average flood velocities of 2 ms−1
were recorded with maximum flow speeds of 3 ms−1 in the absence of significant wave activity.
The velocity fluctuations and turbulence parameters show the presence of large turbulent structures
at each location. The easternmost profiler located in the wake of a nearby headland during ebb
tide, recorded flow shielding effects that reduced velocities to almost zero and produced large
turbulence intensities. The depth-dependent analysis of turbulence parameters reveals large velocity
variations with complex profiles that do not follow the standard smooth shear profile. Furthermore,
turbulence parameters based on data collected from ADCPs deployed in a multi-carrier frame at
the same location and time period, show significant differences. This shows a large sensitivity to
the make and model of ADCPs with regards to turbulence. Turbulence integral length scales were
calculated, and show eddies exceeding 30 m in size. Direct comparison of the length scales derived
from the streamwise velocity component and along-beam velocities show very similar magnitudes
and distributions with tidal phase.
Keywords: turbulence; turbulence intensity; turbulence kinetic energy; ADCP; site measurements;
time scale; length scale
1. Introduction
As tides pass through narrow channels and around headlands, high-velocity flows are produced.
Depending on site-specific characteristics, the turbulence of these flows varies in time and space.
When these turbulent flows encounter a tidal stream turbine (TST), the severity of turbulence affects the
turbine energy extraction capability by altering blade performance. This results in reduced rotor thrust
and torque [1], which causes a detriment in turbine performance of over 10%. Prolonged exposure to
high turbulent flows increases fatigue load cycles and blade bending [2], thereby reducing the expected
lifespan of a turbine. Mitigation techniques can be applied to keep design tolerances high to account
for turbulence related stresses, but this also increases manufacturing costs. The quantification of
turbulence remains an important factor in the optimization of energy extraction and turbine durability
and thus successful tidal stream developments.
The measurement of turbulence in a fluid, at scales relevant to rotating hydrofoils, by its nature
requires high-resolution measurements (>1 Hz). Originally, sensors were developed to determine
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atmospheric turbulence; these were designed to be unobtrusive, where the measurements do not
cause disruption to the flow of the fluid. To achieve this, the principle of Doppler shift was applied.
This transmits high-frequency bursts (pings) from three or more transceivers. As the sound is scattered
off by suspended moving particles in the fluid, a frequency shift is observed. This shift in frequency
uses the Doppler effect formula, where the particle velocity, and therefore fluid velocity, can be
calculated. The combination of multiple beams on different axes allows for the velocity calculation
in the x, y and z vectors and therefore speed and direction. This was originally done for converging
beam sensors [3]. This technology was later applied to the ocean environment [4], where an adapted
method for calculating seabed friction velocity was presented for low flow speeds in the presence
of waves. Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs) offer high-resolution sample rates in the order of
10 Hz assuming a small volume flow homogeneity (5–50 mm) [5]. However, due to the focusing of
the beams, a small area can only be observed, and this limits these sensors to small profiles or single
point measurements. When the beam angle configuration changes from convergent to divergent,
the beams cover a much larger area. If a similar homogenous flow approximation is applied, but
now over an area of 1–50 m, then the component flow directions can be calculated for a depth profile.
The application of this method has been used for many years in divergent beam ADCPs. Originally
operating via “Narrow-Band” acoustic pulses, instantaneous velocity measurements experienced high
noise levels, limiting these datasets to time averaged results not suitable for turbulence assessment.
The development of “Broadband” acoustic processing has allowed more accurate instantaneous
velocity measurements for diverging beam sensors [6,7]. This continues to allow velocity measurements
to be made throughout the water column, but with much higher sample rates, without the need for
temporal averaging. For some sensors, this means sample rates as high as 10 Hz or above can be used
while maintaining low data noise levels.
The number of transceivers on a sensor has increased over the years. While it is possible to get
velocity measurements from a single beam, the velocity component is only in the beam direction,
providing heavy application restrictions. Three transducers were common for a number of years and
this allowed the calculation of directional velocity components. When combined with a pressure
sensor, surface waves could also be measured. This used the pressure, u and v velocity (PUV) method
to measure the surface elevation using the pressure sensor and the wave directional orbital velocity
(u and v) to establish wave direction [8]. The introduction of four beam sensors with opposing angled
beams on two perpendicularly aligned axis increased the accuracy of flow measurements. This
allowed two measurements to be used to calculate the velocity in each horizontal vector. More
recently, five beam sensors have become the new standard. These use the same beam orientation as
the four beam sensors; where the introduction of a fifth vertical beam allows a direct measurement
of the vertical velocity and surface elevation. While the implementation of a fifth beam and acoustic
surface tracking isn’t new, it is now more commonplace and integrated as default in a wide range of
standard ADCPs.
The calculation of turbulence parameters from beam velocities of a 4-beam ADCP in relatively
slow velocities (<1 ms−1) was demonstrated in [8]. This identified the effects of Doppler noise and its
implications on turbulence parameters. The Doppler noise is created as a byproduct of the velocity
calculation, where a phase difference for the Doppler shift occurs for multiple returns within a spatially
determined cell [9]. More recent studies quantifying turbulence in tidal channels compared the
velocities between a bed-mounted ADCP and an ADV [10,11]. These studies presented a standardised
metric, adopted from the wind energy industry, to quantify tidal turbulence; this is known as the
turbulence intensity. The turbulence intensity can be calculated using the velocity fluctuation minus
the Doppler noise. If the noise is not accounted for, the instantaneous measurements from ADCPs
can overestimate the value of the standard deviation calculated from velocity. This produces higher
turbulence values for the same corresponding location. The noise can be described as white noise,
where it is distributed evenly across all frequencies. The effects of this noise can be mitigated by
averaging; this can either be done in time, where instantaneous velocity fluctuations are averaged over
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a number of minutes, or in space, where velocity fluctuations can be averaged across the vertical profile.
This, however, is not a viable solution when considering turbulence measurements. The quantification
of the Doppler noise was improved in [12]; this applied a polynomial least square regression method
to extend the inertial range to the high-frequency end of the velocity spectrum, lowering the noise
floor. Additional methods for correcting instrument noise were presented in [13]. These use either
a Noise Auto-Correlation (NAC) or Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) approach to determine
and remove noise. In the case of the NAC method, the noise level is calculated based on the velocity
spectrum, restricting the noise reduction to the frequency domain. However, the POD method is
capable of reducing noise over the spectrum and within the time domain, providing a more flexible
output. In addition, these methods may be more suitable for reducing noise in the presence of waves.
The number of published studies quantifying turbulence levels using in-situ field measurements
at tidal energy test sites has increased in recent years [14–20]. Similar studies have been conducted in
rivers [21–23], however, due to differences on the onset flow conditions, topography and sedimentation,
the results of these studies is of limited relevance. Both the tidal and river studies use divergent
beam ADCPs to record the velocity fluctuations. Alternatively, single-beam Doppler profilers,
horizontally mounted and aligned with the in-stream velocity direction, have been used for turbulence
assessment [18,24]. This configuration provides streamwise velocity fluctuations with no assumption
of flow homogeneity, resulting in a more accurate measurement of ambient flow speeds at mid-water
depth and turbine hub height. However, additional single beam profilers are required (as installed
in [18]) to provide flow information in the transverse and vertical directions. The previous studies
provide a basic resource assessment, where flow velocities and directions are first quantified in time
and often depth. Then a range of turbulence parameters are presented including the standard deviation
of the velocity fluctuations, turbulence intensity, Reynolds stresses, Turbulence Kinetic Energy and
velocity spectra. Previous studies also provide benchmarks to other locations that allow the Fall of
Warness to be contextualized in terms of other potential tidal test sites.
In this study, data are presented from a sensor network at the southern end of the Fall of Warness,
with the locations specified in Figure 1. The diverging acoustic Doppler profilers (D-ADP) were
deployed simultaneously to measure wave and currents over a 4 day period. The general resource
and turbulence characteristics are calculated and compared for each sensor with depth and time.
Specific emphasis is placed on the peak velocities of the flood and ebb tides and the average conditions,
where turbulence interactions are likely to be higher. The turbulence intensity, turbulence spectrum,
Reynolds stresses and integral time and length scales are presented. A direct comparison between
the homogenous approximated length scale and the raw beam length scales are presented for two
sensors. The data analysis indicates that along with spatial and temporal variations, sensor make and
model specific features also cause variation in observed turbulence parameters. These differences are
highlighted and discussed throughout this paper. The presentation of turbulence intensity and length
scale provide important boundary conditions required for the simulation of tidal turbines [25]. This is
crucial for the long term performance analysis of a single or array of devices.
2. Data Collection and Methodology
2.1. Sensor Deployment
A measurement campaign was devised to simultaneously operate multiple coastal sensors at
six locations between the dates of the 13th and 18th of June 2016. To enable the measurement of
turbulence parameters, at scales relevant to tidal stream turbines, a continuous time series recording at
a sample rate of 0.5 Hz or higher is required. Only four of these sensors were suitable for turbulence
analysis and these are discussed in this paper. Work was carried out as part of the Response of
Tidal Energy Converters to Combined Tidal Flow, Waves, and Turbulence (FloWTurb) project (EPSRC
EP/N021487/1). All sensor locations are shown in Figure 1 and discussed in this paper are SP1, SP3
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and SE, where the SE location features multiple sensors deployed in a single frame. Names, depths
and sampling information of the relevant sensors are shown in Table 1.
 
Figure 1. Sensor deployment locations for the Fall of Warness measurement campaign with the
bathymetry provided by UK Hydrographic Office.










Signature 500 SE 5 500 kHz 25◦ 4 Hz 0.5 m 37 m
Signature 1000 SP1 5 1000 kHz 25◦ 4 Hz 0.5 m 37 m
RDI Sentinel 600 SE 4 600 kHz 20◦ 2 Hz 0.75 m 37 m
RDI Sentinel 600 SP3 4 600 kHz 20◦ 0.5 Hz 1 m 44 m
The sensors were located at the southern end of the channel within an area of approximately 2 km
(along the channel length) by 1.4 km (perpendicular to the channel length). The bathymetry data used
in Figure 1 is taken from the UK Hydrographic Office [26]. Each deployment location uses a bottom
mounted ADCP housed in a stainless steel frame. A dual-axis gimbal was used to mount each sensor
within the frame. The total dry mass of each frame is around 400 kg. In addition, a land-based X-band
radar system was used for remote measurement of wave and surface current conditions; further details
on the measurement of the flow characteristics using the radar can be found in [27]. The sensors
used were the Signature 500 and Signature 1000 manufactured by Nortek (Rud, Norway), and two
Workhorse Sentinel 600 ADCPs manufactured by Teledyne RDI (Poway, CA, USA).
The sensor specifications and setup are shown in Table 1. The SP2 sensor was lost on retrieval and
therefore no data exists. An additional Waverider DWR-G4 wave buoy (Datawell, Heerhugowaard,
The Netherlands) was attached to the SE sensor frame. This provided surface wave information
during slack water periods as the ADCP’s fifth vertical beam was not enabled. This reduced internal
processing time and power consumption for the ADCPs. In order to minimize interference between the
four co-located SE sensors (1 MHz Nortek AWAC, 400 kHz Nortek Aquadopp, RDI Sentinel 600 and
Nortek Signature 500, the latter two of which are suitable for turbulence characterisation) i.e., sensor
crosstalk, each sensor suitable for turbulence characterisation recorded data in a staggered formation,
permitting only one sensor operated at any one time. This allowed each sensor to record for 20 min of
data, then remain inactive for 40 min while each sensor in turn sampled the water column. When all
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the data is stitched together from each sensor a continuous measurement of the flow is obtained.
The deployment period was scheduled between a neap and a spring tide, where the current velocities
were increasing.
2.2. Basic Data Processing
Due to the simultaneous deployment of these sensors, it was not possible to standardise either the
sensor type or sampling regime for all the deployment locations. This prevented the use of standard
sensor specific processing tools, as the subtle differences in the manufacturer’s post-processing
procedures may impede the direct comparison of data. To account for this, new software was developed
in MATLAB (version R2018a) to read and process raw data from both Teledyne or Nortek sensors.
All sensors have a minimum of four diverging beams with beam angles as shown in Table 1. Sensors
with an additional fifth beam are capable of surface measurements using acoustic surface tracking.
However, the focus of these deployments was on the current data collection, so no vertical beam data
were recorded. In order to measure current velocities, the Doppler effect is used based on the frequency
shift between emitted and received pulses along each divergent beam. While many previous studies
use beam velocities to calculate horizontal velocities and turbulence metrics, the orientation of the
beam to the flow is vital, as a misrepresentative value will be recorded and a large difference from
the opposing beam will be seen if the beam is not directly in line with the flow direction. This study
applies an approach where the velocities from four beams are used to calculate the flow vector in
a number of coordinate systems [28,29]. These coordinate systems are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Divergent acoustic Doppler profiler beam coordinates relative to xyz, enu and uvw.
The three coordinate systems used for the calculation of flow and turbulence parameters are xyz
relative to beam 1, enu (East, North and Up) relative to magnetic north, and streamwise relative to the
mean flow direction (uvw). For this study, a short-term 600 s average was used to calculate mean flow
direction. Equation (1) shows the method of calculating the relative directional flow using the sensor
orientation (xyz) depending on the beam angle (θ):⎡⎢⎣ xy
z
⎤⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎣ (b1 − b3)/(2 sin(θ))(b2 − b4)/(−2 sin(θ))
(b1 + b2 + b3 + b4)/(4 cos(θ))
⎤⎥⎦ (1)
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In Equation (1) b1–b4 are the beam velocities from each transducer in a clockwise rotation. This is
consistent with Nortek’s beam numbering convention, and results from the Teledyne sensors were
rearranged to fit this convention. To correct for sensor misalignment on installation and sensor motion
during deployment, a coordinate transform was applied to each sampled measurement, utilizing the
instrument’s onboard tilt sensors and magnetic compass, where the velocities are multiplied by a tilt
matrix (R) based on three degrees of freedom, heading (hh), pitch (pp) and roll (rr). This is shown in
Equation (2) and the transformation to Earth coordinates is shown in Equation (3):
R =
⎡⎢⎣ cos(hh) sin(hh) 0− sin(hh) cos(hh) 0
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ cos(pp) − sin(pp) sin(rr) − cos(rr) sin(pp)0 cos(rr) − sin(rr)
sin(pp) sin(rr) cos(pp) cos(pp) cos(rr)
⎤⎥⎦ (2)
enu = R × xyz (3)
This orientates the velocity vectors to Earth coordinates. The uvw velocities are calculated
based on the same 600 s window, where the average flow direction is subtracted from the enu flow
directions. This provides a speed and direction relative to the streamwise velocity. The vectors are then
calculated using the speed multiplied by the cosine of the new streamwise and transverse directions.
For the analysis of flow around a tidal stream turbine, the uvw coordinate system is deemed the most
relevant, as velocity fluctuations are in line with the turbine hub and perpendicular to the rotor disk.
The calculation of the velocity components uses multiple diverging directional beams, this produces
a cone-shaped sample area that is narrower at the seabed near the sensor head and expands towards
the sea surface based on the transceiver beam angle. In order to calculate the velocity components,
it must be assumed that the current flow is homogeneous across the plane of all beams, which is
a clear weakness in the use of coordinate transforms for turbulence assessment. The size of this
plane increases with distance away from the sensor, which in turn increases the size of the area of the
homogeneous approximation. This subsequently increases the size of the minimum resolvable flow
structure. While this is a considerable limitation when measuring turbulence, it allows for a simple
deployment process where the sensor can be placed on uneven ground without fine positioning to align
beam 1 with north. Continuous monitoring of sensor pitch, roll and yaw also allows for compensation
of any unexpected frame movements, which are not uncommon in higher velocity environments.
3. Data Analysis and Results
3.1. Flow Characteristics
The average flow characteristics from the high-resolution sensors deployed in the Fall of Warness
are shown in Figure 3. The uvw velocity vectors are plotted based on a 600 s average, from a start date
of 11:00:00 13/07/2017 and are based on data collected over the following four days. The streamwise
velocity vector for all sensors shows a periodic fluctuation as a result of the flood and ebb tide,
where one complete tidal cycle is composed of two neighbouring peaks in the streamwise velocity.
This is indicative of a semidiurnal tidal cycle. The initial peak in the SE—Signature 500 and SP3
Sentinel 600 velocities, depicts the first flood tide, after which the lower magnitude ebb tide follows.
This pattern is not the case for the SP1 sensor, where the peaks are shown to occur in the initial part
of the flood tides and no obvious peak in the ebb tide is observed. The positive transverse velocity
indicates the deviation from the streamwise flow in a clockwise direction and a negative value equates
to an anticlockwise deviation. As expected, the u velocity far exceeds the v velocity for all sensors.
The flow directions, relative to magnetic north, and speed at 10 m above the seabed are plotted on the
right side of Figure 3. The results indicate similar tidal ellipses for the SE and SP3 sensors. The tidal
ellipse shape for these sensors is particularly compressed, indicating an almost bidirectional flow
pattern, where the flood tide experiences higher velocities towards a south-south-easterly direction
(150◦). The tidal ellipse for the SP1 sensor shows much larger directional variation, with a small broad
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peak for the flood tide and no peak velocity for the ebb tide. This is caused by the close proximity of
the sensor to the southern headland of the isle of Eday and related generation of large eddies during
ebb tide at the sensor location.
Figure 3. Left: Average flow velocity vectors over 10 min in the streamwise coordinate system for the
SE—Signature 500, SP1—Signature 1000, SE—Sentinel V50 and the SP3—Workhorse. Right: Average
flow direction (degrees) and velocity (m/s) for the same sensors at a 10 min interval. With the start
date time of the 13 July 2016 11:00:00 am. All data provided is taken 10 m above the seabed.
3.2. Depth Profiles
The velocity distribution with depth is presented in Figure 4. This shows the peak flood and
ebb tides, based on the maximum velocities over the 600 s windows, for the first 3 respective tidal
phases for each sensor. This is conducted for combined speed (uvw), streamwise (u), transverse (v)
and vertical (w) velocity components, where the average speed profile indicates the net combined
velocity at each depth interval. To visually separate each tidal phase, the flood tide has been plotted
as positive (blue) and the ebb tide is shown as negative (red). Distance above the seabed (z) is used
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to describe the vertical cell position, where the first bin height was set at approximately 2 m for all
sensors. In addition to a directional dependence of the velocity magnitudes as shown in Figure 3,
the velocity shear profiles in Figure 4 also show reductions in flow speeds toward the sea bed in
various degrees of magnitude. The variation in profile is caused as a result of spatial and tidal
phase differences, but for the co-located sensor, different flow profiles are seen at the same location
between the different sensor types. The SE—Signature 500 sensor shows a typical shear profile
from the seabed to 19 m upward, where the current velocity consistently increases. From 19 m to
26 m a considerable reduction in flow speed occurs, and this was also confirmed by looking at the
individual beam-by-beam velocities. The co-located SE-RDI Sentinel sensor does not replicate this
flow feature and shows a smooth gradually increasing velocity shear profile. Further observational
differences identify a substantial variation in the proportion of velocity components, u and v for the SE
sensors. This shows the Signature sensor recording a much greater transverse velocity. Both sensor
manufacturers have been contacted with regards to the quality of the data sets, the outcome of this
suggested that no errors were contained within either data set. Both manufactures were fully satisfied
with the quality of their sensor specific data sets. The SP1 sensor shows very different profiles for flood
and ebb, where the flood shows a rapid change in the velocity gradient near the seabed and a uniform
flow speed of 1.3 ms−1 with only a small increase towards the surface. The ebb tide shows very small
velocities for the lower part of the water column, and this changes after 13 m upwards, where the
velocity increases gradually towards the surface. The SP3 sensor shows a much more conventional
shear profile, which experiences a smooth curve from the seabed to the surface, where flow speeds
continually increase. The velocity profiles presented provide further details of the flow characteristics
around the Fall of Warness. These measurements are key to fully understanding the following analysis
of turbulence parameters.
Figure 4. Average peak flood and ebb flow profiles for each sensor for three tidal phases, where blue
indicates flood tide and red indicates the ebb tide. The values for the u and speed component of the
ebb tide have been inverted to illustrate different flow direction.
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3.3. Turbulence Intensity
To quantify the turbulence levels, the commonly used turbulence intensity (Iu) is calculated.











velocity variance, and σ2noise is the Doppler noise from the sensor. The distribution of the Doppler
noise is spread evenly across all frequencies. As the high frequency regions of the spectrum have
comparably less energy than the lower frequencies, this results in a larger relative noise level for the
high frequency turbulence measurements. To account for this increased instrument noise the method
described in [12] was applied to quantify the noise variation. This calculates a σ2noise based on an
extended fit of the turbulence spectrum. This is only possible by applying Kolmogorov’s theory of the
inertial range; this states that inertial effects are much greater than any viscous effects and suggests
a rate of turbulence energy decay of −5/3 [30]. This only remains valid in the absence of waves.
A Welch’s Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) was applied to quantify the power spectral density of
the turbulence time series in the frequency domain. Each continual time series, or ensemble, was
separated into window lengths of 200 s, and a Hanning filter was applied to each window. Zero
padding was added to increase the number of samples to equal the next power of the total number of
samples. If the σ2noise value is set to 0, no noise reduction is applied for the turbulence intensity and
the calculation becomes the same as the standard calculation [31]. The definition of u is sometimes
described as the mean flow velocity at the turbine hub height. As this study is not turbine device
specific the more flexible definition is applied, this specifies u as average streamwise velocity for each
depth interval. The calculated turbulence intensity data from the sensor campaign is presented in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Turbulence intensity. Left: Iu based on 10 min windows for each sensor. Right: Turbulence
intensity for the first three peak velocity flood and ebb tides, where the flood is positive (blue) and the
ebb tide has been made negative (red).
When the results are reviewed in combination with the velocity time series (Figure 3), the higher
turbulence intensities are associated with the slower velocities (near slack water) and the lower
turbulence intensities with the flood and ebb phases. This is a result of the standard definition of the
turbulence intensity parameter used here. In a different approach, where Iu is not combined with
velocity information, but taken only as the velocity variance, a different interpretation of the total
turbulence energy can be observed. The turbulence intensity profiles often show larger values for
slower flow speeds. This may be misleading in the case of a high turbulence intensity value with a low
average velocity; in this case the actual turbulent velocity fluctuations and overall forces involved are
actually very low with a negligible impact on tidal turbine performance. This can be seen for the SE
and SP3 sensors near the seabed. The SP1 sensor experiences low turbulence levels near the seabed
and much larger turbulence intensities near the surface for the flood tide, and upwards from around
18 m for the ebb tide.
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3.4. Turbulence Kinetic Energy
The quantification of Turbulence Kinetic Energy (TKE), in comparison to the TI presented in the
previous section, offers a more intuitive parameter to quantify turbulence (see Figure 6). The TKE





(u′)2 + (v′)2 + (w′)2
)
(5)
Figure 6. Turbulence kinetic energy. Left: TKE based on 10 min windows for each sensor. Right: TKE
for the first three peak velocity flood and ebb tides, where the flood is positive (blue) and the ebb tide
negative (red).
The derived TKE values are shown in Figure 6. This indicates larger values for the higher velocity
flows, where the flood tides experience larger velocities and therefore increased turbulence magnitudes.
The TKE is shown to be depth dependent, with the SE-RDI and SP3-RDI sensors showing larger values
towards the seabed. Alternately, the SE—Signature 500 and SP1 sensors show larger values towards
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the surface. It should be noted that the horizontal scale for the SP1 sensor is much greater compared to
the other sensors, which causes values that look close to zero from mid-depths to the seabed. This is
due to the large magnitude of turbulent velocities near the surface, which masks the lower water
column results.
3.5. Turbulence Spectra
The turbulence velocity spectra were calculated using the combined streamwise and transverse
velocity components. These are presented in grey in Figure 7, for a depth of 10 m above the seabed.
Figure 7. Average turbulence velocity spectra for each sensor during the peak flood (blue) and ebb
(red) tide at 10 m from the seabed. The individual spectra for three instances are shown in grey for
each sensor during the peak flood and ebb tide. The grey dashed line is included in each subplot to
indicate the −5/3 gradient of Kolmogorov’s turbulence energy cascade.
The peak flood and ebb are presented with the average velocity spectrum for each sensor at the
respective tidal phase, where the spectrum is calculated based on a 10 min time period. An additional
dotted line is shown with a gradient of f−5/3 in each sub-figure as defined by Kolmogorov’s
model [32], this highlights the gradient of the energy cascade from the inertial sub-range. More
recently, the description of the −5/3 turbulence energy cascade has been shown to under predict
the gradient of the turbulence energy cascade [33]. However, as this study provides measurements
for comparisons with other field sites, this study will maintain to use the more conventional −5/3
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cascade as this provides a better comparison with existing literature. The majority of the spectra show
a measured gradient much lower than the −5/3 gradient. The results compare well between the SE and
SP3 sensors in terms of magnitude and distribution of the energy with frequency. The low-frequency
part of the spectrum shows no presence of surface gravity waves, which would be represented by an
increased PSD in the region of 0.3 to 0.05 Hz. The lower sample rate of the SP3 and SE RDI Sentinel
sensor show less noise variation than both Signature sensors, producing a smoother plot. The SP1
sensor records a much larger turbulence velocity spectrum for the ebb tide, indicating larger turbulence
variations, with a heavy weighting toward lower frequencies. The results of the turbulence spectra
reflect the conclusion shown in the Turbulence Kinetic Energy results displayed in Figure 7. This shows
larger magnitudes of turbulent features for the SP1 sensor, specifically during the ebb tide, where there
is an increase in low frequency flow components.
3.6. Reynolds Stresses
The Reynolds shear stresses were calculated for each burst ensemble. The uw and the vw
components were reviewed to provide insight into the stresses travelling from streamwise and
transverse directions to the vertical direction. The calculation of the shear stresses is often done
on a beam-by-beam basis; however, this does not account for the pitch and roll movement of the sensor
or the alignment of the flow to the beam direction. Table 2 shows the mean and the standard deviation
in the pitch and roll. This shows small deviations in the mean pitch and roll of less than 5 degrees for
all sensors. The standard deviation shows exceptionally small variation in sensor movement for the
pitch and roll. A much larger variation in heading is observed for the SP3 sensor, this is due to several
frame shifts in the deployment period. These occur over a very short period and the application of the
coordinate transformation (shown previously in Section 2.2) has corrected this rotation in the derived
enu-framed velocities.
Table 2. Sensor orientation.
Sensor Location
Mean Standard Deviation
Pitch Roll Yaw Pitch Roll Yaw
SE (Signature 500) 1.73◦ −4.93◦ 232◦ 0.07◦ 0.08◦ 0.04◦
SP1 (Signature 1000) 0.53◦ 0.21◦ 164◦ 0.13◦ 0.09◦ 0.37◦
SE (RDI Sentinel 600) −0.92◦ −0.50◦ 233◦ 0.32◦ 0.36◦ 0.60◦
SP3 (RDI Sentinel 600) −0.48◦ 3.11◦ 160◦ 0.45◦ 0.38◦ 40.81◦
This study uses the conventional approach used in the aeronautical industry, where the velocity
components are used to determine the streamwise and transverse shear stresses and are described as:
uw = u′w′ (6)
vw = v′w′ (7)
where u′ is the streamwise velocity fluctuation and v′ is the transverse velocity fluctuation.
The Reynolds shear stress depth profiles are plotted in Figure 8 for the streamwise and transverse
velocities. These are calculated over sample periods of 600 s with an overall average for each flood,
ebb, uw and vw scenario. The two left columns show the mean of the flood tide (blue) and the two
right columns show the mean ebb tide results (red), where the individual profiles for the three peak
flood and ebb velocities are shown in grey.
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Figure 8. Reynolds stresses depth profiles for streamwise uw and transverse vw velocity components,
where the flood tide is shown in blue and the ebb tide in red.
It should be noted that due to the large variation in stresses between sensors, the scale of the
x-axis varies. As with TI and TKE, the comparison between sensors and locations shows considerable
variations. For the SE—Signature 500 sensor a small amount of stress is transferred between the uw
direction for both the flood and ebb tides. The transverse results show higher stresses, where more
turbulence is transferred in the vertical velocity component. The SP1 sensor experiences similar stress
magnitudes as the SE—Signature 500 sensor for the flood and ebb streamwise velocity components.
However, the transverse stresses are much greater for the upper part of the water column. The RDI
Sentinel sensors at SP3 and SE both show very similar behaviour with small shear stresses for the uw
component and large vertical energy transfers in the transverse direction. For these profiles, larger
stresses are observed towards the seabed. This shows the opposite results for the co-located SE sensors.
The larger vw stresses indicate there is more vertical movement of turbulence caused by the transverse
flow than the streamwise.
3.7. Integral Length and Timescales
The integral scales describe the time and physical length of the turbulent features observed.
The time integral (Ti) describes the duration of the largest turbulent features. This is calculated using
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R(u(t), u(t + τ))
σ2u
(9)
where t is the time and σu is the variance of the streamwise velocity fluctuation. The time integral is
obtained from the data between τ = 0 to the zero crossing point of the autocorrelation function. If the
assumption of Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis is invoked the integral length scales are calculated
using the following equation where u is the mean streamwise velocity for each 600 s time period:
Li = uTi (10)
The integral time (left y-axis) and length (right y-axis) scales are presented in Figures 9 and 10
for the streamwise velocity component, with the units of time in seconds and length in meters.
These values were calculated based on 10 min velocity fluctuations. Figure 9 shows the integral
scales for a depth of 20 m above the seabed. This provides an average length scale of 18 m for the
SE—Signature 500 sensor, 22 m for the SE-RDI Sentinel and 45 m for the SP3 sensor. The SP1 sensor
experiences more consistent longer and larger flow structures for the ebb tides. Figure 10 plots this
data for all depths in the time domain, where the left-hand side plots are the time scale and right-hand
side plots are the length scale. This shows the turbulent flow structures as they move through the
water column in time. Both SE sensors show a reduced number of turbulence structures during the
ebb tide nearer the surface, for these time periods turbulent structures are largest towards the seabed.
During the flood tide the SP1 sensor shows large turbulent length scales that are relatively insensitive
to the water depth. While, the ebb tide displays a reduction in turbulent structure size for the lower
part of the water column, with the larger structures being present in the upper half. The SP3 sensor
measured larger turbulent structures that coincide with higher velocity flows i.e., these peaks occur
during both the flood and the ebb tide and minimal size structures are recorded during slack water
conditions. The vertical distribution of these flow structures shows a parabolic profile with the larger
turbulent structures towards the seabed and the surface.
3.8. Length Scales and Homogeneous Assumption
Figures 9 and 10 present the measured integral length scale for all sensors using the streamwise
flow vector. This principle is based on the assumption of flow homogeneity over the plane at which
the streamwise velocity is calculated. This distance of the homogenous flow assumption is calculated
using d = 2z sin(θ), where z is the vertical distance from the sensor transceiver to the depth cell of
interest and θ is the beam angle of the sensor. For a distance from the transceiver of 13 m and a beam
angle of 25 degrees, the length d over which flow homogeneity is assumed equates to 11 m. This leaves
a considerable number of the ambient length scales below this value, where they cannot be adequately
resolved. This is shown in Figure 11 for a distance of 13 m away from the sensor head, where the
length scales below this distance are indicated within the grey shading.
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Figure 9. Integral time (blue) and length scales (red) for the streamwise velocity components. Based on
measurements 20 m above the seabed for all sensors. The average velocity for each sensor is shown
in grey.
The calculation of the individual beam length scales were also plotted as a reference value in
Figure 11. This was only possible for the SE sensor location as the sensor head transducers were
closely aligned with the flow direction for beams 1 and 3. Beam 1 had a heading of 143 degrees,
and the flood equals 150 degrees. Beam 3 had a heading of 323 degrees, and the ebb tide had a flow
direction of 320 degrees. It should be noted that the beam-wise velocity is directly taken in its raw state,
where the measured speeds are at 25 and 20 degrees off from vertical for the Signature 500 and RDI
Sentinel sensors respectively. This is compared to the streamwise flow conditions, which are shown as
calculated for the horizontal flow velocity. The average velocity, over the 600 s sample periods, is also
shown for each sensor to help indicate length scales relative to the tidal phase. This indicates a much
larger length scale for the faster flood tide than for the slower ebb tide. The comparison between the
streamwise and beam length scales shows similar values relative to the tidal phase. Large fluctuations
in length scales are particularly present in the beam 3 data. The magnitudes of the streamwise and
individual beam length scales show a good similarity, suggesting validity of both approaches. A good
correlation is observed between the beam 1 and beam 3 length scales for the RDI Sentinel sensor,
but less so for the Signature 500 sensor. Gimbal movement may cause a small misalignment in beams
1 and 3, causing the respective beams to sample slightly different regions of the flow, and this may
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to some extent explain the disparity between the length scales of beams 1 and 3. Table 2 supports
this, where the mean pitch and roll is shown to be larger for the Signature 500 device. This means
the beams are sampling slightly different regions of the water column, when compared to the RDI
instrument. Compared to the Signature 500, the RDI instrument was positioned closer to the vertical
axis. This implies a much more valid assumption of Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis, as the
flow’s streamlines pass through both beams at the same distance from the sensor RDI head.
Figure 10. The time (left) and length (right) integral scales presented in time and water depth for all
sensors. Colour scale units are presented in seconds for the left column of subplots and meters for the
right column of subplots.
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Figure 11. Streamwise, beam 1 and 3 length scales, 13 m above the seabed for both SE co-located
sensors. The shaded area indicates length scales shorter than the length over which the homogeneity
approximation applies for the given distance from the sensor.
4. Discussion
This study has highlighted the difference between the two co-located SE Signature 500 and
Sentinel V50 sensors. These sensors were deployed at less than 1 m distance from each other within
the same sensor frame. It was expected that the flow speeds and turbulence parameters for these
sensors would record almost identical results. However, this was not the case. While exact sensor
setup and sampling regime would provide a more robust comparison, the setups used were within
reasonable tolerances conducive to turbulence measurements. These results should yield largely
similar outcomes, where only the very high frequency turbulence components would differ. The sensor
manufacturers, Nortek and Teledyne, were contacted in regards to data quality and measurement
validation. This concluded that both SE located datasets were confirmed as credible data sources,
with no significant defects or errors. Both hardware and firmware of both ADCPs has also been
confirmed as healthy. Further comparison of the co-located sensor’s raw data, showed the presence
of the variations in flow profile features, as shown in Figure 4, in the streamwise orientated beam
data. This suggests these differences in measurements are a result of the sensors. This measurement
campaign does not provide an explanation of the cause of this variation, but brings them to the reader’s
attention. Further explanation and validation of these measurement variations, e.g., by an attempt
to repeat the deployments, is limited due to the nature and cost of field measurements. Additional
experimental work would benefit from collecting turbulence measurements in a laboratory flow tank,
where more variables can be controlled.
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The analysis of the results show the RDI Sentinel sensor having a much smoother velocity profile
across the water column, whereas the Signature 500 experiences a much higher velocity variation.
The data used in this study purposely extracted the sensor information in its rawest beam velocities
format. This seems to be the case for the Signature 500 sensor, whereas the smooth profile of the
RDI Sentinel 600 suggests that some form of internal data filtering has occurred. However, this was
dismissed when contact was made with the manufacturer. When the average flow conditions are
plotted, this initially assumed data cleaning shows very little effect. However, during the turbulence
analysis, this apparent smoothing of the velocity variation causes significant effects to the turbulence
parameters. A more direct comparison should be carried out, where the sensors sample rate and
bin sizes remain constant and the sampling regime remains as similar as possible, with both sensor
head aligned in the same orientation, so a direct beam-by-beam comparison is possible. However,
the sampling regime will have to remain staggered to avoid sensor crosstalk. Based on the results
presented and discussed in the above sections, it is recommended that a standard procedure is applied
to the very basic data processing for the output of raw data for all sensor manufactures. This would
require a classification of “raw data” that only allows very basic quality controls parameters to be
applied. This would allow a reliable use of combined sensor types for turbulence quantification.
The results from the spatially distributed sensors all show turbulence levels that are consistent with
previous literature with similar flow speeds for tidal energy test sites [11,15,19,34], where turbulence
intensities are of the order of 0.1 for hub height water depths. This is with exception to the SP1 sensor,
where a much more turbulent flow is shown due to wake effects from the southern point of Eday.
This sensor experiences a very disrupted tidal flow pattern, where flow speeds during the ebb and
later part of the flood tide are significantly reduced. This shows the spatial variability of the flow field,
where large difference in flow and turbulence characteristics occur over a short distance. Based on
these measurements it seems likely that a tidal device could operate without detriment as a result of
turbulence, at the SE and SP3 locations. The SP3 sensor experiences significant turbulence and flow
disruptions making it a poor location for turbine siting.
Further work should include longer term continuous turbulence measurements, where full spring,
neap cycles are measured. Additional considerations may wish to address the impact of seasonality
on turbulence characteristics, where winter storms bring large waves to exposed tidal sites, causing
alteration to the turbulence depth profile.
5. Conclusions
This study investigates the spatial and temporal differences in turbulence in the southern entry to
the Fall of Warness tidal energy test site in Orkney. Four high-resolution bottom-mounted diverging
beam ADCPs were deployed to simultaneously collect flow characteristics for several nearby locations.
The measurements were made on a waxing lunar phase, with tides midway between neaps and springs.
The flow characteristics show an asymmetric velocity distribution, where maximum flood velocities of
2 ms−1 at 150◦ and ebb velocities of 1.2 ms−1 at 315◦ are present within the channel. The SP1 sensor,
close to the easterly landmass in Figure 1, experiences flow interference midway through the flood tide
that persists into the ebb tide, this provides much lower velocities with a wider directional variation.
The comparison of data from two sensors deployed in the multi-carrier frame at the same location
provides different flow results and therefore different turbulence parameters. This provides uncertainty in
the accuracy of turbulence measurements using ADCPs. Further comparisons between sensors should be
tested in a more controlled environment, e.g., laboratory condition to identify the origins of these variations.
Several turbulence metrics are presented, where the variation in the velocity fluctuations are assessed
in depth and time. The turbulence intensities show higher values towards the seabed, relative to the local
velocities. The SP1 sensor shows large levels of turbulence near the surface for the flood tide and mid-water
column for the ebb tide. This is supported by the presentation of the streamwise (uw) and transverse (vw)
Reynold stresses. These stresses indicate larger vertical movement of turbulence in the transverse direction
as opposed to the streamwise component; which generally increases towards the seabed. The time and
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length integral scales show longer and larger turbulent structures during the flood tides. These larger
structures are located towards the seabed for the SP1 sensor, whereas for the SP3 sensor these structures
are shown nearer the surface. The streamwise and beam length scales were compared at a likely depth of
a turbine hub height. This showed that while the streamwise homogenous approximation should prevent
the measurement of small (<10 m) length scales, the direct comparison of the individual beam data shows
a similar agreement in the results. This shows similar magnitudes length scales across the flood and ebb
tide, with some discrepancies occurring, where individual beam data provide larger values and higher
frequency of fluctuations. The variation in turbulence between the deployment locations indicates that
turbulence values can vary highly over relatively small distances. In order to quantify turbulence for a tidal
energy test site for multiple numbers of devices, the deployment of several spatially distributed ADCPs
must be required. Caution should be exercised when applying these turbulence conditions to other tidal
energy test sites.
Further work focusses on extended deployment durations in obtaining high-resolution datasets.
These extended measurement periods will provide more data to allow a more robust quantification of
the turbulence parameters for an individual site. The presence of surface gravity waves will also be
investigated as well as the application of the fifth vertical beam.
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Abstract: A two-way coupling between the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) solver
DualSPHysics and the Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow solver OceanWave3D is presented. At the
coupling interfaces within the SPH numerical domain, an open boundary formulation is applied.
An inlet and outlet zone are filled with buffer particles. At the inlet, horizontal orbital velocities
and surface elevations calculated using OceanWave3D are imposed on the buffer particles. At the
outlet, horizontal orbital velocities are imposed, but the surface elevation is extrapolated from the
fluid domain. Velocity corrections are applied to avoid unwanted reflections in the SPH fluid domain.
The SPH surface elevation is coupled back to OceanWave3D, where the originally calculated free
surface is overwritten. The coupling methodology is validated using a 2D test case of a floating
box. Additionally, a 3D proof of concept is shown where overtopping waves are acting on a heaving
cylinder. The two-way coupled model (exchange of information in two directions between the
coupled models) has proven to be capable of simulating wave propagation and wave–structure
interaction problems with an acceptable accuracy with error values remaining below the smoothing
length hSPH .
Keywords: wave–structure interaction; wave propagation model; smoothed particle hydrodynamics;
open boundaries; coupling; DualSPHysics; OceanWave3D
1. Introduction
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), a mesh-less method that describes the fluid as a set
of discrete elements, named particles, is typically computationally very intensive. However, recent
advances using High Performance Computing (HPC) and Graphical Processing Units (GPU) have
strongly contributed to significant gains in computational effort [1]. Despite the use of HPC and
GPUs, it is still challenging to model realistic engineering problems, which are usually multi-scale
problems. This research tries to mitigate this problem statement by studying the possible reduction
of the required SPH computational domain. This can be done by coupling SPH to a faster external
numerical model which can deal easily with large computational domains. This requires accurate and
stable boundary conditions. Both the development of accurate boundary conditions and the coupling
of SPH to external models are part of the SPHERIC Grand Challenges [2], which list the key issues to
be addressed in order to make SPH a mature method. In literature, there are several research examples
where coupling was applied involving SPH methods. A general algorithm for one-way (exchange
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of information in only one direction) coupling of SPH with an external solution has been proposed
in Bouscasse et al. [3]. The interaction between the SPH solver and the external solution is achieved
through an interface region containing a so-called “ghost fluid”, used to impose any external boundary
condition. In Fourtakas et al. [4], a hybrid Eulerian-Lagrangian incompressible SPH formulation is
introduced, where two different SPH formulations are coupled, rather than two completely different
solvers. The SPH solver DualSPHyics has been coupled in Altomare et al. [5] and Altomare et al. [6],
where a one-way coupling was realized with the wave propagation model SWASH [7]. A numerical
wave flume has been created to simulate wave impact and run-up on a breakwater. The first part of
the used numerical flume is simulated using the faster SWASH model, while the wave impact and
run-up are calculated using DualSPHysics. Here, a one-way coupling is sufficient, since there is only
interest in the impact of waves on the breakwater. In Kassiotis et al. [8], a similar approach has been
adopted, where a 1D Boussinesq-type model is applied for wave propagation in the largest part of the
spatial domain, and SPH computations focus on the shoreline or close to off-shore structures, where a
complex description of the free-surface is required. In Narayanaswamy et al. [9], the Boussinesq model
FUNWAVE [10] was coupled to DualSPHysics, where the key development was the definition of
boundary conditions for both models in the overlap zone. A wave generator in SPH moved according
to the velocities from the adjacent Boussinesq nodes. Similarly, an incompressible SPH solver has been
coupled to a nonlinear potential flow solver QALE-FEM [11] in Fourtakas et al. [12]. In Chicheportiche
et al. [13], a one-way coupling between a potential Eulerian model and an SPH solver is realised,
applying a non-overlapping method using the unsteady Bernoulli equation at the interface. These
studies applied coupling to speed up the simulation time by minimizing the computationally intensive
SPH domain. Other studies apply coupling to combine both the benefits of mesh-based and mesh-less
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods. In Didier et al. [14], the wave propagation model
FLUINCO [15] is coupled to an SPH code, and validated with experimental data of wave impact on a
porous breakwater. A hybrid multiphase OpenFOAM-SPH model is presented in Kumar et al. [16],
where the SPH method is used on free surfaces or near deformable boundaries, whereas OpenFOAM
is used for the larger fluid domain. A similar coupling is used, where breaking waves are modelled
with SPH and the deeper wave kinematics are modelled with a Finite Volume (FV) method. This has
been demonstrated in Marrone et al. [17] for a Weakly-Compressible SPH (WCSPH) solver and in
Napoli et al. [18] for an Incompressible SPH (ISPH) solver. This research focuses on applying open
boundaries in a two-way coupling methodology (exchange of information in two directions between
the coupled models) between the Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow (FNPF) wave propagation solver
OceanWave3D [19] and the WCSPH solver DualSPHysics [20]. A first version of this coupling has
been introduced in Verbrugghe et al. [21]. However, instead of open boundaries, moving boundaries
were applied to transfer the orbital velocities from the wave propagation model to the SPH solver.
Typically, the numerical domain for wave propagation modelling in DualSPHysics is at least 3–4
wavelengths long [5]. Combined with a required small particle size to accurately reproduce the surface
elevation, this leads to computationally intensive simulations. This research is aimed at reducing the
necessary fluid domain, and providing accurate boundary conditions capable of active wave generation
and wave absorption by applying a coupling with a wave propagation model. In this manner, realistic
open sea conditions can be simulated where waves enter on the left-hand-side of the fluid domain
and exit freely on the right-hand-side of the fluid domain. The WCSPH solver DualSPHysics and the
FNPF solver OceanWave3D are used here to demonstrate the coupling methodology, using the recently
developed open boundaries [22–24]. The open boundary formulation applies so-called “buffer zones”
containing layers of buffer particles, positioned adjacent to the fluid domain. Buffer particles are
used to enforce certain conditions in the presence of fluid inlets and outlets. Particularly, the physical
information of buffer particles can be imposed by the user a priori or can be extrapolated from the
fluid domain with a procedure, which is first-order consistent.
Although these open boundaries are similar to what was presented by Ni et al. [25], there are
some key differences making the formulation used here by Tafuni et al. [24] more flexible. Firstly,
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flow reversion problems can not be simulated with the method by Ni et al. [25]. Secondly, there is no
possibility to extrapolate flow quantities using ghost nodes. Thirdly, the method to impose free surface
elevation is different. Fourthly, the applied velocity profiles and corrections are depth-averaged. Lastly,
only 2nd order wave generation is possible, where the method introduced here is compatible with up
to 5th order generation.
Applying open boundaries for wave generation and wave absorption is meant to cover those
cases where classical wave generation techniques can fail or are very computationally expensive, e.g.,
open sea states, simulating floating structures and energy devices, wave breaking conditions, etc.
Additionally, the buffer zones in the open boundaries accept physical information from any source:
e.g., linear wave theory, nonlinear wave theories, external numerical models such as CFD models,
or even measurement data.
The presented two-way coupling methodology expands the current SPH state-of-the art with the
following features:
• Accurate wave generation and wave absorption through coupling an SPH solver to an FNPF
solver using the open boundary formulation by Tafuni et al. [24],
• Having an online exchange of information in two directions between the SPH solver and the
FNPF solver.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the theoretical background of the SPH method
is given, while Section 3 is focusing on the specific boundary conditions available in DualSPHysics
which are applied in this research. Section 4 introduces the coupling methodology between the
wave propagation model OceanWave3D and the SPH solver DualSPHysics. This methodology is
demonstrated and validated in 2D in Section 5 and a proof-of-concept in 3D is demonstrated in
Section 6. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
2. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
The solver used for the detailed modelling of the wave–structure interactions is DualSPHysics [20].
DualSPHysics applies the SPH formulation, a mesh-less method that describes the fluid as a set of
discrete elements, named particles. The following section explains the general SPH theory behind
Dualsphysics, as reported in Crespo et al. [26].
2.1. SPH Fundamentals
The physical properties of a particle a, determined by the Navier–Stokes equations, can be
calculated by interpolation of the values of the nearest neighbouring particles. The contribution of the
neighbouring particles is weighted, based on their distance to particle a, using a kernel function W,
and a smoothing length hSPH. When a particle is at a distance larger than 2hSPH away from particle a,
the contribution can be neglected.




F(r’)W(r − r’, hSPH)dr. (1)
In order to numerically solve Equation (1), discretization is necessary. In its discrete form, the
integral approximation transforms into an interpolation at a given location (or particle a) and a
summation over all the particles within the region defined by the kernel support:
F(ra) ≈ ∑
b
F(rb)W(ra − rb, hSPH)ΔVb. (2)
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Here, ΔVb is the volume of the neighbouring particle b. If ΔVb = mb/ρb, with mb and ρb being the






W(ra − rb, hSPH). (3)
The choice of the kernel function has a large influence on the performance of the SPH method.
The kernel is expressed as a function of the non-dimensional distance between particles q = r/hSPH.
Here, r is the distance between a certain particle a and a particle b. The smoothing length hSPH defines
the area around particle a in which the contribution of neighbouring particles is considered. In this
work, to ensure stability with a high number of particles, a Quintic kernel is applied [27] with an
influence domain of 2hSPH, defined as:





(2q + 1) 0 ≤ q ≤ 2. (4)
In DualSPHyics, αD is set to 7/4πh2SPH (2D).
2.2. Governing Equations
The governing equations to model fluid dynamics are the Navier–Stokes equations. In their SPH














∇aWab + g. (5)
In Equation (5), Pa and Pb is the pressure of the particle a and b respectively, while ρa and ρb
are the density of the particle a and b, respectively. The viscosity term Πab is based on the artificial
viscosity scheme, as proposed by Monaghan [28]. It is a common method used in SPH to introduce





vab · rab < 0,
0 vab · rab > 0.
(6)
With the mean density ρab = 0.5(ρa + ρb), the distance between particle a and b as rab = ra − rb
and the velocity difference as vab = va − vb. The mean speed of sound is denoted cab and α is a
coefficient that needs to be set by the user to ensure a proper dissipation of density fluctuations. In this
work, the value of α is set to 0.01, based on Altomare et al. [29], where wave propagation and wave
loadings on coastal structures were studied.
DualSPHysics applies a WCSPH formulation. This means that the mass m of every particle is
kept constant, while only their density ρ fluctuates. These fluctuations are calculated by solving the





mbvab · ∇aWab. (7)
Using a weighted summation of the mass terms would result in a density decrease in the interface
between fluids, near the free surface and close to the boundaries. For this reason, a time differential is
used, as suggested in Monaghan [28].
One of the main reasons for large computation times in WCSPH is the necessity for a very small
time step Δt due to the inclusion of the speed of sound c. However, the compressibility can be adapted
by artificially setting the speed of sound c to a lower value, resulting in a reasonable Δt. This enables
the use of an equation of state to determine the pressure P of the fluid. This method is considerably
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faster than solving the Poisson’s equation, appearing in an incompressible SPH (ISPH) approach.
Some ISPH benchmark cases can be found in Shao and Lo [30,31]. According to Monaghan [32] and
Batchelor [33], the relationship between density ρ and pressure P follows Tait’s equation of state;









Here, B is related to the compressibility of the fluid, while ρ0 is the reference density of the fluid,
which is set to 1000 kg/m3 in this work. The parameter γ is the polytrophic constant, ranging between
1 and 7. The maximum limit for ρ is set as B = c2ρ0/γ. Consequently, the choice of B is of high
importance, since it determines the value of c. As mentioned before, c can be artificially lowered to
ensure a reasonable time step [32]. However, in DualSPHysics, c is kept at least 10 times higher than
the maximum expected flow velocity v.
The time integration of Equations (5) and (7) can be performed using a Verlet scheme or a two-stage
Symplectic method. The latter is time reversible in the absence of friction or viscous effects [34]. In this
work, both schemes are applied, where the explicit second-order Symplectic scheme has an accuracy
in time of O(Δt2) and involves a predictor and corrector stage. An explicit time integration scheme is
applied, depending on the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number, the force terms and the viscous
diffusion term. This results in a variable time step Δt, calculated according to Monaghan and Kos [35].
2.3. Delta-SPH Formulation
The state equation mentioned in Section 2.2 describes a very stiff fluid density field. Unfortunately,
this can lead to high-frequency low-amplitude oscillations in the density scalar field [36]. This effect is
enlarged by the natural disordering of the Lagrangian particles. In order to mitigate these pressure
fluctuations, a delta-SPH formulation can be applied. This is performed by adding a diffusive term to













Here, δΦ is a coefficient that needs to be appropriately selected by the user. Physically,
the delta-SPH formulation can be defined as adding the Laplacian of the density field ∇2ρ to the
continuity equation. The influence of this added term in the continuity equation has been carefully
studied by Antuono et al. [37]. There, the convergence was analysed by decomposing the Laplacian
operator, together with a linear stability analysis to investigate the influence of δΦ. Within the fluid
domain bulk, Equation (9) represents an exact diffusive term. However, close to open boundaries such
as the free surface, the behaviour changes. There, the kernel is truncated (there are no particles sampled
outside of an open boundary), which results in a net first-order contribution [37]. Consequently, a net
force is applied to the particles. For non-hydrostatic situations, this force is not considered relevant,
since the magnitude is negligible with respect to any other involved forces. Antuono et al. [37] did
propose corrections to this effect, but they require a large computational cost since the correction
involves the solution of a re-normalization problem for the fluid density gradient. Within this work,
the recommended delta-SPH (δΦ) coefficient of 0.1 [20] is applied within DualSPHysics.
3. Boundary Conditions in DualSPHysics
3.1. Open Boundary Conditions
The implementation of open boundaries in DualSPHysics is discussed in detail in Tafuni et al. [24].
Inflow and outflow buffer zones are defined near the inlets and outlets of the computational domain
of DualSPHysics.
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The implemented open boundary condition is illustrated in Figure 1, where a fluid is flowing near
a buffer zone, implemented as an open boundary. The buffer zone is located in between the domain
edge and the threshold boundary, which separates the fluid domain from the buffer zone. The buffer
zone is filled with layers of SPH buffer particles on which boundary conditions can be imposed. The
buffer size should be at least equal to or larger than the kernel radius. This is necessary to have full
kernel support for the fluid particles close to the threshold boundary. In the present research, the buffer
zone width is chosen as 8 · dp in the direction normal to the open boundary, where dp is the particle
size adopted in DualSPHysics. There are two possibilities to provide physical information to the buffer
particles: physical quantities are either imposed by the user or extrapolated from the fluid domain
using so-called “ghost nodes”. As illustrated in Figure 1, the positions of the ghost nodes are calculated
through mirroring of the buffer particle locations into the fluid domain, this along a direction which is
perpendicular to the open boundary. When the fluid quantities are calculated at the ghost nodes, a
standard SPH particle interpolation would not be consistent. Due to the proximity to an open boundary,
the kernel would be truncated. Therefore, the method proposed by Liu and Liu [38] is applied to
obtain first-order kernel and particle consistency. More specifically, a multi-dimensional, first-order
Taylor series approximation of the field function f (x) is multiplied by the kernel function evaluated at
particle k, Wk(x). The series approximation and its first order derivatives, Wk,β(x), are given by:∫




(x − xk)Wk(x)dx, (10)
∫




(x − xk,β)Wk,β(x)dx. (11)
Here, β is an index ranging from 1 to δ, the amount of dimensions. A system of δ + 1 equations in
δ + 1 unknowns, fk and fk,β is formed. The solution to the system is given in particle notation:
fk =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑i fiWkiΔVi ∑i(xi − xk)WkiΔVi∑i fiWki,βΔVi ∑i(xi − xk)Wki,βΔVi




∣∣∣∣∣ ∑i WkiΔVi ∑i fiWkiΔVi∑i Wki,βΔVi ∑i fiWki,βΔVi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∑i WkiΔVi ∑i(xi − xk)WkiΔVi∑i Wki,βΔVi ∑i(xi − xk)Wki,βΔVi
∣∣∣∣∣
. (13)
Next, the value of fo at the open boundary can then be found using the corrected values of fk and
fk,β at the ghost nodes:
fo = fk + (ro − rk) · ∇̃ fk. (14)
Here, ∇̃ fk is the corrected gradient at the ghost nodes.
The open boundary algorithm introduces several new features that make SPH more applicable to
real engineering problems. The first one is the possibility of using buffer zones to impose time-varying
velocity and pressure profiles, as well as pressure and velocity gradients along a specified direction.
Next, a variable free-surface elevation can be imposed, which is an essential prerequisite in free-surface
flow problems where waves can enter and exit the computational domain. Finally, the buffer zones are
characterised by a dual behaviour, allowing both inward and outward flows, making flow reversion
possible. Consequently, when flow velocities are extrapolated from the fluid domain, mixed velocity
fields are possible where part of the buffer zone contains fluid particles entering the domain, and
another part contains fluid particles leaving the domain. This can be specifically important in studying
flow problems where modelling of strong rotations or oscillations is necessary. This flexibility is an
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important distinctive feature. The open boundary algorithm is available on both the parallel CPU and
GPU versions of DualSPHysics. This results in considerable speed-ups when the code is running on
powerful GPUs or large CPU clusters. This is particularly necessary when simulating real engineering
problems. There, a large number of particles is required to simulate high-resolution flow problems
with complex geometries, while maintaining a reasonable computation time.
3.2. Fixed Boundary Condition with Pressure Correction
Within DualSPHysics, fixed boundaries are normally realised using a set of particles called
dynamic boundary particles [39]. These dynamic boundary conditions (DBC) have the advantage of
being applicable to arbitrary 2D and 3D shapes, and provide good validation in many engineering
problems. However, they are prone to unphysical fluid density and pressure values. Additionally, they
exert high repulsive forces on the fluid particles, resulting in a separation distance. Within this work,
a correction is applied to the dynamic boundary particles which resolves these issues. The DBC are
here approached as a special case of an open boundary, more specifically one where the velocity of the
buffer particles is zero, and the pressure is extrapolated from the fluid domain. This is similar to the
approach by Marrone et al. [40]. The applied correction leads to less pressure oscillations in the fluid
domain, and solves the occurrence of an unphysical gap between the boundary particles and the fluid.
A downside of this method is the larger computation time, since both the continuity and momentum
equations need to be solved for DBC and a unit vector, normal to the DBC, needs to be calculated for
each boundary particle.
Buffer particles










Figure 1. Sketch of the implemented open boundary model, adapted from Tafuni et al. [24].
3.3. Comparison to the State-of-the-Art
A very similar implementation of the open boundaries presented in this work has been introduced
by Ni et al. [25], as was already mentioned in the Introduction. This section explains the main
differences to the open boundaries as implemented by Tafuni et al. [24] in more detail.
The main similarity between both methods is the use of buffer particles on which physical
quantities such as velocity and surface elevation can be imposed. However, there are a few importance
differences to be listed. Firstly, according to Ni et al. [25], the open boundaries are either an inlet or an
outlet, while the implementation by Tafuni et al. [24] is more flexible and allows flow in both directions
within one buffer zone. This makes it applicable to flow-reversion problems. Secondly, there are no
ghost nodes to extrapolate physical quantities from the fluid domain to the buffer particles. Thirdly,
the method to impose variable free surface in the buffer zone is different. Inter-particle distance is
stretched out for fluctuations smaller than dp. When the necessary change is equal to or larger than
dp, an extra row of particles is added. Here, the inter-particle distance in the vertical direction is kept
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constant, and a new row of particles is added when necessary. Fourthly, the applied active wave
absorption at the inlet is similar to what is used in this work, but they impose a uniform incident
velocity profile instead of correcting a variable profile with a uniform correction. Lastly, only first-order
wave theory is used for the regular waves, as well as a simple solitary wave. The method presented
here allows Stokes 5th order wave theory to be used as well as external input from OceanWave3D to
produce accurate nonlinear waves.
4. Coupling Methodology Using DualSPHysics and OceanWave3D
As mentioned before, SPH simulations are very computationally intensive. The flow and pressure
fields required from a wave energy converter (WEC) SPH model are often limited to a zone closely
spaced around the floating WEC. However, there is a spatial need to allow for proper wave generation
and wave absorption, around 3–4 wavelengths long. This leads to a significant increase in water
particles, and thus higher computation times. Moreover, wave generation techniques available in
DualSPHysics are limited to first and second order wave generation by using piston-type or flap-type
wave paddles. This generation type requires a certain propagation length before the full kinematics
and surface elevation are developed. Within this research, the objective is to simulate higher-order
(up to fifth-order) regular and irregular long-crested waves in a domain which is as small as possible.
In an attempt to answer both the problem of computational performance and the problem of wave






















Figure 2. General sketch of coupling methodology between the OceanWave3D domain (top) and the
DualSPHysics domain (bottom).
Here, a DualSPHysics fluid domain with a length of one wave length Lwav is chosen, with an inlet
on the left-hand-side of the domain and an outlet on the right-hand-side of the domain (see Figure 2).
Each buffer zone consists of eight layers of buffer particles. A sensitivity analysis illustrated in Figure 3
has shown that wave propagation results are accurate for buffer zones with at least eight layers. The
dimensionless ratio KD =
Hmeasured
Himposed
, with H the wave height, is shown as a function of the normalized
position x/Lwav for a Stokes third-order wave. The number of buffer particle layers nl is varied from 1
to 16 and is doubled at each iteration.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis on the number of buffer particle layers nl necessary for accurate wave
propagation, represented by the ratio KD along the fluid domain.
The OceanWave3D domain is considerably larger and is often chosen as a multitude of wave
lengths (e.g., 10). The wave generation zone measures around 2 · Lwav while the wave absorption zone
is taken as at least 3 · Lwav. The grid size dx is set as a multitude of the SPH inter-particle distance
dx = n · dp. Here, n is set to be equal to 5. The physical quantities imposed on the SPH particle
then originate from OceanWave3D. At the inlet, horizontal orbital velocities u1 and surface elevation
ηOW3D,in originating from interface 1 are imposed on the buffer particles, while the pressure is set to
be hydrostatic. At the outlet, only the horizontal orbital velocities u2 originating from interface 2 are
imposed, the surface elevation and pressure are extrapolated from the fluid domain (see Table 1). No
vertical orbital velocities are applied, since there is no accuracy benefit by imposing vertical velocities,
but there is a negative impact on stability, since the particle spacing increases vertically, leading to a
reduced kernel support. To mitigate this problem, we managed to impose both horizontal and vertical
velocities to the buffer particles, but only update the particle positions according to the horizontal
velocities. However, no difference was noticed in the accuracy of the measured velocity fields and
surface elevations. For this reason, only the horizontal orbital velocities were imposed.
Table 1. Imposed and extrapolated quantities for inlet and outlet buffer particles (Imp = imposed, Ext
= extrapolated, Hyd = hydrostatic).
Quantity Horizontal Velocity u Vertical Velocity w Surface Elevation η Pressure p
inlet Imp No Imp Hyd
outlet Imp No Ext Ext
By imposing horizontal velocities on both the inlet and outlet, the hydrodynamic problem becomes
over-constrained, which can result in unwanted wave reflections in the fluid domain. Additionally,
when a floating or fixed structure is positioned in the fluid domain, waves will reflect on the structure
and transform around it. The open boundaries should be able to compensate for the reflected waves
and the outlet needs to absorb the transformed wave effectively. In this research, this is done by
applying velocity corrections at the inlet and the outlet, based on the measured free surface close to the
buffer zones, specifically at a distance of 8 · dp. This distance has been selected based on a sensitivity
analysis, illustrated in Figure 4. The same Stokes third-order wave was simulated, each time varying
the wave measurement distance dWG from 1 · dp to 16 · dp. For a value of dWG equal to 8 · dp, the wave
measurement location is close enough to the buffer zone to have a minimal phase difference, but far
enough to avoid inaccuracies due to transitional effects between the buffer zone and the fluid domain.
In Figure 2, these measuring locations are denoted as WGin (Wave Gauge) and WGout. The applied
velocity correction is a shallow water wave correction based on the measured reflection [41], but is
implemented differently depending on the inlet or the outlet.
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Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis on distance dWG from the wave measurement locations WGin and WGout
to the inlet/outlet buffer zone, necessary for accurate wave propagation, represented by the ratio KD
along the fluid domain.
4.1. Inlet Velocity Correction
At the inlet, the objective is to generate always the required incident wave. The surface elevation
is measured directly outside of the inlet, and the velocity is corrected to ensure that the generated
surface elevation matches the theoretical one. In case a higher surface elevation is measured than what
was imposed, the corrected velocity should be lower than the originally imposed profile, in order
to compensate the excess of velocity, since that profile leads to wave reflections in the fluid domain.
Within the code, this correction is implemented as follows:





Here, uin is the horizontal velocity at the inlet, u1 is the imposed horizontal velocity coming
from OceanWave3D, ηWG,in is the measured free surface elevation near the inlet, ηAWAS,in is the
OceanWave3D free surface measured at the location of WGin, g is the earth’s acceleration and d is the
water depth. This correction is similar to the active wave absorption applied in Altomare et al. [42],
although there it was used to correct the displacement of a piston-type wave maker formed by moving
boundary particles instead of buffer particles.
4.2. Outlet Velocity Correction
At the outlet, the objective is to absorb any wave propagating towards the outlet. Technically,
the applied open boundaries do not absorb the waves, but rather try to match the velocity field present
in the fluid domain as close as possible, creating an ’open door’ for the propagating wave. The
surface elevation ηWG,out is measured directly outside of the outlet, and compared to the calculated
OceanWave3D free surface ηAWAS,out at the location of WGout. The velocity uout is then corrected to
ensure that the imposed velocities u2 match the measured ones. In case a higher surface elevation
ηWG,out is measured than what was imposed ηAWAS,out, the corrected velocity uout should be higher
than the originally imposed velocity u2. Otherwise, discontinuities in the velocity field would occur,
which would induce unwanted reflected waves into the domain:






The implementation of the coupling is illustrated in Figure 5. The detailed wave–structure
interactions are calculated with the latest version of DualSPHysics (v4.2.030). As mentioned in Section 4,
velocity corrections need to be applied for accurate representation of the free-surface elevation and
the wave kinematics. For this reason, a two-way coupling is realised between a Python [43] program
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and DualSPHysics. Rather than a direct coupling between OceanWave3D and DualSPHysics, Python
is used as an intermediate communication step. This allows for the coupling to be more generic,
and not exclusively applicable to OceanWave3D. Additionally, the use of Python allows the user to
monitor the simulation and easily perform accuracy checks on the transferred data. The Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) is used for the data transfer. At the start of the simulation, a dedicated port
(50007) is opened to allow communication. At the start of each time step, Python sends both the inlet
and outlet velocities and the inlet surface elevation to DualSPHysics. At the end of the time step,
DualSPHyics sends back the measured surface elevation near the inlet and outlet. In Python, the
velocity corrections are calculated and applied to the originally imposed horizontal velocities. With
this coupling methodology, any data can be used to impose horizontal velocities and surface elevation
to the inlet and outlet buffer zones. For example, wave theory solutions are an excellent method to
provide the model with accurate orbital velocities and surface elevations. Alternative to using wave
theory, and as demonstrated in this paper, the wave propagation model OceanWave3D can be coupled
to DualSPHysics using the MPI protocol for data transfer. Here, the use of a TCP port was not possible
due to compatibility issues with the OceanWave3D Fortran code. Although the coupling methodology
is here specifically introduced for ocean wave simulations, it can be generalised to a more generic
application. Specifically, the implementation using Python as an intermediate communication process,
and using TCP sockets and the MPI protocol to send data from one software package to another, can
be applied to other research domains as well. For example, an open channel flow modelling tool can
be coupled to SPH to simulate river flow dynamics, or a 1D pipe flow hydraulic model can be coupled
to SPH to simulate pressurized flow problems. However, a detailed study of the applicability of the




Figure 5. Coupling implementation scheme showing several options to generate and absorb waves
within a two-way coupled model: wave theory solutions, the wave propagation model OceanWave3D
or any external data.
Apart from the implementation, a schematic representation of the coupling algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 6. The most complex coupling is discussed here, being the two-way coupling
with OceanWave3D. The coupling communication occurs at the beginning and at the end of an
OceanWave3D time step, which is referred to as the “communication time step”. Due to the larger grid
size and simplified equations in OceanWave3D, the communication time step is considerably larger
than the DualSPHysics time step. This means that DualSPHysics performs multiple smaller time steps
during one communication time step. At the beginning of a communication time step, the horizontal
orbital velocities at the inlet and outlet locations, u1 and u2, are calculated in OceanWave3D, as well
as the surface elevation of the complete OceanWave3D domain ηOW3D, and sent to the Python
programming using the MPI protocol. Simultaneously, Python receives the measured surface elevation
from DualSPHysics near the inlet and outlet ηWG,in/out. The velocity correction is calculated using
ηAWAS,in and ηAWAS,out, resulting in the corrected orbital velocities uin/out which are sent back to
DualSPHysics, together with the surface elevation at the inlet ηOW3D,in. The quantities are imposed
within the inlet and outlet buffer zones and the DualSPHysics simulation calculates multiple time steps
until the communication time step is reached. The surface elevation from DualSPHysics ηSPH is sent
to Python, where the signal is filtered and sent back to OceanWave3D as η f ,r to overwrite the original
result. To ensure a smooth transition between the DualSPHysics free surface and the OceanWave3D
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free surface, a relaxation functions frel is applied (see Figure 7). The applied function frel is the same as
is applied within OceanWave3D’s generation and absorption relaxation zones. Within the relaxation
zone, the filtered solution η f ,r is then obtained as given in Equation (18), with B the length of the zone,
x the location within the relaxation zone and x0 the reference location of the relaxation zone:






























Figure 6. Schematic representation of the coupling algorithm during one communication time step.
OceanWave3D DualSPHysics
DualSPHysics domain





Figure 7. Sketch of ’relaxation zones’ providing a smooth transition between the OceanWave3D domain
and the DualSPHysics domain.
5. 2D Coupled Model: Validation
First, the two-way coupling between DualSPHysics and OceanWave3D is validated in 2D. The
coupling is applied to compare the response of a box, floating in three degrees of freedom (heave,
surge and pitch) to experimental data, as described in Ren et al. [44]. The numerical test set-up is
illustrated in Figure 8. The full OceanWave3D domain has a length of 20.0 m, while the DualSPHysics
domain is 6.12 m long (three wave lengths) and starts at x = 4.0 m. The floating box is positioned
at x = 5.5 m in a water depth of d = 0.4 m and has the dimensions 0.3 m × 0.2 m (length × height)
with a draft qbox = 0.1 m. A regular wave with wave height H = 0.1 m and wave period T = 1.2 s is
generated, characterised as a Stokes third-order wave. A particle size of dp = 0.01 m is used. The SPH
domain is chosen to be larger than one wavelength Lwav, since the box is freely floating and will drift
in the x-direction over time.
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Figure 8. Numerical test set-up for simulation of the response of a floating box to a custom wave signal.
The DualSPHysics domain and OceanWave3D domain are indicated. Lwav is the wavelength.
5.1. DualSPHysics Solver Options
The efficiency and accuracy of DualSPHysics was investigated in Altomare et al. [45] for wave
propagation and absorption showing good agreement between numerical results and experimental
data. Accordingly, similar DualSPHysics solver options used for that work will be used here to perform
the numerical simulations. The solver options used in this section are summarized in Table 2. The time
integration scheme is chosen to be the Verlet scheme, employing a variable time step based on the
CFL number. The chosen kernel is the Wendland kernel with a smoothing length of hSPH = 2.0 · dp.
The artificial viscosity is set to be α = 0.01. Tait’s equation of state is applied to calculate the fluid
pressures. The boundary conditions are the open boundaries introduced by Tafuni et al. [24] and some
numerical diffusivity is added by applying a δ-SPH treatment with a coefficient of δ − SPH = 0.1.
These parameters have been thoroughly studied in Verbrugghe [46] and have proven to lead to accurate
wave propagation within DualSPHysics. There, a convergence analysis has proven a convergence
rate in between first-order and second-order, and a thorough validation study of the wave dynamics
was performed.
Table 2. SPH formulation and parameters.
Time Integration Scheme Verlet
Time Step Variable (including CFL and viscosity)
Kernel Wendland
Smoothing Length 2.0 · dp
Viscosity Treatment Artificial (α = 0.01)
Equation of State Tait equation
Boundary Conditions Open Boundary Conditions
δ-SPH Yes (δ-SPH = 0.1)
5.2. Results and Discussion
Both a one-way coupling and two-way coupling are compared to the experimental data, and the
corresponding errors are illustrated in Figure 9. In the one-way coupling, OceanWave3D only provides
the horizontal orbital velocities to the inlet and outlet zone, and the surface elevations for the inlet and
the calculation of the velocity corrections. For the two-way coupling, the surface elevations from the
DualSPHysics domain are transferred back to the OceanWave3D domain, where the original solution is
overwritten. The part close around the floating box is not coupled back, since the ’measured’ SPH free
surface elevations are not physical there. The top three graphs of Figure 9 show a direct comparison
between the experimental and numerical results for the heave motion, the pitch motion and the surge
motion, respectively. Qualitatively, a good correspondence between the numerical and experimental
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results is shown. Specifically, the heave and pitch motions are accurately reproduced. In order to
quantify the accuracy of the results, the difference between the experimental and numerical results
is calculated and illustrated in the bottom three graphs of Figure 9. The error on the heave motions
remains well below the smoothing length h = 0.02 m. Additionally, it can be noticed that the result
from the two-way coupling has a lower error than the result from the one-way coupling. The pitch
error stays below 3.5 degrees, which is around 10% of the total pitch motion range, and there is no
clear distinction in the error between the one-way coupling and the two-way coupling. The error on
the surge motion is less satisfactory. Here, both the one-way coupling and two-way coupling are less
capable of modelling the cyclic surge path, the net drift in the x-direction is even less accurate for the
two-way coupling as for the one-way coupling. However, since the error on the surge motion logically
becomes larger in time, the results are still acceptable.
Additionally, the instantaneous surface elevation profile at t = 15 s of DualSPHysics and
OceanWave3D is compared in Figure 10. Here, the part close to the floating box is masked out since
there is no coupling performed there. Three surface elevation profiles are plotted. For the two-way
coupling methodology, both the OceanWave3D and DualSPHysics profile are plotted. Normally,
these lines are expected to be exactly the same, since the original OceanWave3D surface elevation is
overwritten. However, relaxation functions are applied to ensure a smooth transition between the
OceanWave3D solution and the DualSPHysics solution. In Figure 10, this can be noticed close to the
masked out zone both solutions match perfectly. Behind the masked-out zone, both solutions remain
the same until they slightly differ again at the boundary of the SPH zone (x = 10.12 m). As a reference,
the OceanWave3D solution for a one-way coupling is shown as well. Here, there is no influence from
the DualSPHysics solution, and OceanWave3D propagates waves as if there is no floating box present.
Nevertheless, this does not impact the accuracy of the results significantly, as proven in Figure 9.
In general, it can be concluded that the one-way coupling is slightly more accurate than the two-way
coupling. The advice is to only apply the two-way coupling methodology, when there is a significant
wave transformation effect around the structure, which needs to be propagated further within the
larger OceanWave3D domain. For example, modelling a WEC device that extracts a significant amount
of energy from the waves will result in a significant reduction of wave height behind the device. When
it is required to model the further propagation of that reduced wave within the larger OceanWave3D
domain, a two-way coupling should be applied. Otherwise, when there is no interest in the wave field,
far away from the DualSPHysics domain, the one-way coupling is advised.
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Figure 9. Comparison of time series and error between numerical and experimental results of
the three degrees of freedom of the box with heave, pitch and surge motions (top three graphs).
The difference between the numerical results and the experimental results is expressed in the error
values for heave errH , pitch errP and surge errS (bottom three graphs).
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Figure 10. Comparison of the instantaneous surface elevation profile between one-way and two-way
coupling results of OceanWave3D and DualSPHysics. The grey masked out zone is the region around
the floating box, omitted from the coupling.
6. 3D Coupled Model: Proof-of-Concept
In this section, the introduced coupling methodology is extended to a 3D domain. A one-way
coupling with a fifth-order Stokes wave theory is applied. The buffer zones are stretched in the
y-direction, perpendicular to the 2D plane of the 2D validation case, and the imposed quantities
are constant in that y-direction. This means 3D simulations are restricted to long-crested waves.
Consequently, the coupling methodology can be used to model wave flume type experiments where
significant 3D effects are present. To demonstrate this, a heaving disk is simulated, impacted by steep
nonlinear waves. This results in nonlinear wave surge forces and wave overtopping.
6.1. Experimental Set-up
Experiments have been performed in the large wave flume of Ghent University (see Figure 11).
The flume is 30.0 m long and 1.0 m wide. A cylindrical WEC with a diameter of D = 0.5 m is positioned
at a distance of 10.6 m from the wave paddle. The WEC’s motion is restricted to heave by a vertical
rod over which it is sliding. Friction losses are minimized by using two sets of PTFE bearings: one
on the top and one on the bottom of the cylinder. The WEC consists of 10 glued plastic disks and is
waterproofed with a black, silyl-modified (MS) polymer coating. Wave absorption material is installed
at the left end of the wave flume to ensure minimal wave reflections. Active wave absorption is
applied using two wave gauges about 3.0 m away from the wave paddle. Seven wave gauges (WG)
are installed to measure the free surface elevation. The WEC has a draft of qWEC = 0.113 m. The
motion of the WEC is captured by video tracking using a GoPro Hero 5 [47], filming in Full HD at 120
fps. The typical fisheye distortion is corrected using video processing software. The horizontal surge
force Fx,WEC is measured by 2 force transducers, installed in a rigid rod behind the WEC to which it is
connected. The incident wave has a wave height of H = 0.12 m, a wave period of T = 1.2 s in a water





Figure 11. Experimental set-up for tests with a heaving disk type WEC in the large wave flume of
Ghent University. The numerical DualSPHysics domain is indicated as a green zone.
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6.2. Numerical Set-up
The numerical set-up is illustrated in Figure 12 and summarized in Table 3. It is chosen to set the
length of the fluid domain to twice the wave length LSPH = 2 · Lwav = 4.34 m. This is around 1/7 of
the total flume length. The particle size is chosen to be dp = 0.01 m. The Stokes fifth-order wave theory
is applied. Since there is always a gap of 1.5 times the smoothing length hSPH between fluid particles
and boundary particles, the top of the floating disk is lowered with a value of 1.5 · hSPH = 1.5 · 2.0 · dp,
in order to get the correct wave overtopping height. A 3D inlet zone and outlet zone are configured,
with each eight layers of buffer particles. All other boundaries are fixed boundary conditions with
the option to extrapolate the pressure from the fluid domain, in order to avoid local pressure peaks



















Figure 12. Numerical set-up for 3D modelling of a heaving cylindrical WEC in a two-way coupled model.
Table 3. Simulation parameters for 3D modelling of a heaving cylindrical WEC.
Wave Height H [m] 0.12
Wave Period T [s] 1.2
Water Depth d [m] 0.7
Wave Length Lwav [m] 2.17
Particle Size dp [m] 0.01
Domain Length LSPH [m] 4.34
Domain Width W [m] 1.0
WEC Diameter D [m] 0.5
WEC Draft qWEC [m] 0.113
Wave Theory Stokes 5th
Time Step Algorithm Verlet
Artificial Viscosity 0.01
δ-SPH 0.1
6.3. Results and Discussion
First, the numerical surface elevations from the one-way coupled model are compared with
experimental results. The signals from WG3 and WG4 (see Figure 11) are compared to the numerical
results. WG3 is positioned 1.0 m in front of the WEC, WG4 1.0 m behind the WEC. The comparison
with the data from WG3 is shown in plot (a) of Figure 13, while plot (b) shows the comparison with
the WG4 data. The surface elevation in front of the WEC is accurately reproduced. There is some
initialisation time, but after a while the wave signal is steady and matches the experimental data
very well. The error remains well below the smoothing length hSPH = 0.02 m. Behind the WEC, the
numerical results are less accurate. The one-way coupled model calculates lower wave heights behind
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the WEC than what was registered in the experiments. The measured free surface also has a steeper
nonlinear profile than what was calculated numerically. This could be due to the shortened SPH
domain with respect to the full experimental wave flume length. However, the error on the surface
elevation is still acceptable since the maximum error at the third wave crest measures 0.0196 m and is
still smaller than the smoothing length hSPH .
Second, the horizontal surge force is calculated and compared to the experimental data in plot (c)
of Figure 3. Here, it is clear that there is a very good match between the numerical and experimental
results. Although both signals have some noise, the overall trend of the data matches very well.
Third, the comparison of the heave motion of the WEC to the experimental data is shown in plot
(d) of Figure 3. Again, after initialisation of the surface elevation in the wave flume, a steady regime is
obtained in which the calculated WEC motion and measured motion show an excellent agreement,






















Figure 13. Comparison of a one-way coupling 3D proof-of-concept with experimental data of a heaving
cylinder in overtopping nonlinear waves. (a) shows the surface elevation 1 m in front of the WEC; (b)
the surface elevation 1 m behind the WEC; (c) the horizontal surge force acting on the WEC and (d) the
heave motion of the WEC.
6.4. Computational Speed-up
The coupling methodology with open boundaries leads to significant performance gains with
respect to typical SPH simulations. In this section, an estimation of the computational speed-up
is made, comparing the presented one-way coupled model with a stand-alone numerical model,
describing the complete experimental set-up. The latter is thus an SPH simulation where the full wave
flume is modelled, including the wave paddle motion and the floating disk, installed at x = 10.6 m.
The comparison is summarized in Table 4. In the one-way coupled model, the domain length was set at
twice the wave length, resulting in a total length of 4.34 m. This is about 1/7 of the wave flume length,
which explains the number of fluid particles in the full model, which is about 718% more than in the
one-way coupled model. The difference in total number of particles is lower, at only 508%. This is due
to the thickness of the bottom boundary in the coupled model, which is thicker to allow for accurate
pressure extrapolation. The difference in GPU memory is similar at 505%, with an absolute value of
3941 MB for the full model. Although our GPU card has 8106 MB of memory available, this simulation
is incredibly demanding. Computational performance is not only dependent on GPU memory, since
the number of CUDA cores and their clock rate are much more indicative of simulation time. The
estimated runtime, which is calculated at the start of the simulation, is significantly longer for the
full model than for the coupled model. However, the difference of 411% is slightly lower than the
difference in particles. The real runtime of the coupled model was 91 h. This remarkable difference
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in estimated runtime and real runtime can be explained by inaccurate estimations at the beginning
of the simulation, in combination with performing other tasks on the computer, slowing down the
simulation. It is chosen to not run the full model completely, since the computer becomes unusable
during the simulation and it could take up to 375 h or almost 16 days to finish if the same performance
as the coupled model is assumed. It is safe to assume that a speed-up of around 400% can be achieved,
by applying the coupling methodology.
Table 4. Computational speed-up for 3D proof-of-concept.
One-Way Coupling Full Model Difference
# Particles 5,010,954 25,473,152 508%
# Fluid Particles 2,949,433 21,165,100 718%
GPU Memory [MB] 780 3941 505%
Estimated Runtime [hr] 35 144 411%
Real Runtime [hr] 91 375 411%
6.5. Visual Comparison of Overtopping
During the experiments, some of the steep nonlinear waves were overtopping the cylindrical
WEC. However, no overtopping rates or thickness of the overtopping layer were measured, so a
correct validation is not possible. For this reason, only a visual comparison of an overtopping event
between the experiment and the numerical model is performed. In Figure 14, a time progression of an
overtopping wave is shown. Here, the wave height was set at H = 0.15 m and the wave period was
T = 1.0 s. This resulted in steep, highly nonlinear waves with significant overtopping. In addition,
for this test case, video images were available to perform a visual comparison. In the left plot, the
wave is just about to hit the cylindrical WEC. In the middle plot, 0.4 s later, the overtopping wave is on
top of the WEC, and in the final plot, the overtopped volume is flowing from the top back into the
flume. Visually, the correspondence between the numerical model and the experimental images is very
good, apart from the interactions of the overtopped water with the vertical rod, since the rod was not
included in the numerical model.
Figure 14. Visual comparison of overtopping waves between the 3D proof-of-concept with experimental
data of a heaving cylinder in overtopping nonlinear waves. The plot shows a time progression of the
wave, from left to right with a time difference of 0.4 s between each frame.
7. Conclusions
Development of accurate boundary conditions and the coupling of SPH solvers to external
models are identified as key topics within the SPHERIC Grand Challenges to let SPH method attain
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a high level of maturity. The present work is a clear contribution to both issues, proposing a novel
two-way coupling methodology that applies the open boundary formulation to accurately generate,
propagate and absorb waves within a two-way coupled DualSPHysics-OceanWave3D model. A
Python program was used as an intermediate process to calculate and apply the velocity corrections
to the inlet and outlet buffer zones, to avoid reflections inside the DualSPHysics fluid domain. This
coupling technique allows overcoming one of the main shortcomings of SPH-based solvers, related
to computational cost. Despite the increase of HPC and GPU performance during the last years,
a large number of particles (i.e., high model resolution) is still necessary, in order to simulate real
engineering problems with sufficient accuracy. A coupling between a detailed but computationally
expensive mesh-free model and a wave propagation model represents a trade-off between model
accuracy and efficiency. This can be done by coupling SPH to a faster external numerical model which
can deal easily with large computational domains. A proper two-way coupling scheme, however,
requires accurate and stable boundary conditions. In fact, a reduced domain size is useless when
the imposed quantities at the boundary are not accurate enough. Through coupling, other software
packages (fast-calculating) can be applied to provide physical quantities to the boundary conditions,
more accurately than what the built-in methods or analytical solutions can provide. The two-way
coupling methodology with OceanWave3D was validated in 2D by comparing the surface elevations
and the motions of a floating box to experimental data. Finally, a 3D proof-of-concept was introduced
where steep nonlinear waves interact with and overtop a heaving cylindrical WEC. The results all
show a good agreement with the experimental data. In the performed tests, the coupled model has
at least two to four times less particles to simulate, which directly results into faster computation
times. Alternatively, for the same computation time as a stand-alone SPH simulation, there is the
possibility of simulating more particles for a higher accuracy. One of the main benefits of using open
boundary conditions rather than moving boundaries or relaxation zone techniques is that there are
no issues with Stokes drift, and the velocity and pressure field are significantly smoother than those
calculated with the coupling methodology applying moving boundaries. However, there are still
a number of limitations to this revised coupling methodology. Firstly, only quasi-3D simulations
are possible. The buffer zones do not allow non-uniform velocities or surface elevations along the
y-directions. This means the 3D simulations are limited to long-crested. waves. However, this can
already be very meaningful to simulate typical wave flume experiments, or real engineering problems
where there is not much variability in the y-direction. The numerical stability in 3D simulations needs
to improve. The open boundaries still have some compatibility issues with the periodic boundary
conditions within DualSPHysics and with the boundary pressure extrapolation algorithm. Although
good results are obtained, there is a certain loss of particles during the simulations. This will, however,
be solved within future releases of the source code.
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Abstract: In this work, periodic lateral boundaries are developed in a time dependent mild-slope
equation model, MILDwave, for the accurate generation of regular waves and irregular long and
short crested waves in any direction. A single wave generation line inside the computational domain
is combined with periodic lateral boundaries. This generation layout yields a homogeneous and
thus accurate wave field in the whole domain in contrast to an L-shaped and an arc-shaped wave
generation layout where wave diffraction patterns appear inside the computational domain as
a result of the intersection of the two wave generation lines and the interaction with the lateral
sponge layers. In addition, the performance of the periodic boundaries was evaluated for two
different wave synthesis methods for short crested waves generation, a method proposed by Miles
and a method proposed by Sand and Mynett. The results show that the MILDwave model with
the addition of periodic boundaries and the Sand and Mynett method is capable of reproducing a
homogeneous wave field as well as the target frequency spectrum and the target directional spectrum
with a low computational cost. The overall performance of the developed model is validated with
experimental results for the case of wave transformation over an elliptic shoal (Vincent and Briggs
shoal experiment). The numerical results show very good agreement with the experimental data.
The proposed generation layout using periodic lateral boundaries makes the mild-slope wave model,
MILDwave, an essential tool to study coastal areas and wave energy converter (WEC) farms under
realistic 3D wave conditions, due to its significantly small computational cost and its high numerical
stability and robustness.
Keywords: Mild-slope wave propagation model; MILDwave; periodic lateral boundaries; short
crested waves
1. Introduction
Numerical wave propagation models are commonly used as engineering tools for the study of
wave transformation in coastal areas. Berkhoff [1] derived the first elliptic mild-slope wave equation
and based on this, the parabolic model [2] and the hyperbolic model [3] have been developed to predict
the transformation processes of regular waves, such as wave refraction, diffraction, shoaling, and
reflection. In the parabolic model, wave reflection and diffraction in the direction of wave propagation
are neglected and hence it suffers from low accuracy in cases where these phenomena are significant.
On the other hand, the hyperbolic model, which takes into consideration wave reflection and diffraction
in the direction of wave propagation, provides higher accuracy, but more computational time compared
to the parabolic model. Moreover, to study the transformation of random waves, time dependent
mild-slope equations have been developed. Radder and Dingemans [4] suggested a set of canonical
equations, which are based on the time dependent mild slope equations and are derived using the
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Hamiltonian theory of surface waves. Booij [5] proved that these equations are valid for sea bottom
slopes up to 1/3. However, Suh et al. [6] extended the latter equations by including higher order
bottom effect terms proportional to the square of the bottom slope and to the bottom curvature to
study wave propagation on rapidly varying topography.
For numerical prediction of the wave field in a coastal area, waves are generated along the offshore
boundary of the computational domain and propagate towards the coastline. However, to be able to
apply a sponge layer to absorb waves reflected towards the wave generation boundary, waves should
be generated inside the numerical domain and not along the boundary. This internal wave generation
technique in combination with numerical wave absorbing sponge layers was firstly proposed by [7]
for Peregrine’s [8] classical Boussinesq equations. Later, Lee and Suh [9] achieved wave generation
for the mild slope equations of [3] and [4] by applying the source term addition method. The main
observation was that the energy of the incident waves can be properly obtained from the viewpoint
of energy transport. To generate multidirectional waves, they applied an L-shaped wave generator,
which is generally composed of two wave generation lines; one parallel to the x-axis and one parallel
to the y-axis of the numerical domain as well as wave absorbing sponge layers behind the two wave
generation lines. However, wave diffraction patterns appear inside the computational domain as a
result of the intersection of the two wave generation lines and due to the interaction with the lateral
sponge layers. To deal with this problem, Lee and Yoon [10] proposed an arc-shaped wave generation
line; two parallel lines connected to a semicircle to avoid wave diffraction caused at the intersection of
the previous wave generation lines. Further, Kim and Lee [11] used an arc-shaped source band that
gives smaller errors than the Lee and Yoon [10] method, especially for a coarse grid size. Recently, Lin
and Yu [12] proposed a promising method for non-reflective boundaries in a mild-slope wave model
to avoid the use of sponge layers. However, in non-reflective boundaries, the level of re-reflection
strongly depends on the initial approximations since the characteristics of the reflected waves (i.e.,
wave angle, wave celerity) inside the numerical domain cannot be estimated a priori.
In the present paper, a wave generation layout using periodic lateral boundaries is developed
where a single internal wave generation line parallel to the y-axis is combined with periodic lateral
boundaries at the top and bottom of the domain. With this technique, the information leaving one
end of the numerical domain enters the opposite end and thus no lateral sponges are required. In
this way, the wave diffraction patterns that appear inside the computational domain as a result of the
intersection of the two wave generation lines and due to the interaction with the lateral sponge layers
(see Figure 1) are avoided. In Figure 1, the water surface elevation, η, is presented for a regular wave
field generated by an L-shaped wave generator (red dashed lines) at an angle, θ = 45◦, from the x-axis.
The absence of uniformity of the surface elevation along the crests and troughs, which can be observed
in the same figure, is a sign of the existence of diffraction patterns inside the numerical domain.
Periodic boundaries are implemented in a time dependent mild-slope equation model, MILDwave,
developed at Ghent University [13] in order to accurately generate regular and irregular waves in any
direction. In addition, the performance of the periodic boundaries is evaluated for two different wave
synthesis methods to generate short crested waves, a method proposed by Miles [14] and a method
proposed by Sand and Mynett [15]. The mild-slope equations of Radder and Dingemans [4] without the
extension of Suh et al. [6] are the basic equations employed in the phase-resolving model, MILDwave,
used to simulate wave transformation processes, such as refraction, shoaling, reflection, transmission,
and diffraction, intrinsically [16]. MILDwave has previously been used to predict wave diffraction
and wave penetration inside harbours [17] and to study wave power conversion applications [18–20].
One of the challenges in the field of renewable energies is to determine the optimal geometrical layout
for wave energy converter (WEC) farms, targeting the maximum possible energy production and the
correct assessment of the impact of WEC farms on the wave field. To do so, accurate and detailed
numerical modelling of WEC farms under realistic 3D wave conditions is considered crucial. This
kind of application requires a homogeneous wave field in the whole numerical domain. To the present
authors’ knowledge, periodic boundaries, which are commonly used in non-hydrostatic models [21] and
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Boussinesq models [22], have not been used before in a mild-slope wave model to study short crested
waves. So, the novelty of the present work concerns the capability of accurate and fast generation of
such homogeneous wave fields with periodic boundaries in MILDwave. In engineering applications,
where non-linearities are not significant, mild-slope wave models are preferred instead of Boussinesq
models or non-hydrostatic models due to their significantly smaller computational cost and their high
numerical stability and robustness, and thus further development of these models should be encouraged.
The implementation of periodic boundaries is important as it introduces noteworthy improvements in
mild-slope models, which can then make full use of their benefits for the study of WEC farms under
oblique long crested regular and irregular waves or short crested waves (real sea waves).
Figure 1. Water surface elevation, η, for regular incident waves with a wave height of H = 1 m, wave
period of T = 12 s, and wave propagation angle of θ = 45◦ affected by diffraction patterns due to the
intersection of the two wave generation lines and the interaction with the lateral sponge layers.
In the next section, a short description of the mild-slope wave propagation model, MILDwave,
and the methodology of the implemented periodic boundaries are presented. Section 3 provides a
detailed overview of the model results for regular and irregular long and short crested waves. In
Section 4, the validation results are presented where the accuracy of the developed model is compared
with experimental data. The last section provides conclusions and a summary discussion of the
present study.
2. Numerical Methodology
2.1. The Mild-Slope Wave Propagation Model, MILDwave
MILDwave is a mild-slope wave propagation model based on the depth integrated time dependent
mild-slope equations of Radder and Dingemans [4]. These are given in Equations (1) and (2) and
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describe the transformation of linear irregular waves with a narrow frequency band over a mildly







where η(x, y, t) and φ(x, y, t) are, respectively, the surface elevation and the velocity potential at the still
water level, ∇ is the horizontal gradient operator, t is the time, and g is the gravitational acceleration.









with C the phase velocity and Cg is the group velocity for a wave with a wave number, k, angular
frequency, ω, wavelength, Lw, and frequency, f. For irregular waves, C, Cg, k, and ω are replaced by
the wave characteristics for the carrier frequency, f.
A finite difference scheme, as described in [23], is used to discretize and solve Equations (1) and
(2). The domain is divided in grid cells with dimensions, Δx and Δy, and central differences are used
both for spatial and time derivatives. Both η and φ are calculated at the center of each grid cell at
different time levels, (n + 1/2)Δt and (n + 1)Δt as:

















φn+1i,j  φni,j − gηn+1/2i,j Δt (6)
where A and B are given by Equations (3) and (4) and the superscripts and subscripts stand for the
relevant time step and the relevant cell of the grid, respectively.
In the current configuration of MILDwave, the boundary conditions are formed in such a way that
one layer of ghost cells is considered at each boundary. The values at the cells closest to the boundary
are copied to the ghost cells and thus the layer of the ghost cells acts as a fully reflective boundary (solid
wall). However, the effect of the fully reflective domain boundaries is negligible because absorbing
sponge layers are applied at the outside boundaries to dissipate the incoming wave energy.
The grid cell size, Δx = Δy, is chosen so that Lw/20 ≤ Δx = Δy ≤ Lw/10 (for irregular
waves, Lw = shortest wave length (maximum wave frequency)) while the time step meets the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion to guarantee a stable and consistent result.
In MILDwave, waves are generated along a wave generation line near the offshore boundary by
applying the source term addition method proposed by [9] where the source term propagates with the
energy velocity. According to this method, additional surface elevation, η∗, is added with the desired
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where Δx is the grid size in the x-axis, Δt is the time step, θ is the wave propagation angle with respect















where the bar indicates that the variable is associated with the carrier angular frequency, ω.
It has been proven that the model of [4] can be used to simulate the transformation of long and
short crested waves. To generate long crested irregular waves, a parameterized JONSWAP (Joint
North Sea Wave Observation Project) spectrum, S(f) (Equation (9)), or a TMA (Texel, Marsen, Arsloe)
spectrum (Equation (10)), which can be applied in shallow water, has been used as an input spectrum:
S(f) =
0.0624



































where Hs is the significant wave height, fp is the peak wave frequency, γ is the peak enhancement




0.07 f ≤ fp
0.09 f ≥ fp
(11)
The frequency dependent factor, φ(f, d), which takes into account the effect of a finite water depth,




1 − 0.5(2 −ωh)2,
1,
ωh < 1
1 ≤ ωh ≤ 2
ωh > 2





To generate short crested waves, two different wave synthesis methods are employed in the
present study, a single summation method proposed by [14] and a second single summation method
proposed by [15]. In single summation models, each wave component must have a unique frequency
and each frequency component can only travel in one direction, while several wave components are
travelling in the same direction. According to the Miles method, the surface elevation is defined
as follows:







Anm cos(ωnmt − knm(x cos θm + y sin θm) + εnm) (13)
with the wave amplitude, Anm =
√
2S(fnm)D(fnm, θm)MΔfΔθ, the wave angular frequency, ωnm =
2πfnm = 2π(M(n − 1) + m)Δf + 2πfmin, the frequency interval, Δf = fmax−fminNM−1 , the wave propagation
angle, θm = (m − 1)Δθ+ θ0 − θmax, the wave propagation angle interval, Δθ = 2θmaxM−1 , the random
phase, εnm, and the maximum discrete wave direction, θmax. In this way, the directional spreading
function is discretized into M equally spaced wave directions ranging from θmin to θmax.
Sand and Mynett [15] proposed a method in which the directional spectrum is decomposed
as follows:





2S(fn)Δf cos(ωnt − kn(x cosθn + y sin θn) + εn) (14)
In this method, the wave propagation angles are selected at random according to the cumulative
distribution function of the directional spreading function, D(f, θ), and are assigned to each frequency
component. The Miles method [14] provides an accurate representation of the targeted spreading
function shape, but introduces different localized distortions in the frequency spectrum to obtain a
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close fit to the spreading function. On the other hand, the Sand and Mynett method [15] yields an
exact match to the frequency spectrum.
Several semi-empirical proposed formulations of the directional spreading function, D(f, θ), have
been reported, most of which consider the spreading function to be independent of the wave frequency.
Here, an alternative of the well-known spreading function of [24] is employed [25]:








where s1 is the directional spreading parameter, Γ is the Gamma function, and θ0 is the wave
propagation angle.
To derive the relation between the directional spreading parameter, s1, and the spreading standard













Substitution of Equation (15) into Equation (16) yields:
σθ =









The relation between s1 and σθ is indicated in Figure 2. Hence, fixed values of s1 and σθ can be





→ σθ = 30◦




Figure 2. Relation between the directional spreading parameter, s1, and the spreading standard
deviation, σθ.
2.2. Periodic Boundaries
To create a homogeneous wave field of oblique long crested regular and irregular waves or short
crested waves, periodic lateral boundaries have been implemented. In the present study, a single
wave generation line parallel to the y-axis is combined with periodic lateral boundaries at the top and
bottom of the domain. In this way, the information leaving one end of the numerical domain enters
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the opposite end and thus the required model length in this direction is reduced. This technique can
lead to a more homogeneous wave field than an L-shaped and an arc-shaped wave generation since
no wave diffraction problems are caused by the presence of lateral sponge layers and the intersection
of the two wave generation lines (Figure 1).
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the way that the periodic boundaries are working.
Firstly, the left part of the figure presents the numerical domain under investigation, with the squares
representing a random number of cells where Nx and Ny is the number of cells in the x and y direction,
respectively. A layer of ghost cells is present next to each vertical boundary, acting as a fully reflective
wall as described in the previous section. On the other hand, the dashed lines, which are parallel to the
x-axis, represent the periodic boundaries.
Figure 3. Definition sketch of the implemented periodic lateral boundaries.
At the position of the periodic boundaries, Equation (5) is solved considering that the two
boundaries are adjacent, as it can be observed from the right part of Figure 3, yielding Equations (19)
and (20) instead of Equation (5) for the bottom (j = 1) and top (j = Ny) layer of cells, respectively:
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This implementation is valid under the assumption that the bathymetry close to the lateral
boundaries is uniform for the waves to pass from one boundary to the other without any distortion and
thus the continuity to be satisfied. In addition, the distance between the two boundaries should be an
integer multiple of the wavelength to avoid phase differences. To ensure that this requirement is valid,
the wave propagation angle, θ, of each wave component is slightly adjusted such that Equation (21) is
satisfied [27]:




where k is the wave number of each wave component, α is an integer, and Lper (Lper = Δy ∗ Ny) is
the periodicity length.
This means that the simulated wave propagation angle slightly deviates from the input wave
angle. To minimize this deviation, the periodicity length, Lper , of the computational domain should
be carefully chosen to be larger than one periodic wave length, Ly (Ly = Lw/ sin θ) [28]. Hence, in the
case of irregular long crested waves, each wave component propagates in a slightly different direction
than the mean value and a directional spread of the wave energy occurs. However, it has been verified
that the spreading standard deviation, σθ, is very small (σθ < 2◦) and the waves can be considered
as uni-directional.
3. Results by the Model, MILDwave
In this section, the applicability and accuracy of periodic boundaries to propagate regular and
irregular long and short crested waves over a flat bottom is examined. For the evaluation of the
numerical simulation results, a common method is followed. The results for a series of test cases are
presented in terms of a disturbance coefficient, kd, for the entire numerical domain. For regular waves,
kd is given by the ratio, H/HGB, where H is the local wave height and HGB is the wave height at
the wave generation boundary. In the case of irregular waves, the significant wave heights are used
to calculate the kd value (Hs/HsGB). For all test cases, the numerical basin is 20 Lw long and 20 Lw
wide (where Lw is the wave length and is equal to Lw = 100 m) while a uniform water depth, d =
7.5 m, is used. Thus, in the following numerical tests, the target wave field is a homogeneous one.
A homogeneous wave field is characterized by the lack of significant fluctuations from the target, kd,
value, which is equal to kdt = 1.
3.1. Generation of Regular Waves
Firstly, oblique regular waves are examined to compare three different wave generation layouts.
The first wave generation layout (Figure 4a) is an L-shaped wave generator, which is composed by
two orthogonal lines as proposed by [9]. The two wave generation lines intersect at a point outside the
sponge layers and they extend to the computational domain boundary. The hatched areas indicate
the areas of the numerical domain covered by wave absorbing sponge layers. These sponge layers
are necessary to absorb waves reflected by the numerical domain boundaries and by structures. The
second wave generation layout (Figure 4b) is based on the method suggested by [10], who proposed
an arc-shaped wave generation layout where two parallel lines are connected to a semicircle. Figure 4c
shows the third wave generation layout that is the main research object of the present paper, in which
a single wave generation line parallel to the y-axis is combined with periodic lateral boundaries at the
top and bottom of the domain. This means that the computational grid is repeated in the y-direction
and hence waves are passing freely from the one periodic boundary to the other.
Due to the nature of the governing equations of the numerical model, MILDwave (linear
mild-slope equations), and the fact that a flat empty numerical basin is examined, the performance of
the model for different wave heights and periods is similar. Thus, regular waves with a wave period of
T = 12 s, wave height of H = 1 m, and wave propagation angles from θ = 0◦ to θ = 45◦ with respect to
the x-direction are simulated. The numerical basin consists of an inner computational domain without
the sponge layers with dimensions of 10 Lw × 10 Lw for the first two layouts and 10 Lw × 20 Lw for
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the third one, as well as sponge layers with a width of 5 Lw at the edges of the wave basin. The sponge
layer formula as described in [18] is used to minimize reflections, where the free surface elevation is
multiplied on each new time step with an absorption function that has the value of 1 at the start of
the sponge layer and smoothly decreases until it reaches the value of 0 at the end. As a result, the
reflection is zero. The grid cell size is chosen so that Δx = Δy = Lw /20 = 5 m. To obtain a steady state
wave field, waves are generated for a duration of 1000 s with a time step of Δt = 0.25 s.
Figure 4. Definition sketch of three wave generation layouts: (a) L-shaped, (b) arc-shaped,
(c) line-shaped with periodic lateral boundaries. Dimensions are expressed in the number of wave
lengths, Lw = 100 m, which corresponds to a wave period, T = 12 s, and water depth, d = 7.5 m.
Figure 5 shows the plan views of the resulting disturbance coefficient, kd, and the water surface
elevation, η, in the inner computational domain at a time of t = 80 T, where T is the wave period,
for each wave generation layout for a wave propagation angle of θ = 30◦. The black solid contour
lines indicate the region where the surface elevation is out of the target range (η > 0.5 m, η < −0.5 m).
It is observed that the third wave generation layout with the periodic lateral boundaries yields a
more homogeneous wave field across the whole domain, which is not disturbed by unwanted wave
diffraction patterns in contrast to the other two wave generation layouts. These wave diffraction
disturbances are caused by the lateral sponge layers and the intersection of the two wave generation
lines, and thus the kd values fluctuate around the target value (kdt = 1).
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Figure 5. Disturbance coefficient, kd, and water surface elevation, η, in the inner computational domain
at t = 80 T for regular incident waves with H = 1 m, T = 12 s, and θ = 30◦ generated by an L-shaped
wave generation layout (a,b), an arc-shaped wave generation layout (c,d), and by the use of periodic
boundaries (e,f).
To obtain a quantified difference between the three different wave generation layouts, the absolute
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where Hc is the local resulting wave height at a point of the numerical domain and Ht is the target
wave height. The test area in which the absolute error is calculated is 6 Lw long and 6 Lw wide and
is indicated in Figure 4 (area of crosses). In Figure 6, the mean (Emean) and the maximum (Emax)
value of the calculated absolute errors for each wave generation layout for a range of different wave
propagation angles are plotted. It is observed, as seen from Figure 5 for θ = 30◦, that the periodic
boundaries’ wave generation layout provides the smallest value of Emean and Emax for all θ values.
For the L-shaped wave generation layout and the periodic boundaries’ wave generation layout, Emean
is the lowest for θ = 45◦ with values of 0.042 and 0.007, respectively, while for the arc-shaped wave
generation layout, Emean is the lowest for θ = 30◦ with a value of 0.021. The trend of Emax (Figure 6b) is
similar to that of the values of Emean from Figure 6a. The Emax values of the oblique regular wave field
generated using periodic boundaries are significantly smaller than the resulting Emax values for the
L-shaped and the arc-shaped layouts for all wave directions. In addition, the comparison between the
L-shaped wave generation layout and the arc-shaped wave generation layout reveals that in the case
of the latter, the wave diffraction due to the intersection of the two generation lines is avoided [10].
However, for wave directions of θ larger than 30◦, Emax is similar for both layouts with values around
0.105 while for the periodic boundaries’ wave generation layout, it is only 0.012. Hence, this proves
that a single wave generation line combined with periodic lateral boundaries provides results of a
higher accuracy compared to the other two wave generation layouts and is capable of providing a
homogeneous wave field of short crested waves with minimal error.
Figure 6. (a) Mean (Emean) and (b) maximum (Emax) value of the absolute errors calculated using
Equation (22) for each wave generation layout for a range of different incident wave angles, θ.
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3.2. Generation of Irregular Long Crested Waves
We consider a test case of uni-directional irregular waves fitting a JONSWAP spectrum, with a
peak wave period, Tp = 12 s, a significant wave height, Hs = 1 m, and a peak enhancement factor, γ =
3.3. The frequency range is confined between 0.75 fp and 2 fp, which covers 94% of the total energy,
to ensure numerical stability. Periodic lateral boundaries are applied at the top and bottom of the
domain similar to Section 3.1, while the length of the sponge layers at both ends of the numerical
basin is determined by the longest wave length in the incident wave spectrum. The grid cell size and
the time step, Δt, are defined by considering the highest frequency (2 fp) and the lowest frequency
(0.75 fp), respectively.
A single wave generation line is placed at the left boundary after the sponge layer. To obtain
a steady state wave field, time series of the surface elevation of irregular waves are generated for a
duration of 7200 s with a time step of Δt = 0.2 s. Figure 7 shows the plan views of the kd values and
the water surface elevations in an inner domain (part of the domain without the left and right sponge
layers) of 1 km in both directions, at a time instant of t = 7000 s, for wave propagation angles of θ =
0◦ and θ = 45◦. It is clear that for both wave propagation angles, the kd is uniform all over the inner
domain with values close to kdt = 1. In addition, it is observed by comparing the surface elevation
of the two different wave directions that for the case of θ = 45◦, the surface is not as uniform along
the crest as it is for the case of θ = 0◦. This is happening due to the fact that in order to ensure that
waves are periodic, the wave propagation angle, θ, of each wave component is slightly adjusted and a
directional spread of the wave energy occurs as described in detail in Section 2.2. Hence, the wave
propagation angle varies from 43.2◦ to 47.7◦ for the present wave conditions. However, the deviation
from the mean wave direction is small and the waves can be considered as uni-directional.
Figure 7. Disturbance coefficient, kd, and water surface elevation, η, in the inner computational domain
at t = 7000 s for irregular long crested waves with Hs = 1 m, Tp = 12 s, and (a,b) θ = 0◦ and (c,d) θ = 45◦.
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In Figure 8, a comparison is made between the target frequency spectrum (St) and the simulated
frequency spectra (S0 and S45) for the cases of θ = 0◦ and θ = 45◦. The surface elevations, η, at the
electronic wave gauges, which are positioned at the centre of the computational domain, are recorded
from t = 40 Tp to t = 600 Tp with a sampling interval of 0.2 s. The recorded data are processed in
segments of 2048 points per segment. A taper window and an overlap of 20% are applied for smoother
and statistically more significant spectral estimates. The resulting frequency spectra agree well with
St apart from those that correspond to wave frequencies higher than 2 fp, since there is no energy
for these frequencies in the MILDwave model. Furthermore, it is observed that the periodic lateral
boundaries do not affect the waves since for both wave propagation angles, the frequency spectra
are similar.
Figure 8. Comparison between the frequency spectra, S0 and S45, resulting from MILDwave simulations
for different incident wave angles (θ = 0◦ and θ = 45◦, respectively), and the target frequency spectrum,
St, for irregular waves with Hs = 1 m, Tp = 12 s, and γ = 3.3.
3.3. Generation of Irregular Short Crested Waves
Finally, we consider a test case of irregular short crested waves. The parameters of the input
frequency spectrum are identical as for the long-crested irregular waves (Hs = 1 m, Tp = 12 s, γ = 3.3)
described in the previous section. Waves are generated for a duration of 7200 s with Δt = 0.2 s while to
generate short crested waves, two different wave synthesis methods have been employed: A method
proposed by [14] and a method proposed by [15] as described in detail in Section 2.1.
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The directional wave spectrum was measured by a group of five wave gauges placed in the centre
of the computational domain, using a “CERC 5” configuration as introduced by [29]. The recorded
normalised spreading function distributions, Dn, are compared with the target distribution, Dn,t, in
Figure 9 for both wave synthesis methods and for the spreading standard deviation, σθ = 10◦ (swell
waves) and σθ = 30◦ (wind waves). The normalised spreading function is calculated by integrating the
calculated 3D spectrum over all wave frequencies and normalizing it. The difference between the two
measured normalised spreading function distributions of the two methods is small and the agreement
with the target distribution is very good. The Sand and Mynett method agrees slightly better with the
target distribution, Dn,t, than the Miles method especially for the case of σθ = 30◦.
Figure 9. Comparison between the normalised spreading function distributions, Dn, calculated in
MILDwave with the Miles and the Sand and Mynett wave synthesis methods and the target distribution,
Dn,t, for irregular short crested waves with a spreading standard deviation, σθ, of (a) 10◦ and (b) 30◦.
Figures 10 and 11 show the plan views of the kd values throughout the inner computational
domain and the surface elevations at a time instant of t = 7000 s for each wave synthesis method for a
mean wave propagation angle of θ = 0◦ and spreading standard deviation of σθ = 10◦ and σθ = 30◦.
The results are presented in an inner domain with dimensions of 10 Lp × 10 Lp, where Lp is the wave
length that corresponds to the peak wave frequency, fp. It is clear that the Sand and Mynett method
yields a more homogenous wave field than the Miles method. Specifically, the maximum (Emax) value
of the calculated absolute errors for the Miles method is 0.051 for σθ = 10◦ and 0.085 for σθ = 30◦,
respectively, while for the Sand and Mynett method, Emax is 0.013 for σθ = 10◦ and 0.029 for σθ =
30◦, respectively. It is worth mentioning that in the Sand and Mynett method, the number of wave
components, Ntot, is equal to the number of wave frequencies, N. This is happening due to the fact that
the wave propagation angles are randomly selected according to the cumulative distribution function
of the directional spreading function, D(f, θ), and are assigned to each wave frequency component.
In contrast to that, in the Miles method, the number of the wave components, Ntot, is equal to the
product of the number of wave frequencies, N, multiplied with the number of wave angles, M. Thus,
in the Sand and Mynett method, (i) the computational time, (ii) the number of corrections of the wave
propagation angles in order to ensure the periodicity of the waves, and (iii) the non-homogeneity of
the generated wave field are much smaller than those for the Miles method, making the Sand and
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Mynett method preferable when periodic lateral boundaries are applied in a mild-slope wave model.
Specifically, the developed model simulation time for a test case of short crested waves of a duration of
7200 s in a numerical basin, which is 2 km long and 2 km wide, is approximately 3 min on a PC with
an Intel Core CPU (Central Processing Unit) 2.90 GHz.
The results show that the MILDwave model with the addition of the periodic boundaries is
capable of reproducing a homogeneous short-crested wave field in the whole computational domain
as well as the target frequency spectrum and the target directional spectrum. Thus, in future studies, a
WEC farm and its effect on the near and far field can be examined under real sea waves by coupling
the developed model with a wave-structure interaction solver as described in [19,20]. More precisely,
during this coupling methodology, firstly, the short-crested wave field is calculated by the developed
model at the position of the WEC farm. Subsequently, this wave field (time series of surface elevation)
is used as an input for a wave-structure interaction solver to simulate the diffracted and radiated wave
field generated by the presence of the WEC farm. Finally, the resulting wave field is coupled back to
MILDwave and propagates throughout the whole numerical domain. As a result, with the coupling
methodology in MILDwave, the impact of WEC farms, especially the far field, can be studied using
accurate real sea waves.
Figure 10. Disturbance coefficient, kd, and water surface elevation, η, in the inner computational
domain at t = 7000 s for irregular short crested waves with Hs = 1 m, Tp = 12 s, θ = 0◦, and σθ = 10◦
synthesized by using the Miles method (a,b) and the Sand and Mynett method (c,d).
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Figure 11. Disturbance coefficient, kd, and water surface elevation, η, in the inner computational
domain at t = 7000 s for irregular short crested waves with Hs = 1 m, Tp = 12 s, θ = 0◦, and σθ = 30◦,
synthesized by using the Miles method (a,b) and the Sand and Mynett method (c,d).
4. Numerical Validation Using the Vincent and Briggs Shoal Experiment
To demonstrate the strategic importance of periodic boundaries in the generation of a short crested
wave field over varying water depths, simulations are conducted for waves propagating over a shoal.
A study of regular and irregular wave propagation over an elliptic shoal, which has been performed
by [30], is used here for validation of the present numerical model.
The bathymetry of the experimental setup of Vincent and Briggs is implemented in MILDwave,



















where x and y are the coordinates centered at the center of the shoal and de is the bottom level at
any point inside the shoal area. The shoal is similar to that used in the experiments of [31], with a
minimum water depth of dmin = 15.24 cm at the center of the shoal while the area around the shoal has
a constant water depth of d = 45.72 cm. In addition, the simulated shoal is located at the center of the
numerical domain to take advantage of the lateral periodic boundaries and create a fully developed
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wave field at the region of the shoal. The grid cell size is Δx = Δy = 0.05 m. To obtain a steady state
wave field, waves are generated with a duration of 400 s with a time step of Δt = 0.01 s.
Figure 12. Bottom levels of the experimental setup used by Vincent and Briggs, as it is implemented in
the numerical domain in MILDwave.
The experiments of Vincent and Briggs are conducted for three kinds of incident breaking and
non-breaking waves, i.e., regular, irregular long crested, and irregular short crested waves. In the
present study, only irregular long and short crested waves, where large scale breaking is not involved,
are examined. The experimental and numerical input wave parameters for non-breaking series are
listed in Table 1.















U3 1.3 2.54 0.00155 2 0
N3 1.3 2.54 0.00155 2 10
B3 1.3 2.54 0.00155 2 30
U4 1.3 2.54 0.00047 20 0
N4 1.3 2.54 0.00047 20 10
B4 1.3 2.54 0.00047 20 30
Following [30], we use the TMA spectrum [32] as the target wave frequency spectrum in which
the spectral energy density, S(f), depends on the parameters, α (Phillip’s constant), fp (peak wave
frequency), γ (peak enhancement factor), and σ (spectral width parameter), as described in Section 2.1.
The parameter, γ, is assigned values of 2 for the broad frequency spectrum and 20 for the narrow
frequency spectrum. Similarly, these frequency spectra are combined with narrow (σθ = 10◦) and broad
(σθ = 30◦) directional spreading, while the α value is selected to correspond to the target wave height.
The directional spreading function, D(f, θ), given in Equation (15) is used instead of the wrapped
normal spreading function used by [30]. However, the directional spreading parameter, s1, is calculated
according to Equation (17) in order to achieve the same distribution as the experimental one. Finally,
the mean wave propagation angle is θ = 0◦ and the number of wave components, N, varies from
50 to 400, with the highest value for the case of broad-banded directional spreading. The measured
frequency spectra are compared with the target spectrum (St) in Figure 13 for the two values of the
peak enhancement factors used here (see Table 1). The agreement is very good especially for the
narrow banded spectrum where the measured one replicates the desired target spectrum.
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Figure 13. Comparison between the frequency spectra simulated in MILDwave and the target frequency
spectrum for irregular waves with Hs = 2.54 cm, Tp = 1.3 s, σθ = 0◦, and (a) γ = 2 and (b) γ = 20.
Figure 14 shows the comparison of normalised wave heights, H/H0, (where H is the local
significant wave height and H0 is the significant wave height at the wave generation boundary)
between numerical model results and experimental data along the measurement transect shown in
Figure 12 for the test cases of non-breaking waves listed in Table 1. Additionally, to evaluate the













where O and P indicate the observed and predicted values, respectively.
Very good agreement between the numerical model and the experimental model is observed
(Figure 14 and Table 2). MILDwave with the addition of the periodic boundaries correctly predicts the
wave focusing behind the shoal for the case of irregular long crested waves where the wave height is
strongly affected by the change of the water depth. The model gives a maximum normalised wave
height of around 2.05 at y = 0 for both the broad frequency spectrum (Test Case U3) and the narrow
frequency spectrum (Test Case U4). On the other hand, a broad directional spreading distribution (Test
Case B3, Test Case B4) yields much less spatial wave height variation and the effect of wave refraction
is significantly diminished.
Table 2. Root mean square error (RMSE) and skill factor of the normalised wave heights.
Test Case ID U3 N3 B3 U4 N4 B4
RMSE 0.141 0.048 0.068 0.068 0.102 0.070
Skill 0.869 0.955 0.936 0.940 0.905 0.924
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Figure 14. Comparison of normalised wave heights, H/H0, between numerical model results (blue
solid lines) and experimental data (red circles) along the measurement transect of Figure 12. for the test
cases of non-breaking waves of Table 1.
5. Conclusions
In the present paper, periodic lateral boundaries were developed in a time dependent mild-slope
equation model, MILDwave, for the accurate and fast generation of regular and irregular waves in
any direction.
Initially, three different wave generation layouts were examined and compared. The first wave
generation layout is an L-shaped wave generator, which is composed of two orthogonal lines. The
second wave generation layout is an arc-shaped wave generator where two parallel lines are connected
to a semicircle. The third wave generation layout consists of a single wave generation line parallel to
the y-axis and periodic lateral boundaries. Numerical experiments were conducted for regular waves
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with wave propagation angles from θ = 0◦ to θ = 45◦. The results were presented by means of contour
plots, in terms of a disturbance coefficient (kd) for the calculation domain, allowing easy comparisons
between the different layouts. The wave generation layout with the periodic boundaries showed the
best results since this layout leads to a homogeneous wave field, which is not disturbed by unwanted
wave diffraction patterns in contrast to the other two wave generation layouts.
Then, this wave generation layout was used to simulate irregular long and short crested waves
by using two different wave synthesis methods: A method proposed by Miles [14] and a method
proposed by Sand and Mynett [15]. The results indicate that the MILDwave model with the addition
of the periodic boundaries is capable of reproducing a homogeneous wave field (especially when the
Sand and Mynett method is used) as well as the target frequency spectrum and the target directional
spectrum. Finally, the developed model was also used to study wave transformation over an elliptic
shoal (Vincent and Briggs shoal experiment), where very good agreement was observed between
the numerical model and the experimental results. The aforementioned observations indicate that
periodic boundaries make the mild-slope wave model, MILDwave, an essential tool to generate
multi-directional waves and study their transformation due to its significantly small computational
cost and its high numerical stability and robustness.
The next step is to combine the developed model with the coupling methodology described
in [19,20] to study a WEC farm under real sea waves, since this paper proves that now MILDwave is
able to accurately generate such a kind of wave field.
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Abstract: This study aims to improve the design of scour protection around offshore wind turbine
monopiles, as well as future-proofing them against the impacts of climate change. A series of
large-scale experiments have been performed in the context of the European HYDRALAB-PLUS
PROTEUS (Protection of offshore wind turbine monopiles against scouring) project in the Fast Flow
Facility in HR Wallingford. These experiments make use of state of the art optical and acoustic
measurement techniques to assess the damage of scour protections under the combined action of
waves and currents. These novel PROTEUS tests focus on the study of the grading of the scour
protection material as a stabilizing parameter, which has never been done under the combined action
of waves and currents at a large scale. Scale effects are reduced and, thus, design risks are minimized.
Moreover, the generated data will support the development of future scour protection designs and
the validation of numerical models used by researchers worldwide. The testing program objectives
are: (i) to compare the performance of single-layer wide-graded material used against scouring with
current design practices; (ii) to verify the stability of the scour protection designs under extreme flow
conditions; (iii) to provide a benchmark dataset for scour protection stability at large scale; and (iv) to
investigate the scale effects on scour protection stability.
Keywords: offshore wind turbines; large scale experiments; scour protection damage; wide-
graded materials; climate change conditions; optical measurements; acoustic measurements; waves-
current interaction
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1. Introduction
This study aims to improve the design of scour protection around offshore wind turbine monopiles,
as well as future-proofing them against the impacts of climate change. Offshore wind energy conversion
units (more commonly called offshore wind turbines) contribute significantly to the electric production
matrix and it is expected that their overall production will only increase in the near future. In fact,
several concessions have been granted, recently, by countries around the North Sea basin. This intensive
industrial development demands that strategic research covering every aspects influencing the useful
lifetime of offshore-based wind energy converters is undertaken. Currently, monopiles are the most
used support structure for offshore wind energy converters, which are usually arranged in large
numbers forming offshore wind farms. Offshore wind farms contribute significantly to the reduction
of greenhouse emissions by providing clean and renewable energy, contributing to efforts to deal
with climate change challenges. Monopile structures are large cylinders made of steel that are driven
into the seabed. The characteristics of the soil and the pile penetration depth provide the stability
needed for the monopile to withstand the harsh marine hydrodynamic loads (currents and waves).
The interaction between the monopile and the hydrodynamic loads produces an amplification of the
stresses applied to the seabed surrounding the monopile, leading to the development of a scour hole
which in turn reduces the bearing capacity of the monopile foundation. An overview of the studies
dealing with scouring processes can be found in [1,2].
Riprap material has successfully been used as a protective measure against scour and erosion
in river and coastal engineering. In river engineering, the study of scour protection made of riprap
material has been studied around bridge piers (see [3–5]). In the marine environment, breakwaters [6]
and cable protection are some of the specific examples where stone granular material is used as a
protective method against hydrodynamic action. In fact, Galay et al. [7] stated that “a stone riprap
layer has universal acceptance and proven performance under highly variable flow conditions”.
Scour protection around offshore monopile foundations, needs to consider different flow conditions
(currents and waves), larger water depths and a different density of the fluid (fresh water/sea water).
Five failure mechanisms of scour protection designs in the marine environments are enumerated
by Sumer and Fredsøe [2]: disintegration of the riprap layer (scour of the protective layer), winnowing
(removal of bed material from underneath the protection layer), edge scour, destabilization by bed-form
progression and, sinking of the protection material due to various factors (momentary liquefaction,
liquefaction due to build-up of pore pressure, scour below the individual stones, . . . ). Mainly, three of
these failure mechanisms have caught the attention of the coastal engineering community, namely,
disintegration, winnowing and edge scour.
The disintegration failure mode of an armor layer over a geotextile under different hydrodynamic
conditions was studied by De Vos et al. [8]. Static and dynamic stability of the armor layer were tested
in a model scale of 1:50 (all the scale factors consider a prototype monopile diameter of 5 m) under
different waves, currents and a combined action of both flows. Loosveldt and Vannieuwenhuyse [9]
extended the test dataset of De Vos et al. [8] by including larger grain sizes, by varying the water
depth and by performing a parametric analysis of the pile diameter (scales of 1:100, 1:50 and 1:40)
on the scour protection damage. Nielsen [10] focused on the winnowing of scour protection under
different waves and currents. The testing scales used for the unidirectional flow (current) experiments
were 1:35, 1:9 and 1:5. Nielsen [10] provided an explanation to the sinking of the scour protections in
the “Horns Rev 1” wind farm and gave improved guidelines for the design of filter layers through
the mobility parameter. Whitehouse et al. [11] evoked an optimization of scour protection design
taking into account rock size, density, number of layers and width of the cover. Finally, [12] performed
experiments using physical models with a scale ranging from 1:100 to 1:50 for the study of edge scour
under waves and currents.
Schendel et al. [13,14] presented large scale experiments of scour protection design under waves
and currents. The scale used for wave tests which included a monopile was 1:5, whereas the scale for
current tests without a monopile was 1:1. In the latter case, the material tested as scour protection was
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the actual prototype material. This work introduced a single armor layer composed of a wide-graded
material. ‘Wide-graded’ refers to a large gradation (ratio D85/D15, where D85 and D15 account for the
diameter larger than 85% and 15% of the mass of the material) of the granular material composing
the scour protection (D85/D15 > 1.5, for wide graded material and D85/D15 > 2.5 for very wide graded
material, see [15] Table 3.4). The usage of this novel technique could reveal itself to be easier to install,
as well as cost effective compared to a traditional two-layer scour protection design (filter and armor).
Nevertheless, it is concluded that more experiments should be carried out to fully understand the
stabilizing process of using wide-graded materials as scour protection. In this direction, [16] studied
different compositions of scour protection material in small scale experiments (scales ranging from
1:100 to 1:45) under a unidirectional current.
Deterministic design criteria exist for the classic narrow graded two-layer scour protection ([8,10])
but none has been established for wide-graded materials. Fazeres-Ferradosa et al. [17] proposed a
reliability analysis of the scour protection failure and a probabilistic design, without considering the
gradation of the scour protection material.
It is clear that there is a lack of (public) data for large-scale experiments of classically designed
scour protection solutions under the combined action of waves and current. Furthermore, to the
authors’ knowledge, the study of the grading of the scour protection material as a stabilizing parameter
has never been done under the combined action of waves and currents at large scale. By operating at a
large scale, model effects are reduced. This allows design uncertainty during the early stages of wind
farm projects to be reduced. To cover this data and knowledge gaps, large scale experiments have been
carried out in the fast flow facility (abbreviated as FFF) of HR Wallingford in the United Kingdom.
The PROTEUS (Protection of offshore wind turbine monopiles against scouring) testing campaign is
a collaborative effort between the Department of Civil Engineering at Ghent University (Belgium),
HR Wallingford (UK), the Ludwig Franzius Institute for Hydraulic, Estuarine and Coastal Engineering
at the University of Hannover (Germany), the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Porto
(Portugal), the Geotechnics division of the Belgian Department of Mobility and Public Works (Belgium),
and the International Marine and Dredging Consultants (IMDC nv) (Belgium). PROTEUS is performed
in the context of the European HYDRALAB-PLUS program and funded by the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Program. The aim of this manuscript is to present the PROTEUS
project and, specifically, to present the experimental setup, the methodology followed throughout the
study and quality of the unique dataset acquired during the testing campaign, which addresses the
data and knowledge gaps in scour protection studies. The novel PROTEUS experiments, presented
further in this paper, test the static and dynamic stability of different scour protection designs including
monopiles at two different large scales 1:16 and 1:8, under the combined action of waves and currents.
Most importantly, the obtained experimental data will be available publically for the international
research community, under HYDRALAB rules. The target outcomes of the experimental campaign
include: (i) study of wide grade material performance with respect to narrow graded materials;
(ii) study of scale effects in scour protection around monopiles; (iii) analysis of bed shear stresses in
wave-current flows; (iv) formalization of methodologies for the assessment of the damage of scour
protection. These topics will be the basis of our future work within the PROTEUS project.
2. Stability of Scour Protection Around Monopiles: Governing Physics
2.1. Governing Physics at A Glance
In the marine environment, sea water flows take the form of waves or currents. Such flows
apply shear stresses to the seabed (in intermediate and shallow waters in the case of waves). In the
presence of a monopile, flows are accelerated in the circumferential direction of the monopile, due to
the contraction of flow lines. Furthermore, complex highly turbulent flow structures appear at the
base of the monopile and at its wake amplifying the shear stresses [10]. The amplification of the shear
stresses in turn increases the erodible potential of the flow. In the case of an unprotected monopile
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base, scour develops. In the case of a monopile protected by a scour protection, the scour protection
material can be removed, eventually leading to the failure of the scour protection. To quantify the
amount of material removed by the flow with respect to the pile section and the nominal mean stone
diameter, the damage number has been introduced by [8], defined as detailed in Section 5.2.
2.2. Scaling in Experimental Studies
Scaling principles for hydraulic experiments can be found in [18,19]. As stated in [8], the scaling
of waves and currents should preserve the Froude, Fr, and the Reynolds, Re, numbers in experimental









where, U is the velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, L is a length and υ is the kinematic viscosity
of the water. Scale effects arise from the impossibility of achieving Froude and Reynolds similarity
between model and prototype when scaling geometric lengths. Such scale effect can be reduced by
increasing the scale of the model. In hydraulic experiments, Froude similarity is normally considered
(see [19]).
To deal with the above described scaling issues, the large-scale tests within the PROTEUS project
have been introduced, which are described in the next sections. In the present study, scour protection
material, monopile diameter, water depth and wave height are scaled geometrically. Wave period and
current velocity are scaled using Froude similarity.
3. Experimental Setup
3.1. Experimental Facility
The FFF experimental facility is a race-track shaped flume (illustrated in Figure 1). It comprises a
main working channel, 4.0 m wide and 57.0 m long, and a secondary channel, 2.6 m wide and 50.0 m
long. The hinge flat type multi-element wave generator with active wave absorption (located at the left
in Figure 1) can deliver significant wave heights up to 0.5 m and a maximum wave height up to 1.0 m,
depending on the water depth. The water depth can be set in the range of 0.85–2.00 m. At the opposite
side of the wave generator (at the right in Figure 1), a beach made of sponge material passively absorbs
the generated wave trains. The axial pumps (located in the secondary channel) can deliver a discharge
of up to 3.5 m3/s and their reversible nature can provide a current propagation following or opposing
the waves.
A local reference system was established with the origin being at the front of the wave maker, in the
middle of the channel on the flume floor. The positive x-axis points into the wave propagation direction
(from left to right in Figure 1), the positive y-axis points upwards in the top view in Figure 1 and the
positive z-axis follows the gravity vector (see Figure 2). In the sketch of the main channel (Figure 2),
the position of the resistive wave gauges (abbreviated as WGs), the acoustic doppler velocity meters
(ADVs) and the scale model of a monopile are indicated. Further information on the instrumentation
can be found in Section 4.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the fast flow facility (FFF) flume channels including the position of the scale models.
 
Figure 2. Overview of the FFF main channel, and of the experimental setup including the intrumentation
positions, the reference coordinate system and the scale model location.
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3.2. Monopile Scale Models
There are two variants of monopile scale models with two different diameters, Dp = 0.3 m and Dp
= 0.6 m, which were constructed from thin-walled metal wrapped around wooden cylinders of limited
height (Figure 3b). Each monopile model is placed in the wave flume with its center at x = 30 m and y
= 0 m, following the local reference system presented in Figures 1 and 2. Each model is attached to a
mounting base fixed at the bottom of the sand pit (Figure 3a). Iron wedges provide additional support







Figure 3. (a) Monopile mounting base; (b) monopile scale model (scale 1:16) waiting to be installed;
(c) monopile scale model placed on its support structure and external iron edges installed at the base.
3.3. Scour Protection Models and Sand Pit Preparation
The location of the sand pit (details presented in Figure 3a,c) with respect to the wave generator is
shown in Figure 1. The sand pit consists of a 4.0 m long, 4.0 m wide and 1.0 m high box. This sand
pit size provides the necessary area for testing large-scale scour protection models over a sand bed,
which is composed of uniform sand, mean size diameter 0.21 mm, for all tests. The filling of the
sand pit was done after the installation of each of the monopile scale models (Figure 3c). First the
sand carrier drops its load on the absorption beach side of the sand pit. Then, every load is evenly
distributed along and across the sand pit using shovels. Every two loads (around 20 cm thickness)
the sand is compacted using a vibration compactor. This is done to prevent lowering of the sand
bed level during the test phase. Once the sand pit is filled, the sand bed is flattened, the geotextile
is placed (for the relevant tests), and finally, the installation of the scour protection layer takes place.
To ensure the uniformity of the distribution of mass and fraction, the material is mixed and installed
using templates as shown in Figure 4a–e. Each composition of scour protection material is prepared
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from weighting every fractions of the prepared sieved rock material. A portion of the scour protection
material around the monopile is painted red, following methodology principles introduced by [8].
The painting is done to allow a good visual assessment of the damage in the scour protection model,
as the painted material is placed strategically in the region where the highest hydrodynamic loads are
expected. The painted area has diameter of two times the monopile diameter (referred to as the ‘inner











Figure 4. Installation of a scour protection scale model scale (scale 1:16.7). (a) Inner ring templates
placed around the monopile; (b) outer ring placement using templates; (c) finalized scour protection
model; (d) scour protection model placement over a geotextile; (e) placement of a scale model (scale
1:8.3) using larger templates.
The painting procedure is performed in a manner that avoids: (a) (substantial) modification of the
specific density of the scour protection material; (b) aggregates of paint and rock material which might
appear during the drying process, especially for the smaller fractions; (c) interference of paint pigments
with the optical characteristics of the laser scanner during the topography scanning. To obtain this,
the looseness of the material is ensured by mixing the stones whilst drying, and the compatibility of
the paint and the laser scanner is checked.
3.4. Experiment Execution
After the installation of the scour protection model, pictures of its initial state (before filling the
flume with water and before wave or current generation) are taken. The flume is filled and the initial
topography is scanned before the initiation of a test. In Figure 5, a flow chart of the tasks that need to
be performed for each test is presented.
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Figure 5. Flow chart of experiment execution. The loop indicated using orange arrows is performed
three times for Test No. 14 and twice for the other damage development tests.
4. Instrumentation Setup
During the testing campaign data is recorded in both the main and the secondary flume channels.
In the main flume channel, the free surface elevations and 3D flow velocities are recorded at ten and
two (point velocity measurements) locations respectively (see Figure 2), to characterize the flow in the
vicinity of the monopile. In the secondary channel, the profile of horizontal flow velocities and the
free surface elevation are measured at one location to characterize the current characteristics in the
facility. The data acquisition system, the free surface elevation measurements and the two point 3D
flow velocity measurements start recording with the start of the axial pumps. The profile horizontal
flow velocity measurement was initiated manually in a synchronized manner with the initiation of the
axial pumps.
Before the onset of motion tests and after every damage development test, the topography of the
scour protection model is measured. The topography measurements provide the initial, intermediary
and final state of the scour protection model. Photographic material is produced before filling and after
draining the flume. The summary of the measured parameters and instrumentation used is shown in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Measured parameters and instrumentation.
Measured Parameter Instrumentation
Free surface elevation Resistive wave gauges (WGs)
Flow velocities
3D point measurements Acoustic doppler velocity meters (ADVs)
Profile measurements of the
horizontal velocity Aquadopp profiler
Scour protection model topography ULS-200 laser scanner
Photographic material Cameras
4.1. Free Surface Elevation Measurements
Resistive wave gauges (abbreviated as WGs) are used to measure the free surface elevation at a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. These 1.2 m long gauges (shown in Figure 6) are partially immersed in
water, and the output voltage is proportional to the immersed portion of the wave gauge. The locations
of the 10 WGs along the main flume channel in the (x, y) plane of the local reference system are
presented in Table 2. Four WGs are placed in front of the monopile (WG1–WG4), four downstream
the monopile (WG7–WG10) and two on each side of the monopile (WG5 and WG6). The vertical
positioning of the WGs depends on the water depth, and they are placed such that the middle of the
WG length lies at the still water level which is measured in the secondary channel. WGs record the
(incoming, reflected, transmitted and diffracted) wave field in the vicinity of the monopile.
 
Resistive wave gauge 
Figure 6. Example of resistive wave gauge used during the Protection of offshore wind turbine
monopiles against scouring (PROTEUS) project.
Table 2. Positions of the wave gauges following the local coordinate system indicated in Figures 1
and 2.
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4.2. Velocity Measurements
Velocity measurements are performed using three devices; two Acoustic Doppler Velocity meters
(abbreviated as ADVs), Nortek Vectrino II type (Figure 7a) with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz, and an
Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profiler (abbreviated as Aquadopp), Nortek Aquadopp HR 2MHz profiler
type (Figure 7b), with a sampling frequency of 1.0 Hz. The ADVs measure the three dimensional
components of the flow velocity over 3.0 cm (it is considered in this case as a point measurement),
while the Aquadopp measures the magnitude of the velocity and its direction parallel to the x-axis.
During the calibration stage, the Aquadopp is positioned at x = 30.0 m and y = 0.0 m in the main
flume channel, at the planned position of the monopile. During the testing stage, the Aquadopp
was moved to the secondary flume channel in order to prevent any flow disturbance near the model.
The Aquadopp is placed facing downwards at a height of 0.86 m from the flume floor and provides a
measurement of the current undisturbed by the monopile or/and the waves. The spatial resolution
for the Aquadopp measurements is 1.0 cm starting from a distance of 11.0 cm from the device’s head,
which is the blanking distance of the instrument. The Aquadopp discretizes the water column in bins
with a size corresponding to the spatial resolution of 1.0 cm. For instance, for Test 04 the last bin,





Figure 7. Instrumentation used for velocity measurements: (a) two ADVs placed above the sand pit;
(b) down-facing Aquadopp profiler placed in the secondary flume channel. The Aquadopp vertical
position was z = −0.83 m for water depths 0.9 m and 1.2 m and z = −0.91 m for water depths 1.5 m and
1.8 m.
The ADVs are placed above the sand pit at the side of the main flume, just downstream the
monopile, outside the influence of its wake (Figure 2, Figure 7a). The ADVs aim to capture the resulting
3D velocity components of currents and the waves’ orbital velocity components in the vicinity of the
monopile. The housings of the ADVs (black casings in Figure 7a) are hollow and buoyant, and therefore
they were buried in the sand and weights were placed over them to ensure that they remain underneath
the seabed. Due to their placement, the positive direction in the x-axis is the inverse of the local
reference system. The Aquadopp’s and the ADVs’ locations are summarized in Table 3. The vertical
position (0.4d, where d is the water depth) of the ADVs was chosen in order to be outside the boundary
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layer, at this vertical position, the flow velocity is considered characteristic of the flow velocity in the
water column near the monopile.
Table 3. Positions of the Aquadopp profiler and the two ADVs following the local reference system,
as indicated in Figures 1 and 2.
Instrument Position in x-Direction (m) Position in y-Direction (m) Position in z-Direction (m)
Aquadopp 29.5 0 (middle of secondary flume) −0.86
ADV1 30.30 1.70 −0.4d
ADV2 31.60 1.70 −0.4d
4.3. Scour Protection Topography Measurements
The topography of the scour protection model is measured using an ULS-200 underwater laser
scanner which operates at 7 Hz (7 mm/s) mounted in a traverse system above the scour protection
model (Figure 8). The vertical resolution of the ULS-200 is 1 mm. A first topography scan is performed
after the placement of the scour protection model, with the flume filled with water, to provide the
initial state of the scour protection model. Damage development tests are composed of two or three
wave trains. After each wave train the topography of the scour protection model is measured using





Figure 8. (a) The ULS-200 laser scanner with rotating head. (b) The motorized transverse system.
4.4. Optical Measurements Material
After the installation of the scour protection and before its removal, photographs are taken from
different optical angles using cameras. The visual analysis of the photographic material aims to
complete the laser scanner data in terms of patterns of stone motion and visual assessment of the scour
protection damage. Photos were taken at two different position heights at 7 different locations (C1–C7
in Figure 9). The first camera position (C1–C3) has an average height of 1.55 m above the sand pit,
while the second camera position (C4–C7) has a height taken at 2.13 m. The pictures are then merged
providing a complete view of the scour protection model.
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Figure 9. Camera position for photographic material recording.
5. Experimental Test Program
Two types of tests were carried out during this testing campaign, namely, onset of motion and
damage development tests for each of the scour protection models. The testing program objectives
were: (i) to compare the performance of single-layer wide-graded material used against scouring with
current design practices; (ii) to verify the stability of the scour protection designs under extreme flow
conditions; (iii) to provide a benchmark dataset for scour protection stability at large scale; and (iv) to
investigate the scale effects on scour protection stability. The experimental conditions are summarized
in Tables 4–6. In Tables 4 and 5, the experiments’ basic hydrodynamic conditions and the hydrodynamic
variants are included. The variants of a test are performed successively. The variants of the onset of
motion tests test different wave heights and wave periods. The variants of the damage development
tests test different number of waves.
5.1. Onset of Motion Tests
During onset of motion tests, short regular wave trains (12 waves) were generated after reaching
a stable current velocity. The scour protection is observed throughout the propagation of the wave
train through the glass walls of the FFF, see Figure 1, in order to spot the motion of the scour protection
material. Motion of scour protection material (stones) refers to the displacement of a stone which size,
ds, is larger or equal to the mean stone diameter (ds > D50) for a distance at least equal to two times the
mean stone diameter [8]. Once it has been established that motion of the stones occurred, new wave
conditions are tested. The current generation is not interrupted in-between applying different wave
conditions. The test conditions for the onset of motion tests are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Onset of motion measured test conditions. The highlighted conditions are the ones where the
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The onset of motion tests with clear motion of the scour protection material are highlighted.
The visibility in the flume was not good when the current was established due to suspended
sediment. Once the wave generation started, the sediment transport was enhanced and the turbidity
of the water increased substantially. Therefore, the results of the onset of motion test need to be
considered with care because of their qualitative nature.
5.2. Damage Development Tests
Damage development tests assess a dynamically stable design of scour protections. Such design
allows some motion of the scour protection material. From this perspective, failure is considered if
armoring material is removed over a minimum area of four armor units (4 × D502, D50 is the mean
stone diameter of the scour protection model). Such a design of the scour protection allows very little
motion of the scour protection material. The criteria for assessing the damage undertaken by the scour
protection is the global damage number, S3D. Following the methodology presented by [8], the scour
protection model is subdivided into subsections with an area equal to the area of the monopile as
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Sketch of the scour protection model around the monopile divided in subsections as
in [8], with the inner ring in red. The waves and current propagation directions are also indicated.
The decomposition in subsections is made depending on the direction of propagation of the current.
The present setup is for a current propagation opposing waves, the setup should be mirrored if the
current follows the waves.
The damage number of each of the subsections is calculated from the eroded volume, Ve,














According to [8], a conservative value for the maximum acceptable global damage number is 1.1.
This value is still debated as shown in [20]. Damage development tests are performed in a similar
way as the onset of motion test; when the current has reached the desired velocity, a long wave train
is generated (1000 irregular waves). The current is stopped when the wave train is completed and a
topography laser scan takes place. Then, the current is restarted and established, and a longer wave
train of 2000 irregular waves is generated and, finally, the last laser scan is performed. Test 14 had
an additional 2000-wave wave train, followed by a laser scan (Table 5). Ve will be determined by the
comparison of the topography laser scans. The (measured) test conditions for the damage development
tests are shown in Table 5. The acquisition, calculation and correlation of the quantities presented in
Table 5 are discussed in Section 6.
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A 0.25 2.45 −0.49 −0.70 −0.46 −0.46 1000
B 0.24 2.48 −0.50 −0.70 −0.46 −0.46 2000
06
A 0.28 2.20 −0.38 0.62 0.39 0.38 1000
B 0.28 2.20 −0.37 −0.59 0.39 0.38 2000
08
A 0.19 2.44 −0.50 −0.70 −0.46 −0.45 1000
B 0.19 2.44 −0.50 −0.70 −0.46 −0.45 2000
10
A 0.18 2.05 −0.33 −0.46 −0.30 −0.28 1000
B 0.16 2.05 −0.33 −0.46 −0.30 −0.29 2000
12
A 0.37 2.81 −0.50 −0.75 −0.51 - 1000
B 0.38 2.83 −0.51 −0.75 −0.52 - 2000
13
A 0.33 2.34 −0.57 −0.83 −0.63 - 1000
B 0.34 2.35 −0.57 −0.83 −0.63 - 2000
14
A 0.39 2.83 −0.51 −0.75 −0.49 - 1000
B 0.41 2.83 −0.51 −0.75 −0.49 - 2000
C 0.41 2.90 −0.51 −0.76 −0.49 - 2000
15
A 0.41 2.88 −0.49 −0.74 - - 1000
B 0.39 2.86 - - −0.49 - 2000
The intrinsic properties of the scour protection material, i.e., the mean stone diameter, D50, and the
gradation of the material composition, D85/D15, are stated in Table 6.
Table 6. Properties of scour protection composition and indication of usage.
Scour Protection Mixture No. Test No. Mean Diameter Gradation of the Material
S/N S/N D50 (mm) D85/D15 (-)
1 03/04 12.5 2.48
2 05/06 6.75 2.48
3 07/08/09/10 6.75 2.48
4 11/12/13 13.5 2.48
5 14 13.5 6
6 15 13.5 12
7 (Geotextile) 03/04/07/08 - -
Mixture 1 is the scale model of a grading 2–80 kg. A wide-graded material with a mean diameter
of 110 mm in prototype scale is studied at intermediate model scale by Mixture 2 and 3 and at large
scale model by Mixtures 4, 5 and 6. The variable between Mixtures 4, 5 and 6 is the gradation of the
material. Figure 11 presents the grain size distribution of the mixtures, as obtained from the fabrication
of the mixtures.
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Figure 11. Percentage finer against the sieve size for the 6 tested mixtures.
The use of geotextile as a filter was studied in tests 03/04/07/08 at intermediate model scale.
6. Results and Discussion
Results from Test 04 are presented in the present manuscript. During Test 04, the hydrodynamic
conditions represent an extreme condition of a current with a velocity Uc = 2 m/s at prototype scale.
The scour protection model is subjected to considerable hydrodynamic loads. The visual assessment of
the damage is of “Level 2” (dynamically stable conditions) following the criteria presented in [11] used
for visual assessment of the damage levels:
• Level 1: Statically stable conditions (no or little movement of the stones);
• Level 2: Dynamically stable conditions (stone motion without failure of the scour protection);
• Level 3: failure of the scour protection.
This test results compared to the damage prediction formula presents the overestimation of
damage in scour protection material by current design practices.
Four testing phases are present during a damage development test. In order to depict these
testing phases, the free surface measurements of WG1 and the velocity measurements at bin 20 of the
Aquadopp are presented in Figure 12, throughout Test 04_B (i.e., variant B of Test 04). The initialization
of the tests refers to the phase of the current build up (indicated as “phase A” in Figure 12). In the
current stabilization phase, the discharge is maintained during 5–10 minutes, allowing the current’s
full establishment in the facility (indicated as “phase B” in Figure 12). The wave generation phase is
performed with a fully established, constant current (indicated as “phase C” in Figure 12). Finally,
during the finalization of the test, the current and wave generation are stopped (indicated as “phase D”
in Figure 12).
During “phase B”, it is assumed that the scour protection suffered did not suffer damage.
The fluctuations of the velocity measurements are due to the turbulent flow.
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Figure 12. Test 04_B measurement of WG1 (left vertical axis) and Aquadopp at bin 20 (right vertical axis)
with test phases: (“phase A”) Initialization of the test (time: 0–200 s); (“phase B”) Current stabilization
(time: 200–633 s); (“phase C”) Wave Generation (time: 633–5697 s); (“phase D”) Test finalization and
water level stabilization (time: 5691–6010 s).
6.1. Velocity Measurements Correlation
The four phases A–D, presented in Figure 12, are present in all the damage development tests.
The initialization phase A and the current stabilization phase are only performed for the variant A
(TestXX_A) of the onset of motion tests.
The current measurements are performed through means of the Aquadopp and the ADVs,
which allows the verification of the accuracy of the measurements. The starting point of the flow
analysis is the velocity profile measurements in the secondary channel, presented in Figure 13 during
the current stabilization phase B and during the wave generation phase C. From Figure 13, it is observed
that the mean velocity profiles of the flow do not differ significantly in the wave generation phase C
with respect to the mean velocity profile of the flow in the current stabilization phase B and, therefore,
the generated current can be considered constant in a test.
Figure 13. Mean profile velocity from Aquadopp measurements during current stabilization (phase B)
and wave generation phase (phase C) of Test 04_B over the water column.
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The velocity profile measurements presented in Figure 13 were performed in the secondary channel
(Section 4). The main channel’s flow velocity can be acquired either by considering conservation of
discharge from the secondary channel, or by the point measurements of the flow’s velocity done by the
ADVs during the current stabilization phase B of Test 04_B. The discharge, Q, is expressed bellow as a
function of the section area of the flow, S, and the mean flow velocity, V.
Q = S·V (5)
In order to consider conservation of discharge, the section area of the flow must be computed, using
measurements of the secondary channel water level (SCWL) and the WG measurements (e.g., from
WG1), as presented in Figure 14 during the current stabilization phase B.
 
Figure 14. Secondary channel water level (SCWL) and WG1 measurements during the current
stabilization phase B of Test 04_B.
In Table 7, the average water level measured in the main channel (MCWL) by the 10 WGs is
presented. The average water level in the main channel is found by averaging the mean water levels
measured by resistive wave gauges. It needs to be considered that, in the region where the WGs are
placed, the facility floor was raised by 6.5 cm (see Figure 1).
Table 7. Average main channel water level (MCWL), secondary channel water level (SCWL) and WG

























1.312 1.247 1.244 1.244 1.246 1.247 1.246 1.248 1.248 1.246 1.25 1.247
Using the ADVs, the average flow velocity in the main flume can be calculated by averaging
the measurements of the velocity x-components over the current stabilization phase B. The mean
velocity of the flow measured by the ADVs in the main channel and by the Aquadopp, and the velocity
of the flow, in the main channel, computed from the conservation of discharge and the Aquadopp
measurements in the secondary channel are presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Average velocity of the flow in the main and secondary channel acquired by different methods









UADV1 (m/s) UADV2 (m/s) USC (m/s) Ucomp (m/s)
0.46 0.46 0.70 0.50
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It is observed that the flow velocity in phase B presents a good correlation with the computed
flow velocity. The ADV measured average flow velocity presents a deviation of 8% with respect to the
computed flow velocity in the main channel. This deviation between the ADV measurements and the
computed flow velocity can be accounted for by the hydrodynamic action of the wave absorbing beach
or the monopile itself. This effect will be further studied using numerical modelling or a more in-depth
analysis of the measurements of the other tests performed during PROTEUS.
6.2. Free Surface Elevation Spectra
In Figure 15 the spectral densities of the free surface measurements from WG1, WG10 and the
target JONSWAP spectrum are presented. The comparison between the measured and the target
spectra show good agreement.
Figure 15. Spectral density of the target JONSWAP spectrum, Sx, jonswap, and free surface
measurements of WG1, Sx(WG1), and WG10, Sx(WG10), for test 04_B over the frequency, f.
The characteristic values of the free surface measurements carried out for irregular waves are
calculated and compared to the target wave characteristic values. The significant wave height

















where, m0, m−1 and m2 are spectral moments and Tm−1,0, Tm0,1 and Tm0,2 are characteristic spectral
wave period, respectively, wave energy period, first moment wave period, mean zero up-crossing




Sx( f )· f nd f (10)
where Sx(f ) is the spectral density function of the frequency, f the frequency and the infinitesimal
quantity, df. The peak wave period, Tp, is determined from the frequency bin at which the maximum
spectral density, Sx(f )max, occurs. The wave characteristics obtained from the spectral analysis are
presented in Table 9. From the wave characteristics, it is observed that the difference in Hm0 between
the target and the mean Hm0 measured value is of 6%. In terms of Tp this difference is 0.8%. It can be
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concluded that there is a good agreement between the generated spectrum and the target JONSWAP
(Joint North Sea Wave Project) spectrum.













Symbol Hm0 Tp Tm−1,0 (Te) Tm0,1 Tm0,2 (Tz)
Unit (m) (s) (s) (s) (s)
Target
value 0.225 2.46 - - -
WG1 0.255 2.40 2.49 2.21 2.04
WG2 0.258 2.40 2.50 2.19 1.83
WG3 0.257 2.56 2.50 2.18 1.77
WG4 0.249 2.40 2.50 2.21 1.89
WG5 0.226 2.40 2.53 2.24 2.08
WG6 0.273 2.40 2.47 2.21 1.91
WG7 0.215 2.56 2.54 2.25 2.03
WG8 0.219 2.56 2.52 2.22 1.79
WG9 0.222 2.56 2.51 2.22 1.79
WG10 0.222 2.56 2.57 2.249 1.98
Mean value 0.240 2.48 2.51 2.22 1.91
6.3. Wave Orbital Velocity Spectra
The same spectral treatment is performed to the point velocity measurements provided by ADV1.
The normalized spectra acquired from the point velocity measurements in the x- and z-direction,
WG1 and the normalized JONSWAP spectrum are presented in Figure 16. It is observed that fluctuations
of the point flow velocity measurements follow the same fluctuations in the wave measurements and
the target wave JONSWAP spectrum. Even if this result was expected, it is presented here to show that
further analysis on the velocity point measurements could provide valuable information on the wave
orbital velocity when waves propagate on a unidirectional flow.
 
Figure 16. Normalized spectral density of target JONSWAP, Sx, jonswap, measurements of water level,
Sx(WG1), and ADV velocity measurements (ADV2) x-components, Sx(Ux), and z-components, Sx(Uz),
over the frequency.
6.4. Scour Protection Damage Development Results
The results presented so far aim to show the accuracy in generating hydrodynamic conditions.
Here, the study of the dynamic and static stability of the tested scour protection models is introduced.
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Scour protection damage development tests, such as Test 04, are composed of at least two wave trains.
In Section 4, it has been stated that photographs were taken before and after the tests. In Figure 17,
the merged photographs are shown for Test 04. The initial state of the scour protection model can be
seen in the left panel (Figure 17a), and the final state after 3000 waves on the right panel (Figure 17b).
In Figure 17b the displacement of the scour protection material of the inner ring (red stones) can be
clearly observed in the direction of the current propagation. Furthermore, deposition of sediment





Figure 17. Merged picture of the scour protection scale model Tests 04 before (a) and after (b) the test.
The current propagation in this set of figures is from right to left.
This initial visual assessment of the damage of the scour protection is corroborated by the
topographic laser scans shown in Figure 18. In Figure 18, the topography of the scour protection
material at the initial state, after 1000 waves (Test 04_A) and after 3000 waves (Test 04_B) are shown.
Regions with higher elevation are shown in red color, while the lower elevation regions are shown in
blue color. Through Test 04, in Figure 18, the development of two symmetrically eroded zones can
be observed in the wake of the monopile, in the direction of the current. Upstream, just in front of
the monopile in Figure 18, the development of scour is clear and shown by an increasing dark blue
region. Furthermore, upstream of the monopile, the sedimentation outside the inner ring is clearly
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(c) 
Figure 18. Topography of the scour protection material and of the sand pit measured by the laser
scanner before Test 03 (a), after the first 1000 waves of Test 04_A (b) and after 3000 waves at the end of
Test 04_B (c). The current propagation in this set of figures is from right to left.
From Figures 17 and 18 it is clear that the scour protection material has undergone damage caused
by the hydrodynamic action of the flow. This damage development becomes even clearer when each





Figure 19. Test 04 subdivision damage number: after 1000 waves Test 04_A (a) and after 3000 waves
Test 04_B (b). The current propagation in this set of figures is from right to left.
From the tested hydrodynamic conditions, the measured damage and the predicted damage of the
scour protection material are presented in Table 10. The S3D number is the indicator that characterise
the scour protection material damage. The predicted damage of the scour protection material is
















where, S3D is the damage number; N is the number of waves; Um is the horizontal orbital wave
velocity near the bottom; Tm−1,0 is the wave energy period; g is the gravitational acceleration; d is
the water depth; s is the relative stone density; Dn50 is the nominal stone diameter; Uc is the current
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velocity averaged over the water depth and ws is the fall velocity.a0, a2, a3 and b0 are non-dimensional
parameters determined through fitting and take the value 0.00076, −0.022, 0.0079 and 0.243, respectively.
a1 and a4 are adimensional parameters as well, they are both dependent on both the current velocity,
stone diameter ratio and the current direction:
a1 = 0 for
Uc√
gDn50
< 0.92 and waves following current
a1 = 1 for
Uc√
gDn50
≥ 0.92 and waves opposing current
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (12)
a4 = 1 waves following current
a4 =
UR
6.4 waves opposing current
}
(13)







































04_A 12.5 2.48 1000 0.3 1.2 0.25 2.45 0.177 −0.46 1.834 0.465
Test
04_B 12.5 2.48 2000 0.3 1.2 0.24 2.48 0.166 −0.46 2.141 0.675
More information on Equations (11)–(13) can be found in [8]. A significant deviation in magnitude
of the predicted and the measured S3D for the scour protection material can be seen from Table 10. It is
important to note that the damage prediction formula, Equation (11), was established for a monopole
scale model 1:50 while the monopole model scale of Test 04 is 1:16.7. This deviation could be due to
scale effects introduced by the model tests. In Table 10, UADV1 is considered as Uc. The horizontal







SU( f )d f (15)
SU( f ) is the power spectrum of the bottom velocity, computed from the spectral analysis of the
recordings of the ADVs, in Table 10, Um is computed from the measurements of ADV1.
7. Conclusions
The PROTEUS experiments performed at the FFF at HR Wallingford within the European
Hydralab-PLUS program have yielded a large dataset that provide a benchmark for large scale
experiments of scour protection designs around monopiles. The testing program objectives are (i) to
compare the performance of single-layer wide-graded material used against scouring with current
design practices; (ii) to verify the stability of the scour protection designs under extreme flow conditions;
(iii) to provide a benchmark dataset for scour protection stability at large scale; and (iv) to investigate
the scale effects on scour protection stability. The results will be made available in future studies
that will focus in more detail on the impact of specific parameters and methodologies of damage
assessment. This first presentation of the dataset obtained highlights the quality of the measurements
of hydrodynamic quantities and the scour protection model damage. There is a good agreement of the
tested hydrodynamic conditions with respect to the target hydrodynamic conditions. The comparison
of the basic analysis of the damage development results and the predicted damage shows that scale
effects are not accounted for by the considered prediction formula. Further analysis of the acquired
data will provide valuable insight into scale effects and the performance of wide-graded materials.
These experiments make use of state of the art optical and acoustic measurement techniques to assess
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the damage of scour protections under the combined action of waves and currents. These novel
PROTEUS tests focus on the study of the grading of the scour protection material as a stabilizing
parameter, which has never been done under the combined action of waves and currents at large
scale. Scale effects are reduced and thus design uncertainties are minimized. Moreover, the generated
data will support the development of future scour protection designs and the validation of numerical
models used by researchers worldwide. The target outcomes of the experimental campaign include:
(i) study of wide grade material performance with respect to narrow graded materials; (ii) study of
scale effects in scour protection around monopiles; (iii) analysis of bed shear stresses in wave-current
flows; and (iv) formalization of methodologies for the assessment of the damage of scour protection.
These topics will be the basis of our future work within the PROTEUS project. The PROTEUS project
will provide unique insight into the behavior of scour protections, improving the design of offshore
wind farms, securing the provision of clean and renewable energy, and contributing to deal with
climate change challenges.
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Abstract: This paper describes experimental research on a floating moored Oscillating Water Column
(OWC)-type Wave-Energy Converter (WEC) carried out in the wave flume of the Coastal Engineering
Research Group of Ghent University. This research has been introduced to cover the existing data
scarcity and knowledge gaps regarding response of moored floating OWC WECs. The obtained data
will be available in the future for the validation of nonlinear numerical models. The experiment
focuses on the assessment of the nonlinear motion and mooring-line response of a 1:25 floating
moored OWC WEC model to regular waves. The OWC WEC model motion has 6 degrees of freedom
and is limited by a symmetrical 4-point mooring system. The model is composed of a chamber
with an orifice on top of it to simulate the power-take-off (PTO) system and the associated damping
of the motion of the OWC WEC model. In the first place, the motion response in waves of the
moored floating OWC WEC model is investigated and the water surface elevation in the OWC WEC
chamber is measured. Secondly, two different mooring-line materials (iron chains and nylon ropes)
are tested and the corresponding OWC WEC model motions and mooring-line tensions are measured.
The performance of these two materials is similar in small-amplitude waves but different in large
wave-amplitude conditions. Thirdly, the influence of different PTO conditions is investigated by
varying the diameter of the top orifice of the OWC WEC model. The results show that the PTO
damping does not affect the OWC WEC motion but has an impact on the water surface elevation
inside the OWC chamber. In addition, an unbalanced mooring configuration is discussed. Finally,
the obtained data for a moored cubic model in waves are presented, which is a benchmarking case
for future validation purposes.
Keywords: moored floating wave-energy converter; oscillating water column; wave flume
experiment; nonlinear wave condition; 6 degrees of freedom motion; mooring-line tension
1. Introduction
The Oscillating Water Column (OWC) is a Wave-Energy Converter (WEC) which mainly consists
of a hollow chamber, open below the water level, in which a column of water is forced to oscillate
once excited by the external incident waves. The oscillation of water surface inside the chamber
introduces an air-pressure variation on the above air volume that drives an air turbine and, in turn, a
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coaxial electrical generator. Hence, wave energy is firstly converted into pneumatic energy, secondly
mechanical, and thirdly into electrical energy; the turbine and generator assembly is called hereafter
the power-take-off (PTO) system of the OWC WEC. A common way of installing the OWC WECs is
by fixing them to the coastline or to the nearshore seabed. This approach provides convenience in
construction, operation, and maintenance. However, the available wave-energy potential decreases
due to the energy dissipation of the waves approaching the coast as a result of wave-transformation
processes. Consequently, offshore floating OWC WECs are interesting as they are prone to exploit the
higher wave-energy resources available at an offshore sea site [1].
A comprehensive review of the history and development of OWC WECs has been given by
[2], where several floating OWC WEC concepts such as the Backward Bend Duck Buoy (BBDB) [3],
the Spar Buoy [4], and the U-Gen [5] WECs are introduced. Besides the functionality and efficiency
of different floating OWC WECs, the hydrodynamic behaviors regarding their motion and mooring
system are topics of high interest. Different numerical models have been employed to simulate the
dynamics of OWC WECs. Codes based on potential theory, such as WAMIT [6], are widely used for a
fast prediction of the motion of different types of floating OWC WECs, for example, the cylinder OWC
WEC [7], the BBDB WEC [8,9] and the spar-buoy OWC WEC [10]. Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) is another popular methodology to solve the nonlinear air-fluid-mooring-coupling problem.
Luo et al. [11] reports simulations of a heave-only floating OWC WEC connected to a spring type of
mooring system in a numerical wave tank developed using the Fluent software [12]. Elhanafi et al. [13]
thoroughly described a fully 3D numerical investigation of the hydrodynamic behavior of a floating
moored OWC WEC by means of the STAR-CCM+ software [14] and validated their results using
experimental data. The mooring lines in the employed tests are simulated by four pretensioned
springs and are connected vertically to loadcells, and the mooring survivability is investigated in
Elhanafi et al. [15]. Besides Eulerian-based methods, Lagrangian-based methods are reported as well
in the literature. For example, Crespo et al. [16] presented a numerical model of a floating moored
OWC WEC using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) methods coupled with inelastic catenary
theory, and a validation study of this model is presented in [17].
Experimental studies are also seen in the investigation of moored floating OWC WECs, for
example, Correia da Fonseca et al. [18] studied the dynamics, energy extraction, and mooring system
performance of the spar-buoy OWC WEC. He et al. [19] presented a series of experiments of an
OWC WEC integrated to floating box-type breakwaters, primarily with a focus on coastal protection.
Although many works have been carried out in the study of floating moored OWC WECs, there exist
knowledge gaps in this field. On one hand, the available experimental data of floating moored OWC
WECs remains scarce in the reported literature. Most of the studies focus on deep water linear wave
condition scenarios, such as in [13,18,20]. On the other hand, much research concerns the heave-only
OWC WEC model, such as [19]. Therefore very few studies presented the 6-degrees-of-freedom
(6-DOF) motion of a floating moored OWC WEC. Gomes et al. [21] presented the 6-DOF motion
response of a very small scale (1:120) slack-moored spar-buoy model, but the mooring-line tension is
not investigated. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out more comprehensive studies of the motion and
mooring system behaviors of a floating moored OWC WEC, especially, by means of the experiments in
wave flume or wave tank as suggested by EMEC [22].
The present paper focuses on an experimental study of a slack-moored floating OWC WEC model
in a wave flume. The geometry of this model is originated from the study by Crema et al. [23] who
presented a concept of assembling many single units of OWC WECs fixed to a very large floating
system power plant to be installed in the Mediterranean Sea. The performance of a single unit fixed
OWC WEC is investigated by an experimental study carried out in the wave flume of the University
of Florence (LABIMA) [24]. This laboratory scale model has also served as a benchmark test case for
the assessment of CFD approaches such as that based on the Lattice Boltzmann Method [25] and the
OpenFOAM source code [26]. Moreover, Simonetti et al. [27] have discussed, by means of numerical
investigations, the optimization of the main geometric characteristics and the PTO damping.
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For the present study of this floating moored OWC WEC model, the primary objective is to
investigate the motion behavior and mooring-line tensions of the OWC WEC model subjected to
regular waves of different wave periods and wave heights. Two mooring-line materials, iron chain and
nylon rope, are used during the experiments for the sake of understanding the impacts of the mooring
features on the nonlinear motion of the OWC WEC model. The choice of these two materials has been
made to generate numerical validation data for two very different mooring-line materials, with the
nylon rope representing a soft and flexible mooring line and with iron chain representing much stiffer
mooring line. The PTO damping is simulated by placing an orifice on top of the OWC WEC model,
through which the air can exchange between the inside of the OWC chamber and the atmosphere.
Different PTO damping characteristics are compared by adjusting the orifice diameter. It should be
noted that the study is not aimed at developing a new OWC WEC concept nor improving the energy
conversion efficiency. In addition, in our study we include a physical model of a moored floating
cubic box with dimensions and mooring system layout similar to that of the OWC WEC model. In the
literature, box test cases are often used to validate numerical models (e.g., RANS, SPH, BEM-based
solvers). To our knowledge, experimental validation data from tests with boxes are reported only in
a few works ([28,29]). However, these test data include only simple free-floating boxes. Therefore,
there is a scarcity in test data with moored floating boxes which can serve for validation of numerical
models dealing with moored floating structures. As such, in the present study we introduced the box
tests to deal with this knowledge gap. The novelty of the work lies on the nonlinear responses of the
motion and mooring system of the floating OWC WEC model in nonlinear intermediate depth water
wave conditions. Moreover, as the nonlinear numerical models are becoming increasingly popular
for the simulation of floating moored OWC WECs, their validation using experimental data is crucial.
However, such experimental studies are rarely seen in the literature. Therefore, a second objective of
this work is to provide open access experimental data for the validation of numerical models currently
under development in the wave-energy research community.
The manuscript starts in Section 1 with an introduction in numerical and experimental floating
OWC WEC models and in the objectives of the present study. In Section 2, a description of the
experimental setup is provided. In Section 3, validation cases using a simple slack-moored cubic box
model are provided. An overview and discussion of the hydrodynamic performance of the laboratory
scale OWC WEC model is presented in Section 4. Finally, the main conclusions of this work are
summarized in Section 5.
2. Experimental Setup
2.1. Description of the Models
Two models have been employed in the present experimental study. The first one is a simple solid
cubic box model (referred to as “BOX” here after), which is used to check the reliability of the installed
mooring system, to validate the appropriate installation of all the instruments and of the recorded
data, and to provide benchmark experimental data of the BOX motion and mooring-line tensions in
nonlinear regular waves. Figure 1a provides an illustration of the BOX model, while all the relevant
geometric characteristics are listed in Table 1. The center of gravity is in the geometrical center of the
BOX model.
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Figure 1. Geometry of floating models: (a) BOX; (b) OWC WEC.
Table 1. Geometric characteristics of the BOX model.
Symbol Description Unit Value
BBOX Width of BOX model cm 20.0
LBOX Length of BOX model cm 20.0
HBOX Height of BOX model cm 13.2
TBOX Draft of BOX model cm 7.9
MBOX Mass of BOX model g 3148.0
hk1 Mooring-line fairlead height cm 0.5
IXX,BOX Moment of inertia around X axis g·cm2 1.5 × 105
IYY,BOX Moment of inertia around Y axis g·cm2 1.5 × 105
IZZ,BOX Moment of inertia around Z axis g·cm2 2.1 × 105
The second model is a 1:25 scaled OWC WEC shown in Figure 1b. The model is made by light
PVC material. The front open side of the OWC WEC model is placed facing the incoming waves.
Openings are made on the front and bottom surfaces to obtain higher wave-energy flux. The wall
thickness is 10 mm for the four side surfaces and the top surface. Due to this design, the model is
asymmetrical regarding its principle axis which results in its destabilization. Therefore, extra ballast
weights (green cylinders in Figure 1b) are added at the four bottom corners of the OWC WEC model
to lower down the center of gravity and to reach a hydrostatic balance. At the same time, four light
expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam blocks (shadowed part in Figure 1b) are attached on the four vertical
surfaces near the waterline to provide enough buoyancy and stability. The dimensions of each block
are 20.0 cm length, 0.8 cm width and 8.0 cm height. The center of gravity of the OWC WEC model is
located on the symmetry plane of the WEC. The distances from the gravity center to the front and the
bottom sides are annotated using point G’ as reference, which is the projection point of the center of
gravity on the side surface shown in Figure 1b. To simulate the air turbine PTO damping, an orifice of a
diameter of 5.0 cm is made on the top surface of the OWC WEC model, which equals to approximately
6.1% of the top surface area. Table 2 lists the geometric properties of OWC WEC model.
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Table 2. Geometric characteristics of the OWC WEC model.
Symbol Description Unit Value
BOWC Width of OWC model cm 20.0
LOWC Length of OWC model cm 20.0
HOWC Height of OWC model cm 44.0
TOWC Draft of OWC model cm 26.0
MOWC Mass of OWC model g 2593.0
IXX,OWC Moment of inertia around X axis g·cm2 7.2 × 105
IYY,OWC Moment of inertia around Y axis g·cm2 9.4 × 105
IZZ,OWC Moment of inertia around Z axis g·cm2 5.6 × 105
ho Front opening height cm 19.0
hk2 Mooring-line fairlead height cm 15.0
hb EPS foam block height cm 8.0
s1 Vertical height of center of gravity cm 15.2
s2 Distance from center of gravity to front surface cm 9.9
Ø Orifice diameter cm 5.0
2.2. Wave Flume Setup and Instrumentation
The experiments are performed in the 30.0 m long, 1.0 m wide and 1.2 m high wave flume of
the Coastal Engineering Research Group at the Department of Civil Engineering of Ghent University.
The maximum operating water depth is 80 cm. The global coordinate system O0X0Y0Z0 is defined at
the bottom of the wave flume, with the positive O0X0 axis pointing to the wave paddle and the positive
O0Z0 axis with a vertical upward direction. The center of gravity of the OWC WEC model or of the box
model is located at the origin point of this global coordinate system. Seven resistive wave gauges (WG1
to WG7) are installed along the wave flume to record wave surface elevations (ζ) at different locations.
For the OWC WEC model, one wave gauge (WG8) is installed in the chamber center, which moves
with the model and measures the average in-chamber water surface elevation. Figure 2 gives a plan







































Figure 2. Top view of the experimental setup.
A four-point symmetric slack mooring system is used in the experimental setup. The anchor of
each mooring line is connected to a loadcell fixed to the wave flume bottom. The distances between
loadcells and models are annotated in Figure 2, while the fairlead of each mooring line is attached
to the floating model. Each loadcell measures the horizontal component of the mooring-line tension
(F), and has a measurement range of 100 N and a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. To investigate the
effect of the mooring-line material on the model response, iron chains and nylon ropes have been used
alternatively. The elasticity properties of the two materials are acquired by performing tension tests
at the laboratory of Material Science at Ghent University. The mooring-line parameters are listed in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Mooring-line parameters.
Material Symbol Description Units Parameter
Iron chain
LC Total length of chain mooring line cm 145.5
kC Chain elasticity N/mm 19.0
l Length per chain segment cm 0.8
w Chain weight per centimeter g/cm 0.6
v Chain volume per centimeter cm3/cm 0.1
Nylon rope LR Total length of rope mooring line cm 144.0kR Rope elasticity N/mm 1.1
The 6-DOF motion of the floating models is captured using an optical tracking motion system,
CTrack, developed by Ctech Metrology [30]. CTrack consists of a camera, several marker receivers,
and dedicated processing software. The marker receivers are installed on the floating model. Based
on the spatial relationship between markers and camera, a local coordinate system OXYZ is created
fixed to the center of gravity of each one of the floating models, and the real-time motion is measured.
The 6-DOF motion includes translations and rotations along the X, Y, and Z axes, where the three
translations are the surge (x), sway (y) and heave (z), and the three rotations are the roll (φ), pitch (θ)
and yaw (ψ). The local coordinate system and the definition of the 6-DOF motion are visualized in
Figure 1a. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup in the wave flume from different perspectives.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3. Moored models in the wave flume: (a) front view of the OWC WEC model with rope mooring;
(b) side and back view of the OWC WEC model with chain mooring (this image of the model “broken”
into two pieces is a result of light refraction); (c) back view of the BOX model with chain mooring.
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2.3. Experimental Program
The present study focuses mainly on the response of the motion and mooring-line tensions of the
floating OWC WEC and the BOX model subjected to unidirectional regular waves. State-of-the-art
second order wave generation and absorption techniques have been applied [31]. Seven Test groups are
conducted. The parameter ranges of the applied wave conditions and water depth in each Test group
are listed Table 4. Test group 1 is a validation Test group of the BOX model in the wave conditions
of 1.6 s ≤ T ≤ 2.0 s and 12.0 cm ≤ H ≤ 15.0 cm, where H is the wave height and T is the wave
period. The iron chain mooring lines are applied in this Test group. Test group 2 to 7 investigate
the OWC WEC model. Test group 2 studies the motion response of the model in relatively small
wave-amplitude conditions (4.0 cm ≤ H ≤ 8.0 cm) while Test group 3 uses larger wave-amplitude
conditions (11.0 cm ≤ H ≤ 14.0 cm). Test groups 2 and 3 are conducted using the iron chain as the
mooring-line material. To compare the impact of different mooring-line materials, in Test groups 4
and 5 the nylon rope is used instead of the iron chain. Test group 4 uses the same wave conditions as
in Test group 2 and Test group 5 uses the same wave conditions as in Test group 3. A sensitivity test
regarding a scenario of unequal mooring-line lengths, is carried out in Test group 6. This Test group
6 investigates the response of mooring-line tensions due to the variation of the length of one of the
four mooring lines, and discusses the effect of this unbalanced mooring system. Moreover, to further
investigate the influence of larger orifice PTO damping qualitatively, in Test group 7, a Ø = 1.0 cm
orifice is used and is compared to a Ø = 5.0 cm one (Test group 3) under the same wave conditions.
For all the wave conditions used in the experimental program, the wave steepness is kept in the
range of H/λ < 1/20 to ensure non-breaking wave conditions, where λ is the wave length. However,
as the water depth (d) is limited, the wave conditions are no longer linear. The wave nonlinearity
can be assessed by plotting all the applied wave conditions used in each Test group in the adapted
Le Méhauté diagram [32], as shown in Figure 4. It is clearly seen that most of the waves used in Test
groups 1 to 5 are in the intermediate water depth region and they satisfy the Stokes 2nd order wave
theory. Furthermore, for Test group 1, the cases of H = 15.0 cm waves are in the Stokes 3rd order
wave region. In addition, each wave train contains less than 20 waves and the data acquisition system
is stopped before the reflected waves reach the model, so any wave reflection effects from the wave
absorption beach located at the opposite end of the wave flume will not be considered. Please note that
all presented H and T are target wave condition values. This means that the H and T values resulting
from the Fourier transformation analysis are slightly different because all presented results refer to
test cases where a BOX or an OWC WEC model is always present in the wave flume. As such wave
radiation, diffraction, and reflection induced by the floating objects is included in the presented results.















1 BOX 1.6–2.0 12.0–15.0 50.0 Chain Benchmark test
2 OWC 0.7– 2.1 4.0–8.0 60.0 Chain Small wave amplitude
3 OWC 1.5– 2.0 11.0–14.0 60.0 Chain Large wave amplitude
4 OWC 0.7–2.1 4.0–8.0 60.0 Rope Small wave amplitude
5 OWC 1.5–2.0 11.0–14.0 60.0 Rope Large wave amplitude
6 OWC 1.7 14.0 60.0 Chain Unbalanced mooring
7 OWC 1.5–2.0 11.0 60.0 Chain Ø = 1.0 cm
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Figure 4. Applied wave conditions plotted in the adapted Le méhauté diagram [32]. All cases in Test
group 1 to 5 are plotted. [Adapted with from Le méhauté, B. An Introduction to Hydrodynamics and
Water Waves]
2.4. Uncertainty Sources
There are several uncertainty sources related to the obtained experimental data which should
be considered. These uncertainty sources may affect the interpretation of the here presented results.
The sources of uncertainty are listed as below.
(1) For mooring system, uncertainties are related to the measurement of the mooring-line material
elasticity, length, and weight and volume per unit length, the locations of loadcells and fairleads,
and the tensions.
(2) For the floating object, uncertainties are related to the measurement of: the geometrical
dimensions of the model, the mass, the center of gravity, and momentum of inertia of the model, the
spatial position of the model, including the initial position and the 6-DOF motion.
(3) For the wave generation system, uncertainties are related to the measurement of the wave
surface elevation and the wave period.
3. BOX model Experimental Results
The BOX model experimental results are obtained from Test group 1. In this paper, we present
two datasets with the synchronized information of water surface elevations acquired from WG2, WG3,
and WG4 (see Figure 3), motion time series of surge, heave, and pitch obtained from the CTrack system
and horizontal components of mooring-line tensions obtained from four loadcells. The case of regular
waves of T = 1.6 s and H = 12.0 cm is displayed in Figure 5, while another test with regular waves of
T = 1.8 s and H = 15.0 cm is shown in Figure 6. The loadcells are initialized when the BOX model is
at the equilibrium position. The mooring-line tension data is post-processed via an averaging filter.
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Figure 5. Synchronized data of validation test with BOX model in regular waves of T = 1.6 s and
H = 12.0 cm (target values): (a) wave surface elevation; (b) surge motion; (c) heave motion; (d) pitch
motion; (e) mooring-line tensions measured by Loadcell A and B; (f) mooring-line tensions measured
by Loadcell C and D.
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Figure 6. Synchronized data of validation test with BOX model in regular waves of T = 1.8 s and
H = 15.0 cm (target values): (a) wave surface elevation; (b) surge motion; (c) heave motion; (d) pitch
motion; (e) mooring-line tensions measured by Loadcell A and B; (f) mooring-line tensions measured
by Loadcell C and D.
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The results are discussed in terms of wave field modification due to the presence of the BOX model.
Firstly, nonlinearity of the incident waves is observed from the recorded water surface elevations.
In both Figures 5a and 6a, the recorded data of all the three wave gauges show that the incident wave
forms have flat troughs and sharp peaks. Especially in Figure 6a, the average wave trough value
obtained by WG2 is ζ = −58.7 mm while the average peak value is ζ = 93.4 mm. The nonlinear wave
forms are due to the intermediate water depth, as explained in Figure 4.
Secondly, in both Figures 5a and 6a, the wave heights measured by WG4 are smaller than those
measured by WG2 and WG3, since WG4 is located behind the BOX where the incident waves are
diffracted after passing the model. Meanwhile, because WG3 is close by the BOX model, the wave
heights recorded by WG3 are slightly larger than those recorded by WG2 as both the incident waves
and the radiated waves due to the BOX motion are captured.
For the BOX model motion in the regular wave conditions of T = 1.6 s and H = 12.0 cm, the surge
motion of the BOX model (Figure 5b) is not steady regarding the motion amplitude in each wave
period. This occurs because the presence of the iron chain mooring lines imposes a low frequency
component to the wave induced surge motion. The heave (Figure 5c) and pitch (Figure 5d) motions of
the BOX model are regular and the motion amplitudes are steady. The measured mooring-line tensions
as plotted in Figure 5e,f show a good balance between the two mooring lines that are connected to
Loadcell A and B, and between the two connected to Loadcell C and D, respectively.
When considering the regular wave conditions of T = 1.8 s and H = 15.0 cm, different motion
characteristics of the BOX are observed. As displayed in Figure 6b, the surge motion shows a more
regular pattern compared to the surge motion shown in Figure 5b. For the heave motion of the BOX
(Figure 6c), although the motion is regular, nonlinear effects are obvious as the average peak value
is z = 80.7 mm and the average trough value is z = −61.9 mm. Moreover, as shown in Figure 6d,
the pitch motion of the BOX contains strong nonlinearity and is very irregular. This is due to a
combined effect of the nonlinear incident waves and of the mooring lines. For the mooring-line
tensions in this test, Figure 6e,f show a good balance between the tensions measured by Loadcell A
and B, and between those measured by Loadcell C and D, respectively.
The results of the two cases presented in this section will be employed in the development of fully
nonlinear numerical models as a benchmark experiment for numerical validation.
4. OWC WEC Model Experimental Results
4.1. OWC WEC Motion Response
The motion response to regular waves is defined as the motion amplitude of a floating object in
regular waves per unit amplitude. By varying the frequency of the incident wave, a motion response
curve can be obtained to depict the motion characteristics of the floating system in the frequency
domain. For a moored floating OWC WEC, the motion response information reflects its motion
amplitude, provides its natural frequency and reveals nonlinear effects due to the mooring system and
the incoming waves.
Tests are carried out with both small-amplitude waves (Test groups 2 and 4) and large amplitude
waves (Test groups 3 and 5). For Test groups 2 and 4, H = 4.0 cm (when T ≤ 1.1 s) and H = 8.0 cm
(when T ≥ 1.2 s) are used; the later one stands for H = 2.0 m in prototype scale. For Test groups 3
and 5, the applied wave heights are H = 11.0 cm and H = 14.0 cm, and the wave period is set within
the range of 1.5 s ≤ T ≤ 2 s. Moreover, according to the suggestion given by ITTC guidelines [33],
the translation motion response data is expressed by a division of the mean single motion amplitude
over an averaged wave amplitude, as x/η0 or z/η0, where η0 = H/2.
The experimental results of the OWC WEC surge response to small-amplitude waves (Test groups
2 and 4) and large amplitude waves (Test groups 3 and 5) are shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively,
and the results of its heave response are shown in Figure 8a,b. In addition, comparisons between
the surge and heave response in different wave heights when using one mooring-line material are
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visualized in Figure 7c (surge response when using only iron chain), Figure 7d (surge response when
using only nylon rope) and Figure 8c (heave response when using only iron chain) and Figure 8d
(heave response when using only nylon rope).
Firstly, the resonance periods in surge and heave of the OWC WEC model are observed as plotted
in Figures 7a and 8a, respectively. For a wave period of T = 0.9 s, the OWC WEC surge motion
response reaches a minimum value. The heave resonance period (Tr,heave) for using the nylon rope
mooring lines is Tr,heave = 0.9 s, and when using iron chain Tr,heave = 1.0 s. This modification of Tr,heave
shows the effect of the mooring-line material: the floating system has a total mass of both the OWC
WEC model and the mooring lines, so the heavy iron chain mooring line increases the resonance period
of the OWC WEC heave motion. Secondly, Figures 7a and 8a also show that when 1.0 s ≤ T ≤ 1.7 s,
the OWC WEC motion response due to using the chain mooring lines are very similar to the response
when using the rope. Obvious differences occur in surge motion when T ≥ 2.0 s. As the density of
nylon rope material is close to the water density, the rope could not provide any stiffness as a free
hanging chain unless the mooring lines are fully stretched. As a result, though the rope mooring lines
are shorter, they lead to larger surge amplitude than using the chain when T ≥ 2.0 s. This effect is
more obvious in large amplitude waves, as shown Figure 7b. Thirdly, it is clearly seen from Figure 8b
that the OWC WEC heave response when using nylon rope material reaches over 1.0 when T ≥ 1.8 s,
and goes up to 1.45 for T = 2.0 s.
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Figure 7. OWC WEC surge motion response for different mooring-line materials: (a) wave height
H = 4.0 cm and H = 8.0 cm; (b) wave height H = 11.0 cm and H = 14.0 cm; (c) using only iron
chain, H = 4.0 cm to H = 14.0 cm; (d) using only nylon rope H = 4.0 cm to H = 14.0 cm. (All wave
conditions are target values).
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Figure 8. OWC WEC heave motion response for different mooring-line materials: (a) wave height
H = 4.0 cm and H = 8.0 cm; (b) wave height H = 11.0 cm and H = 14.0 cm; (c) using only iron
chain, H = 4.0 cm to H = 14.0 cm ; (d) using only nylon rope H = 4.0 cm to H = 14.0 cm. (All wave
conditions are target values).
To investigate this further, a comparison of the OWC WEC motion response is performed for
wave conditions of the same wave period but different wave height, T = 1.9 s, H = 8.0 cm and
T = 1.9 s, H = 14.0 cm. The motion logs of the OWC WEC model are plotted in Figure 9. It is observed
that when H = 8.0 cm, the three motions (surge, heave and pitch) are well matched for both of the
tested mooring materials. This indicates that the mooring system does not significantly affect the
OWC WEC motion at this wave period and when small wave heights are applied. When H = 14.0 cm,
strong nonlinearity emerges as the incoming waves are close to Stokes 3rd order region (Figure 4).
Figure 9b is the surge motion history of the OWC WEC model and shows that the chain mooring
line contributes to smaller surge motion than the nylon rope. For the OWC WEC surge motion when
using nylon ropes, the average surge peak value is x = 142.3 cm and the average trough value is
x = −102.3 cm, which clearly reflect a nonlinear surge motion behavior. The equilibrium drift, on the
contrary to the iron chain case, is to the wave incoming direction. This is caused by the strong shock
force from the nylon rope lines. For the OWC WEC heave mode as displayed in Figure 9d, two peaks
and troughs appear in one wave period when using the rope mooring lines. The major peak is induced
by waves, and the minor peak occurs due to a shock load from the mooring line when the rope is
suddenly stretched. The value of this major peak of the heave motion is close to the peak value
of the OWC WEC heave motion when using the iron chain. However, when using the nylon rope,
the mooring-line shock loads acting on the OWC WEC model lead to lower major heave troughs and
amplify the heave motion response up to over 1.0, as shown in Figure 8b. This is primarily due to the
low stiffness of the flexible and soft nylon rope material. Moreover, in Figure 9f, nonlinear effect is
also obvious for the pitch motion of the OWC WEC model in large waves when using nylon rope,
where the average pitch trough is θ = −20.6◦ and the average pitch peak is θ = 13.8◦. Compared to
using iron chain, using nylon rope introduced larger pitch motion amplitude and sharper pitch peaks
and pitch troughs, which means the corresponding mooring-line shock loads introduce a more intense
rotational acceleration to the OWC WEC model, and hence, result in a possible sloshing effect inside
the OWC WEC chamber.
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Figure 9. OWC WEC model motions in regular waves of T = 1.9 s: (a) surge, H = 8.0 cm; (b) surge,
H = 14.0 cm; (c) heave, H = 8.0 cm; (d) heave, H = 14.0 cm; (e) pitch, H = 8.0 cm; (f) pitch,
H = 14.0 cm. (All wave conditions are target values).
4.2. Water Surface Elevation Variation Inside the OWC WEC Vhamber







where PE is the mean power output, Δp(t) is the pressure variation inside the OWC WEC chamber
during a wave period, q(t) is the air volume flux and T is the wave period. The mean water surface
elevation variation inside the OWC WEC chamber determines the air flux through the orifice at the
top of the chamber, and hence, contributes significantly to the potential energy output of the WEC.
Based on this, comparisons between the in-chamber water surface elevation and the wave surface
elevation outside the OWC WEC model are made for various wave conditions. Figure 10 depicts the
water surface elevations (ζ) recorded by WG2 (located in front of the OWC WEC model) and WG8
(inside the OWC WEC chamber). The considered wave conditions are characterized by T = 0.9 s and
H = 4.0 cm in Figure 10a, T = 1.0 s and H = 4.0 cm in Figure 10b, T = 1.7 s and H = 11.0 cm in
Figure 10c, and T = 1.7 s and H = 14.0 cm in Figure 10d. The mooring-line material is iron chain for
all these cases.
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Figure 10. Water surface elevation time series: (a) T = 0.9 s and H = 4.0 cm; (b) T = 1.0 s and
H = 4.0 cm; (c) T = 1.7 s and H = 11.0 cm; (d) T = 1.7 s and H = 14.0 cm. (All wave conditions are
target values.
Differently from the heave motion resonance period of the OWC WEC Tr,heave = 1.0 s obtained
in Section 4.1, resonance of the in-chamber water surface elevation occurs at Tr,chamber = 0.9 s.
The in-chamber water surface elevation amplitude decreases approximately 50% as the incident
wave period increases 0.1 s regarding Tr,heave. This indicates a narrow frequency band of optimum
power output of the studied floating moored OWC WEC, which is similar to the result obtained from
the investigation of a fixed detached OWC WEC as described by [23]. For the in-chamber water surface
elevation in large wave conditions of T = 1.7 s, H = 11.0 cm and H = 14.0 cm, clearly the resonance
does not occur.
4.3. Mooring-Line Tensions
As described in Section 4.1, the mooring-line material plays an important role for the OWC WEC
model motion in large amplitude waves. In this section, we show that the mooring-line tension at the
anchor location, also differs. Examples are given for the regular wave conditions of T = 1.7 s and
H = 14.0 cm, as presented in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 illustrates the horizontal components of the
chain mooring-line tensions measured by all four loadcells and Figure 12 illustrates the registered data
for the rope mooring lines. It is observed that using rope mooring line has introduced periodic shock
loads exceeding 10.0 N, which are significantly larger than those when using chain mooring line for
the same wave conditions.
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Figure 11. Iron chain mooring-line tensions measured by loadcells in regular waves of T = 1.7 s and
H = 14.0 cm (target values): (a) Loadcells A and B; (b) Loadcells C and D.
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Figure 12. Nylon rope mooring-line tensions measured by loadcells in regular waves of T = 1.7 s and
H = 14.0 cm (target values): (a) Loadcells A and B; (b) Loadcells C and D.
4.4. Effect of Unequal Mooring-Line Lengths
The mooring-line length affects the performance of a moored floating system. During the tests, a
perfect symmetry of the mooring system is difficult to achieve while even slightly unequal lengths
of the mooring lines introduce effects on the mooring-line tensions that need to be considered. This
section discusses the sensitivity of the mooring-line tensions to the unbalanced mooring-line lengths.
For this purpose, Test group 6 (see Table 4) is performed with uniform regular wave conditions of
T = 1.7 s and H = 14.0 cm. The length of the front mooring line connected to Loadcell A, noted as
LC,1, is adjusted within the range of ±1.65% of the initial length LC (Table 3) . Using δLC,1 to note
the increment of the mooring-line length, the mooring-line length adjustment is within the range of
−2.4 cm ≤ δLC,1 ≤ 2.4 cm, and with a step of 1.6 cm. Given the iron chain mooring-line parameters
of Table 3, δLC,1 = 0.8 cm indicates increase of the mooring-line length by adjusting one segment on
the chain, while a negative δLC,1 means decrease of the length. The mooring-line tensions measured
by each loadcell when δLC,1 varies are shown in: Figure 13a for δLC,1 = −2.4 cm (−1.65% of LC,1),
Figure 13b for δLC,1 = −0.8 cm (−0.55 % of LC,1), Figure 13c for δLC,1 = 0.8 cm (+0.55% of LC,1) and
Figure 13d for δLC,1 = 2.4 cm (+1.65% of LC,1). According to the obtained results, the mooring-line
tensions are sensitive to the mooring-line length variation. Shock loads have been observed as the
length is shortened by 2.4 cm (or else, when δLC,1 = −2.4 cm, which equals to an adjustment of the
chain by 3 segments), when the maximum tension attains to 5 times of the average load of the other
mooring lines. This investigation illustrates the necessity of a balanced mooring configuration during
the wave flume tests.
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Figure 13. Mooring-line tensions measured by loadcells in regular waves of T = 1.7 s and H = 14.0 cm
(target values) for unequal mooring-line lengths: (a) δLC,1 = −2.4 cm (−1.65% of LC,1); (b) δLC,1 =
−0.8 cm (−0.55 % of LC,1); (c) δLC,1 = 0.8 cm (+0.55% of LC,1); (d) δLC,1 = 2.4 cm (+1.65% of LC,1).
4.5. Effect of the Orifice Diameter at the Top of the OWC WEC Chamber
The size of the orifice diameter on top of the OWC WEC chamber is important for simulating
the PTO damping of the OWC WEC since it determines the air-pressure drop inside the chamber [23].
According to the pipe flow theory, a smaller orifice diameter means a higher air-pressure drop and
momentum loss rate during the air exchange, which indicates a higher damping of the PTO system.
Based on this concept, as described in Table 4, Test group 7 is conducted by replacing the original Ø =
5.0 cm orifice by a smaller one of Ø = 1.0 cm diameter. The investigation focuses on the comparison of
the OWC WEC motion and of the in-chamber water surface elevation. An example from the regular
wave conditions of T = 1.7 s and H = 11.0 cm is shown in Figure 14. The comparative results for
different orifice diameters show almost identical OWC WEC motion time series (see Figure 14a–c).
This is because the PTO damping due to the orifice diameter variation is negligible compared to the
system’s hydrodynamic damping. However, as shown in Figure 14d, the amplitude of in-chamber
water surface elevation is reduced to less than 4 mm when the orifice diameter decreases, meaning
that there is limited air volume exchange through the Ø = 1.0 cm orifice.
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Figure 14. Comparisons of the OWC WEC motion and water surface elevation inside the chamber
between different orifice sizes regular waves of T = 1.7 s and H = 11.0 cm (target values): (a) surge;
(b) heave; (c) pitch; (d) in-chamber water surface elevation.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, an experimental study for investigating the motion in regular waves and
mooring-line tension characteristics of a 1:25 scaled slack-moored floating OWC WEC model is
presented. Different wave conditions, PTO damping characteristics and mooring-line materials and
lengths are studied.
Firstly, by applying a series of nonlinear regular wave conditions, the motion response of the
OWC WEC model is recorded. With using iron chain mooring lines, the heave motion resonance
period of the OWC WEC model is Tr,heave = 1.0 s and the in-chamber water surface elevation resonance
is observed when Tr,chamber = 0.9 s.
Secondly, the effect of different mooring-line materials, nylon rope and iron chain, is investigated
in both small and large wave-amplitude conditions. When small wave-amplitude conditions are
applied (wave height H ≤ 8.0 cm), either using iron chain or nylon rope mooring line gives
similar surge and heave motion response of the OWC WEC model within the wave period range of
1.0 s ≤ T ≤ 1.7 s. However, the use of nylon rope leads to smaller heave motion resonance period of
the OWC WEC, Tr,heave = 0.9 s, than when using the iron chain, and larger surge motion response
amplitude when T ≥ 2.0 s. On the other hand, when the incident wave heights H ≥ 11.0 cm, the OWC
WEC surge and heave motion of using the nylon rope mooring line is significantly larger than that
when using the iron chain mooring line. Meanwhile, strong nonlinear effects in the OWC WEC heave
motion occurs when using the nylon rope. Moreover, the use of nylon rope introduces mooring-line
shock loads under the regular wave conditions of H = 14.0 cm and T = 1.7 s.
Thirdly, a scenario of an unbalanced mooring system due to unequal mooring-line lengths is
investigated by adjusting the length of one mooring line. The results show that the tensions of the
mooring lines of the floating OWC WEC model is sensitive to the variation of the mooring-line length.
When decreasing the mooring-line length LC,1 (connected to Loadcell A) by 2.4 cm, which is equal to
only three segments on the iron chain, severe anchor shock loads have been captured by the loadcell.
Finally, a qualitative study of the PTO damping impact on the motion of the floating moored
OWC WEC model is performed through a comparison of the obtained results between two different
sized orifices on top of the model. These orifices simulate the effect of the PTO damping. A small
orifice represents high PTO damping while a large diameter orifice represents a limited PTO damping.
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It is shown that the orifice diameter has a very limited influence on the motion of the OWC WEC
model. However, a smaller top orifice introduces a more stable in-chamber water surface elevation.
In addition, two datasets from tests with a generic cubic floating box (BOX) model moored to the
wave flume bottom are presented. These data include synchronized wave surface elevations, surge,
sway, and pitch motion of the BOX as well as the mooring-line tensions. As a result, of applying
nonlinear regular waves and the slack chain mooring system, the nonlinear motion results of the BOX
model are obtained and analyzed. The datasets will be further used by researchers as a benchmark
case for further development of fully nonlinear numerical models used to simulate the behavior of
moored floating objects.
The presented study is novel as it focuses on the nonlinear responses of the motion and mooring
system of a floating OWC WEC and BOX model in nonlinear intermediate depth water wave conditions.
As nonlinear numerical models are becoming increasingly popular for the simulation of floating
moored OWC WEC models, their validation using experimental data is crucial. The present study
covers then this existing data gap seen in the literature regarding floating moored OWC WECs, by
providing an open access experimental database.
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Abstract: In the present work a hybrid boundary element method is used, in conjunction with
a coupled mode model and perfectly matched layer model, for obtaining the solution of the
propagation/diffraction/radiation problems of floating bodies in variable bathymetry regions.
The implemented methodology is free of mild-slope assumptions and restrictions. The present work
extends previous results concerning heaving floaters over a region of general bottom topography in
the case of generally shaped wave energy converters (WECs) operating in multiple degrees of freedom.
Numerical results concerning the details of the wave field and the power output are presented, and
the effects of WEC shape on the optimization of power extraction are discussed. It is demonstrated
that consideration of heave in combination with pitch oscillation modes leads to a possible increase of
the WEC performance.
Keywords: renewable energy; marine environment; wave energy converters; variable depth effects;
multi-DOF WECs; design optimization
1. Introduction
Renewable energy from the oceans is increasingly attracting the interest of the scientific and
industrial society. Wave energy converters are constantly being deployed in areas characterized
by increased potential, and a recent review concerning point absorber wave energy harvesters is
presented in [1]. The performance of the devices installed in the nearshore and coastal environment,
where the bottom terrain may present significant variations, can be evaluated by formulating and
solving interaction problems of free surface gravity waves, floating bodies, and the seafloor; see, e.g.,
Wehausen [2] and Mei [3]. A thorough presentation of the interaction between waves and oscillating
energy systems can be found in Falnes [4]. Models describing coupling methodologies for numerical
modelling of near and far-field effects of wave energy converter arrays are presented in various works;
see, e.g, [5–7].
The power efficiency and the operation of the WECs is affected by the bottom topography due to
the local entrapped modes and of their impact on the wave propagation, with non-negligible results,
especially in array layouts; see [5,8,9]. This is also demonstrated in wave propagation over variable
seabed topographies or abrupt bathymetries including coastal structures; see, e.g., [10,11].
The numerical method implemented in this work for the treatment of the hydrodynamic problems
simulating the WEC operation is a hybrid boundary element method coupled with a perfectly matched
layer (BEM-PML) technique, which is used in conjunction with a coupled mode system for the
simulation of the propagating waves over general seabed topography, as presented and validated
in [12,13]. For the calculation of the propagation wave field over general 3D bottom topographies,
including possibly steep parts, the coupled mode model (CMM), developed in [14] and extended for the
3D-domains in [15,16], is applied. The latter method is validated by comparisons against experimental
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data [17,18] and calculations obtained by the phase-averaged wave model SWAN (simulating waves
nearshore) [19]. The boundary element method is then implemented for the calculation of the excitation
loads on the floating body, along with the hydrodynamic coefficients of added mass and damping by
utilizing the 3D Green’s Function, while the perfectly matched layer model is numerically treating the
behavior of the outgoing radiating waves at large distances from the floating body [20].
The present method is applied to derive numerical results concerning the details of the wave field
and the power output. Different axisymmetric WEC-shapes and power take off (PTO) configurations
are examined, and the effects on the optimization of wave energy extraction are discussed. Following
previous investigations, as reported in detail by Falnes [4], the consideration of additional degrees
of freedom could significantly enhance the performance of a oscillating floating WEC. By using the
present hybrid BEM, it is demonstrated that consideration of heave in combination with pitch modes
leads to a substantial increase of the WEC performance, up to 300%. What is more important is that
the consideration of additional degrees of freedom has an important effect on the determination of
the optimal shape of the floater. Finally, the present model supports the application to more complex
optimization problems, associated with multi DOF (degree of freedom) WEC performance, which
are expected to be excited in variable bathymetry due to general wave incidence, in conjunction with
depth inhomogeneity effects.
2. Formulation
2.1. Heaving Cylinder over Variable Bathymetry
We first consider a vertical cylindrical WEC of radius a and draft T, operating in a nearshore
environment, characterized by a depth-transition from an incidence-subregion of constant depth
h = h1, to a transmission-subregion of constant depth h = h3, with the depth h2(x) in the middle
subdomain exhibiting an arbitrary variation with respect to the horizontal coordinates x = (x, y). The
motion of the floating body is excited by a harmonic wave of angular frequency ω propagating with
an incident angle θ. Under the assumption that the wave slope is relatively small, the wave potential
and the free-surface elevation are expressed by




ϕ(x, z;μ) · exp(−iωt)
}
(1)
η(x; t) = Re
{H
2
ϕ(x, z;μ) · exp(−iωt)
}
(2)
where H is the incident wave height, g is the gravity acceleration, μ = ω2/g is the frequency parameter,
and i =
√−1 is the imaginary unit. According to the hydrodynamic theory of floating bodies (see,
e.g., [7]), the complex wave potential is decomposed on several components, namely the propagating
wave potential ϕP(x, z), defined without the effect of the body, the diffraction potential ϕD(x, z) due to
the presence of the rigid motionless body, and the radiation potential ϕR(x, z), related to the oscillations
in the six degrees of freedom of the floater








The boundary conditions on the wetted surface of the body are
∂ϕD(x, z)/∂n = −∂ϕP(x, z)/∂n, ∂ϕ(x, z)/∂n = n,  = 1, 2, . . . 6, (5)
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where n = (n1, n2, n3) denotes the normal vector with direction inwards the body, and n is the
-component of the generalized normal vector. Moreover, the wave potential (all components) should
satisfy the bottom boundary condition on the variable seabed topography





denotes the horizontal gradient.
In particular, the heave response of the cylinder is obtained as
ξ3 = (XP + XD)/A (7)
where XP and XD are the Froude–Krylov and diffraction exciting vertical forces due to propagation













The complex coefficient A(ω) involved in Equation (7) is given by
A(ω) = −ω2(M + a33) − iω(BS + b33) + (CS + c33) (10)
where the hydrodynamic coefficients α33 and b33 (added mass and damping coefficient of the body)
are calculated by integrating the heaving radiation potential on the wetted surface of the WEC:




Also, c33=ρgAWL is the hydrostatic coefficient in heave motion and AWL denotes the waterline
surface. The coefficients Bs and Cs are characteristic parameters of the PTO system. Finally, the







where ηeff denotes the efficiency of the PTO. The power output obviously depends on the frequency
ω, the direction θ, and the height H of the incident wave, as well as on the characteristics of the PTO
installed in the specific environment. Furthermore, the overall performance of the device is dependent
on the wave conditions as they are described by the incident directional wave spectrum.
2.2. Propagation Wave Field
The coupled mode model, developed by Athanassoulis and Belibassakis [14] and extended to 3D
by Belibassakis et al [15], is appropriate for the efficient numerical simulation of wave propagation
problems over a varying sea bottom topography that may contain steep parts, where analytic solutions
are not available. The propagation potential over a variable bathymetry, in the absence of the floating
body-scatterer, is based on the following local-mode representation
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where the vertical functions Zn (z; x) are obtained as eigenfunctions of regular Sturm–Liouville
problems, formulated at the local depth, and the system is enhanced by appropriate additional terms
in order to consistently satisfy the boundary conditions on the sloping seabed. The functions ϕn(x) are
the complex amplitude of the nth-mode, and are found as the solution of the following coupled mode
system (CMS) ∑
n=−1
Amn(x)∇2ϕn(x) + Bmn(x)∇ϕn(x) + Cmn(x)ϕn(x) = 0 (14)
where the matrix coefficients Amn, Bmn, and Cmn are defined in terms of the vertical eigenfunctions
and are listed in Table 1 of Reference [15]. An important feature of the above CMS is that it can be
naturally reduced to well-known simplified models when the environmental parameters permit such
simplification. In fact, keeping only the propagating mode (n = 0) in Equation (14), the system reduces
to a one-equation model, which is exactly the modified mild-slope equation; see [10]. The CMS is also
supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions for treating incident, reflection, and transmission
phenomena in general bathymetry regions.
2.3. Diffraction and Radiation Potentials
The evaluation for the 3D diffraction and radiation potentials associated with the floating WEC
will be treated by the BEM method developed by Belibassakis et al [21] and described in more detail
in [13]. In this model, the induced potential and velocity from the collection of the 4-node quadrilateral
elements, which are used to discretize all parts of the boundary surface (body, free-surface, seabed









where the summation refers to all panels and Φp and Up denote, respectively, the induced potential
and velocity from the pth element with unit singularity distribution to the field point r = (x, y, z). The
induced potential and velocities from each element are obtained by a semi-analytical method, and
the discrete solution is finally obtained using the collocation method, used to satisfy the boundary
conditions at the centroid of each panel of the geometrical configuration.
2.4. PML Implementation
The domain and the radiating behavior of the diffraction and radiation fields in the far field at
large distances from the floating body are numerically simulated by means of an absorbing layer
technique, based on a perfectly matched layer (PML) applied all around the borders of the free-surface
computational domain; see, e.g., [22]. In the present model, the free-surface boundary condition is
expressed by the following formula (see also [12,13,21]):
∂Φ
∂n













, R ≥ Ra
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (18)
The efficiency of the above technique to damp the outgoing waves with minimal back-scattering
is dependent on various parameters of the present PML, including the layer thickness, its activation
point Ra, and the coefficient c̃. The latter are optimized by systematic investigation using as objective
function the minimization of the error of the numerical solution against analytical results available
in the case of floating vertical cylindrical bodies in constant depth; see, e.g., [23]. This procedure is
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evaluated in detail in [12], and is shown to provide satisfactory results proving the reliability of the
present hybrid BEM-PML-CMS numerical scheme.
2.5. Mesh Generation
In computational hydrodynamic problems, mesh generation is an issue of utmost importance.
From this perspective, in the present problem, every part of the boundary surface is discretized
by distribution of the panels (4-node quadrilateral elements), satisfying perfect junction of various
sub-meshes, and ensuring global continuity of geometry. A cylindrical arrangement of panels in all
boundary parts is used, as shown in Figure 1, which is found to be suitable for the representation of
the radiating behavior of the diffraction and radiation fields; see also [12]. In the example illustrated in
Figure 1, the mesh resolution is: 10 × 88 for the cylindrical WEC (with the first index representing
vertical and the second azimuthal discretization). A domain extent of 4 wavelengths on the free
surface is discretized into (4N/λ) × 88 and 26 × 88 elements on the bottom surface, respectively, where
N denotes the number of elements per wavelength for discetizing the domain. A finer mesh on





Figure 1. Computational meshes on (a) free surface, (b) bottom, and (c) WEC surface.
2.6. Variable Bathymetry
In this work, the effect of sloping seabeds on the WEC performance is examined by considering an
operation over a smooth but steep shoaling region. The seabed profile exhibits a monotonic variation
along the x-axis, described as follows
h(x) = hm − 0.5(h1 − h3)tanh(αbotπ(x− xmean)) (19)
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where the mean depth is: hm = 0.5(h1 + h3) and xmean is the center of the domain span along x-axis, where
the WEC is also located. The coefficient αbot controls the bottom slope. The region is characterized by
constant depths at infinity, in particular h1 and h2.
2.7. 2-DOF WEC Problem Formulation
The idea of combining more than one degree of freedom for harnessing the available power
provided by the incident wave is another perspective on improving the WEC efficiency. In this case,
the device is able to absorb a higher amount of incident wave power and presents improved grid
stability [13,24–26]. Considering the floating WEC operating in two power modes, namely heaving
and pitching with amplitudes ξ30, ξ50, respectively, the responses are obtained from the solution of the
following system of coupled equations
D33ξ30 + D35ξ50 = XP3 + XD3 (20)

















−ω2(A55 + I55) + iω(B55 + BS5) + C55
)
(23)
The hydrodynamic coefficients of added mass and damping, as well as the excitation
Froude–Krylov and diffraction heave-forces and pitch-moments in the right-hand side of Equations
(20) and (21), are calculated by the present BEM solver. As regards the rest of the included coefficients
in the above expressions, the fact should be considered that the center of gravity is coincident to the
center of the circular waterline of radius a. A typical mass distribution near the surface of the WEC is
assumed, corresponding to radius of gyration Ryy = 0.7a and thus, I55 = MR2yy. Also, C33 = ρgπa2,
C35 = C53 = 0, and C55 = 0.25ρgπα4 + M ·GB, where M denotes the mass of the body and GB the
vertical distance between the center of buoyancy and the center of gravity. In the present work we
have assumed a fixed location of CG coincident the center of buoyancy (GB = 0) for all WEC shapes
examined (operating in one or more DOF) in order to provide a first comparative evaluation. It should
be mentioned that, even in the latter case, substantial stability concerning the pitch motion is still
offered by the available metacentric height. The latter in the case of the cylindrical WEC examined in
the paper is 12% of the draft, while for the nailhead, WEC becomes 3.7 times the draft due to increased
waterline area. Additional stability is offered by the PTO damping. Based on the above, in conjunction
with the fact that in extreme cases a cut-off system is used to ensure safety, the simplified assumption
GB = 0 is made and used for the examples considered here in order to illustrate the developed method
to calculate the WEC performance and optimization. The consideration of variable mass distributions
and different CGs would lead to a substantially more complicated multidimensional optimization
problem that is left to be examined in future work. Finally, the coefficients D35 and D53 are found, for
every geometry, to be quite small, compared with D33 and D55, and therefore the coupling between the
two oscillatory modes is weak.
3. Design Assessment Features
3.1. Geometries Generation
Many different WEC shapes are currently operating in coastal areas all over the world, used both
for research purposes and commercial applications. Geometries like the conical, the semi-spherical,
and the elliptical, as well as many other shapes, have been examined in a variety of studies (see,
e.g., [27–29] and the references cited there). Based on the relevant industry trends and research
activities, eight different axisymmetric body shapes have been examined. The geometrical details can
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be found in [12]. At this point, it should be mentioned that very sophisticated designs and shapes,
which are normally accompanied with high R&D (research and development) and manufacturing
costs, are not examined. The generation of the above shapes, as well as other axisymmetric geometries,
is handled by a parametric model based on a spline representation of the profiles controlled by a set of
nodes. As an example, the profile of the nailhead-shaped WEC is shown in Figure 2, and the body
surface is obtained by 360 degrees rotation. One significant feature of the present WEC shape model is
that it is in compliance with the constant-mass constraint. If the same material is considered for the
construction of the considered point absorbers with the same mass distribution, then the radius and
the draft of each shape can be calculated in order to maintain the submerged vertical cross section
area equal to the area of the reference cylindrical WEC design corresponding to a/h = 1/3.5, T/a = 3/2,
and d/h = 4/7, where a is the radius, T is the draft, h repreents the water depth, and consequently d =
h-T is the bottom clearance below the WEC. For a more unbiased comparison between designs, the
assumption of constant-mass is adopted as a basic reference feature for all the tested geometries.
Figure 2. Generating spline of the nailhead-shaped WEC wetted surface.
The above parametric model could be exploited for directly finding the most efficient design.
However, in order to reduce the computational cost, a particular set of variants was studied and
specific details can be found in Reference [12].
3.2. PTO Damping Configuration
For the evaluation of the absorbed power output by the devices, a typical PTO has been assumed.
The heave-PTO coefficient BS3 is taken CPTO3-times the mean value of hydrodynamic damping b33
over the frequency range, BS3 = CPTO3b33, which for the cylindrical WEC considered here is estimated
as 2πb33MωR3 = 0.12, and the corresponding resonance frequency is ωR3
√
a/g = 0.7. A similar PTO
assumption is considered for the pitch motion, where the PTO damping is taken CPTO5-times the
mean value of hydrodynamic damping b55 over frequency, which is estimated as 2πb55MωR5 = 0.01,
where the corresponding resonance frequency is ωR5
√
a/g = 0.45. The values for the coefficients
CPTO3 and CPTO5 are selected over a wide range, according to the geometry, contextually, and more
detailed investigation of their operational restrictions. Very low values of the PTO coefficients, both
for heave and pitch mode, are not considered either because they are incompatible with the current
industry standards, or because they lead to high resonance amplitudes which are not permitted due to
operational limits and survivability restrictions. These limits are decided after a careful examination
of the relevant responses and performances. The damping coefficient of the power take off system
is a decisive parameter for the performance of the devices, and after fine tuning and optimization is
expected to provide significant improvements concerning the overall WEC performance.
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3.3. Performance Index Definition
The averaged power-P output of the device, normalized with respect to the incident wave
power, is plotted in Figure 3 in the case of the cylindrical-shaped WEC. According to the selection of
PTO damping, there are cases of concentrated power maximization in the near-resonance frequency
bandwidth, or cases of lower power levels, corresponding to responses covering wider frequency
bandwidth. The curve with the largest area below defines the optimum PTO damping value. The
latter behavior concerning the extraction of incident wave energy is exploited in the definition of
an index quantifying the performance of different designs, which is based on the area below the
"most-efficient-curve" of normalized power output. The result will be used, in normalized form
with respect to incident power, to quantify the overall performance of the WEC and will be called
performance index (PI%).
 
Figure 3. Normalized power output by the reference cylindrical heaving WEC (a/h = 1/3.5, T/a = 3/2,
d/h = 4/7) over the variable bottom (h1 = 1.2 m, h3 = 0.8 m, αbot = 0.5) for different PTO damping
configurations. Indicative values of the CPTO3 = BS3/b33 considered here are CPTO3 = [1, 5, 10, 20, 40,
80, 100].
In more detail, each WEC design corresponds to a different waterline radius due to mass-constraint
implementation. Therefore, the operational bandwidth of non-dimension angular frequency varies
among the WECs. In order to obtain a reliable index for assessing their performance, the P.I. is defined
as the ratio of the area below the power curve for the optimum PTO damping to the area of the
rectangle [0,1] and [0.2, max(ω
√
a/g)], representing the total available power for absorption by the
system. It should be considered that the fact for this rectangle is that the horizontal axis span differs to
the efficiency frequency bandwidth, commonly used in WEC evaluations, a fact that can be observed
with a closer look of Figure 3, where this difference is apparent. It should also not be overlooked that
even if this index takes small values, almost insignificant compared with the capture width ratio (CWR)
of WEC devices, however, as its definition explains, is a totally different index and every alteration of
its value, caused for example by a variable-depth seafloor, is countable. For the extension of the latter
definition to the 2-DOF WEC, the total power output, calculated as the summation of the contribution
by each mode individually, will be used as the performance index.
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4. Numerical Results and Discussion
4.1. Heaving Cylindrical WEC over Variable Bathymetry
The investigation of the heaving response of the reference cylindrical WEC over a variable seabed
is discussed in this section. As an example, the cylindrical WEC with a/h = 1/3.5, T/a = 3/2, and d/h = 4/7
operates over a variable bottom topography described by Equation (19), with h1 = 1.5 m, h3 = 0.5 m, and
αbot = 0.5. The propagation field, evaluated by the CMS, is illustrated in Figure 4 in the case of normally
incident waves of frequency ω
√
a/g = 0.7 (resonance frequency). The corresponding bathymetric
non-dimensional frequency of the waves is ω
√
h/g = 1.3. It is clearly observed that the propagating
field is diffracted and reflected, and the bottom boundary condition is consistently satisfied, by the fact
that the equipotential lines intersect perpendicularly in the seabed profile. In Figure 4, the illustration
of the free-surface elevation is also indicated by using solid black line.
 
Figure 4. Propagating field (real part) over a smooth shoal on the vertical plane as calculated by the
CMS for normally incident waves ω
√
h/g = 1.3 θ = 0 degrees. Variable bottom (h1 = 1.5 m, h3 = 0.5 m,
αbot = 0.5).
Using the data concerning the propagating wave field and its normal derivative over the motionless
WEC-scatterer, the diffraction field is calculated by the present BEM-PML solver which is illustrated in
Figure 5, where the bottom contours are also plotted using dashed lines and the body’s position is
indicated with the white disk in the center of the domain. The heave radiation field on the free surface
for WEC frequency ω
√
a/g = 0.7 over the variable bottom topography (h1 = 1.5 m, h3 = 0.5 m, αbot
= 0.5), is shown in Figure 6 as calculated by the present method. The bottom contours are indicated
by using dashed lines. Furthermore, the calculated radiation potentials related to the rest oscillation
modes (except of yaw, which is not excited) are presented in Figure 7 for the same frequency as before.
The details of the radiated wave pattern are clearly observed in these plots, as well as the effects of
variable seabed topography, resulting in an amplification of wave amplitudes in the shallower region
due to shoaling effects. The effectiveness of the present PML model is clear in these plots by noticing
the damping of the outgoing waves after the PML-activation point, which in the cases considered is set
at a radius of three wavelengths away from the floating body.
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Figure 5. Diffraction field (real part) on the free surface for normally incident waves ω
√
a/g = 0.7 θ =
0 degrees as calculated by the present hybrid BEM over the variable bottom topography (h1 = 1.5 m, h3
= 0.5 m, αbot = 0.5). The bottom contours are indicated by using dashed lines.
 
Figure 6. Heave radiation field on the free surface for WEC frequency ω
√
a/g = 0.7 over the variable
bottom topography (h1 = 1.5 m, h3 = 0.5 m, αbot = 0.5), as calculated by the present method. The bottom
contours are indicated by using dashed lines.
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Figure 7. Radiation fields on the free surface for WEC frequency ω
√
a/g = 0.7 over the variable bottom
topography (h1 = 1.5 m, h3 = 0.5 m, αbot = 0.5), as calculated by the present method. (a) surge, (b) sway,
(c) roll, (d) pitch.
4.2. Heaving (1-DOF) WECs over Variable Bathymetry
In order to examine the effect of variable seabed topography on the WEC performance over
shoaling bottom topography, the responses are evaluated for the eight different WEC shapes which
have been presented and discussed in detail in Reference [12]. Except for the steep bottom profile
considered in the previous section, a second less steep bathymetric profile was initially examined,
which is also described by Equation (19), for h1 = 1.2 m, h3 = 0.8 m, and αbot = 0.5. Both seabed
geometries have the same mean depth, hm = 1 m, but the maximum bottom slope decreases from 0.7 to
0.3.
The main aim of the present work is the assessment of the performance of the devices by means of
the achieved performance index. The damping of the PTO is set initially, for the assessment of the
designs, as: CPTO3 = [1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000]. The latter configuration will be optimized
in the sequel in order to estimate the value of the exact PTO damping coefficient providing the best
performance. Numerical results concerning the performance index are presented in Table 1 for each
WEC design over a flat bottom and variable bottom topography. We observe that the conical WEC
is selected as the design with the best performance, among all the investigated alternative designs
in the case of an 1-DOF device and this holds true for both of the examined depth configurations.
Furthermore, comparison between the two most efficient shapes, i.e. the conical and the semi-spherical,
is also performed in [28] and concludes again in the superiority of the conical WEC against the
semi-spherical one.
Moreover, the shoaling sea bottom topography is shown to affect the performance of every
WEC-design, and more specifically it causes an increase of the device’s ability for harnessing wave
energy. The highest upgrade is detected for the disk-shaped WEC, being equal to almost +3.3%.
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However, it should be taken under consideration the fact that the performance index (P.I.) used in the
present work to quantify the overall WEC performance, accounts for the whole frequency bandwidth
and not only the efficient bandwidth of each WEC operation. For example, in the case of the cylindrical
WEC, it is clearly observed in Figure 3 that the efficient bandwidth is 0.2 < ω
√
a/g < 1 while the total
bandwidth extends in the range 0 < ω
√
a/g < 1.8. The latter is used because the efficient frequency
bandwidth of other WEC shapes is different but it is included in the extended range. The above has
the effect that changes of the calculated PI due to bathymetry remain rather small.
Results like this are very promising and may be a first indication for installations of WECs over a
deliberately sloping seabed, with man-made constructions and interventions that could be combined
with water wave lenses producing the focusing of the wave energy in the location of the WEC or
WEC-array and contributing to achieve higher power absorption by the devices. Further studies of
this effect and optimization will be subjects of future work.















Proceeding to the determination of the optimal PTO damping values for the conical WEC, it is
found by finer discretization of the parameters that a performance index of 17.95% is achieved for a
PTO coefficient equal to CPTO3 = 77 in the case of the flat bottom. The latter index has further improved
to 18.10% with CPTO3 = 80 over the smooth shoal, Equation (19). This result is more proof of the
significance of the effects by a varying topography in the design-task of the WECs.
4.3. 2-DOF WECs over Variable Bathymetry
The accomplished performance index by the 1-DOF WEC design may be appreciably upgraded
by considering the device operating in 2-DOFs (heave and pitch). These modes of operation are
normally coupled with surge oscillation mode and all those three degrees of freedom determine the
maximum possible energy absorption by a wave device, according to [4]. However, in this study, surge
power mode is omitted, with the WEC assumed to be properly moored. Moreover, surge motion is
strongly affected by more complex phenomena such as wave drift forces and thus this assumption is in
compliance with the complexity of the developed hydrodynamic theory. The same procedure for the
selection of the most efficient shape and the optimal PTO damping coefficient is followed, using the
subsequent values of PTOs coefficients CPTO3 = [1, 5, 10, 20:10:340] and CPTO5 = [50:10:400], resulting
in the data presented in Table 2.
In this case, the two qualified designs are the cylindrical WEC and the nailhead-shape WEC, which
are expected to be the best performing designs in the case of heaving-pitching body due to its larger
waterline area. The results summarizing the performance over flat and sloping seabed topography are
listed in Table 3. It is observed that the effect induced by the variable seafloor is sometimes constructive,
for example, as for the Disk-shaped device (+0.27%), and other times destructive, as it happens in the
case of the cylindrical device (−0.43%).
As stated previously, the impact of the seabed profile is now not so simple and affects the
performance of the device in a more complicated way. The PTOs used for harnessing power from the
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sea environment are exhibiting different damping values. Thus, the optimization of the PTO coefficients
is investigated with respect to three principal design parameters: (i) the geometry of the WEC, (ii) the
heave-PTO damping coefficient, and (iii) the pitch-PTO damping coefficient. The calculated values of
the performance index for the cylindrical and the nailhead-shape WECs operating over a flat bottom
topography are plotted in Figure 8, allowing the prompt comparison and the determination of the
optimal PTO damping coefficients.
Table 2. 2-DOFs WEC shapes and PI for flat and variable bottom topographies (h1 = 1.2 m, h3 = 0.8 m,
αbot = 0.5).
WEC Design
Max {Performance Index (Heave+Pitch)}
Flat Bottom










Table 3. Optimum WEC designs, P.I., and PTO damping for flat and variable bottom topography in the
case of smooth shoal (h1 = 1.2 m, h3 = 0.8m, αbot = 0.5).







Flat [4, 50] [261, 214]
Variable [4, 50] [276, 213]
Finally, the bathymetry also affects the optimal values of PTO damping for each device, and this
can be studied considering it as an additional design constraint. The effects on the WEC performances
by the variable bathymetry in the case of the smooth shoal defined by Equation (19) are presented in
Figure 9, with the strongest influence detected for the pitch power mode of the cylindrical WEC and
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Figure 9. Normalized power output over flat and variable bottom topography (h1 = 1.2 m, h3 = 0.8 m,
αbot = 0.5) using the optimized PTO. Cylindrical WEC in (a) heave mode and (b) pitch mode, and
nailhead-shaped WEC in (c) heave mode and (d) pitch mode.
5. Sloping Seabed Effect
In order to better illusrate the effect of the sloping seabed on the performance of WECs, a second,
steeper, bottom topography is considered, with bathymetric profile defined by Equation (19) for h1
= 1.5 m, h3 = 0.5 m, and αbot = 0.5; see Figure 4. The results, presented in Table 4 for the optimum
heaving-WECs and 2-DOF WECs, prove that the effects by the seabottom cannot be predicted a priori.
For the heaving WEC, a slight increase of PI is observed, while for the 2-DOF systems, an increase
for the cylindrical WEC is obtained. The nailhead-shaped design performance index seems almost
unaffected by the bottom topography. Again, the small changes of P.I. values are due to the bandwidth
extent that has been considered for the definition of the index in order to enable comparison between
various WEC shapes characterized by different resonant frequencies.
Table 4. Optimum WEC designs, P.I. over flat and sloping seabeds with increased steepness.
Type Geometry P.I. % Flat
δ P.I. % Steep vs
Flat
δ P.I. % Steep vs
Variable
Heaving WECs Cylindrical 11.3% 6.2% 5.2%
Conical 17.7% 3.1% 0.8%
2-DOF WECs
Cylindrical 32.4% 0.3% 1.6%
Nailhead-shaped 29.0% 0.1% 0.4%
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6. Conclusions
In the present work, several aspects related to the performance of wave energy converters of
the type of point absorbers are studied, using a boundary element method for solving the associated
hydrodynamic problems. In particular, a hybrid BEM coupled with a perfectly matched layer model is
used for calculating the diffraction and radiation fields, based on information concerning the wave
conditions around the floating bodies derived from a coupled mode model. The present method is
shown to provide useful information, being able to treat general body geometry of the floating body
operating in various oscillation modes over flat or sloping seabeds. Subsequently, it is systematically
applied to numerically simulate the WEC performance in variable bathymetry regions. For the
assessment and comparison of various designs, a specific performance index was defined as a useful
indicator for the estimation of the power absorbing capacity. Regarding the PTO damping, which
is exhibiting various constraints, this was found to be very important concerning the optimum
performance of a WEC. From the results of the present study, it is concluded that the conical floater
appears to be the most efficient design in the case of a heaving WEC, while the cylindrical and the
nailhead-shaped forms are the ones exhibiting the highest performance operating as 2-DOF devices in
coupled heaving and pitching modes. It is demonstrated that multiple DOF systems could substantially
increase the levels of the extracted wave energy, and that the sloping seabed could also have an effect
on the overall behavior of the devices and it should be taken into account. Future extensions of the
present work include the examination of the performance and optimization of WEC arrays in more
than two power modes in variable bathymetry, as well as the investigation of viscosity effects.
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Abbreviations
BC Boundary Condition
BEM Boundary Element Method
CMM Coupled-Mode Model
CMS Coupled-Mode System
DOF Degree Of Freedom
FS Free Surface
PI Performance Index
PML Perfectly Matched Layer
PTO Power Take Off
RAO Response Amplitude Operator
R&D Research & Development
SWAN Simulating Waves Nearshore
SWL Sea Water Level
WEC Wave Energy Converter
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abot Bottom slope coefficient
aij Added mass coefficient (i, j=1, . . . ,6)
bij Hydr. damping coefficient (i, j=1, . . . ,6)
Bmn CMS coefficient
Bs PTO damping coefficient
cij Hydrostatic coefficient (i, j=1, . . . ,6)
Cmn CMS coefficient
CPTOi PTO mean-damping multiplier
Cs PTO hydrostatic coefficient
d Bottom clearance
Dij Coupling coefficient of i-j modes
FP Source strength of pth element
g Gravity acceleration





N Number of elements per wavelength





Ra PML activation radius
Ryy Radius of gyration
t Time
T Draft
UP Induced velocity by pth element
x x-Coordinate
XD Diffraction excitation forces
XP Froude Krylov excitation forces
y y-Coordinate
z z-Coordinate
Zn Vertical function of nth-mode (n=-1, 0, 1, . . . )
Amn CMS coefficient








ϕi Radiation potential of i-mode (i=1, . . . ,6)
ϕn Amplitude of nth-mode (n=-1, 0, 1, . . . )
ϕp Propagation potential
ΦP Induced potential by pth element
ϕR Radiation potential
ω Angular frequency
ωR Resonance angular frequency
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Abstract: End fittings are essential components in marine flexible pipe systems, performing the two
main functions of connecting and sealing. To investigate the sealing principle and the influence
of the temperature on the sealing performance, a hydraulic-thermal finite element (FE) model for
the end fitting sealing structure was developed. The sealing mechanism of the end fitting was
revealed by simulating the sealing behavior under the pressure penetration criteria. To investigate the
effect of temperature, the sealing behavior of the sealing ring under different temperature fields was
analyzed and discussed. The results showed that the contact pressure of path 1 (i.e., metal-to-polymer
seal) was 31.7 MPa, which was much lower than that of path 2 (metal-to-metal seal) at 195.6 MPa.
It was indicated that the sealing capacities were different for the two leak paths, and that the sealing
performance of the metal-to-polymer interface had more complicated characteristics. Results also
showed that the finite element analysis can be used in conjunction with pressure penetration criteria
to evaluate the sealing capacity. According to the model, when the fluid pressures are 20 and 30 MPa,
no leakage occurs in the sealing structure, while the sealing structure fails at the fluid pressure of
40 MPa. In addition, it was shown that temperature plays a significant role in the thermal deformation
of a sealing structure under a temperature field and that an appropriately high temperature can
increase the sealing capacity.
Keywords: end fitting; unbonded flexible pipe; sealing performance; pressure penetration; temperature
1. Introduction
The development of offshore resources has traditionally relied on floating production systems,
such as floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) units and semi-submerged ships [1].
The hydrocarbons produced by an FPSO or from nearby subsea templates are transported through a
pipeline or offloaded onto a tanker [2,3]. In terms of offshore pipes, submarine pipelines, which are
buried in a trench or laid on the seabed, are commonly used [4,5]. Compared with conventional
steel pipes, flexible pipe systems have the characteristics of higher flexibility, greater applicability,
and enhanced recyclability [6]. Flexible pipes can be classified into two primary types: bonded flexible
pipes and unbonded flexible pipes [7,8]. An unbonded flexible pipe usually comprises an outer
polymeric layer, helical tensile armor, anti-wear layers, pressure armor layers, and an inner carcass
layer [9], as shown in Figure 1. With the rapid development of techniques for exploiting deep-water
resources, unbonded flexible pipes now play a significant role in transferring oil and gas resources
from offshore platforms to onshore facilities.
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Figure 1. Typical cross-section of flexible pipeline end fitting [9].
Connecting the subsea infrastructure to surface facilities and transporting hydrocarbon products
are the major applications of flexible pipes in the offshore oil and gas industry [10]. However, the harsh
deep-sea environment imposes significant challenges on flexible pipes, necessitating higher mechanical
response and performance characteristics [11]. According to the American Petroleum Institute (API),
the terminations of a flexible pipe are defined as end fittings (as shown in Figure 2), of which the
functions are: (1) to provide a transition between the pipe body and the connecting component and (2)
to transmit the loads acting on the pipe without allowing the pipe to fail [12]. The widespread use of
flexible pipes under more demanding operational conditions makes the safety performance of end
fittings particularly important [13].
 
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the sealing structure.
Experiences in offshore environments have shown that the end fitting of a flexible pipe may be
the weakest point [13]. In service, end fittings will be subjected to similar environmental loads and
conditions as the pipe, such as axial tension, inner pressure, and external hydrostatic pressure [14].
Apart from mechanical load, the end fitting has to offer thermal insulation and be leak-proof [13].
Therefore, if the sealing capacity of the end fitting is insufficient, there will be a risk of oil and gas
leakage, which can have serious consequences. Because the composite structure of flexible pipe consists
of many independent concentric metallic and polymeric layers, the structure of the end fitting is also
multifaceted and complex [15]. To ensure that the end fitting has adequate sealing performance, it is
necessary to investigate its sealing capacity.
In general, existing studies related to the sealing performance of a structure have concentrated on
the sealing rings [16]. Typical examples are “O” rings, although these are different from the structure
of an end fitting sealing assembly. In addition, a number of studies have focused on the mechanical
behavior of flexible pipe, such as the instability of the armor wire [17], the collapse of the carcass
layers [18], and fatigue reliability analysis [19]. Although the sealing behavior of the end fitting is
unlike the mechanical behavior of the flexible pipe body or the layers inside the end fitting, which have
been extensively investigated [8,20], there has been relatively little research on the sealing performance
of the end fittings themselves.
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The composite materials used in flexible pipe have different properties to metallic materials in terms
of anisotropy, thermal expansion coefficient, thermal conductivity, and stiffness. Indeed, the structural
properties of composite materials are more complex than those of metallic materials. This may lead to
interface failure, such as when the composite material separates from the metallic material, thus losing
the ability to maintain leak-tight integrity. Hatton et al. [15] studied the design of sealing assemblies in
different types of end fittings using finite element (FE) analysis and laboratory testing.
To understand the sealing performance of a mechanical connector in a subsea pipeline,
Wang et al. [21] investigated the critical condition of the sealing structure and created a new method to
analyze the contact pressure of the sealing surface by examining the static metal sealing mechanism.
An optimized design for a new subsea pipeline mechanical connector was proposed and an approach
for determining the contact pressure of various dimensions was provided.
For an end fitting in a high-pressure pipe, it is challenging to create the necessary sealing
performance. Fernando et al. [22] developed an FE model of a flexible pipe end fitting and presented a
method of evaluating the sealing performance of the sealing assembly and the design requirements
for the sealing assembly of the end fitting. In their work, FE analysis was conducted using specially
established leak criteria. In addition, an ultrasonic technique was used to measure the contact pressure
at the metal-to-metal interface, which showed that their method had significant promise.
Li et al. [23] considered the sealing performance of the sealing assembly in a deep-water flexible
pipe end fitting and established an FE model using the ABAQUS software (6.11). They studied the key
parameters under different conditions, providing further references for research on flexible pipe end
fittings. By summarizing the general sealing criteria, Zhang [24] introduced the concept of “contact
pressure amplification factor” to evaluate the sealing capability of end fittings, while Marion et al. [25]
investigated the suitability of end fittings for high-temperature thermal cycling conditions using
specially designed pipe samples and facilities that satisfy the API specifications.
Previous studies have analyzed and optimized the sealing criteria and the geometric parameters of
the sealing assembly. However, there have been few studies related to the sealing behavior. In general,
research on the sealing performance of the end fittings is not comprehensive. In this study, FE methods
were used to develop a two-dimensional axisymmetric numerical model of the sealing structure of
an end fitting, including the temperature field. The pressure penetration criteria were applied to this
model to analyze the performance of the sealing structure.
2. Sealing Analysis
2.1. Sealing Structure
According to the API SPEC 17J and 17B standards [12,26], the sealing structure of a typical flanged
unbonded flexible pipe end fitting is as illustrated in Figure 2. As can be seen in the figure, the functional
structure of the sealing system is mainly composed of four parts: the inner sleeve, polymeric sheath,
sealing ring, and end fitting body. The inner sleeve is the innermost component of the end fitting.
This plays a supporting role in the whole structure and is used to bear the radial force while in service.
The polymeric sheath of the flexible pipe is pressed on the outer side of the inner sleeve, and is one of
the most important parts of the sealing structure. The end fitting body is the outermost part of the
sealing structure, and is used to protect all components in the end fitting. The wedge sealing ring
provides the critical sealing capacity through axial extrusion.
The sealing ring is designed in advance according to the specifications of the flexible pipe and end
fitting. The sealing assembly in an end fitting is usually formed by swaging a metallic sealing ring into
the area between the polymeric layer and the end fitting body. During assembly, the contact surface
between the sealing ring and the end fitting body and between the sealing ring and the polymeric
sheath creates two leakage paths [14,22]. Path 2 is the metal-to-metal microscopic gap between the
end fitting body and the sealing ring, where a higher contact pressure ensures better sealing capacity.
Path 1 refers to the metal-to-polymer contact interface between the sealing ring and the polymeric
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sheath of the flexible pipe. This path involves complex interactions such as elastic–plastic deformation
and nonlinear contact. The contact pressure is lower than in path 1, so leaks are more likely to occur
through this path.
2.2. Sealing Criteria
Sealing can be either dynamic or static. The contact sealing between the sealing ring and the
polymeric material in the inner layer of the flexible pipe is a type of static sealing [27]. In engineering
applications, the performance of this type of sealing is evaluated by comparing the contact pressure
and the length of the two contact surfaces. To obtain good sealing capacity, it is necessary to achieve a
relatively large contact pressure, and so the length of the contact surface should be as long as possible.
Of course, the premise is that the physical properties of the material itself cannot be destroyed.
For the sealing to remain valid, the contact pressure of the sealing path must be greater than
the critical failure pressure. However, calculating the critical failure pressure is complicated, and the
influence of the material and the medium should be considered. In a previous study [22], the nominal
critical failure pressure was expressed as
pc = αp f + (1− α)σγ (1)
where pc is the critical failure pressure and pf is the fluid pressure in the sealing system, σY is the smaller
yield stress of the two materials in contact, and α is the ratio of the length of the fluid infiltrating into
the contact surface to the length of the contact path. However, in practical applications, the geometry
and roughness of the contact surface exert significant influences, so this formula is not exact.
In this study, to simulate the real process of fluid intrusion, a pressure penetration module was
employed in the FE software [28,29]. The loading principle of the pressure penetration criteria is
illustrated in Figure 3. On the two contact surfaces, the surface with elements 3 and 4 is defined as the
master surface, and that with elements 1 and 2 is defined as the slave surface. Nodes 11 and 12 belong
to element 1 on the side of the contact surface.
 
(a) Initial loading (b) Critical loading 
Figure 3. Pressure penetration criteria diagram.
As shown by the arrows in this figure, when the fluid penetrates from left to right, the fluid
pressure load will be applied normal to the surface from left to right. Node 11 is the first node exposed
to the fluid pressure. If the contact pressure of node 11 is higher than the applied fluid pressure,
the pressure penetration stops and node 11 becomes the critical node for the contact pressure (Figure 3a).
If the contact pressure of node 11 is less than the fluid pressure, the pressure penetration will continue
to load along the contact surface until a new critical contact pressure node is reached (Figure 3b).
In addition, if no critical node exists, the contact path cannot provide the sealing capacity under this
fluid pressure. The application of pressure penetration can identify the critical node dynamically along
the path and determine whether the sealing capacity is sufficient [30].
2.3. Thermal Sealing Analysis
High temperatures will lead to thermal expansion and material deformation, which will change
the contact behavior and affect the sealing performance [31]. However, in previous studies on the
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sealing performance of end fittings, temperature has seldom been taken into account. Over recent years,
operating temperatures and pressures have risen as water depths have continued to increase, making
the design, manufacture, and installation of flexible pipe a complex challenge. Therefore, the thermal
sealing performance at different temperatures is investigated in this paper. Changes in temperature
should follow the basic thermal conduction equation. According to the law of conservation of energy,
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At the same time, the FE method has the ability to model heat transfer with convection. Based on
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where c(θ) is the specific heat capacity of the fluid, ρ(θ) is the fluid density, θ(x, t) is the temperature
at a spatial position x at time t, k(θ) is the conductivity of the fluid, q(x, t) is the heat added per unit
volume from external sources, δθ(x, t) is an arbitrary variational field, qs is the heat flowing into the
volume across the surface on which the temperature is not prescribed (Sq), and n is the outward normal
to the surface.
The boundary condition of this thermal equilibrium equation is that θ(x) is prescribed over some
part of the surface Sθ, and that the heat flux per unit area entering the domain across the rest of the
surface, qs(x), is defined by convection or radiation conditions. In the conditions considered in this
study, the boundary term in the equation defines
qs = −n · k · ∂θ∂x (4)
This implies that qs is the flux associated with conduction across the surface only; any convection
of energy across the surface is not included in qs.
2.4. Mechanical Analysis
Based on the analysis of the flexible pipe end fitting sealing structure in the preceding section,
the polymeric sheath is squeezed between the inner sleeve and the end fitting body when assembled.
Thus, in the FE model, the axial degrees of freedom at both ends of the polymeric sheath are restrained
to prevent axial motions, but radial free expansion and contraction are not affected. When variations
in temperature lead to thermal deformation of the polymeric sheath, the expansion can only happen
in the radial direction. In previous studies on the deformation of polymeric material [27], the radial
deformation of the seal can be calculated by converting the deformation in the axial direction to a
deformation in the radial direction. Based on the principle of volume invariance, the deformation
relation between the radial direction and the axial direction for a cylinder specimen can be described as
πd2
4




where d is the diameter of the cylinder specimen before the deformation, l is the length of the cylinder
specimen before deformation, and Δd and Δl are the radial and axial increments, respectively, of the
cylinder specimen after deformation.
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3. FE Modeling Procedures
Considering the geometry and axisymmetric load characteristics of the sealing system,
a two-dimensional plane axisymmetric solid model is employed to predict the seal performance.
This section describes a thermal coupling sealing structure model of a flexible pipe with a design
pressure of 20 MPa. This model was developed using FE with the ABAQUS software. Note that the
factory acceptance test pressure is 1.5 times the design pressure, so the critical pressure acting on the
end fitting is 30 MPa in service [12]. The model comprises the inner sleeve, polymeric sheath, sealing
ring, and end fitting body, from inside to outside. The inner and outer diameters of the flexible pipe
are 139.7 mm and 209.5 mm, respectively, and the thickness of the polymeric sheath is 5 mm. The basic
physical properties of each component are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Materials and properties for each part of the model.
Component Young’s Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s Ratio Yield Strength (MPa)
End fitting body 210 0.3 355
inner sleeve 210 0.3 355
Sealing ring 191 0.3 758
Polymeric sheath 0.571 0.45 20.74
In addition, the polymeric sheath of the flexible pipe is usually made from high-molecular-weight
polymeric materials, such as high-density polyethylene (HDPE) [35]. In this study, the polymeric
material parameters were taken from the work of Malta and Martins [36], and the elastic–plastic
properties are illustrated in Figure 4.
 
Figure 4. Stress versus strain curve for the polymeric material [36].
To model the incompressible or quasi-incompressible characteristics of these materials, the planar
axisymmetric hybrid element CAX4H is selected. Structured and sweep meshing techniques are used
in each part of the model, and the mesh is refined around the contact area to improve the accuracy of
the simulation. Because of the nonlinear contact characteristics of metallic and polymeric materials,
the Mohr-Coulomb friction criterion is employed to describe the contact relationship (i.e., normal
contact is “hard” and tangential contact incurs a penalty under a friction coefficient of 0.1) [37].
To simulate the sealing process of the sealing ring, full constraints are applied to the inner sleeve,
end fitting body, and polymeric sheath of the flexible pipe, while the sealing ring is free to undergo
axial displacement. Pressure penetration is then applied to predict the effectiveness of the sealing.
When analyzing the parameter sensitivity of the sealing structure, a temperature field is applied
to the model. In addition, an implicit solver is used to obtain improved solution convergence and
performance. The FE model of the sealing structure is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Description of the finite element (FE) model.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Simulation of Sealing Principle
According to the design specifications and assembly requirements of the end fitting, axial displacement
is applied to the sealing ring to achieve an interference fit. In this section, the von Mises stress and
the contact pressure of the model are investigated to analyze the sealing performance of the sealing
structure. The von Mises stress distribution of the sealing structure after assembly at 20 ◦C is shown in
Figure 6.
 
(a) Von Mises stress in the seal region 
  
(b) Von Mises stress of the sealing ring (c) Von Mises stress of the inner sleeve 
Figure 6. Von Mises stress distribution of the FE model.
As can be seen from Figure 6a, the von Mises stress of the model is mainly concentrated on the
wedge sealing ring, and so the stress of the inner sleeve and the end fitting body is relatively small.
The closer to the tip of the sealing ring, the greater the von Mises stress, because the tip is subjected
to a greater pressure. A three-dimensional von Mises stress contour distribution of the sealing ring,
obtained by rotating the planar sealing ring, is shown in Figure 6b. The maximum von Mises stress of
the wedge sealing ring is 748.6 MPa in the FE model, which does not exceed the yield stress of the
material. This shows that no plastic deformation occurs in the sealing ring and the property of the
material itself is not destroyed. In addition, some stress concentration occurs in the contact area of
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the inner sleeve (as shown in Figure 6c), but the maximum stress is still less than the yield stress of
the material.
To clarify the characteristics of the contact pressure distribution in the sealing structure,
the three-dimensional contact pressure contour distribution of the FE model is presented in Figure 7.
On the polymeric sheath of the flexible pipe, some contact pressure occurs on the outer side of the
contact region, although the contact pressure on the inner side is lower. For the sealing ring, the contact
pressure is higher on the outer interface close to the end fitting body (i.e., path 2), whereas the contact
pressure is lower on the inner interface close to the polymeric sheath (i.e., path 1). This may be caused
by the property of the materials along the contact paths.
  
(a) Contact pressure of the polymeric sheath (b) Contact pressure of the sealing ring 
Figure 7. Contact analysis of the sealing structure.
Based on the FE model of the sealing structure, the contact pressure distributions on the nodes
along the two paths were obtained. They are illustrated in Figure 8. The maximum contact pressure
along path 1 is 31.74 MPa, which is slightly greater than the test pressure of 30 MPa. The maximum
contact pressure along path 2 is 195.6 MPa, which is much larger than the design pressure and
test pressure of the end fitting. This indicates that there will be no seal leakage along this path,
which is consistent with the results of previous works [22,23]. Hence, we focus on path 1 in the
following analysis.
  
(a) Contact pressure along path 1 (b) Contact pressure along path 2 
Figure 8. Comparison of the sealing performance along the two paths.
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4.2. Analysis of Pressure Penetration
The pressure penetration criteria can be applied to evaluate the sealing capacity of the sealing
assembly. According to the design pressure and the maximum test pressure of the end fitting, the sealing
performance of the sealing structure along path 1 was analyzed at fluid pressures of 20, 30, and 40 MPa
at a temperature of 20 ◦C. The contact pressure on the polymeric sheath reflects the variation in the
pressure penetration, and Figure 9 shows the contact pressure of the polymeric sheath under the
different fluid pressures. With an increase in fluid pressure, the contact pressure on one side of the
inner surface of the polymeric sheath increases, whereas the pressure on the outer surface gradually
decreases. This is because when the fluid acts along path 1, the contact surface between the sealing
ring and the polymeric sheath is continuously penetrated by the pressure, causing these components
to separate from each other. On the contrary, the contact surface between the sheath and the inner





Figure 9. Contact pressure of polymeric sheath under different fluid pressures: (a) 20 MPa; (b) 30 MPa;
(c) 40 MPa.
Figure 10 shows the contact pressure distribution of the nodes along path 1. When no pressure
penetration is applied, the maximum contact pressure is 31.7 MPa. At fluid pressures of 20 and 30 MPa,
the maximum contact pressure and contact length decrease, and the pressure distribution moves to
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the right. At this time, the existence of the contact pressure indicates that no leakage will occur in the
sealing structure.
 
Figure 10. Contact pressure under different fluid pressure.
When the fluid pressure is 40 MPa, the contact pressure along path 1 becomes 0 MPa,
which indicates that the fluid pressure is too high, and the sealing structure fails. As shown in
Figure 9, the fluid leakage through this path flows around the annulus of the flexible pipe, acting
to compress the polymeric sheath and make it collapse. In addition, leakage accidents may occur
if the sealing structure fails. It should be emphasized that, after many simulation calculations and
predictions, the sealing structure was found to leak at a fluid pressure of 35.5 MPa. In other words,
the critical fluid pressure of the sealing structure in this study is 35.5 MPa.
4.3. Analysis of the Thermal Sealing
Under the actual working conditions of flexible pipe end fittings, the hydrocarbon products
transported along the pipe can reach high temperatures, so thermal effects in the sealing structure
cannot be ignored. This section reports the changes in sealing performance of the sealing structure
under temperature fields of 20, 50, 60, 70, and 80 ◦C in the model [38].
Compared with metallic materials, the polymeric materials in the flexible pipe will be more
strongly influenced by temperature. Therefore, after applying different temperature fields to the FE
model of the sealing structure, the contact pressure distributions of the polymeric sheath were recorded
(as shown in Figure 11). From the perspective of deformation, an increase in temperature deforms
the polymeric sheath and causes the flexible pipe to expand. Regarding the contact pressure along
path 1, as the temperature increases from 20–80 ◦C, the maximum contact pressure increases from
31.7–41.3 MPa—a rise of 30% (as shown in Figure 12). In addition, the contact length increases because
the material expands at higher temperatures, increasing the number of contactable nodes.
From the results in Table 2, the maximum von Mises stress of the model exhibits a continuous
increase, becoming close to the yield strength of the material at 80 ◦C. The contact pressures along the
two paths gradually increase, which indicates that the sealing capacity is also increasing. In summary,
thermal effects can enhance the sealing performance, but the temperature should not exceed the rated
temperature of the material, otherwise failure will occur.
189





Figure 11. Contact pressure distribution of the polymeric sheath: (a) 50 ◦C; (b) 60 ◦C; (c) 70 ◦C; (d) 80 ◦C.
Figure 12. Contact pressure along path 1.
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Table 2. Results of the FE model at different temperatures.
Temperature (◦C) 20 50 60 70 80
Von Mises stress (MPa) 748.6 750.1 751.6 753.7 756.8
Contact pressure in path 1 (MPa) 31.7 38.9 40.1 40.8 41.3
Contact pressure in path 2 (MPa) 195.6 199.7 227.3 229.4 234.5
5. Conclusions
A classical unbonded flexible pipe is a combination of polymeric and metallic layers. An end
fitting with reliable sealing properties is a precondition of a successful flexible pipe application. In this
study, a hydraulic-thermal FE model was developed to investigate the sealing performance of a flexible
pipe end fitting. The FE model employed the pressure penetration criterion and considered the
temperature field, which is suitable for real applications. Using this model, the sealing principle was
simulated and the influence of thermal effects on the sealing capacity was investigated.
The results showed that the maximum von Mises stress occurs on the sealing ring during the
sealing process, whereas the stresses on the other components are relatively small. In terms of the
contact pressure distribution, the maximum value appears in the sealing region, and is higher along
path 2. By introducing pressure penetration, the sealing performance could be predicted and the
dynamical pressure critical node was identified. In the model described in this paper, the critical fluid
pressure of the end fitting is 35.5 MPa, which means that leakage occurs when the working pressure
exceeds this value. In previous studies, thermal effects were usually omitted. The results in this
paper, however, show that temperature is an important factor in the sealing performance of the sealing
assembly, and should not be neglected. Thermal effects cause the components of the sealing structure
to deform and expand. By increasing the contact length and contact pressure, the sealing ability of the
sealing structure can be improved. Of course, very high temperatures are not appropriate, because the
strain on the sealing ring should be considered in actual applications.
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Abstract: At this time, there are plans to develop offshore wind projects in the Caspian Sea. The
aim of the present work was to estimate the possible benefits coming from such a project. As a first
step, the wind profile of this region was established by considering reanalysis data coming from
the ERA-Interim project, the time interval covered being between January 1999 and December 2018.
According to these results, significant resources have been noticed in the northern part where the
wind speed frequently reached 8 m/s, being identified also as a hot-spot south of Olya site. In the
second part, the performances of some offshore wind turbines were established. These were defined
by rated capacities ranging from 3 MW to 8.8 MW. The downtime period of some generators can
reach 90% in the central and southern sectors, while for the capacity factor, the authors expected
a maximum of 33.07% for a turbine rated at 4.2 MW. From a financial point of view, the values of
the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) indicated that the sites from the north and central parts of the
Caspian Sea have been defined by an average LCOE of 0.25 USD/kWh. Thus, they can represent
viable locations for wind farm projects.
Keywords: Caspian Sea; wind speed; offshore turbines; capacity factor; LCOE
1. Introduction
The wind energy market is a dynamic sector that is continuously expanding. Nevertheless, this
evolution will finally reach saturation, taking into account that the range of suitable sites for such
projects will reduce. As an alternative, one of the best locations to develop a wind project is near the
coastal areas, which can easily support the development of either onshore and offshore projects. At this
time, there is growing interest to develop systems capable of operating in deep water areas, the floating
platforms being the most viable solution [1,2]. A significant percentage of the projects have operated in
Europe (almost 409 projects), being estimated that in 2018, only 18 projects were added to the grid. Per
total, the operating projects are defined by a capacity of 18.5 GW, this value being supported by 11
countries, such as UK, Germany, Denmark, Norway or Portugal, as being more relevant. One of the
largest wind turbines connected at this moment is the Haliade 150-6 MW (Merkur project, Germany),
with the mention that some other projects currently under construction may include systems defined
by comparable capacity, or even higher [3].
Most of the research is focused on the coastal areas facing the ocean environment [4–6], since
the wind resources are more consistent in such areas. During recent years, the enclosed sea basins
were also considered for investigation [7–9]. More advanced progress is related to the Mediterranean
Sea, where a pilot farm of 24.8 MW will be developed off the coast of Gruissan in the Aude region,
France. It is expected that through four wind turbines, it is possible to generate approximately
100 million kWh/year, which should be enough to cover the annual electricity consumption of more
than 50,000 inhabitants [10]. Other sources indicate that a 30 MW wind project will be installed in front
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of the Taranto Harbour, Puglia, Southern Italy, which will consider ten wind turbines produced by
Senvion [11]. The French coastal area located in this region seems to present important wind resources,
and the implementation of several floating projects is expected in the near future [12].
As for the Caspian Sea wind resources, there is some research focused in this aspect. In the
research by Amirinia et al [13], the distribution of the wind and wave resources associated to the
southern area was evaluated. By considering various databases (including in-situ measurements) and
the characteristics of a 3 MW wind turbine, it was found that more promising results have been reported
in the eastern part of this region. In Rusu and Onea [8], the wind and wave regime from this region
were also assessed, and more energetic conditions in the centre and northern regions were observed,
with an average wind speed of 6 m/s (at 80 m height). In addition, observations of the bathymetric map
of the Caspian Sea highlight that the entire northern area is defined by a lower water depth, which is
very suitable for the development of the wind projects. In Onea and Rusu [14], the performances of
some wind turbines that may operate in the coastal areas of the Black and Caspian seas were discussed.
The turbines were reported to an operating hub height of 80 m, while the power output of the particular
systems were estimated using a Betz coefficient of 0.5. By applying these simplifications, it appears
that the performances of some wind turbines have been overestimated, resulting in capacity factors of
70%, compared to the usual capacity factor values between 20 and 40%. An important aspect, which is
highlighted in this work, is related to the diurnal and nocturnal fluctuations of the wind conditions.
Kerimov et al [15] analysed the long term distribution of wind resources, also proposed some suitable
sites, and evaluated the associated costs required to couple some wind generators to the electrical
grid. According to these results, one of the best sites to implement an offshore wind project is located
in the northern part of Absheron peninsula (Azerbaijan). Here, a suitable connection grid was also
identified. Although, this region is an enclosed sea defined by moderate conditions, there is some
research focused on the local wave resources that brings into discussion the viability of a commercial
wave farm in this environment, especially considering hybrid wind-wave approaches [16–18].
On the other hand, it is well known that the Caspian Sea region is defined by important oil
reserves and therefore, at this time, it seems that the interest for a renewable project is not very high [19].
Nevertheless, taking into account that there are problems with the oil pollution in this region [20,21],
some changes are expected to occur. Thus, at this moment there are plans to develop a 200 MW
offshore wind farm in the coastal areas of Azerbaijan, which will significantly increase the existing
wind capacity (66.7 MW) of this country. It is estimated that the project will cost 392 million euro. This
is one of the multiple wind parks proposed for this area, and more likely will be developed close to the
capital, Baku [22,23].
In this context, the objective of the present work is to provide a more complete picture of the wind
resources in the Caspian Sea in order to identify some suitable sites for the development of a wind
project, and also to establish the performances of some state-of-the-art wind turbines that may operate
in the vicinity of some major cities from this region.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Target Area
Figure 1 presents a first perspective of the Caspian Sea. Thus, Figure 1a,b presented the distribution
of the water depth, in general, and for the reference sites considered for evaluation. Regarding the
northern sector, this is defined by lower water depths that do not exceed 50 m, compared to the
southern side, where the water depth values easily reach 500 m, and even higher, if the Nowshahr site
as a reference is considered. Several distances from the shoreline are taken into account (5 km, 25 km
and 50 km) in order to identify the variations from the nearshore to offshore. Furthermore, in Table 1
the characteristics of the sites located near the shore are presented. A total of 10 reference sites are
considered for evaluation, the main selection criteria being related to the fact that they are important
port cities capable of easily offering the infrastructure and technical support for the development of a
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wind project. The sites located at 5 km, are defined by lower water depths (<50 m), but going towards
the 50 km limit, these values significantly increase. This is the case of the Iranian sites of Babolsar,
Nowshahr, Anzali and Astara, where the depths can easily exceed 400 m. The 50 km limit was not
arbitrarily selected, and represents an acceptable threshold at which a renewable project can still be
competitive [24].
Figure 1. The Caspian Sea and the reference sites considered for assessment, where: (a) bathymetry
map [25]; (b) water depths corresponding to each reference site [25]; (c) number of inhabitants
corresponding to the reference area considered [26].
Table 1. The main characteristics of the considered sites located at a distance of 5 km from shore.
No. Site Country Long (o) Lat (o) Water Depth (m)
P1 Atyrau Kazakhstan 51.745 46.680 30
P2 Aktau Kazakhstan 51.101 43.615 46
P3 Türkmenbasy Turkmenistan 52.714 39.994 50
P4 Babolsar Iran 52.643 36.759 48
P5 Nowshahr Iran 51.492 36.705 56
P6 Anzali Iran 49.512 37.519 52
P7 Astara Iran 48.938 38.425 38
P8 Baku Azerbaijan 49.889 40.324 37
P9 Makhachkala Russia 47.584 42.997 41
P10 Olya Russia 48.136 45.269 30
The port of Baku is the capital of Azerbaijan and one of the largest cities in the Caucasus, this
aspect being reflected by the number of its inhabitants (Figure 1c), of almost 2.5 million, being followed
by the Makhachkala city with 0.6 million inhabitants and Atyrau with 0.24 million.
2.2. Wind Dataset
ERA-Interim Reanalysis Data
The ERA-Interim wind product has been considered for assessment, this being a project maintained
by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). This global model covers
the time interval from 1979 to the present, being defined by a temporal resolution of 6h per day
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(00-06-12-18 UTC). In the near future, this model may be replaced by the ERA5 product defined by
1h resolution and some others significant improvements [27,28]. For the present work, only the data
covering the 20-year time interval from January 1999 to December 2018 are used, considering a spatial
resolution of 0.125◦ × 0.125◦ (the highest one). The U and V components of the wind speed are reported
to a 10 m height above the sea level, and in this case, the wind speed is denoted as U10. Apart from
the assessment of the wind energy potential, another objective of the present work is to estimate the
performance of some offshore wind turbines, and therefore the U10 values need to be adjusted to the
hub height of a particular system. This is indicated as [29,30]:
Uturbine = U10
ln(zturbine) − ln(z10)
ln(z10) − ln(z0) (1)
where, Uturbine—wind speed at hub height, U10—initial wind speed (at 10 m), z0—roughness factor
(calm sea surface −0.0002 m), z10 and zturbine—reference heights.
2.3. Wind Turbines
Several offshore wind turbines are considered for evaluation, their characteristics being presented
in Table 2. The rated power of the generators is in the range of 3–8.8 MW, with the systems rated below
6 MW currently in operation, compared to the others that are the next generation turbines and are
being implemented at this moment. In general, the cut-in values are approximately 3–3.5 m/s. The
system, Adwen AD 5-135, has a lower rated speed value of 11.4 m/s, which means that this turbine
will reach his rated capacity quicker. Each turbine is defined by a particular hub height, some of them
being specifically indicated by the manufacturers, but in most of the cases these are mentioned as site
specific, being possible to develop in this way multiple scenarios. A minimum of 65 m corresponds to
the system Vestas V90-3.0 MW, while a maximum value of 140 m corresponds to Vestas V164-8.0 MW.













Vestas V90-3.0 3 3.5 15 25 90 65–105
Vestas V112-3.45 3.45 3 13 25 112 84
Siemens SWT-3.6-120 3.6 3.5 12 25 120 90
Siemens SWT-3.6-107 3.6 4 13.5 25 107 80 or site specific
Siemens SWT-4.0-130 4 5 12 25 130 89.5
Envision EN 136-4.2 4.2 3 10.5 25 136 80/90/110
Areva M5000-116 5 4 12.5 25 116 site specific
Adwen AD 5-135 5.05 3.5 11.4 30 135 site specific
Siemens SWT-6.0-154 6 4 13 25 154 site specific
Senvion 6.2M126 6.15 3.5 14 30 126 85/95
Siemens SG 7.0-154 7 3 13 25 154 site specific
Siemens SG 8.0-167 8 3 12 25 167 site specific
Vestas V164-8.0 8 4 13 25 164 105/140
Vestas V164-8.8 8.8 4 13 25 164 site specific
The annual electricity production (AEP) indicator is frequently used to quantify the electricity
output expected in a particular system. In the present work, the following expression was considered
for this indicator [32]:




where, AEP—in MWh, T—average hours per year (8760 hr/year), f (u)—Weibull probability density
function, P(u)—power curve of a turbine, cut-in and cut-out values of a turbine.
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One way to estimate the overall performances of a particular system is through the capacity factor





where: PE is the electric power expected to be generated and RP represents the rated power of
the system.
3. Results
3.1. Verification of the Reanalysis Data
The ERA-Interim data were obtained through numerical simulations and therefore the accuracy of
these data for this enclosed sea area need to be discussed. One way is to use the satellite measurements
provided by the AVISO (Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic Data)
project that include daily multi-mission measurements [33]. This dataset was defined by only one
measurement per day (U10 values), and for the current work the values corresponding to the interval
January 2010 and December 2017 were processed. Figure 2 presents a direct comparison between AVISO
and ERA-Interim data, including a quality check of the satellite measurements. A common problem
associated to the altimeter data, has been represented by the accuracy of these systems to measure the
marine resources at the land-water interface. As can be seen from Figure 1a, a maximum of 50.46%
corresponded to the site of Atyrau, compared to a minimum of 20.76% indicated for Baku, while a
constant distribution of 41% was noticed close to the sites Babolsar, Nowshahr and Anzali, respectively.
Figure 2. The comparisons between the AVISO measurements and the ERA–Interim reanalysis data
for the time interval 2010–2017. The results are structured in: (a) NaN corresponding to the AVISO
measurements; (b) 25 percentile; (c) 50 percentile; (d) 95 percentile.
In order to compare the two datasets, only the sites defined by much lower NaN (not a number)
occurrences were considered for evaluation, and for this work, the ones chosen did not exceed 30%
(indicated by dotted line). From the percentile analysis (25, 50 and 95), the ERA-Interim indicated higher
values than the satellite measurements, this aspect being valid only for the sites Aktau, Türkmenbasy
and Baku located in the eastern and southern sectors. The Aktau site was defined by more significant
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variations, and a difference of 0.9 m/s (25 percentile), 1.16 m/s (50 percentile) and 1.12 m/s (95 percentile)
was observed. A reverse pattern corresponded to the Makhachkala site (west coast–north of Baku),
where ERA-Interim slightly underestimated the wind resources, with a maximum difference of 1.62 m/s
for the 95 percentile.
3.2. Analysis of the Wind Speed
A first perspective of the wind distribution is presented in Figure 3, including the full
time distribution (denoted as the total time) and the four main seasons that include: spring
(March-April-May), summer (June-July-August), autumn (September-October-November) and winter
(December-January-February). Regardless the period taken into account, it is clear that the northern
part of the Caspian Sea is defined by more important wind resources. For the total time, a maximum
value of 8.5 m/s was noticed in the southern regions of Olya site (north-west), and on an axis that
crosses the northern area of this basin. The values significantly decreased towards the centre of this
target area, the eastern part being defined by more important resources that can reach 6 m/s. The areas
located in the centre-west and south seem to be defined by hot-spot regions where the wind conditions
frequently indicated values of approximately 2 m/s, which meant that they are not very attractive for a
wind project.
Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the U80 parameter (average values) considering the 20-year time
interval (January 1999 to December 2018) of ERA-Interim data.
During the springtime, the spatial distribution was similar to the total time, where the maximum
values can increase to 8 m/s. As for the summer season, moderate conditions were noticed and the
hot-spot area located near the Olya site was identified, where the wind speed reached a maximum
value of 7.3 m/s. For the rest of the regions, the conditions decreased below 6 m/s, with a significant
percentage of the southern part did not exceed 4 m/s. During autumn and winter, the wind strength
significantly increased, and more frequent wind speeds of 9 m/s were observed.
Figure 4 presents a slightly better representation of the seasonal variations, where the average
values corresponding to each season are reported to the total time distribution. Various patterns were
noticed. During spring, in the north, wind conditions increased approximately 10% and a decrease
of the resources to almost 20% was observed close to the Absheron Peninsula (Baku site). During
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summer, the entire region indicated a decrease of the values to almost 30%. There is a hot spot close to
the Babolsar site (south-east) where the wind speed may increase to 30%. During autumn, a wind farm
located close to the Absheron Peninsula may have indicated better performances with an expected
increase of the wind speed to almost 20%. The northern and centre regions indicated, in general, a
slight increase of the values that may reach a maximum of 10%. During winter, the wind conditions
presented a constant increase in intensity (≈15%), and in some sites, the balance was close to zero.
In this case, the eastern area of Babolsar indicated a 15% decrease of the values.
Figure 4. The spatial differences (in %) between the total time data and the four main seasons. The
results are reported for the U80 parameter (average values) considering the 20-year time interval of
ERA-Interim data, where: (a) spring; (b) summer; (c) autumn and (d) winter.
In Figure 5a, the evolution of the U80 parameter is presented for the reference sites indicated in
Table 1. The average values (dotted line) reported to all the sites were approximately 5.2 m/s, and above
this threshold, this study found: Atyrau (7.12 m/s), Olya (6.96 m/s), Aktau (6.68 m/s), Turkmenbasy
(6.36 m/s) and Baku (5.87 m/s). A minimum wind speed value of 3.12 m/s corresponded to the site
Anzali (south-west).
 
Figure 5. The distribution of the U80 parameter (average values) per reference sites considering the
20-year time interval of ERA-Interim data, where: (a) U80 values reported by the sites located at 5 km
nearshore; (b) differences (in %) between the sites located at 5 km and the ones located at 25 km and 50
km, respectively.
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The variation of the wind speed between various distances from the shoreline (5 km-25 km-50 km)
is presented in Figure 5b. In general, the sites defined by important wind resources have not indicated
important variations, this being the case of Atyrau, Baku or Olya. This suggests that a wind project
located close to the shoreline will be a suitable solution. For the Turkmenbasy site, it was observed that
the wind speed at 50 km offshore was lower than the one at 25 km, the differences being approximately
2.61%. It is clear that, in general, the wind speed increased heading towards offshore, this being the
situation of Babolsar (25 km—6.2%; 50 km—11.62%), Anzali (10.1%; 24.79%) or Makhachkala (14.27%;
27.67%). In this case, the site Makhachkala (50 km) with 6.1 m/s exceeded the value of 6 m/s, which
corresponded to the Baku site.
Figure 6 presents the monthly evolution of the U80 parameter taking into account all the available
wind data. As expected, the northern part was dominated by more important conditions for the entire
time interval considered., In July, it was observed that some wind energy hot-spots close to Olya
site (in the south) or nearby Balbosar (in the north), reached a maximum value of 7 m/s. During the
interval January–April, the consistency of the wind resources was more present in the entire northern
region, with wind speed values observed at 9 m/s. In general, the sites located close to Olya (in the
south) constantly indicated a higher wind resource, which makes them suitable candidates for the
development of a wind project, if there is any energy demand in this region.
Figure 6. Monthly distribution of the U80 parameter (average values) reported by the ERA-Interim
wind data for the 20-year time interval from January 1999 to December 2018.
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3.3. Evaluation of the Wind Turbines
The downtime interval represents the inactivity period, during which the turbine will be shut
down since the wind conditions are not suitable for the electricity production. In Figure 7, some case
studies are presented. As the wind distribution located below the cut-in value and a dotted line that
marks a distance of 50 km from the shore, a wind project can be usually implemented. In the case
of the value 3 m/s, a minimum of 20% may be expected for the northern region, this value gradually
increasing to 50% for the sites located in the central part of the target area, while a maximum of 70%
may be expected in some isolated regions from the west and south. Small differences were noticed
between the values 3 m/s and 3.5 m/s, the more notable values corresponded to the 5 m/s scenario (close
to 90%). This indicates that a system as Siemens SWT-4.0 is not a suitable option for this enclosed basin.
Figure 7. The downtime interval (%) corresponding to different cut-in values, where: (a) 3 m/s;
(b) 3.5 m/s; (c) 4 m/s; (d) 5 m/s. The dotted line is located at approximately 50 km from the shoreline.
A top five downtime is presented in Table 3, taking into account as a reference the 3 m/s value.
The lowest values were accounted by the same sites that include Atyrau, Olya, Aktau, Türkmenbasy
and Makhachkala, regardless of the distance to the shore considered for evaluation. For the 5 km limit,
a minimum of 20.76% was expected close to Atyrau and a maximum of 36.01% near Makhachkala.
The same pattern was repeated for the 25 km, with a minimum of 20.31%, while in the case of 50 km,
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there was a change of places between the fourth and fifth positions, for which a maximum of 34.4%
was noticed.
Table 3. The top five downtimes sorted in an ascending order (corresponding to a 3 m/s cut-in value).




























Through the rated capacity, the percentage of time during which a particular turbine will operate
at a full capacity can be identified. This is done by taking into account the wind speed located between
the rated wind speed and the cut-out values. More details are presented in Figure 8. Only one spatial
map was represented, since the colour distribution remained the same, and only the scale of the map
was represented for different wind speed values. As expected, the values significantly decreased from
10.5 m/s to 15 m/s, It was observed that the energy hot spot located close to the Olya site did not exceed
the 50 km limit (dotted line), where the best results were reported. The maximum values, oscillated
between 15% and 30%, depending on the considered rated speed. This distribution closely followed
the evolution of the wind speed with better results expected in north. In the southern region, it is
possible that the considered wind turbines from Table 2 reported a negative performance (0%).
Figure 8. The rated capacity (%) reported for different rated wind speeds.
A more concise evaluation of the rated capacity is presented in Table 4, with the rated speed
of 13 m/s as a reference. From the selected sites, Olya presented the best performances that varied
between 14.7% (5 km) to 17.81% (50 km), compared to a minimum value of 3.96% (50 km) reported by
Türkmenbasy, that was included in this classification.
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Table 4. The top five rated capacities sorted in a descending order (reported to a 13 m/s rated speed).




























As a next step, the annual electricity production (AEP) was assessed by considering two reference
sites, namely Atyrau and Baku. The selection of the Baku site was made by taking into account the
interest for development of an offshore project in this region, the large population that lives in this
region, and that it has some wind resources considering the results presented in Figure 5a. Figure 9 is
focused on this evaluation which includes all the selected wind turbines. In the case of the systems
where the hub height was indicated as site specific, different values were considered for assessment.
 
Figure 9. Annual electricity production (GWh) reported for the full time distribution, considering the
sites: (a) Atyrau; (b) Baku. The points are located at a distance of 5 km from the shoreline.
It is clear that the site Atyrau (5 km from shore) indicated better performances than Baku (5 km
from shore), regardless of the selected wind turbine, the lower and higher values being highlighted as a
reference to the individual hub heights. As expected, the electricity production was related to the rated
capacity and at the bottom, the systems rated below 4 MW were found. In addition, it is important
to mention that the system, Siemens SG 8.0 MW, presented better results than the other two Vestas
systems rated at 8 MW and 8.8 MW, making it a suitable candidate for this region. For the Atyrau
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site, the authors expected a maximum value of 5.85 GWH in the case of Vestas V90-3.0 MW. These
systems operate at a hub height of 65 m, while a maximum of 27.761 GWh is indicated by the Siemens
SG 8.0 MW, if the rotor of this system works at a height of 140 m. In the case of the Baku site, a similar
pattern was noticed, with the values oscillating between 3.94 GWh and 19.29 GWh. Also, it seems that
some wind turbines presented lower performances compared to others, although they were defined by
a higher rated capacity. This was the case of Vestas V112-3.45 MW compared to Siemens SWT-3.6-107,
or for the generator, Adwen AD5-135, compared to Siemens SWT-6.0-154 and Senvion 6.2M126.
A similar analysis was performed in Figure 10, taking into account the capacity factor index.
According to these values, Envision 4.2 MW stood out with more important values, being followed
by Adwen AD5-135 and Siemens SG 8.0 MW. Regarding the Atyrau site, by observing the 80 m hub
height, the values in the range of 27.13–44.86%, which were specific to some turbines rated at 3.6 MW
and 4.2 MW, respectively, were noticed. Compared to these, the turbine rated at 8.8 MW indicated a
value of approximately 29.16%. This is close to the lower value and similar to the one reported by
Siemens SWT-6.0-154. In the case of the turbines, where the hub height was indicated as site specific,
the authors obtained the following differences from 65 m to 140 m: Areva Multibrid M5000—4.07%;
Adwen AD 5-135—4.23%; Siemens SWT-6.0-154—3.93%; Siemens Gamesa 7 MW—3.82% or Vestas
V164-8.8 MW—3.93%. For the Baku site, lower values were expected from the turbines Vestas V90-3.0,
Siemens SWT-3.6-107 and Senvion 6.2M126, while the turbine Envision 4.2MW seemed to be a suitable
solution for this site. The turbines rated above 4.2 MW exceeded, in general, by 20%, and reached a
maximum of 33.07% in the case of Envison 4.2 MW (110 m height), this turbine exceeded, in general,
by 30%.
 
Figure 10. The capacity factor (%) reported for the full time distribution, considering the sites: (a) Atyrau;
(b) Baku. The points are located at a distance of 5 km from the shoreline.
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4. Discussions and Conclusions
One objective of the present work is to identify some suitable areas for the development of a
wind project. From the literature review, it seems that the offshore sites that exceeded an average
wind speed of 6 m/s (reported at 10 m height) are recommended [34]. Figure 11 presents this analysis,
where the total time interval can be noticed, with the more promising areas being located in the
northern sector. As expected, the region located south of the Olya site concentrated most of the wind
energy. Some acceptable areas were noticed heading towards the north-east. During the winter time
(December-January-February), the suitable areas were significantly extended, reaching the northern
and eastern coast of the Caspian Sea. During this season, some promising results are expected from
the sites located in the central part of this sea, more precisely, close to the Aktau site (east). Per total,
according to this criterion (U10 < 6 m/s), a significant part of the Caspian Sea is not suitable for the
development of an offshore wind project, this being also the case of the Baku location, where some
offshore wind farms may occur in the near future.
Figure 11. The suitability map for wind power with an average wind speed of 6 m/s as a reference. The
results are indicated for: (a) full time distribution; (b) winter time.
Until now, the performances of the wind turbines were discussed in terms of their rated power.
Another important parameter that needs to be taken into account is the turbine diameter, and this
analysis is provided in Figure 12. The wind turbines presented in Table 2 were grouped in three main
categories (small-medium-large), and the results were presented only for the sites Atyrau and Baku.
These results showed a similar distribution for both sites, with the Atyrau site presenting slightly
higher values.
From the analysis of the wind turbines included in the first category (small), the system, Envision
EN 136-4.2 (hub height 80-90-110 m), seems to be more suitable for this location compared to Siemens
SWT-4.0-130 that has a comparable rated capacity and operates at a height of 89.5 m. As for the second
group (medium), significant results were noticed between Areva M500-116 and Siemens SWT-6.0-154,
although similar hub heights were taken into account. From the systems rated above 7 MW, the better
performances were expected from the Siemens SG 8.0-167, compared to Vestas V164-8.0 and Siemens
SG 7.0-154, which were defined by a much lower rated capacity.
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Figure 12. The classification of the wind turbines selected for the sites Atyrau and Baku, taking into
account the power output per swept area. The results are grouped as follows: (a,b) small (3–4.2 MW);
(c,d) medium (5–6.2 MW); (e,f) large (7–8.8 MW).
In the present work, a more complete description of the wind conditions corresponding to the
Caspian Sea was provided by considering spatial maps and specific sites located near the major harbour
cities of this region. According to the bathymetric data, significantly lower water depths are noticed
in the northern part of this region. This means that they are suitable for the development of mono
pile wind projects, taking into account that this solution can be used for water depths of 50 m [35].
For the rest of the regions, a floating wind farm has been indicated [36]. According to the wind data
coming from the ERA-Interim project, the northern part of this sea was also defined by important
wind resources, that seemed to be very suitable for a wind project. For this region, an average wind
speed of 8–8.5 m/s (at 80 m height) were noticed, with a significant increase in the wind power which
corresponded to autumn and winter. This environment was defined by important seasonal variations,
which can reach a maximum of 40% in the southeast (in summer) or an increase with 15% of the wind
speed for the entire basin (in winter).
When discussing the viability of an offshore wind project, an important issue to take into account
are the financial aspects, especially in the case of the Caspian Sea. A common way to do this is to












where: CAPEX—represents Capital Expenditure; OPEXt—Operational expenditures reported for year
t; AEPt—Annual Energy Production corresponding to year t; r—the discount rate; η—lifetime of the
project; t—year from the start of project.
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Considering the methodology presented in Rusu and Onea [24], the following set-up was used:
(a) Discount rate = 10%; (b) inflation = 2%; (c) ageing of the turbines = 1.6%; (d) CAPEX cost = 4500
USD/kW; (e) OPEX = 0.048 USD/kW; (f) project lifetime = 20 years (1999–2018). For simplicity, the hub
height of the turbines was fixed to 80 m height and all the reference sites located at 5 km were taken
into account. However from the results presented in Figure 2a, it is possible that some of them need to
be defined by a lower quality of the wind data.
Figure 13 presents such an analysis, where a similar spatial pattern of the LCOE is indicated
by the three groups of wind turbines. The better results corresponded to the sites Atyrau, Aktau,
Turkmenbasy, Baku and Olya, where the values gradually decreased below 0.5 USD/kWh. A maximum
LCOE value of 10 USD/kWh was reported by the site Anzali, this value gradually decreasing to
4.5 USD/kWh and 3 USD/kWh for turbines defined by higher rated capacity. Taking into account that
the target of the European Union for the year 2025 is to obtain an LCOE of 0.11 USD/kWh [24], this
study can conclude that the sites that exceed at this moment 0.5 USD/kWh cannot be taken into account
for an offshore project. In Figure 13 (subplots b1 and c1), the turbines rated between 7 and 8.8 MW
indicate better performances, reporting in some cases LCOE values below 0.25 USD/kWh. There is
room for improvement and better performances can be obtained.
 
Figure 13. LCOE assessment considering the reference sites located at 5 km from the shore. The
results were grouped in small, medium and large systems (a–c) including a detailed view of the values
reported by the sites Atyrau, Aktau and Turkmenbasy (a1–c1). All the turbines were evaluated for an
80 m hub height.
The best sites to develop wind projects are close to Atyrau (north) and Olya (northwest), with
the mention that the spatial maps indicate a hot-spot south of Olya (close to 44◦ latitude north) that
presents more important wind resources. At this moment, there are plans to develop offshore wind
projects in the vicinity of the Baku region (Absheron peninsula). By looking at the wind map, it can be
noticed that this region is located in an area with moderate wind resources, where the wind speed
conditions do not increase heading towards the offshore region. This means that a wind project located
close to the shore will be preferable as the energy output will not significantly increase. Also to be
considered is the development of a project along the shoreline in order to avoid the problems associated
with marine areas, such as weather windows [37].
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As in most of the regions located in the northern hemisphere, the wintertime presents more
energetic wind resources [38,39], this being also the case for the Caspian Sea. During December,
January and February, the entire northern area has been defined by important wind resources, which
constantly indicated average wind speed values of 8.5–9 m/s. During the summer time, the areas
suitable for a renewable project are significantly reduced, being possible to register a maximum of
7 m/s only in the southern part of Olya site.
As for the wind turbine performances, different generators were considered for assessment using
as a reference the sites of Atyrau and Baku. The annual electricity production is directly related to the
rated capacity of the turbines, but even so, an 8 MW system will perform much better than an 8.8 MW
generator. By considering different hub heights, the electricity output for different configurations was
established, being reported a maximum production of 27.61 GWh and 19.29 GWh for the Atyrau and
Baku site, respectively. To obtain a higher capacity factor, probably a system rated at 4.2 MW or 5 MW
will be more indicated, having reported values close to 50% for the Atyrau sites, and between 25% and
33% for the Baku location.
Finally, the Caspian Sea is an important area in terms of energy resources, being well known
for the hydrocarbon extractions [40]. Nevertheless, there is interest for natural resources, and the
development of a wind farm which will represent one-step forward for the development of a renewable
portfolio, as it can be designed according to the electricity demand of the coastal communities from
this region.
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Nomenclature
T Avera–year (8760 hr/year)
r discount rate
U10 wind speed reported for a 10 m height above sea level
P(u) power curve of a wind turbine
PE electric power expected to be generated
RP rated power of the system
OPEXt Operational expenditures reported for year t
CAPEX Capital Expenditure
LCOE Levelized Cost of Energy
AEP Annual Electricity Production
NaN Not A Number
f (u) Weibull probability density function
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
Cf Capacity factor
AVISO Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic Data
z10; z80 reference heights
z0 roughness of the sea surface
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Abstract: The present article presents results of a laboratory study on the assessment of erosion
patterns around a hydrodynamic transparent offshore foundation exposed to combined waves and
currents. The model tests were conducted under irregular, long-crested waves in a scale of 1:30 in
a wave-current basin. A terrestrial 3D laser scanner was used to acquire data of the sediment surface
around the foundation structure. Tests have been conducted systematically varying from wave- to
current-dominated conditions. Different volume analyzing methods are introduced, which can be
related for any offshore or coastal structure to disclose physical processes in complex erosion patterns.
Empirical formulations are proposed for the quantification of spatially eroded sediment volumes and
scour depths in the near-field and vicinity of the structure. Findings from the present study agree
well with in-situ data stemming from the field. Contrasting spatial erosion development between
experimental and in-situ data determines a stable maximum of erosion intensity at a distance of
1.25 A, 1.25 times the structure’s footprint A, as well as a global scour extent of 2.1–2.7 A within the
present study and about 2.7–2.8 A from the field. By this means, a structure-induced environmental
footprint as a measure for erosion of sediment affecting marine habitat is quantified.
Keywords: offshore wind farm; jacket; scour; wave-current interaction; spatial resolution; erosion
patterns; sediment transport; laboratory tests
1. Introduction
To meet the rising demand for renewable energy, the expansion of offshore wind energy converters
(OWECs) in coastal waters is progressing steadily. Due to continuing technological development,
upcoming offshore wind parks will not only utilize larger turbines with a capacity of 10 MW and
beyond [1], but also create opportunities to open new available space in larger water depths. As the
average water depth increases in projected wind parks globally, different construction types are adopted
that are more complex and have a larger footprint than commonly used monopiles. However, the
installation and operation of those structures, especially if several are closely aligned next to each
other, may lead to impacts on the formerly unaffected marine environment in the near- but also in the
far-field. Potential impacts [2–4] include large scale morphological changes and entrainment of large
quantities of sediment in the water body due to interaction of the structure with ocean currents and
waves [5–7]. Of course, the scouring processes might also affect the sustainability of the structure itself
over time. Unfortunately, only a limited understanding of environmental impacts and the impairment
of the structure’s stability over its lifetime due to scouring processes around complex foundation
structures exist. This is why for some structures that are affected by scouring, e.g., gravity-based
foundations (GBF), the installation of a scour protection system became mandatory. The protection
of those structures against the degradation due to scour is often designed following a conservative,
and thus, inefficient approach that is based on monopiles. Yet, this evident mismatch may also lead to
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incorrect prediction of scour depths and unreliable design of scour protection (see Rudolph et al. [8]).
This in turn might also impose an effect of superimposing global scouring processes, that possibly
contribute to the subsidence of the seabed, in particular around complex structures see, e.g., Rudolph
et al. [8] and Baelus et al. [9]. While the equilibrium scour depth around monopile foundations has
been investigated and published extensively over the last decades, limited understanding exists for
jacket-type foundations, see [8–11]. Even though the bed topography was measured, these studies
were more focused on the local scour development for specific conditions rather than on the spatial
scour development on a global extent. A literature study on model tests and field studies related to
jacket-type foundations can be found in Welzel et al. [12].
Research conducted for groups of circular cylinders represents the basis of knowledge to
understand the initiation and development of local and global scour around a hydrodynamic transparent
structure like a jacket. For groups of circular cylinders, several studies outlined a dependency between
the distance of piles (gap ratio) and the local as well as global scour development [13–15]. Furthermore,
it is reported that hydrodynamic interactions between individual circular piles are small if the distance
between them exceeds six times the piles’ diameter (see e.g. [16–18]). Bolle et al. [10] transferred this
knowledge to jacket structures, arguing that the distance was clearly above 6 D in their study and
thus global scour does not have to be considered. To gain insights into potential effects of global
scouring processes on the marine environment and the structures’ stability, spatial seabed changes in
the vicinity of the structure need to be measured. Although different measurement techniques and
analysis methods were already applied in previous studies, they are rarely used to provide information
beyond the calculation of volumes of displaced sediment. Porter [19] used a photogrammetric-based
measurement system to analyze the scour hole, depth and shape in tidal currents around a monopile.
Margheritini et al. [20] conducted physical model tests for the scour development around monopile
foundations in unidirectional and tidal currents. They analyzed the scour volume by means of a laser
probe bottom profiler. Stahlmann and Schlurmann [21] conducted small scale, 1:40, as well as large
scale, 1:12, physical model tests for a tripod foundation in regular and irregular wave conditions
and evaluated the scour development by using either a laser distance bottom profiler (for 1:40) or
a multi-beam echo sounder (for 1:12). Hartvig et al. [22] investigated the scour and backfilling processes
around a monopile foundation due to steady currents and combined wave-current load. A laser probe
bottom profiler was used to obtain bed topography measurements for several time steps. Insights
about scour processes and results on scour depth, scour volume and a scour shape factor are derived as
a function of time and space. As the spatial investigation of erosion volumes around offshore structures
so far has attracted little research interest (also for technical reasons of measurement instruments), few
studies exist which may provide a systematic analysis. Studies of Margheritini et al. [20] and Hartvig
et al. [22] systematically analyzed erosion processes and introduced a dimensionless erosion volume
(normalized with a structural volume). Nevertheless, the lack of a spatial reference (e.g., the related
interrogation area of the erosion volume) to the information of eroded sediment volume seems to be
an important point missing for a further normalization.
However, several aspects regarding scouring processes around complex offshore structures remain
(so far) disregarded and demand a more systematic investigation of erosion patterns. Consequently,
the objective of the present paper addresses a systematic volume-based analysis of erosion processes to
evaluate the degree and extent of the local and global scour development around a jacket structure. This
enables the sediment redistribution footprint of the offshore structure to be deduced in the transition
between the near- and the far-field. Therefore, hydraulic model tests have been carried out in the
wave and current basin of the Ludwig-Franzius-Institute to conduct a systematic study of erosion
processes around a jacket-type offshore foundation under waves, combined waves and current as
well as steady current conditions. Different volume-analyzing concepts and calculation methods are
introduced, which can be adapted, generally, for any offshore structure or coastal structure to reveal
physical processes in complex erosion patterns.
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The objectives of this paper are:
(1) The systematic study of global scour patterns in combined waves and current conditions around
a jacket foundation.
(2) Gaining further insights into the spatial scouring process around jacket structures with detailed
3D laser scan measurements.
(3) The introduction and application of a novel method to analyze volume-based erosion processes
with a spatial reference.
(4) The improvement of prediction methods to account for local and global erosion volumes/scour
depths and the extent of global and local scour around jacket type offshore structures.
(5) The quantification of eroded sediment volume, and the determination of areas, which exhibit an
increased erosion rate, and therefore, have an impact on the natural dynamics of the ocean floor.
It should be noted that the present physical model tests were part of a fundamental study
previously described in [12]. While Welzel et al. [12] focused on local scour depths, measured for
a wide range of wave, wave-current and steady current conditions, the present study concentrates on
the volume-based assessment of spatial erosion processes in the near-field and vicinity of the structure.
2. Experimental Setup
The physical model tests have been conducted using a jacket-type model in the 3D wave and
current basin of the Ludwig-Franzius-Institute, Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany. The wave
basin has a maximum water depth of 1 m, a total length of 40 m and a width of 24 m (see Figure 1).
Passive wave absorbers are installed at three sides of the wave basin, resulting in an effective usable
length of 30 to 15 m (see Figure 1). An integrated active wave absorption system further reduces
reflections. The snake type wave machine consists of 72 wave paddles, allowing generation of regular
and irregular waves at angles of 45◦ between 135◦ degrees. For the present study a perpendicular
wave direction was set to 90◦ to the current coming from 0◦ (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Sketch of the wave basin, plan view including the test setup, unidirectional current is coming
from left to right with 0◦, waves are propagating perpendicular in 90◦.
This superposition angle was chosen to enable a better comparability to other studies as well
as to investigate the influence of waves approaching perpendicular to a current on the global scour
development. As shown in Figure 2b, the water depth of 0.67 m, representing a water level of 20 m in
prototype scale according to the model scale of 1:30, was kept constant during the study. The sediment
pit is located in the center of the basin, providing an additional depth of 1.2 m, a length of 8 m and
a width of 6.6 m. A sediment trap with a length of 1.5 m at the downstream side of the pit was installed
to prevent large amounts of sediment from being transported as bed load into the pump sump. A jacket
structure was assembled to physically mimic a generic structure of a jacket-type foundation without
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considering the influence of post piles or mud-mats. The physical model was constructed using 3D
printed parts, which were glued together, sanded down and painted with filler and lacquer in multiple
layers to achieve a smooth coating of the surface. The jacket structure has been built in a quadratic cross
section consisting of four main piles with a diameter of 4 cm each and with a distance of 0.55 m between
them. The piles below the lowest nodes were made out of aluminum and were connected to the bottom
of the wave basin. The model was installed in the middle of the sediment pit. As the jacket structure
was not rotated during the laboratory experiments, only one orientation of the model with respect to
the current and wave direction was investigated in the present study. The model was installed and
constructed in a way that the lowest node of the structure was positioned in a distance of one pile
diameter D (with D = 4 cm) above the sediment bed, as shown in Figure 2. Consequently, a substantial
influence of the jacket structure on the flow and thus on the sediment bed was intended. The sediment
pit was filled with sand with a median diameter of d50 = 0.19 mm. To achieve a good compaction,
without entrapped air, the sand was installed in wet condition and levelled with aluminum bars.
Two Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs, Vectrino+, Nortek AS, Rud, Norway) measured wave
and current induced flow velocities. One was placed 2.5 m upstream (in current direction) from the
model (ADV2), and the other one (ADV1) was positioned in line with the wave gauge array.
Both ADVs were installed in a distance of 2.5 D (10 cm) over the sediment surface, vertically
(looking down). Additional preliminary tests were carried out to measure the undisturbed current
velocity Uc. Furthermore, vertical velocity profiles of horizontal flow components were measured at the
location of ADV2 to calculate the undisturbed and depth-averaged current velocity U. The undisturbed
orbital velocity U was measured during previously conducted tests with ADV1 at a distance of 10 cm
above the sand level. A terrestrial 3D laser scanner (Focus 3D, FARO, Lake Mary, FL, USA) was used
to measure the surface elevation around the model. The FARO Focus 3D laser scanner offers the
advantage of high-resolution measurements of up to 70 million data points per scan. In comparison to
photogrammetric [20], echo sounder based measurement techniques [23] as well as measurements
with laser probe bottom profiler [22], the 3D laser scanning method provides higher resolution and
therefore a better accuracy to measure the scour patterns around the structure. The high accuracy of
up to ±1 mm is especially important for volume analyzes around small/thin objects (e.g., the present
structure with diameters D = 4 cm).
Figure 2. Schematic view of the jacket model (a) plan view on the model, including dimensions, the
mounted echo sounding transducer, the reference structure footprint a1 and the increasing interrogation
area ai to compute the erosion volume (b) side view of the model with dimensions, angles and water
level, D = 4 cm.
As mentioned previously, the present tests were part of a larger investigation, in which the
time dependent development of the scour around the jacket at different locations was measured and
analyzed (cp. [12]). For this, measurements were carried out by means of echo sounding transducers
with a diameter of ~1cm around pile 1 and pile 3 as well as in between the piles. These echo sounders
are additionally illustrated in Figure 2. For more detailed information about the experimental setup
and procedure refer to Welzel et al. [12].
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Experimental Procedure and Test Conditions
Before each test, the sediment bed was smoothed under wet conditions (water depth kept at the
level of sediment bed) by making use of aluminum bars. Subsequently the wave basin was carefully
filled overnight. No general starvation of the bed (general seabed lowering) has been observed in
the present study. Therefore, the measured erosion patterns can be attributed to the presence of the
structure. JONSWAP wave spectra were generated until a maximum amount of 6500 waves (or 7 h
for test 5) were reached in one test. Studies related on scour around OWECs in combined waves and
current exhibit test durations in ranges of 1 to 3 hours (see, e.g., [11,24–26]). Some of those studies
did not reach an equilibrium stage of the related scour depth. Therefore, a maximum amount of 6500
waves was chosen in the present study (test durations of 3.7 between 8.3 hours) to ensure the erosion
process to reach its equilibrium stage. The test procedure can be summarized as follows:
(1) Smoothing the sand level and carefully filling the basin to avoid disturbances of the adjusted
sand level.
(2) Running the desired test until the scour process has attained an (almost) equilibrium stage.
(3) Emptying the wave basin and carefully draining the sand pit to avoid further influence on the
scour pattern.
(4) 3D scans of the global sediment surface around the structure.
The maximum value of the undisturbed orbital velocity Um (see Equation (1)) is calculated with
Urms, the root-mean-square value (RMS) of the orbital velocity U at the bottom in the direction of the
waves defined as Urms2 =
∫ ∞
0 S( f )d f , with S( f ) = power spectrum of U which corresponds to the
wave component, with f = frequency. As investigated in [27], the Keulegan-Carpenter number is
defined as KC = UmTp/D, in which Tp = peak wave period and D = pile diameter. The parameter
Ucw (see Equation (2)) represents a wave current velocity ratio introduced by Sumer and Fredsøe [27]








The Shields parameter, which is based on the current velocity Uc and the orbital velocity Um, was
determined by the approach of Soulsby [28]. The test program consisted of a wave only test, three
tests in which different wave and current loads were combined, and a final test with current-only
conditions. Current velocities and wave parameters were selected to cover a wide range of Ucw and
KC numbers. A critical Shields parameter of θcr = 0.049 was calculated for the sediment of the present
study. Considering the Shields parameters given in Table 1, all tests have thus been conducted under
live bed conditions.












































1 0.165 4.5 20.8 - - 23.4 0.00 0.080 −0.49 −0.49
2 0.165 4.5 20.8 11.4 10.1 23.4 0.33 0.085 −14.14 −10.62
3 0.158 3.4 17.5 24.3 22.5 14.9 0.56 0.087 −27.26 −18.50
4 0.147 2.0 13.3 41.7 38.8 6.7 0.75 0.123 −43.61 −23.82
5 - - - 41.7 38.8 - 1.00 0.084 −55.52 −27.19
* Test 1–5 are related (in the same order) to test 3, 10, 8, 6 and 13 in Welzel et al. [12].
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3. Calculation of Erosion Volumes
The determination of dimensionless erosion volumes analyzed over increasing interrogation areas
(ai), enables the spatial assessment of eroded sediment quantities (eroded sediment per surface area)
around offshore structures. To enable an improved analysis of erosion processes, in particular of the
related erosion patterns, only erosion volumes of sediment are considered within each interrogation
area without the additional influence of deposited sediment volume as the deposited sediment
patterns would affect the analysis of the considered erosion. Different techniques for the analysis of
these volumes are introduced in the following. The application of those techniques is not limited to
jacket-type structures as used in this study but can also be adapted for other complex structures to
reveal physical processes behind complex erosion patterns. To avoid optically shadowed interrogation
areas in close proximity of the structure, scans were taken from three different angles and subsequently
merged into a single 3D point cloud, providing a high-resolution bed topography in a point density
of 100 data points per cm2 in the carefully drained wave basin around and beneath the structure.
No changes in the sediment bed have been observed while slowly draining the sediment pit. To ensure
the same spatial reference for every laser scan taken, 6 reference spheres were set in preparation of
every measurement. Each merged measurement was pre-processed to reduce the number of outliers
as well as to cut unnecessary data points. The pre-processed point cloud data were exported and
further processed with MATLAB®. The irregular spaced point cloud data were interpolated by a cubic
Delaunay triangulation to calculate the Z value of each data point and converted into a regular 3D
mesh grid in a 2 mm resolution. Similar as proposed by Vosselman [29] a slope-based filtering method
was implemented to reduce remaining outliers. The x- and y- coordinate system was centered to the
middle of the structure. Erosion volumes Verosion(ai) located in a considered interrogation area ai, were
calculated by subtracting the digital elevation model (DEM) from the reference level at the beginning
of a test. As stated by Raudkivi and Ettema [30] for the case of monopiles, the extent and shape of
a scour hole is related to the pile diameter, but can also be expressed by a dimensionless volume (see
Margheritini et al. [20], Hartvig et al. [22]). Accordingly, the dimensionless eroded volume within





in which n is the number of piles, ai a rectangular area (see Figure 3) and D the pile diameter. The
investigated erosion patterns are a result of the complex flow and scouring mechanism, which are
briefly described in Section 4.1. In the present study the global erosion volume is related with the four
main piles of the jacket (n = 4) for global erosion calculations and n = 1 for local erosion analyses in
the near-field of an individual single pile.
In contrast to the erosion volume VD,i, the cumulative erosion volume VA,i represents a volume
which is related to a normalized ratio of the area ai/a1, with a1 being the area of the structure’s footprint.
By considering monotonously increasing areas around the structure, the development of the erosion
volume with increasing distance from the center of the structure can be evaluated. This approach
enables both an insight into the spatial extent and a quantitative measure how the erosion process
translates from local to global patterns. By this means also the distance to which the structure has






VA,i and VI,i both provide a quantity of an erosion volume in reference to a specific area (see
Figure 3). The incremental erosion volume VI,i is representing the net gradient volume (VD,i −VD,i−1)
related to a corresponding ratio of areas ai/a1 − ai−1/a1. In addition to VA,i, the incremental erosion
volume VI,i provides information on the variation of erosion volumes between two individual areas
ai and ai−1. Thereby, it is possible to assess and analyse the volumetric change of sediment with the
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erosion intensity as eroded volume per area with an increasing distance from the center of the structure.
The incremental erosion volume is given by:
VI,i =
VD,i −VD,i−1
ai/a1 − ai−1/a1 (5)
The incremental erosion volume VI,i and the incremental erosion depth DV,i are representing
both a net gradient volume, relating to an area between two adjacent interrogation areas ai and ai−1.
The incremental erosion volume VI,i Equation (5) is directly related to Equations (3) and (4) and
represents an erosion volume in relation to an area. On the other hand, the incremental parameter
DV,i depicts an erosion depth for an interrogation area, calculated by normalisation with the pile
diameter. This enables a comparison between scour depths and bathymetric surface data as well as a







Figure 3. Schematic sketch of increasing rectangular interrogation areas ai around the present model,
(a) illustrated exemplarily for an area ai = a2, related to Equation (4) (a2 = 1.1 × 1.1 m, shaded area);
(b) as well as increasing incremental areas, related to Equation (5). Interrogation areas ai are centered to
the structure, starting at a0.5 up to a5.
4. Results
4.1. Changes in Bed Topography
It is reasonable to assume from current understanding of scouring and scour extent, that the near
bed flow acceleration around a jacket structure is focused along the individual piles. This in turn leads
to a mobilization and transport of the sediment bed. Furthermore, it can be assumed that structural
elements as braces which are close to the seabed are generally causing additional vortex shedding and
streamline contraction, also leading to a potential increase of bed shear stresses, and thus, sediment
mobilization. The interaction of structural elements, flow and sediment bed is particularly pronounced
if the structural elements are located close to the seabed, as shown in Welzel et al. [31]. To visualize
the impact of the structure on the spatial erosion and deposition of sediment, Figure 4 presents an
exemplary photo of the model setup and the final scour pattern after test 4 (additional photos of tests
2–5 are provided and described in Welzel et al. [12]).
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Figure 4. Exemplary photo of the model setup and scour pattern after test 4; the dashed line illustrates
the extent of the global scour, current is coming from left to right with 0◦, waves are propagating
perpendicular in 90◦.
In the following, the measured bed topography of tests 1–5 are described and graphically
illustrated. Figure 5 is divided in to two color representations, color-coding on the left is optimized to
differentiate between global (green) and local erosion (blue) as well as deposition (red). Whereas the
colorbar on the right side is optimized regarding different elevations, using an HSV colourmap with
an additional computed light source. Distances along the x and y axis are given as a dimensionless
value times the structure footprint spacing (see Figure 5), defined in the following as A (A = x or y
distance/structure footprint reference distance; e.g., 0.5 A = 0.275 m/0.55 m). Test 1 was conducted
under wave only conditions (Ucw = 0), with waves approaching from 90◦. For this condition, an
overall deposition of sediment around and beneath the structure was observed (Figure 5a). However,
reasonable magnitudes of local scour depths were measured around the piles. Similar to those observed
in the local scour development (cp. Welzel et al. [12]), measurements of the present study in general
confirm a low erosion, in particular for globally affected areas.
Figure 5b illustrates results stemming from test 2, which is conducted under wave dominated
flow conditions (Um = 20.8 cm/s, KC = 23.4, Ucw = 0.33) with a superimposed current of Uc = 10.1
cm/s. The 3D scan reveals short-crested sand ripple migration in the wave direction with slightly
longer crests compared to test 1. As the same wave spectra were used as in test 1, the change in bed
topography indicates that the superimposed steady current of Uc = 10.1 cm/s has a significant impact
on the erosion of sediment around the structure. In contrast to test 1, full coverage of the spatial erosion
processes is now visible, which is confined to the area beneath the structure. On the other hand, a large
deposition of sediment formed at the lee side of the structure (in terms of current flow direction). The
extent of the sediment deposition might be a result of the waves, which prevent the sediment from
settling down and instead re-distribute the sediment over a relatively large area. It is assumed that this
erosion and deposition pattern is a direct consequence of the sediment being picked-up and entrained
by the waves and then being transported downstream by the current. These processes cumulate in an
increase in the global scour, which reached a maximum global scour depth of about DV = −0.3 D in
a distance of 1.2–1.25 A.
The 3D scan of test 3 (Figure 5c) reveals a long-crested sand ripple migration into the direction of
the progressing wave. The test was conducted with a slightly smaller orbital velocity (Um = 17.5 cm/s,
KC = 14.9) and an increased current velocity (Uc = 22.5 cm/s) compared to the tests before. This led to
a wave current velocity ratio of Ucw = 0.56. This particular pattern reveals that erosion of sediment was
taking place mainly in the direction of wave propagation. This might be a result of the combination of
flow contraction stemming from the current component and vortices induced by waves that dominate
the local sediment transport process. Nevertheless, in relation to the current direction, deposition of
sediment was found on the lee side and at a small distance from the structure, confined to a long-crested
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dune-like sediment accumulation. For this test, an erosion depth up to DV = −0.54 D was measured
for a distance of approx. 1.2–1.25 A.
Test 4 (Figure 5d) was conducted under current-dominated conditions (Ucw = 0.75). Here, sand
ripples with comparable long crests and smaller heights (as compared to steady current conditions)
migrated in the current direction. Measurements for test 4 indicate a more globally affected erosion
process in particular in between the structure’s footprint area. Laterally distributed erosion areas,
emerging from the upstream located piles (pile 1 and 4), indicate that the bed topography is influenced
by structure-induced near-bed vortices that arise from the front piles and might be influenced by
perpendicular approaching orbital wave motion. Sediment is deposited behind the structure, elongated
in the current direction. The global scour in between the structure footprint (areas ≤ 1 A) is increased
significantly (DV = −0.6 D) in comparison to tests 1–3. The incremental erosion depth value increases
on up to DV = −0.71 D over a distance of approximately 1.2–1.25 A.
Figure 5e illustrates test 5, conducted under steady current conditions without the presence of
waves for a flow velocity of UC = 38.8 cm/s (Ucw = 1.0). The absence of the superposed orbital wave
motion led to shorter crested sand ripples migrating in the current direction. Ripples are generally
higher and longer than those under combined wave-current load (see Figure 5d). A comparison with
studies of [32] and [33] shows a similar bedform of ripples under current only conditions, indicating
a fully developed ripple length and height. The 3D scan, depicted in Figure 5d reveals a globally
affected erosion pattern with comparable high scour depths (DV = −0.75 D) in between the structure
footprint (areas ≤ 1 A) and a maximum global scour depth of −0.84 D (for 1.2–1.25 A), which is further
increased in comparison to test 4. The eroded sediment is deposited behind the structure elongated
over a longer distance than shown in test 4.
Present results show that the extent and distribution of the spatial scouring process depends on
the hydraulic conditions, i.e., whether the flow is current, or wave dominated. For wave dominated
conditions the oscillating flow induced by irregular waves is leading to backfilling of once eroded
areas, and thus also to a considerably lower erosion rate, while a more current dominated flow is
leading to a more constant bed load and suspended load transport in downstream direction. Therefore,
wave dominated conditions of the present study lead to smaller global scour depths, whose pattern
seems to align with the direction of wave propagation. Current dominated conditions cause a deeper
global scour, whose largest intensity can be found between the individual piles of the jacket structure.
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Figure 5. Bed topography measured after test 1–5 (a–e), top view on erosion and deposition around the
jacket structure, current is coming from left to right, waves are propagating in 90◦ to the current, x and
y distances given times the structure footprint length of 0.55 m, 1 A = 0.55 m/0.55 m [-]; (left) optimized
illustration to differ between global (green) and local (blue) erosion depths as well as deposition (red);
(right) HSV colourmap to differentiate between different elevations.
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4.2. Analysis of Global Erosion Volumes
Figure 6a illustrates the dimensionless eroded sediment volume VD,i with increasing distance
from the center of the structure. A general trend of increasing erosion volumes depending on the
wave current velocity ratio Ucw of each test is depicted. This correlation is in agreement with the
observations on the bed topography around the structure as illustrated in Figure 5. The volume of
eroded sediment is increased (independently of Ucw) with increasing distance from the structure as
expected. However, the rate of volume growth with increasing distance is not constant see Figure 6a.
Instead, the volume of eroded sediment is increased rapidly in areas in close proximity to the structure
and loses its influence with distance from the jacket. Again, this might be expected, as the amount
of eroded volume near the structure is mainly controlled by the local scouring process around the
piles. With growing distance from the structure, the influence of the global scouring process on the
erosion volume diminishes. Thus, the inconsistent development of VD,i is an indication for different
erosion processes taking place, the change in the dominance between those processes and thus also an
indication for different erosion intensities (eroded sediment volume per area) around the structure.
In addition, to elucidate the dependency of the erosion process on the distance from the structure,
Figure 6b illustrates the cumulative erosion volume VA,i as a function of A. Test 1–3 have been
conducted under wave current velocity ratios of Ucw = 0–0.56. In tests 1–3, wave spectra with higher
orbital velocities were studied, leading to a more wave dominated erosion pattern with lower values
of VA,i. In comparison, test 4–5 have been conducted under current dominated conditions, leading
to higher magnitudes of VA,i. To allow a comparison between each test, whether a more global or
more local erosion process dominated the morphodynamic regime, values around the main piles for
approx. 1–1.25 A are compared with magnitudes in between the structure footprint 0.5–1 A, which is
more affected by global erosion processes. Therefore, the representation of the cumulative erosion
volume VA,i reveals a more locally pronounced erosion of sediment around the main piles for test
1–3, as values in between the structure 0.5–1 A are significantly smaller than the maximum value
observed in a distance of 1.25 A around the main piles. While measurements for tests 4 and 5 are
indicating a more globally affected erosion process as values in between the structure footprint (0.5–1 A)
are exhibiting magnitudes of a similar values than the maximum erosion value (1.25 A). However,
Figure 6b shows a stable peak at about ~1.25A for each test. Here, the local scour around each pile is
superimposed with the global erosion pattern around the foundation structure. Areas in between the
structure footprint (A < 1) show larger fluctuations as they are further away from the more stable local
scour and normalized over smaller areas. Subsequently, Figure 6b indicates a similar decrease of the
cumulative erosion volume VA,i for gradients beyond 1.25 A.
Figure 6. (a) Dimensionless eroded sediment volume VD,i (see Equation (3)) as function of the distance
from the center of the structure A; (b) cumulative eroded volume VA,i (see Equation (4)) in dependency
to the dimensionless distance A given times the structure footprint of 0.55 m, 1 A = 0.55 m/0.55 m [-].
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As deposition of sediment is not considered, the decrease of eroded volume per area might
be explained with a general decrease of flow contraction and disturbances due to vortices. The
aforementioned peak of the cumulative eroded volume VA,i at around 1.25 A is compared to Ucw in
Figure 7. Obviously, a slight current superimposed on waves causes the erosion volume to increase
significantly. With further increasing values of Ucw the maximum eroded sediment volume increased
as well. Furthermore, the comparison of values measured in test 4 and 5 shows the addition of irregular
waves reduce the amount of eroded sediment. Overall, Figure 7 reveals a rather strong dependency of
the maximum eroded volume on Ucw. The maximum of eroded sediment VA,max can be described as
a function of the wave current velocity ratio as follows:
VA,max = −1.3(0.1 + exp(−4.6 Ucw))−1.5 (7)
Equation (7) enables the calculation and prediction of the maximum cumulative erosion volume
VA,max, which appears to be found in a distance of about 1.25 times the structure footprint. Thus, VA,max
quantifies the maximum erosion volume depending on Ucw and is convertible into the parameters
introduced in Section 3 (Equations (3)–(6)). The knowledge of this distance, as well as of the values
of the eroded sediment at this point, might be of practical use for the prediction of scour and the
design of a scour protection system in a graduated intensity starting at VA,max. By this means, it might
be possible to adapt areas with different erosion intensities to different scour protection areas (e.g.,
different stone sizes) with a reference on the maximum erosion intensity at VA,max. Due to the limited
number of tests, the influence of different KC numbers on the transition between wave and current
dominated hydrodynamic conditions could not be studied as of now. However, it is expected, that a
wide range of Ucw and KC values would lead to an array of non-dimensional erosion volume curves
comparable to the transition of wave and current dominated scour depth at a jacket structure, see
Welzel et al. [12] as well as originally developed for cylindrical piles (see e.g., [14,26,27,34–36]).
Figure 7. Maximum cumulative erosion volume VA,max (see Equation (4)) of test 1–5, depicted over the
wave current velocity ratio Ucw (see Equation (2)) in comparison to Equation (7) (see also Figure 6b;
~1.25 A).
Figure 8 illustrates the cumulative erosion volume VA,i (see also Figure 6b) normalized with
the maximum value VA,max for each test to further elaborate the differences in the development of
erosion volumes over the distance from the center of the structure. Starting from a distance of 1.25 A,
this representation reveals a rapidly increasing dependency on hydraulic conditions with decreasing
distance. Therefore, values corresponding to test 1–3 reveal lower magnitudes in between the structure
footprint (0.5–1 A), while values of test 4–5 show magnitudes (0.5–1 A) similar to VA,max around the
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main piles. On the other hand, for distances larger than 1.25 A, the dependency of erosion volumes
on the hydraulic condition is much less pronounced. Values for distances > 1.25 A reveal a similar
decreasing trend for gradients of eroded sediment. Figure 8 also indicates that the global scouring
process is more affected by a change of hydraulic conditions and the interaction of the structure than
by the local erosion process, which is limited to approximately 1–1.25 A. An exception is test 1, where
large amounts of sediment were deposited near the structure. Test 1 was considered as an outlier
for the derivation of Equations (9) and (10) as the test was influenced due to sediment deposition
around the structure (see Section 4.1). A combination of Equation (7) and additional terms, that relate
to the increase and decrease of erosion volume with change in Ucw and distance to structure, leads to
a general description of non-dimensional areal erosion volumes for the present study:
VA,i = Varea − 1.3(0.1 + exp(−4.6 Ucw))−1.5 (8)
with:
Varea A < 1.25A = (0.1 + exp(−10 A + 8))−0.9B−C (9)
Varea A > 1.25A = −2.2 exp(−0.7 A) − 0.11 (10)
In which VA,i is calculated for the development over the wave current velocity ratio Ucw,
multiplicated with a factor Varea in relation to the size of the area to consider for areal volume differences.
Equation (9) accounts for the development of distances < 1.25 A, with B = (−5.2 Ucw + 6.9)10−2 and
C = (3.8 Ucw + 4.9)10−1 to account for different wave current velocity ratios (Ucw), while Equation (10)
describes the decreasing trend of dimensionless erosion volumes for areas > 1.25 A in dependency to the
size of the considered area, which is given with the dimensionless distance A (structure footprint = 1 A).
Equation (8) (approx. R2 = 0.87) allows the calculation of cumulative erosion volumes VA,i
which makes it possible to quantify the intensity of erosion in reference to the spatial extent. Values
calculated with Equation (8) can be converted into parameters introduced in Section 3, Equations (3)–(6).
In consequence, it is possible to estimate sediment volumes or scour depths in relation to the hydraulic
condition or distance from the center of the structure. The calculated erosion volumes can give
important information about a possible impact of a structure or a wind park on the natural dynamics
of the ocean floor environment. The knowledge of the value of eroded sediment around and within the
foundation structure, thus is also of practical use for the prediction of scour depths or eroded sediment
volumes, in example for the design of a structure or a scour protection system around such complex
foundation structures.
Figure 8. Cumulative erosion volume VA,i (see Equation (4)), normalized with the maximum value
VA,max as a function of the distance A to the center of the structure, compared with predicted erosion
volumes relating to Equation (9), A < 1.25 A and Equation (10) for A > 1.25 A, R2 = 0.87 for Equation (8)
including Equations (9) and (10).
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Figure 9 is illustrating cumulative erosion volumes VA,i, compared with calculated values of
Equation (8) in relation to the distance of each interrogation area to the center of the structure. Measured
areal erosion volumes generally agree with the calculated values relating to Equation (8). Nevertheless,
some minor differences can be recognized for the areal development (regarding the representation of
Equations (9) and (10)) of test 3 and 4.
Figure 9. Cumulative erosion volume VA,i (see Equation (4)) as a function of the distance A to the
center of the structure, compared with calculated values after Equation (8).
A comparison of erosion volumes for test 3 (see Figure 9) shows lower eroded sediment volumes
within areas of 0.5 A up to 1.25 A as well as slightly higher erosion volumes for areas > 1.25 A.
In contrast, test 4 reveals a slightly higher erosion intensity (erosion per area) for the areal development
within 0.5–1.25 A as well as a lower intensity for areas > 1.25 A for measured compared to predicted
values, see Figure 9. Additionally, Figure 10 illustrates the non-dimensional incremental erosion
volumes around the jacket structure and compares them with predicted values obtained with Equation
(8). The comparison with Equation (8) shows that predicted values (calculated with Equation (8) and
converted from VA,i in to VI,i) can correctly describe measured values of VI,i of the present study.
In contrast to VA,i, the incremental erosion volumes VI,i exhibit an enhanced fluctuation near the pile
which can be explained with the calculation method related to Equation (5). For a distance from the
center of the structure > 1.2 A, erosion rates decrease significantly towards an equilibrium stage at
a distance of about 3.5 A. The convergence of erosion volume within all tests might thus be used to
define the maximum extent of the global scour around the structure. Due to a natural ripple migration
under live bed conditions, a certain erosion rate still remained for areas which were unaffected by
the immediate structure’s influence on the flow. Therefore, the global scour extent is defined with
a threshold of less than 10% of the peak value (at 1.2 A), in reference to the value of an interrogation
area, located in a distance of 5 A. For all tests this was the case at a distance between 2.1–2.7 A.
As a consequence, the maximum erosion intensity (erosion per area) is reduced by about 90% in this
distance. Contrary to approaches which were partly applied to predict global scour development in
the past (see e.g. Bolle et al. [10] and Sumer and Fredsøe, [14]), the present study reveals a significant
impact of the complex structure on the morphodynamic regime, which extends up to a distance of
2.7 A from the structure.
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Figure 10. Incremental erosion volume VI,i (see Equation (5)) depicted over the structure footprint
length A and compared with calculated values stemming from Equation (8).
To provide a comparison to data obtained in the field, Figure 11 juxtaposes data measured in this
study with in-situ field data from Rudolph et al. [8], Baelus et al. [9] and Bolle et al. [10]. As erosion
volumes are not available for the field datasets, the data is given in terms of the incremental erosion
depth DV,i in Figure 11. Bolle et al. [10] and Baelus et al. [9] presented field data around the same
jacket structure (with Dpile approx. = 2 m) in the Thornton Bank offshore wind farm located in the
southern North Sea. The authors analyzed several scans of the bed topography at various points
in time over a period of three years. Rudolph et al. [8] analyzed bathymetric surveys after three
years around a wellhead jacket production platform which was founded by additional post piles
and near bed braces. A comparison between common prediction approaches for single piles and
the scour development observed in [8] led to a factor of 3–4 times the predicted local scour depths,
which might be explained by the disturbing effect of additional structural elements close to the seabed.
In consequence, the disturbance impact of the foundation structure on the scour development could
not be represented by the pile diameter Dpile = 1.2 m alone. Instead, the influence of additional post
piles as well as the horizontal and diagonal braces have to be considered since additional effects
increase the local contraction of the flow and influence the vortex system. Therefore, data of Rudolph
et al. [8] are compared in Figure 11 with the post pile diameter = 1.2 m, as well as with an artificially
increased diameter = 2 m, similar to the one in [9] and [10]. Furthermore, the data shown in Figure 11
are calculated in reference to the post dredging survey given in [9] and [10] as well as a reference
value given in [8]. Whereas a direct comparison of magnitudes of erosion depths between the present
study and the field measurements is hindered by missing information on hydraulic conditions, the
development of erosion depth with changing distance from the center of the structure can be compared.
Therefore, it is revealed that the in-situ field data are generally in agreement with the areal distribution
of the incremental erosion depth measured in the present study, given in Figure 11 with the dependence
to the dimensionless distance A. The comparison shows in particular that the bathymetric surveys,
similarly, yield a peak of erosion depth at a distance of around 1.2–1.25 A. In addition, all datasets
exhibit a similar development of erosion depths before and after this distance, i.e., a rapid increase of
depths towards the structure and a slower decrease with increasing distance.
As the bed topography, especially shown in Baelus et al. [9] was illustrated over an area of A > 3,
the global scour extent is analyzed related to the previously introduced definition. The bathymetric
surveys of [8] and [9] indicate a reduction of the maximum erosion rate by 90% in a distance of
2.7–2.8 times the structure footprint length (2.7–2.8 A), which is in line with the distance obtained
for the data in this study. In this respect, the bathymetric surveys of Bolle et al. [10] show a time
dependent context of the global scour development around the jacket foundation as those surveys
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were conducted 3 and 5 months after the installation. On the other hand, the bathymetric surveys of
Rudolph et al. [8] and Baelus et al. [9] were measured three years after the installation of the jacket
structure. In addition to the varying and unknown hydraulic conditions, differences between the field
data and the test results might stem from a difference in the time dependent stage of the global scour
development as well as differences in the structural design.
Figure 11. Global erosion of the dimensionless incremental erosion depth DV,i (see Equation (6)) around
the jacket structure plotted over the structure footprint A, compared with in-situ field measurements of
Rudolph et al. [8], Baelus et al. [9] and Bolle et al. [10].
The previously described comparison illustrates that findings stemming from the present laboratory
study, generally agree with data from field studies (surveys of Rudolph et al. [8]; Baelus et al., [9]
and Bolle et al. [10]). Furthermore, it is shown that predicted values (calculated with Equation (8))
generally agree with measurements from the present study. It is shown that the introduced equations
and methods generally account for the spatial extent of global erosion volumes and scour depths
around the compared jacket structures, also for jacket structures which have a non-symmetric footprint
as shown with the compared field data of Rudolph et al. [8]. Additionally, it is revealed that it is
possible to determine areas which exhibit or exceed a certain erosion rate. A similar areal distribution
of eroded sediment volume as well as a global scour extent in a range of the present study (2.1–2.7 A)
is found with a comparison of in-situ data (2.7–2.8 A). The comparison between the present study
and in-situ field measurements reveals a significant impact on the near field (A < 1) but also on the
morphodynamic regime close to the structure (2.7 > A > 1). Furthermore, the analysis proves, that
jacket structures, known as “hydrodynamic transparent” can also cause global scouring under certain
hydrodynamic conditions.
4.3. Local Scour around Individual Piles
In this section the local scour around each pile is analyzed thoroughly and compared with the
global erosion on the near-field bed topography around the structure. For this, local and global erosion
volumes are analyzed and defined. In contrast to definitions given in previous paragraphs, related
interrogation areas ai are arranged in a circular pattern and are related to a distance times the pile
diameter (see Figure 12).
Figure 13 shows a top view of the measured bed topography over an area of 7 D around each
pile. X and Y coordinates refer to the center of each individual pile and are given in multiples of the
diameter. This allows a direct comparison between the bed topography and the analyzed erosion
depths DV,i. A shadowing effect of the jacket piles, which could not be eliminated with the present
filtering method, seemed to have only marginal influence on the computed surface elevation near
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the piles. This is observed for example in Figure 13e around pile 1. The influences were found to be
negligible for the calculated erosion volumes.
Figure 12. Schematic showing the increasing circle interrogation areas ai around pile (P1–P4), illustrated
exemplarily for a circle area ai with a diameter of 4 D for pile 1, related to Equation (6).
Similar to what was found in the global erosion analysis, the local bed topography generally
confirms the trend of deeper scour with an increasing wave current velocity ratio. The bed topography
of test 1 (Figure 13b), on the one hand, illustrates the deposited sediment volume as an influence on
the measurement, but on the other hand, also shows a reasonable local erosion depth around each pile.
Furthermore, the bed topography for tests 2–5 (Figure 13c–f) shows an increase in scouring on the
upstream side of each pile, relative to the current direction, as well as higher erosion rates for pile 1 and
4 (upstream located, in current direction) in comparison to pile 2 and 3 (downstream located). The bed
topography measured for tests 4 and 5 around pile 1 and 4 (Figure 13e,f) shows a similar magnitude of
erosion. As shown by Welzel et al. [12], for current dominated flow conditions with values of Ucw >
0.7 the local scour depth approach values similar to that in current only conditions, whereas the bed
topography measured after test 5 (Figure 13f) shows a significant deeper scour around pile 3 and a less
pronounced scour depth around pile 2 than around the equivalent piles after test 4. Nevertheless,
a clear explanation despite the fluctuations due to erosion and backfilling is not found yet for the
difference between pile 2 and 3 at the end of test 5. Furthermore, especially test 4 and 5 reveal a slightly
higher erosion of sediment in an area under the diagonal braces (crossing the current direction), which
is an indicator for increased bed shear stresses below these diagonal braces. A similar erosion pattern
with increased scour depths below the braces was found by Welzel et al. [31], who conducted tests for
the same hydraulic conditions and the same jacket structure, only with the difference that the lowest
nodes were closer to the seabed.
Figure 14 compares the development of the erosion depth Dv,i for each pile over increasing circle
areas. Independent of the hydraulic condition and the position of each pile, the maximum erosion depth
was always found at a distance from the pile of around 2 D. At the inner most points measurements
show that the bed elevation appears to decrease again. As shown in Figure 14 measurements, related
to areas > 2 D reveal a similar decreasing trend of erosion, in relation to the slope of the scour hole.
As sand is being re-distributed, the local slope angle exceeds the internal friction angle, hence the inner
frictional forces of sediment grains are not able to withstand the gravity acting on the grains and thus
sediment sliding occurs. Sediment slides from higher to lower locations of the bed and erodes again.
A comparison of the incremental erosion depth DV,i of global areas (cp. Figure 11) with local erosion
depth values (Figure 14) illustrates a significantly higher erosion per surface area for eroded sediment
close around each pile. With distance from the pile, the erosion depth resembles that of the global
erosion value. However, it remains strongly dependent on Ucw even for larger distances to the pile.
The global scour depths for different values of Ucw clearly converged with increasing distance from the
structure, indicating a boundary of influence of the structure’s interaction with the flow. The influence
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is not as clear for the local scouring processes around the main piles, illustrated in Figure 14. The global
erosion causes a subsidence of the seabed simultaneously to the deepening of the local scour hole.
However, Figure 14 reveals a boundary of influence at a distance from the pile at which the gradient of
the erosion depth clearly decreases. Based on this definition, the size of the local scour hole is found to
be about 5–6 D for the present study and 3 D as an outlier for test 1. Thus, the maximum extent of
the local scour hole is defined as six times the pile diameter. The distance of about 6 D, at which the
gradient of erosion clearly decreases, thus might be interpreted as the boundary of influence of the local
scour processes on the global ones. The knowledge of this distance, as well as of the values of eroded
sediment, is of practical use for the design of a scour protection system and the required spatial extent.
Figure 13. (a) Local bed topography, illustrated as an example for test 5, pile 3 with a sketch of
the diagonal braces, including the direction of the incoming current, which is coming from left to
right, waves are perpendicular to the current as well as exemplary circles related to an incremental
interrogation area of 3 D and the directions of the diagonal braces; (b–f) local bed topography related
to test 1–5; (b–f) in an area of 7 D around each main pile of the jacket structure.
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Figure 14. Local, nondimensional erosion depth DV (see Equation (6)) plotted over increasing diameters
D around pile 1–4 (a–d), inner graphical subset of figure a–d is showing the related pile location, current
(0◦ from left to right) and wave (90◦ perpendicular to the current) direction.
The literature reports that hydrodynamic interactions are relatively small for distances > 6 D
around circular cylinders [16–18], which is partly transferred as a border of influence for global
scouring processes [10]. The present jacket model has a spacing of ~14 D between the pile centers,
which is far above a previously described critical distance of 6 D. The volume analysis presented in
paragraph 3 proves that there is a significant influence on the global erosion for areas > 6 D for the
present structure. Nevertheless, the illustrated erosion depth shown in Figure 14 also confirms that
hydrodynamic interactions are significantly smaller for distances > 6 D.
To quantify and compare local and global erosion processes on the overall eroded sediment
volume, global erosion volumes are calculated for a threshold of 1.25 A as this distance was found
to mark the maximum erosion intensity around the structure. The local eroded sediment volume is
considered to be limited to an area of approximately 6 D, as discussed previously, and is summed up
for all four piles. Figure 15 illustrates the difference between local and global dimensionless erosion
volumes VD as a function of Ucw. For values smaller than Ucw = 0.56 large amounts of the global
erosion volume can be attributed to local scouring processes around the individual piles. In particular,
for Ucw = 0.56, 68% of the erosion volumes can be referred to locally eroded sediment and 32% to
globally eroded sediment volumes. However, Figure 15 also reveals that the share of global erosion
processes is significantly increased in current dominated hydrodynamic conditions. Measurements
of the present study show an increase to about twice the amount of locally eroded sediment volume
under current dominated conditions, see Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Comparison between non-dimensional local erosion volumes VD (see Equation (3)) of pile
1–4, depicted over the wave current velocity ratio Ucw (see Equation (2)) for circular areas of 6 D and
global erosion volumes for rectangular areas of 1.25 times the structure footprint length (1.25 A).
5. Remarks Regarding Practical Application and Scale Effects
Remark 1: Uncertainties regarding various scale effects may exist and must be considered when
results of small-scale experiments are extrapolated to prototype conditions. Scale effects in laboratory
experiments with a movable bed, e.g., the erosion of sediment, are attributed to the well-known
difficulties in geometrically scaling sediment [37,38]. To avoid cohesive behaviour, the sediment
was not geometrically scaled in accordance with the model length scale. Instead, to ensure some
form of similitude of sediment mobility, the flow velocities were scaled related to the desired flow
intensities, i.e. to reach shields parameters (calculated after Soulsby and Clarke [39]) close to the
critical Shields parameter. In addition, wave parameters were selected to achieve a certain range of
Keulegan-Carpenter numbers and wave current velocity ratios Ucw. As a result of the disproportional
scaled sediment, i.e., relatively large grain sizes compared to field conditions with comparable small
velocities in the present tests, it is expected that bedload transport is thus overrepresented in relation
to suspended sediment transport. In consequence, a complete similitude in sediment transport and
sediment pick-up rate is not reached. A possible scale effect in consequence of the underestimated
ration of suspended load might be that sediment is transported over shorter distances as in prototype
scale, presumably leading to different deposition patterns of sediment.
Remark 2: As a consequence of the disproportionally scaled sediment, the bed forms, e.g., ripples
are also larger in the laboratory experiments than in the field. The dynamic flow field over ripples causes
form drag and turbulence associated with erosion on the stoss side (upstream side) and deposition
of sediment on the lee side (downstream side) of the ripples. As an effect of the increased ripple
size the boundary layer is also affected and might be increased in thickness, thus leading to a larger
horseshoe vortex, influencing the scour development around the piles [14]. Furthermore, according to
Sutherland and Whitehouse [40] there is an increased sediment transport due to ripple migration in
a model with non-linear flows with proportional larger ripples than in a prototype scale with equally
non-linear flows.
Remark 3: In order to compare the present results with field measurements, it is also important
to know which temporal stage of the scouring process was reached during the tests, i.e., whether
or not an equilibrium stage was achieved. As tests of the present study have been part of Welzel
et al. [12], in which the development of scour around the jacket at different locations over time was
analyzed, the test duration was generally chosen to enable the scour process to reach the equilibrium
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stage. By an extrapolation of the expected equilibrium scour depths, Welzel et al. [12] concluded that
around 90% of the equilibrium depths were reached for the local scouring processes at the end of the
tests. In contrast, the study did not show a clear attainment of an equilibrium stage for measurements
related to the global scour depth, particularly under higher current velocities. With a scale factor
of 1:30, present test durations correspond to a storm duration of ~20–45 hours, depending on the
wave period. This is in the range of typical storm durations in the North Sea [41], but presumably
not enough to reach a global scour equilibrium stage (also under laboratory conditions). The local
scour depth data and combined bed topography data of Baelus et al. [9] and Bolle et al. [10] indicate
a similar trend of a faster developing local scour and a slower developing global scour. Results of [9,10]
and [12] therefore indicate that local and global scouring rates are controlled by scouring processes on
different time scales. However, the results also indicate that local and global scouring processes are
affected by a characteristic depth ratio but are correlated to each other by means of entwined feedback
mechanisms, presumably leading to an influence of the global scour on the local scour development
and vice versa (see [12]). In particular, the timescale of the global scour development as well as the
impact on the local scour development seems to be an important research question in this context,
which remains unsolved.
Remark 4: Furthermore, it should be noted that prediction approaches as Equation (8) and Equation
(7) are derived for tests based on the present study. Therefore, caution must be exercised when these
equations are applied and extrapolated to prototype conditions. To better estimate differences to
prototype conditions, scale effects have been discussed and measurements of the present study were
compared to available field studies on the scour development around jacket structures (see Figure 11).
6. Summary and Conclusions
Only a few studies exist which provide an approach to analyze complex erosion patterns around
offshore foundations. Therefore, hydraulic model tests were carried out, investigating the spatial
erosion process in the near-field and vicinity of the hydrodynamic transparent jacket-structure in
combined wave and current conditions. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
• Different volume analyzing methods and dimensionless parameters are introduced which can be
generally adapted for any other offshore structure or coastal structure to reveal physical processes
in complex erosion patterns. Therefore, eroded sediment volumes are normalized in relation to
a structural volume VD,i as well as in relation to the considered erosion area, VA,i, VI,i and the
structural diameter DV,i, given in Equations (3)–(6).
• A comparison between locally (circle area of 6 D around each pile) and globally (area of 1.25 times
the structure footprint) attributed erosion volumes revealed that wave dominated hydrodynamic
conditions with Ucw ≤ 0.57 led to scour patterns which were dominated by local erosion around
the piles (68% locally, 32% globally, for Ucw = 0.57). Furthermore, it is shown that the share of
globally eroded sediment volume is significantly increased in current dominated conditions Ucw
≥ 0.75 (33% locally, 67% globally, for Ucw = 1.0).
• The literature reports that hydrodynamic interactions between groups of circular piles are small if
the distance between them is larger than six times the piles’ diameter [14–16]. In the past, this
was partly interpreted as a border beyond which global scour around jacket-type foundations
may not occur [10]. In contrast to this, insights from the present study illustrate that the area of
the seafloor affected by a supposedly transparent hydraulic structure is considerably larger than
expected and is estimated to be 2.1–2.7 times the structure’s footprint for the present study.
• A comparison reveals that findings stemming from the present study generally agree well with
in-situ data from field studies [8–10]. Similar areal distributions of eroded sediment volume with
a stable maximum of the erosion intensity at 1.25 A (1.25 times the structure’s footprint) as well as
a global scour extent in a similar range to the present study (2.1–2.7 A) is found from a comparison
of in-situ data (2.7–2.8 A).
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• To improve the prediction of global scour around jacket-type offshore foundations, empirical
expressions (Equations (7) and (8)) are proposed to account for the areal development and extent of
global erosion volumes and scour depths in the near-field and vicinity of the foundation structure.
The analysis and derivation is explained stepwise and is based on insights of the introduced
methods. Furthermore, the knowledge of the extent of erosion patterns in relation to the erosion
intensity, as well as of the value of the eroded sediment at different points, is useful for the design
of a scour protection system around such complex foundation structures. While the former might
be used to determine the required spatial extent of a scour protection, the latter helps determining
the volume, which has to be refilled by a subsequently installed scour protection.
• Results allow a prediction of areas which exceed a certain erosion rate as well as a quantification
of spatially eroded sediment in the near-field and vicinity of the foundation structure. By this
means a structure-induced environmental footprint as a measure of eroded sediments partially
affecting marine habitat can be exposed. Once eroded sediment is entrained into the water column
it deposes behind the structure with the effect of burying marine habitats and can be transported
over long distances due to long lasting vortices and an increased turbulence and mixing [5–7].
As a consequence, not only areas in the vicinity but also in the far-field of the structure can be
affected, with potential impacts [2–4] on the marine wildlife and the ocean seabed environment in
general. These potential impacts to the marine environment might represent an important hurdle
for the future of wind technology in general.
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Notations
A
Reference distance times the structure footprint length;
A given times the structure footprint distance, for this structure 0.55 m in both directions,
1 A = 0.55 m/0.55 m, A = x or y distance / structure footprint distance in x or y direction
a1 Structure footprint area; for the present study a1 = 0.55 m× 0.55 m
ai Interrogation area ai in dependence to i
B Additional term of equation (9); B = 10−2(−5.2 Ucw + 6.9)
C Additional term of equation (9); C = 10−1(3.8 Ucw + 4.9)
D Pile Diameter of the main struts of the jacket structure D or Dpile
Dsleeve Diameter of the pile sleeve of the jacket structure
Dleg Diameter of the legs of the jacket structure
DV,i
Incremental erosion depth; representing an erosion depth of the related interrogation area
times the pile diameter
d50 Grain size for which 50% of the material by weight is finer
f Frequency
g Gravitational acceleration
Hs Significant wave height
KC Keulegan-Carpenter number
n Number of piles
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S( f ) Velocity frequency spectrum
U Orbital velocity at the bed in direction of the waves
Uc Undisturbed current velocity at 2.5 D from bed
U Mean current velocity of the vertical profile
Ucw Wave-current velocity ratio Ucw = Uc/(Uc + Um)
Um Undisturbed maximum orbital velocity at 2.5 D from bed
Urms Root-mean-square (RMS) value U of at the seabed
VA,i Cumulative erosion volume; VD,i in relation to each normalized area ai/a1
Varea Additional term in equation (8) to account for the areal development of volumes
VD,i
Dimensionless erosion volume; Verosion of an interrogation area ai in relation to the
structural reference volume
VI,i




in relation to each
corresponding area ai/a1 − ai−1/a1.
Verosion Eroded sediment volume in m3 below a reference value based on the pre-scans
θ Shields parameter
θcr Critical value of the Shields parameter
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Abstract: Wave energy’s path towards commercialization requires maximizing reliability, survivability,
an improvement in energy harvested from the wave and efficiency of the wave to wire conversion.
In this sense, control strategies directly impact the survivability and safe operation of the device, as well
as the ability to harness the energy from the wave. For example, tuning the device’s natural frequency
to the incoming wave allows resonance mode operation and amplifies the velocity, which has
a quadratic proportionality to the extracted energy. In this article, a review of the main control
strategies applied in wave energy conversion is presented along their corresponding power take-off
(PTO) systems.
Keywords: ocean energy; marine energy; wave energy; renewable energy; wave energy converter;
control system
1. Introduction
Marine Renewable Energy (MRE) is one of the least tapped renewable energy resources. Despite
decades of development efforts, more than 90% of the 529 MW of the MRE operating capacity at the
end of 2017 was represented mainly by two tidal barrage facilities: 254 MW from Sihwa plant in
the Republic of Korea (completed in 2011) and the 240 MW La Rance tidal power station in France
(built in 1966) [1]. Main barriers for MRE causing this slow development are analyzed in [2] with
special interest in the Mediterranean Sea (MS), although the results can be applied to a great extent for
any other geographical areas. Remarkable conclusions about MRE barriers include:
• Bathymetry and distance to shore: Near-shore facilities can have a direct affection on nearby coastal
areas, maritime routes, fishing areas or visual impacts. Narrow and step near-shore continental
shelfs can also have a negative impact for economic reasons, mainly installation (including grid
connectivity) and maintenance.
• Electricity infrastructure: On the contrary, if we move large distances from the shore to minimize
the previously cited negative impacts over coastal areas, it can significantly increase the relevant
cost of cabling and substations, especially for areas with large depths.
• Potential environmental impacts: Underwater noise, sediment dispersal, increased turbidity,
electromagnetic field effects (EMF), wave radiation and diffraction alteration can lead to significant
changes to coastal morphology; fixed structures can also generate artificial reef effect. It is
concluded that environmental impacts for MRE are hardly clear and not sufficiently quantified,
hence, more research is necessary about this topic.
• Economics: The great diversity of MRE technologies and the early development status result
in a wide range of levelized cost of energy (LCOE) [3], in the particular case of wave energy
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ranging from 108 €/MWh to 530 €/MWh. This level of economic uncertainty creates a less favorable
environment for investments.
• Legal and regulatory framework: There is a lot of uncertainty in this regard for MRE, and it is
not adequately addressed by the relevant national/international entities. Many key parameters
affecting directly any MRE installation are interrelated with several other aspects such as the
environmental impact assessment, rights and ownership, international law, management of ocean
space, etc.
Geographical or energy islands remain as the most interesting technological enablers for MRE
research and deployment, as highlighted in [4]. For remote areas or small islands, the electrical energy
production is still based on outdated, polluting and expensive technologies, powered by fossil fuels.
Many islands around the world are working on important projects in order to achieve energetic
independence based on MRE. Hybrid solutions such as solar-wave [5] or wind-wave [6] can also favor
the development of MRE, combining more stablished technologies such as offshore wind and PV in
the same offshore device (e.g., spar sharing) or energy farm.
MRE technologies have seen new capacity come online over the recent years; in particular,
wave energy development in Spain [7] holds some notorious projects, such as the so called
MARMOK-A-5 being the first operational point absorber connected to the grid in Spain, developed by
OCEANTEC (acquired by IDOM in September 2018), installed at BIMEP test site in 2016. Mutriku Wave
Power Plant, operates since July 2011 connected to the grid, being the first oscillating water column
(OWC) multi-turbine facility acting as a test rig for different technology developers; the Portuguese
company Kymaner finished testing of its bi-radial air turbine last August 2018. WEP+ demonstration
project, based on the industrial scale W1 point absorber developed by Wedge Global, accumulated
roughly 5 years of testing at PLOCAN test site on the Canary Islands. LifeDemoWave demonstration
project deployed a 25-kW prototype in June 2018 in the Galician coast for a no grid connected test.
European highlights from 2018 resulted from H2020 funded projects, including the fabrication of the
second Penguin Wave Energy Converter (WEC) at EMEC as part of the CEFOW project, the deployment
of the Corpower WEC at EMEC, the installation of the new turbine on the Marmok wave device and
the deployment of Minesto’s Deepgreen500 device.
The wave energy sector is still in a very early development stage when compared to other
renewable energies, especially wind or solar PV. There is a low level of consensus among the WEC
technology developers that are still, at best, in a prototype demonstration phase, and there is a lot of
discussion among said developers about the best WEC topology and/or PTO configurations. It is not so
common to discuss at this level about control strategies given the difficulties in effectively implementing
most of the control strategies listed in Section 3 of this review. Most of the existing industry scale
prototypes in the water have the simplest control strategy resulting in low energy absorption.
The main purpose of this article is to establish a framework for the control strategies being
discussed over the recent years (2017–2019) for WECs. References older than 2017 will not be discussed
(unless for introductory purposes) to avoid redundancies with older reviews with a similar approach.
A brief review will be provided about the analytical formulation of the mean power absorption and
optimal control [8] particularized for heaving WECs, which is the most extended WEC technology in the
form of floating point absorbers [9]; however, the same approach is extensible to any other oscillatory
mode (sway, surge, pitch, roll or yaw). A point absorber is a floating buoy moored (2 bodies) or fixed
(1 body) to the seabed. The incoming waves induce into the floating body a synchronous oscillation
mainly in heave motion. It is this movement that is converted into an energy vector (e.g., hydrogen [10],
desalination [11] or electricity) through a power take-off located inside the buoy.
Great effort has been made in the last decades about control strategies for WEC, as we can see from
older state-of-the-art reviews such as [12–14]. The main objective in wave energy conversion for control
is the maximization of power absorption, aiming for resonance operation. The best control approach
to achieve said resonance is known as complex-conjugate control, based on solving the impedance
matching problem. As we will explain later, this control always achieves optimal power absorption
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since it regulates the system reactance and resistance simultaneously. However, this control strategy is
not practical for real world applications because of large motions and loads. Hence, under-optimal
control solutions, it needs to be analyzed and implemented considering physical constrains in motion,
force and power rating of the WEC.
In Section 2 a brief introduction about wave energy technology is presented with the purpose
of helping the uninitiated reader understand the different technologies and parts (oscillator body,
PTO) of WECs. In Section 3, we will start with a comprehensive introduction for WEC modelling
and optimal control, as originally introduced in [15], to establish a reference framework, continuing
with classification, introduction and discussion for each control strategy found in recent WEC control
publications. Finally, conclusion and further research end the article in Section 4.
2. Wave Energy Technology
In the same way that a wind turbine transforms the kinetic energy of the wind into mechanical
energy of rotation through the blades, and this one into electrical energy through the electrical generator,
a WEC transforms the energy from the waves into mechanical energy through the oscillating body and
this one into an energy vector through the PTO.
In the wind energy sector, there is a predominant type over the rest, the three-bladed horizontal axis
turbine; it is not so for wave energy, where there is a wide spectrum of options for both oscillator body
and PTO without a clear predominant type. Over 1000 different wave energy conversion techniques
were patented in Japan, North America and Europe [16] just in 2004, and it is expected this number has
greatly increased since 2004 based on the general renewables energies patent numbers shared recently
by EMW Law [17].
2.1. Wave Energy Converters
Despite the great number of different technologies for harvesting wave energy, all of them can
generally be categorized on the basis of three criteria [18–21].
2.1.1. Location
This classification is according to the relative distance between the device, coast and seabed depth.
This classification is somehow qualitative because of the many differences between continental shelfs
around the world. Nevertheless, this classification is not used in practical discussions and remains as
a first qualitative approach to WEC technologies.
• Onshore: Located in coast proximity, commonly affected by swallow waters (h/λ < 1/25), where h is
the water depth and λ is the wavelength. These converters are usually integrated in a breakwater,
dam, fixed to a cliff or rest on the seabed. The distinctive characteristics for these converters are
easy maintenance and installation. The drawbacks are that coastline waves have less energy than
deep-water waves along with a potential coastline reshape.
• Nearshore: They are installed close to the shore, commonly affected by swallow or intermediate
waters (1/25 < h/λ < 1/2). Their deployment and maintenance expenses are limited since they do
not need mooring systems as they are usually fixed or rest on the seabed.
• Offshore: They are placed in deep waters (h/λ > 1/2), far from the shore. They are able to harvest
energy from the most energetic places, but installation and maintenance can be much more
expensive because of the required mooring systems (high depth), long underwater cabling,
underwater substations and offshore maintenance.
2.1.2. Dimensions of the Prime Mover and Orientation with Respect to the Wave
This classification is according to the orientation of the wave energy device with respect to the
wave propagation front (Figure 1). This classification along with the working principle are used to
clearly differentiate any WEC.
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• Attenuators: The length of the device is of the same order of magnitude (or larger) than the
wavelength; these devices are oriented in such a way that they are parallel to the incident wave.
• Terminators: Similar in dimensions to attenuators but placed perpendicular to the incident wave.
• Point Absorbers: Axisymmetric devices capable of harvesting waves from any direction, known
as antenna effect, their dimensions are usually an order of magnitude lower than the wavelength.
 
Figure 1. Classification according to device dimensions and orientation.
2.1.3. Working Principle
Oscillating water column: This type of technology builds, among its main elements, an air
chamber. It is this air, subjected to oscillating pressure by the action of the waves, which ascends or
descends moving a conventional air turbine linked to an electrical generator (Figure 2). Hence, the air
turbine can take advantage of the complete oscillation cycle of the wave. It is generally installed in
a breakwater, but there are shore-based and floating models. The main benefits for oscillating water
column concept commonly accepted are its simplicity and robustness [22]. Common examples are
Oceanlinx device deployed in 2005 designed to sit in shallow water, approximately 21 m wide and
24 m long, and Mutriku wave energy plant, located in the Bay of Biscay and commissioned in July
2011, which is one of the few wave energy plants still in operation.
 
Figure 2. Oscillating water column working mode of operation [22].
Floating structures: Unibody or multibody structures moving in heave, pitch, roll or in any
combination of the three (Figure 3) when affected by a wave. The relative movement between different
parts of the device allows converting it into electricity. These kinds of devices are rarely named as
floating structures but using the dimensions with respect to the wave: attenuators or floating-point
absorbers. Multiple examples can be found for this kind of technology. Pelamis was an attenuator
floating structure deployed during 2007. The machine is composed by a number of semi-submerged,
linked sections. These sections move relatively when the waves pass along the length of the machine.
W1 is a point absorber floating technology deployed in 2014. The machine has two main bodies linked
without restrictions in heave motion, which allows the relative movement between them.
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Figure 3. Floating structure with multiples bodies mode of operation. Reprinted from [22].
Pressure differential: Typically located nearshore, this kind of technology can be explained
as a combination of two technologies working together—oscillating water column and floating
point-absorbers. This is because it uses the working principle for both: difference of pressure and
relative heave/pitch/roll displacement between parts, the fixed air chamber in the seabed and the
moveable upper body (Figure 4). When a wave crest passes over the device, the water pressure
above the device compresses the air within the cylinder, moving the upper cylinder down creating
a relative movement in the same way as in punctual absorbers, this happens in the opposite way when
a trough passes over. Potential advantages of these devices include: Better survivability, they are
not exposed to splash zone corrosion nor the various hazards that could take effect when floating on
surface and reduced/negligible visual impact. A major drawback for pressure differential technology
is the required underwater maintenance. A good example of evolution with pressure differential
technology is Carnegie Clean Energy device (CETO). Deployed in 2015, CETO 5 served the purpose
of delivering pressured water for reverse osmosis membranes in the desalination plant, but CETO 6
(still in development) will include electrical generation onboard.
 
Figure 4. Pressure differential mode of operation.
Overtopping devices: These devices collect the water from the incident waves into a reservoir
in order to move one or more reduced jump hydraulic turbines, usually Kaplan turbines. They take
advantage of the potential energy of the waves to convert it, through synchronous generators,
into electrical energy (Figure 5). Within this type of device, we can distinguish between converters
with a fixed structure located on the coast (onshore) and those with a floating structure far away from
it (nearshore–offshore). A common example of these kind of devices is the Wave Dragon [23], which is
characterized by having a reflector that directs the incident waves towards a ramp to the reservoir
above sea level.
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Figure 5. Overtopping mode of operation [22].
Oscillating wave surge: These devices typically have one end attached to a fixed structure or
the bottom of the sea while the other end is free to move. A hinged deflector, this part is positioned
perpendicular to the wave direction, terminator (Figure 6). The axis of the deflector (or paddle) oscillates
like a pendulum mounted on a pivoting joint in response to the impact of the horizontal movement of
the wave particle. They often come in the form of floats, fins or membranes. This working principle
could be associated to the unique Japanese ‘Pendulor’ system [24]; but these devices do not take
advantage of any harbor resonance. An example for this kind of technology is the Aquamarine Power
Oyster, a nearshore device, where the top of the deflector is above the water surface and is hinged from
the sea bed.
 
Figure 6. Oscillating wave surge mode of operation [22].
2.2. Power Take-Off Systems
In this section, a brief introduction for each of the different PTO technologies, as presented
in [18,25–27], is given. Three main technology paths can be applied to obtain electricity from the wave
power conversion chain (PCC), converting the energy being carried by the wave into fluid capture,
linear motion or rotary motion. Many different rotary electrical solutions can be applied, but these
technologies imply a lot of intermediate steps: Pistons, accumulators, air chambers or mechanical gear
systems [25]. The number of intermediate steps is critical for the wave energy conversion efficiency
and reliability:
• Efficiency: The larger the number of intermediate steps, the greater are the mechanical and
transformation losses that we obtain as a result of the PCC. This causes a reduction in the
annual energy production (AEP), which in turn affects the levelized cost of the electricity (LCOE),
increasing it.
• Reliability: The offshore equipment undergoes an accelerated degradation in comparison with
the same equipment implemented within a ground installation due to the high salinity of the
maritime environment where it is implemented. This fact makes it desirable to minimize the
amount of equipment to monitor and maintain while the equipment is in operation.
2.2.1. Air Turbines
Commonly used in OWC devices, air turbines require an air chamber to convert wave energy into
mechanical power (Section 2.1.3). The basic principle is to drive the air turbine with the oscillating
air pressure in the air chamber as a consequence of the oscillating water level. As a result, this PTO
solution presents a challenge coming from the bidirectional nature of the flow. A possible solution
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for this challenge includes non-returning valves combined with a conventional turbine. However,
due to complexity, size and high maintenance costs, this configuration is not considered as a viable
option [25]. A better solution involves a self-rectifying air turbine that converts an alternating air flow
into a unidirectional rotation.
2.2.2. Hydraulic Systems
These are typically used in attenuators, point absorbers and wave surge devices (Section 2.1.3),
in which the energy conversion system is based on taking advantage of the linear movement generated
by the interaction of the body (or bodies) with the waves. Conventional rotary electrical solutions
may not be directly compatible [25]. Therefore, a suitable conversion interface is required between
the linear energy capture and the electrical generator, capable of operating with high forces at
low frequencies, such as hydraulic systems that operate reversed with respect to their traditional
counterpart, that is, the movement of the body feeds the energy of the hydraulic motor which in turn
feeds an electric generator.
2.2.3. Hydro Turbines
Used for overtopping devices [25], hydraulic turbines [28] take advantage of the potential energy
of the water stored in the accumulation chamber of the device, which is converted to mechanical power
using low-head turbines and rotary electrical generators.
2.2.4. Direct Mechanical Drive Systems
This form of PTO solution requires additional mechanical systems driving a rotary electrical
generator [25]. It can comprise pulleys, cables, gear boxes or energy storage systems, such as Flywheels
(for rotation-based systems) in order to accumulate and release energy, if needed, for reactive operation
or to smooth any power variation.
2.2.5. Direct Electrical Drive Systems
Direct electrical drive PTO directly couples the moving part of the electrical generator with
the moving body of the WEC [25]. A direct electrical drive PTO system presents two main parts:
(i) a translator coupled to the moving body of the WEC, which can be equipped with permanent
magnets (conventional solution) or magnetic steel (switched reluctance) and (ii) the stator equipped
with coils. The waves induce a heave motion in the moving body coupled with the translator, generating
a relative displacement of the translator within the stator, inducing electrical current.
Critical added value of direct linear drive systems is the ability to move instantly in any of the
4-quadrant modes of operation, commonly called 4-quadrant control, allowing instant swap from
motor to generator mode at any given moment of the wave oscillation cycle (upwards or downwards)
to handle the required reactive power for some of the control strategies we will list in Section 3.
In the first (I) and third (III) quadrants, the electric machine delivers positive power, clockwise
or counterclockwise, supplying mechanical energy (motor). On the other hand, in the second (II)
and fourth (IV) quadrants, the electric machine delivers negative power, supplying electrical power
(generator). Applying a single cycle of regular waves to a WEC, for example, the period between
two consecutive wave peaks, the required operation for each quadrant will be as follows: During the
downward movement the electric machine will work in downward generator mode (quadrant II) once
it reaches the valley, and the consequent upward movement the electric machine will start working in
upward generator mode (quadrant IV). If the WEC is operating with a control strategy that requires to
brake or accelerate the machine within the same cycle to achieve resonance, as we will see in the next
section, the instantaneous swap between the quadrants II-I-III or IV-I-III will be required.
Additionally, direct drive electrical systems have less components to maintain, avoiding
intermediate steps while providing simpler/cheaper construction and better reliability. Thus, direct
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drive is the preferable technology for WECs and offshore facilities where reliability and efficiency are
key parameters.
3. Control Strategies
The control problem for the wave energy sector does not fit the classic description of control
for other industries where control strategies involve the use of feedback (open loop, closed loop and
set-point tracking) and forcing the system variables to a constant value. Instead, WEC control aims for
maximization of captured energy while relying on feedforward control to generate optimal device
velocity or PTO force setpoints (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Hierarchical control structure. Manipulated variable depends on the PTO: Bypass valves,
swashplate angle, excitation current or conduction angle. Optimal force/velocity calculated as setpoint
for the feedforward control.





where v(t) is the device velocity, and fPTO(t) is the exerted PTO force. To ease the understanding
of how control maximizes this captured energy, we will start in Section 3.1 with a simple analytical
revision of the mean absorbed power and optimal control as originally defined in [15] and further
discussed in [8], concluding with a discussion of why suboptimal control approaches are required
before starting with the main topic for this paper, recent studies about different control strategies for
wave energy converters.
A good qualitative first approach to understand how to maximize the absorbed power is the concept
of resonance. A system being excited at its natural frequency is described as resonant. When operating
in resonance, the response amplitude is highest. Resonance does not usually occur naturally for wave
energy converters that have a natural frequency higher (Figure 8) than the power-rich frequency
components of a typical wave spectrum, so we have to trick the system into resonance tuning the PTO
damping and stiffness as needed, solving the impedance matching problem as we will explain later.
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Figure 8. Variation of WEC oscillator velocity (no PTO) for a set of regular wave frequencies with
Reference Model 3 [29] geometry with minor variations; simulations performed in WECSIM [30].
Natural resonance operation found for periods of 3.8 s and 16.4 s.
3.1. Numerical Modeling
For any WEC, the inertial force is balanced by the whole forces acting on the WEC. These forces
are usually split into external loads, WEC-wave interaction (hydrostatic force, excitation load and
radiation force) and reaction forces (caused by PTO, mooring or end-stop mechanism). Interaction
between WECs (i.e., floater) and ocean waves is a high-order nonlinear process that can be simplified
to linear equations for waves and small-amplitude device oscillation motions, which is acceptable
throughout the device’s operational regime. This means that the superposition principle applies [31].
The PTO system results in a complex nonlinear dynamic behavior. To keep the superposition
principle valid, the PTO forces must be linearized. In this linear form, the PTO force is composed
of two contributions [32]: A force proportional to velocity (damper) and a force proportional to the
displacement (spring). Mooring systems are often represented by a linear function of the captor
displacement and the mooring spring stiffness. End-stop mechanism and other constrains (velocity or
PTO force operational limits) are abrupt nonlinear forces which are usually not considered, given the
complexity of a nonlinear approach for wave energy conversion. Instead, the optimum method of
achieving an acceptable displacement amplitude is to increase the PTO damping until the body has the
maximum allowance displacement [33].
In [8], M. Alves obtains the mean absorbed power assuming linearity and sinusoidal waves for






−ω2(m + A) + G + Kpto + Km




∣∣∣F̂e∣∣∣2∣∣∣Zi + Zpto∣∣∣2 (2)
where ω is the wave frequency, F̂e is the excitation force, m is the total inertia of the captor, A is the
added mass, G is the hydrostatic spring stiffness, Kpto is the PTO mechanical spring, Km is the mooring
spring stiffness, R is the radiation damping, Bpto is the PTO damping, Zi is the intrinsic impedance and
Zpto is the PTO impedance.
An alternative, yet equivalent, formulation considers the force-to-velocity model of a WEC in the







where V(ω), Fex(ω), and Fu(ω) represent the Fourier transform of the velocity v(t), excitation force
fex(t) and control force fpto(t), respectively. Zi(ω) is the intrinsic impedance in the frequency domain of
the system as
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where Br(ω) is the radiation damping (real and even) and Ma(ω) is the frequency-dependent added
mass, often replaced by its high-frequency asymptote m∞.
The model in (4) allows the derivation of conditions for optimal energy absorption assuming
a linear approach, and the intuitive design of the energy-maximizing controller in the frequency
domain [15] as
ZPTO(ω) = Z∗i (ω) (5)
The choice of ZPTO as in (5) is referred to as optimal, reactive or complex conjugate control which
is the solution to the so-called impedance-matching problem. Technically, reactive control refers only
to the fact that the PTO reactance must cancel the inherent reactance. However, the PTO resistance and
the hydrodynamic resistance must also be equal. Thus, complex-conjugate control is a more accurate
description since it refers to the fact that the optimum PTO impedance equals the complex conjugate of
the intrinsic impedance.
The result in (5) has a number of relevant implications [34]:
• The result is frequency dependent, implying a great optimization difficulty for irregular seas
containing a mixture of frequencies.
• Future knowledge of the excitation force may be required. While this knowledge is straightforward
for regular waves, it is more complex for irregular seas.
• Since force and velocity can have opposite signs, the PTO may need to supply power for some
parts of the sinusoidal cycle.
• The optimal control takes no constrains into consideration; it is more than likely a real system will
have velocity and displacement constrains.
Nevertheless, delivering optimal control may be infeasible due to the associated excessive motions
and loads in extreme waves. Hence, alternative suboptimal control schemes have been implemented,
which include physical constraints on the motions, forces and power rating of the device. While a lot
of discussion and different approaches can be found over the recent years for sub-optimal control
solutions, we have classified most of them according to the nomenclature that most commonly
appears—damping, reactive, latching and model predictive control.
3.2. Damping Control
A widely studied approach to avoid the difficulties in the implementation of the feedback control
of the WECs is known in the literature as linear damping of the PTO, also called passive loading [35]
or resistive [36], a suboptimal approach where the instantaneous value of the PTO force is linearly
proportional to the oscillating body speed, that is to say
fpto(t) = −Bptov(t) (6)
where Bpto > 0 is the PTO damping coefficient. This methodology does not require a prediction of
the excitation force, thus making it a simple strategy to implement. In fact, it is the one we can
usually find in the demonstrators or pre-commercial devices currently deployed around the world.
Conventionally, it only requires knowing the instantaneous value of the PTO velocity, for which
measurement instruments are usually available in the market.
Figure 9 shows a simulation example in WECSIM [30] for Reference Model 3 using damping
control; the electric power (Pe) is always negative, Pe < 0, so the machine does not need to return
energy at any point of the oscillating cycle to maximize the energy output in resonance operation.
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Figure 9. Linear damping–WEC simulation for regular waves. In the upper graphic PTO force (blue) is
compared with PTO velocity (red). The lower graphic represents ideal power output (blue) and power
output considering electrical losses (red); negative values for power means the WEC is delivering
energy to the grid.
Damping control, however, provides a much smaller amount of power absorbed when compared
to other strategies such as reactive control [37], as we will see in the next section, and the linear
relationship between the speed and the force of the PTO, when it is a straightforward relation, may not
be easy to implement without using any feedback control. In addition, the optimal value of the PTO
damping, which is the value of Bpto that maximizes the instantaneous power absorbed, can be easily
calculated for regular waves. However, in practice, where the incident wave is irregular (defined by the
wave spectrum), Bpto is more difficult to calculate because of the changes in the spectral components of
the incident wave which are not constant over time, so a real time feedback control for a time-varying
damping value is required.
Therefore, we can distinguish between a real time-varying damping control and a constant
(or passive) damping control. First generation WEC control is based on damping strategies with
constant values for Bpto. This particular strategy is still very common in recent WEC prototypes by
technology developers (given the simplicity of implementation).
3.2.1. Constant Damping Control
The work [38] presents a PTO force via constant damping coefficient applied to compare the
power conversion performances of three WEC devices modelled in a computational fluid dynamic
software (CFD) model based on a 1/50 scale heaving point absorber WEC. Results from this article
quantify crucial hydrodynamic parameters for the three devices, revealing a prominent affection of
the device amplitude response in free motion without PTO. When PTO is included under effect of
regular and irregular waves, the joint effects of geometry and PTO damping on the power absorption
are very significant.
Experimental evidence with CECO device (a floating point absorber) with different linear damping
coefficients is shown in [39] with the following conclusions: (a) optimal PTO damping coefficients for
low-energy irregular waves are higher than for high-energy regular waves, and (b) wave conditions
affect significantly the optimal damping coefficients.
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3.2.2. Time-Varying Damping Control
Passive damping control is analyzed and compared in [35] with a real-time passive control (PC)
based on the Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT). For this solution the damping coefficient is time-varying
and tuned instantaneously, based on the frequency of the excitation force. This solution adds a grade
of complexity to damping control, since it is required that excitation force be known. The results of this
study prove that the proposed solution with real-time calibration of the damping coefficient improves
from 21% to 65% the results that a conventional damping control strategy can obtain.
An experimental solution to calibrate the optimum damping coefficients has been presented
in [40], based on tank testing experiments on the power performance of a bottom hinged oscillating
wave surge converter (OWSC) for regular and irregular waves with damping control, testing different
damping coefficients for different wave conditions. The best damping coefficient based on performance
was obtained. In this study it is concluded that there are no differences between linear or non-linear
strategies in relation to the amount of energy absorbed, but nonlinear strategies have better stability
and a broader damping range.
Damping control is electronically implemented in a solid-state relay (SSR) with pulse-width
modulation (PWM) in [38]. The objective for this analysis is to mimic analog current flow and compare
it with a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). It is concluded that peak values of absorbed
power and the capture width greatly improve, compared with passive damping strategy.
3.3. Reactive Control
Reactive control is often misleading in the literature and can be confused with complex conjugate
control. As the differences between these definitions were already explained in Section 3.1, for clarity
reasons, we will keep “reactive control” as it can be usually found in the literature, but a new term
such as “sub-optimal reactive control” should be used, as it is done in [41]. These control strategies
usually involve the tuning of both PTO resistance and reactance (Bpto and Kpto), taking into account
constrains such as PTO power rating or displacement limits, adjusting the resistance of the PTO to
avoid non-linear approaches [33]. Therefore, we will need to consider the generic approach to a PTO
characterization as explained in Section 3.1.
fpto(t) = −Bptov(t) −Kptox(t) (7)
where Kpto is the stiffness coefficient, and x(t) is the displacement in the PTO. This kind of control when
implemented in demo prototypes usually employs a tabular approach to alleviate the computational
constrains required to calculate optimum values in real time. Hence, sub-optimal values for damping
and stiffness coefficients are pre-calculated with an optimization algorithm to be stored in tables.
For this reason, this particular technique is prone to modelling errors requiring a reanalysis of the
constant values after a certain testing period.
Figure 10 shows a simulation in WECSIM for Reference Model 3 [29] using reactive control.
The electric power (Pe) varies between positive and negative values, so the PTO needs to switch
from motor to generator mode and vice versa at least two times for every oscillation cycle. This kind
of mode switching is commonly called “4-quadrant control” and is not obtainable within the time
constrains for all of the available typologies of PTOs in the market. Reactive power is a back and forth
exchange between the PTO and the oscillating body and does not contribute to the facility energy
production. This energy may be supplied by any hydraulic, compressed-air, thermal, chemical, kinetic,
electrostatic, electromagnetic storage source [42] or the electrical grid. The biggest disadvantage of
reactive strategies comes from the reactive energy exchange process. This process does not suppose an
electrical energy gain, but it is subject to dissipative energy loss processes. The magnitude of these
losses can negatively affect the overall efficiency of the device.
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Figure 10. Reactive control–WEC simulation for regular waves.
Energy storage requirements for the reactive power are analyzed in [41] based on a time-domain
approach. These storage systems facilitate the exchange of reactive energy and can help to decrease
the associated losses, so they are a critical element of the system to maximize the power absorption.
The performance of a floating heaving-only point absorber is analyzed in [43]. The objective is to
maximize the wave energy absorption by actively controlling damping and stiffness parameters on the
basis of a linear model in the frequency domain. The study concludes with a comparison of the results
with similarly validated studies.
Reinforcement learning methodologies are studied in [44]. Calculating the optimum reactive
control variables by means of a Q-learning algorithm, the model is able to maximize the energy
absorbed for each sea state.
3.4. Latching/Unlatching
Firstly suggested in [45], the latching control is based on achieving the resonance of the WEC
through a clamping system, fixing the device during a certain part of the wave oscillation cycle [46].
When the device is released, the control of the device is usually governed by a linear damping as in
Section 3.2. This way, the device presents resonance operation without need of reactive power control.
However, some energy needs to be drawn from an external source in order to activate the clamping
system when the device velocity is null. The critical point for this control strategy is the calculation of
the latching-unlatching time periods. Latching control avoids the two-way energy transfer and the
associated energy dissipation that characterize reactive control, so a wider spectrum of PTO systems
operating only in generator mode can be used under this control strategy.
Setting as base case scenario the passive damping control strategy in [47], the performance
improvement when latching control strategy is applied was quantified. The results show that the
capture width increases by 70% and the optimal damping coefficient decreases by 60%.
An economic approach was made with different latching control strategies assessed for the
WEC in [48], including an interesting comparison with passive damping control. Results are based
on the simulated performance of the WEC using regular monochromatic waves, revealing similar
annual energy production for constant damping when compared with suboptimal latching, 201 and
197 MWh/yr, respectively. Optimal latching shows the best results with a 45% increase over the annual
energy production, 286 MWh/yr.
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3.5. Model Predictive Control
Due to its ability to deal with linear and non-linear models, together with the system constrains and
real time evaluation of future behavior, model predictive control (MPC) is a widely used and analyzed
strategy in the industry [49], and it should not be different for WECs. MPC solutions can handle the
physical constraints present for any WEC technology and the non-causal optimal control solution.
However, the problem of maximizing WEC energy requires an important modification over
the regular approach in the objective function of the MPC, resulting in a potentially non-convex
optimization problem. Given the benefits and growing understanding of these algorithms, this strategy
has become the most common control research topic in recent years. MPC maximizes the energy
absorption, applying at each time step the optimum force to achieve resonance over a future time
horizon, as firstly defined in [50].
As a starting point, [51] presents results of a comparison between MPC control and classical
(complex-conjugate control) methods for a Linear Permanent Magnet (LPMG) PTO controlled by
a machine side back-to-back actuator. It is concluded that complex-conjugate control when applied to
real world solutions shows to be inefficient in maximizing the power absorption from the ocean waves.
Presented as an improvement to reactive control, a predictive strategy is analyzed in [52]
where a neural network trained with machine learning is used to predict future waves (height and
period), affecting the WEC and optimizing in real time the relevant parameters for the wave energy
absorption (PTO stiffness coefficient and PTO damping coefficient). The algorithm does not present
any improvements over similar state-of-the-art reactive control solutions in relation with the absorbed
power, but it solves associated control inaccuracies from laboratory calibration and enables the
controller to be adaptative to variations in the machine response caused by ageing.
In a similar way for a heaving point-absorber, a neural network is employed to forecast the
short-term wave height and period in [53] to implement real-time adaptative latching control. This work
presents some results comparing the differences of absorbed power for a particular wave scenario with
and without control.
An innovative MPC solution is proposed in [54]. Named as robust model predictive control
(R-MPC), it combines a predictive controller considering PTO constrains, ensuring maximum power
absorption while being realistic, and an innovative model to solve some parametric uncertainties and
model mismatches.
An interesting approach to control strategies for 3-degree of freedom WECs is presented in [55] and
compared with classical heave-only WECs. Presenting a parametric MPC, it optimizes independently
the pitch-surge and heave motion. Numerical algorithms are employed to find the optimal conditions
and results. In this work, several numerical tests are conducted for regular and irregular waves.
The presented results reveal a great improvement in absorbed power over heavy-only WECs. Contrary
to these results, in [56] A. Korde states that near-optimal control for pitch-surge motions are not
significant for wave energy absorption when compared to heave motion which is presented as the
dominant contributor to power absorption.
A hybrid MPC strategy is presented in [57], constrains are applied to PTO damping and damping
force for a two-body WEC. A Mixed-integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP) problem is proposed to
obtain the maximum power absorption. Results from this problem are compared with other MPC
solutions and classical models for an irregular wave scenario.
Future wave frequency prediction is used in [58] using a Fuzzy Logic controller to determine the
optimum PTO damping and stiffness coefficients in real time. The proposed solution combines some
regular tuning techniques with an innovative slow tuning methodology.
Fatigue, reliability and survivability controlled by MPC are analyzed in [36]. The results show
a trade-off between maximized electrical power and the necessary dimensions for the WEC to resist
large loads and fatigue periods. These results are also compared with conventional reactive control,
where MPC improves the average annual energy production by 29%.
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3.6. Others
This category includes any mixed or innovative control strategies that do not clearly fit into any
of the categories presented above.
A genetic algorithm is used to optimize truncated power series along with the geometry for
nonlinear WECs in [59]. It enables higher energy harvesting without large motions and less dependence
of reactive power as a result.
A so-called Adaptive Parameter Estimation (APE) is proposed in [60]. The algorithm updates
in real time several WEC model parameters such as the radiation and excitation force coefficients,
combining the benefits associated with optimal control (maximum energy output) and APE dealing
with any of the model parameter variation.
In [61] a new power take-off technique is proposed for oscillating wave surge WECs. The main
innovation is to avoid any kind of braking system while keeping the amplitude within the specified
range. Then, the results are compared with constant damping control, showing the benefits of the new
proposed control system.
A new controller which is a variation for the complex conjugate through impedance matching
in the time-domain is proposed in [62,63]. The main benefit for the proposed control lies in that it
does not need a wave prediction or measurement. It is novel in that it is a feedback strategy with
a multi-resonant generator strategy, decomposing the control problem into multiple sub-problems
with independent single-frequency controllers. The solution is based on the spectral decomposition of
the measurement signal which is employed to construct the optimal solution.
Stochastic control derived from optimal control for heave-only point absorbers considering
force constrains is analyzed in [64]. Results indicate performance close to optimal in terms of mean
absorbed power.
A crosscutting solution can be found for a cabin-suspended catamaran with a motion control
system in [65]. The main objective is to minimize the heave velocity in the cabin, but a secondary
measured result of interest for this review is the power absorption from incoming waves which can
then be used as an energy vector for different applications, such as feeding auxiliary systems or driving
the main engines.
4. Conclusions and Further Research
Since the mean absorbed power for any WEC is frequency dependent, maximum power absorption
is achieved in resonance operation when the natural frequency of the WEC matches the wave frequency,
causing the excitation force. We can force the WEC into resonance with different control strategies
tuning the PTO damping and stiffens constants (Bpto and Kpto). In this article, we have classified
different wave energy technologies based on different criteria commonly used in the literature. Optimal
control strategy (complex conjugate control) based on solving the impedance matching problem is
impractical for implementation, given the need for future knowledge of the excitation force in irregular
waves and the absence of constrains in force and speed for the PTO. Hence, suboptimal control
techniques are required, such as damping, reactive (misleading definition which should be revised to
suboptimal reactive), latching, MPC and other novelty control ideas.
Wave Energy Technologies are still far from the commercialization point. Only a few successful
demonstration projects can be found all over the world and even less when we try to find grid connected
projects. Several regulatory, social, economic, environmental and technological barriers need to be
addressed from different stakeholders at the same time to perceive an effective pulling action. Control
strategies is one of the main technological topics to be discussed. Great efforts have been made over
the years in developing effective suboptimal solutions for WECs.
Damping control, usually constant damping control, has been (and still is) the best approach
for technology developers willing to test an industrial scale WEC device, given the simplicity of
implementation and the safety of operation. Safety is not a minor issue for industrial scale marine
devices. Large forces and motions provided by optimal control and top suboptimal approaches could
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exceed the operational limits of prototype devices fabricated by shipyards and/or associated industries
still unfamiliar with WEC technology.
Reactive control is the natural evolution from damping control, presenting an affordable tabular
approach for any WEC prototype being deployed for a demonstration phase. Calibration of PTO
constants based on simulations or previous experiences do not represent a challenge to the current
state of art, although this kind of control strategy requires a PTO capable of switching from motor to
generator mode multiple times in a single wave oscillation.
Latching control solves the PTO limitation of reactive control, but it requires an additional
clamping mechanism to be installed and energized in the WEC, generating extra costs while also
lowering the reliability. Offshore equipment, especially mechanical pieces, are prone to failure because
of the extreme salinity ambient. Even well protected (marinization) pieces require a yearly basis
maintenance to avoid failures.
MPC solutions represent the best approach to optimal control. Enabling excitation force prediction
applies at each time step the optimum PTO force for maximum energy absorption while still considering
constrains (non-linear models). MPC has been found to be the most interesting topic among the scientific
community (Figure 11) over the recent years, given the good results presented in different articles.
This is due to the growing experience in simulated and tank-testing environments, the incremental
available advances in computational capacity and the improved expertise with environments based
on neural networks. Nevertheless, the complexity of implementation and absence of industry scale
demonstration projects disfavored MPC solutions for WEC technology developers. MPC strategies
can become a WEC technology enabler in the near future. Maximizing the energy reliability while
maintaining equipment costs will result in overall reduction of LCOE, along with the support from
different stakeholders. Caring about the other WEC barriers previously presented will result in a market
competitive renewable energy technology.
Figure 11. Recent studies for different WEC control strategies, 2017–2019.
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Abstract: In this study, an economic performance assessment of offshore wind investments is
investigated through electrical topology, capacity factor and line length. First, annual energy yield
production and electrical system losses for AC and DC offshore wind configurations are estimated
by using Weibull probability distributions of wind speed. A cost model for calculating core energy
economic metrics for offshore wind environment is developed by using a discount cash flow analysis.
A case study is then conducted for a projected offshore wind farm (OWF) rated 100 MW and 300 MW
sizes situated in the Aegean sea. Finally, a sensitivity analysis is performed for AC and DC OWFs with
three different capacity factors (e.g., 45%, 55% and 60%) and various transmission line lengths ranging
from 20 km to 120 km. The OWF is found to be economically viable for both AC and DC configurations
with the estimated levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) ranging from 88.34 $/MWh to 113.76 $/MWh
and from 97.61 $/MWh to 126.60 $/MWh, respectively. LCOEs for both options slightly change
even though the wind farm size was increased three-fold. The sensitivity analysis reveals that, for
further offshore locations with higher capacity factors, the superiority of AC configuration over the
DC option in terms of LCOE reduces while the advantage of DC configuration over the AC option in
terms of electrical losses is significant. Losses in the AC and DC configurations range from 3.75% to
5.86% and 3.75% to 5.34%, respectively, while LCOEs vary between 59.90 $/MWh and 113.76 $/MWh
for the AC configuration and 66.21 $/MWh and 124.15 $/MWh for the DC configuration. Capacity
factor was found to be more sensitive in LCOE estimation compared to transmission line length while
line length is more sensitive in losses estimation compared to capacity factor.
Keywords: cost-benefit analysis; DC collection; energy economics; HVDC; HVAC; levelized cost of
electricity (LCOE); offshore wind
1. Introduction
Technological developments and changes in lifestyles have driven significantly the increase in
energy usage worldwide. Global energy consumption increased by 48.3% from 2002 to 2018 [1]. The use
of energy is predicted to rise by 28% by 2040 [2]. Accordingly, global electrical energy use is expected
to increase by 58% in the next two decades as well. The increase in electrical energy use contributes
to CO2 emissions and creates environmental concerns. Over the past two decades, renewable energy
resources have provided alternatives for energy generation, specifically on electrical energy through
solar and wind energy utilizations. The share of renewables for electrical energy generation reached
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26% in 2018 [2]. Among the renewable energy resources, excluding conventional hydropower, wind
energy has the highest share in terms of installed capacity [3]. Global installed wind power capacity
has increased about 30 fold from 2000 to 2017, reaching a cumulative capacity of 591 GW at the end of
2018 [4]. Having higher wind energy potential due to less friction on water surfaces makes offshore
wind farms more favorable over their onshore counterparts [5]. The global installed offshore wind
power capacity has increased from 4177 MW to 23,140 MW from 2011 to 2018 [6]. The installed capacity
of 4.5 GW in 2018 has broken the records on increase in a single year. The fast growth in the offshore
wind sector deserves special attention with regard to technical, economical and efficient electric power
delivery. From an economical point of view, the cost of offshore systems is higher [7] and varies from
project to project since the cost of offshore installations is extremely dependent on their site conditions
and location as opposed to their on-shore counterparts [8]. To maintain the offshore market growth
given the expected increase in turbine sizes and efficiency, cost-effective solutions for the offshore
wind energy sector need to be explored.
An offshore wind farm (OWF) configuration typically consists of collection and transmission
systems at medium and high voltages, respectively, including an offshore and/or onshore substation.
Most of the current offshore wind farms are all alternating current (AC) systems both at collection and
transmission systems. Considering the 20% share of transmission system cost over the total cost figure,
alternative solutions may reduce the overall cost [9]. One of the growing alternatives for delivering the
generated wind power is using high voltage direct current (HVDC) instead of high voltage alternating
current (HVAC) for the transmission system since situated further offshore distances started to become
more common [10] and HVDC provides benefits over HVAC for longer distances. Even though
less charging current occurs over the HVDC cables [11], the total system losses can be higher due
to the additional losses associated with the power electronics components of OWFs [12]. Another
alternative transmission that appeared is low frequency AC (LFAC) offshore wind systems, which
are found to be more costly than their HVAC and HVDC counterparts for longer distances from the
coast [13]. Among three alternatives of power transmission, HVDC becomes more attractive over
LFAC and HVAC systems due to the higher transmission line losses and costs associated with the AC
systems for far further situated offshore locations. While implementing the HVDC system to overcome
these challenges, its economical performance assessment needs to be carefully studied [11]. Medium
voltage collection system design starts with the micro sitting of wind turbines using optimization
methods that consider many parameters such as wind direction and wake effect [14]. As for a high
voltage transmission system, DC topology for collection system is being discussed to be an alternative
to AC collection system as it may reduce cable losses and costs. The improvement in DC control
and protection device technology also will make the DC collection system more attractive over AC
collection in which the control and protection devices are well established and used [15]. Currently,
there are no OWF with DC collection systems but a few prototypes are being investigated [15,16]. A
detailed cost analysis is therefore needed for both complete AC and DC collection and transmission
systems since the cost depends on various parameters such as rated power, wind capacity factor, losses,
distance from the shore and so forth [5,12].
The cost of the above-mentioned alternative transmission systems is studied to better shape
the future direction of OWF configurations. The economic benefits of various offshore network
configurations, including HVAC and HVDC, for the coordinated development of interconnection
energy flow are presented in Reference [10]. A comparison of incremental operational and investment
costs is examined through a cost model using Monte Carlo approach. Results suggest that coordinated
multi-terminal HVDC grid with H-grid configuration could offer operational benefits compared to
radial connection. However, under certain circumstances the benefits may be reduced. The study
is limited with considering only transmission system and focuses more on the interconnection of
different configurations. A cost model for HVAC and HVDC cost comparison was redesigned in
Reference [12] considering the losses. It is shown that OWFs installed in a larger size and situated
further offshore result in reduced costs for HVDC transmission [17]. Xiangyu et. al in Reference [18]
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presented a techno-economic analysis of voltage source converter (VSC) based HVDC and HVAC
transmission systems for OWFs. They showed that the VSC based HVDC is superior in terms of
both economic and technical benefits over the HVAC while the latter includes higher electrical losses.
A detailed cost-benefit analysis and power loss calculations were performed for HVAC and several
HVDC configurations in Reference [11]. It was found that a critical transmission distance of 85 km
makes the VSC based HVDC more economical. A cost analysis for three transmission systems (i.e.,
HVAC. HVDC, LFAC) is presented in Reference [19]. Results indicated that LFAC may become the cost
effective option for shorter distances while HVDC is the most cost effective for longer transmission
distances. Similar results are presented in Reference [13] in which the LFAC is found to be more
competitive at medium distances between 50–200 km from shore compared to its HVDC counterpart.
Instead of delivering power from offshore through HVDC, it is even considered to energize offshore
oil industry platforms from an onshore power grid [20]. It is proved that receiving electrical energy
through a HVDC transmission to offshore platforms can be more economical comparing to local
diesel-fired electricity generation. Techno-economic comparison of HVDC and HVAC is presented
in Reference [21]. A wind farm rated 300 MW is used for comparison of different wind turbine
topologies, power losses, grid requirements and black start capacity of the two topologies. Results
show that the break-even distance of the two systems is found to be 80 km and depends upon the
wind turbine technology used, the economic superiority of one over another may be different. An
economic comparison of HVAC and HVDC topologies for OWFs at varying rated power from 250 MW
to 1500 MW in Great Britain is presented in Reference [22]. Unlike the previous literature, the results
show that the break-even cost of the two systems can be only achieved for higher wind farm scales
with further offshore locations (i.e., a rated power of 500 MW and a transmission line of 160 km).
However, the impact of the collection system on the cost calculations is not considered. Technical
and economic comparison of HVAC and HVDC, along with the HVDC market size and high-level
comparison of HVDC system components, are presented in Reference [23]. It is concluded that HVDC
transmission is beginning to dominate the market and multi-terminal DC networks are expected to
play a significant role in the future. The economic analysis in this study is not presented in detail and
mainly considers the comparison of some existing or case studies.
While the above-mentioned studies focus on the transmission system, few studies have presented
the DC collection system for OWF [15,24]. Possible designs, topologies, converter types and platform
configurations are given to provide an inside for the possible usage of DC collection systems together
with the HVDC transmission [15]. In Reference [24], a new converter topology was proposed to
decrease losses within the DC collection system as an alternative to AC topology. The study in
Reference [25] presents a cost assessment for the collection system of an OWF. Since the collection
system voltage level is not as high as that of transmission system, the AC and DC configurations may
have different relations in terms of cost. The length of the collection system considered is very short.
The comparison for overall cost and losses shows that the DC collection system has higher costs and
losses compared to the AC collection counterpart. However, as the difference is found to be much less,
a detailed cost and loss analysis is still needed for different OWF electrical topologies with practical
offshore distances. Reference [16] focuses on a collection system with traditional AC and various DC
configurations that are both connected to a power system through a HVDC transmission line. Results
concluded that DC configuration for larger scale OWFs may not be economically feasible compared
to AC systems due to the DC/DC converters’ size. Another study on optimizing OWF design and
reducing cost is presented in Reference [26], in which different turbine foundations, AC collection and
HVDC transmission for OWFs are considered in a sensitivity analysis. Results suggest that the cost
factors mainly vary with the turbine size.
The feasibility of offshore wind investments requires a comprehensive analysis of possible
electrical topologies in terms of loss and cost perspectives in a decision making process. HVDC
transmission systems have been heavily investigated in search of a viable OWF for further offshore
installations. However, the use of DC topology for a medium voltage collection system together with
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HVDC can bring a new approach to future OWFs for economic viability. This paper, therefore, presents
a detailed techno-economic analysis for conventional all AC and emerging all DC OWF configurations.
Radial AC and DC OWF topologies are proposed. Considering the Weibull probability distribution
function for wind speed, annual energy yield and the losses of OWF electrical system components
are estimated in detail and included in cost calculations. Energy economics metrics such as LCOE,
net present value (NPV) and discounted pay-back period (DPBP) are calculated using a discounted
cash flow analysis. The proposed analysis is implemented for a possible offshore site in the Aegean
Sea, which was found to have the highest capacity factor among the 55 possible offshore locations
in Turkey in an earlier study [4]. Two OWF sizes of 100 MW and 300 MW are studied to investigate
the impact of electrical topologies on OWF economics in terms of installed capacity. A sensitivity
analysis is finally performed for three offshore locations with various capacity factors and distances
to shore. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the electrical topologies
considered. Loss estimation is expressed in Section 3 while economic analysis is evaluated for the
selected OWF in Section 4. Results and discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides
the concluding remarks.
2. Description of Electrical Topologies Considered
Several solutions in terms of electrical topology (i.e., AC, DC and hybrid) have been proposed
for both collection and transmission systems [11]. Since the best techno-economic solution for a given
application depends on total wind power generated and distance from shore, AC and DC topologies
will be considered separately for the configuration of OWF collection and transmission systems.
This offshore site is selected as a result of earlier extensive study based on a multi-criteria site
selection work that considers many decision criteria in terms of technical (e.g., wind speed and sea
depth), social and civil restrictions, that is, territorial waters, military areas, civil aviation, shipping
and pipeline routes and environmental concerns [4]. It was also found in another earlier study [8] that
the selected site is less favorable in terms of economics compared to other offshore sites in the Aegean
sea since it is far from the point of common coupling which makes its electrical system investment
cost higher. The examined OWF is considered to be rated 100 MW and 300 MW. It consists of an inner
collection system with 25 and 75 turbine system sets, respectively, connected to an onshore substation
in the island and high voltage (HV) submarine transmission cables between the onshore substation
and the point of common coupling busbar in the mainland.
2.1. AC Offshore Wind Energy System
The AC OWF configuration considered in this study is shown in Figure 1. The collection system
consists of several radial branches that are connected to an onshore substation via submarine cables.
Each turbine set rated at 4 MW includes AC–DC and DC–AC converters and a step-up transformer
rated 0.69 kV/33 kV, 4.5 MVA. The bus voltage at the AC collection system is thus 33 kV. An onshore
substation is considered in the island. It consists of 1 and 3 step-up transformers rated 33 kV/154 kV,
100 MVA including reactive power compensation and grid interface control units. The transmission
system includes a three-phase HVAC submarine cable that connects the OWF to the power system in
the mainland.
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Power system
Subsea cable to shore
Onshore substation 
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Figure 1. Configuration of proposed AC OWF.
2.2. DC Offshore Wind Energy System
The proposed DC OWF is shown in Figure 2. In this configuration, each turbine is coupled to
AC-DC and DC-DC converters that creates a medium voltage (MV) DC bus in the collection system.
The collection system is connected to another multi-level step-up DC–DC converter at an onshore
platform through monopolar DC 30 kV submarine cables. The onshore platform DC converter is rated
at 100 MW and 300 MW. The transmission system includes bipolar HVDC (e.g., 150 kV) submarine
cables. Another onshore converter station is placed on the mainland to connect the OWF to the
power system. This converter station consists of a multilevel cascaded DC-AC converter including DC
capacitors, reactors and filters.
Power system
Subsea cable to shore
Onshore substation 
(Gokceada island)
























Bipolar DC 150 kV
Onshore substation 
(Mainland)





Figure 2. Configuration of proposed DC OWF.
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2.3. Electrical Design for Offshore Wind Farm Collection System
The radial design for an OWF collection system was shown to be the most cost-effective option in
an earlier study [8]. Herein, based on engineering judgments, radial designs are considered for both
the OWFs rated 100 MW and 300 MW as shown in Figure 3. To maximize wind energy usage as well
as reduce wake effects, turbines sit perpendicular to the main wind direction and in rows spacing


















Figure 3. Proposed electrical layouts of the OWF collection system: (a) 100 MW. (b) 300 MW. Each
circle represents the wind turbine system given in Figures 1 and 2.
3. Annual Energy Yield and Electrical Losses Estimation
Estimating wind power output is an integral element of energy business which can be categorized
into two clusters—long-term and short-term energy forecasting, respectively. Short-term forecasting
tools with hour ahead and day ahead forecast horizons are used for daily operations such as optimal
scheduling of the utilities while estimation of annual energy production (AEP) is used for investment
decisions for energy generation projects [28]. Within the scope of this article, AEP figures are estimated
using an open source renewable energy resource assessment tool named Virtual Wind Farm (VWF) [29].
VMF is based on the weather data which originates from satellite observations and global reanalysis
models such as NASA’s MERRA (Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications).
The model generates the hourly wind power and wind speed values for the given location for the
entire year [30]. The Siemens Wind Turbine SWT-4.0-130 is used in the model [31]. The cut in wind
speed (vmin) is 5 m/s and the cut out wind speed (vmax) is 25 m/s while the rated wind speed is 12
m/s. As wind speed can greatly vary for the cycle of a year, power components (i.e., converters,
transformers, etc.) of an OWF are not rated loaded for the most of the time of a year. Using Weibull
distribution for power loss of a wind farm achieved more accurate results in Reference [32]. To have
more accurate values in estimating losses of each system components, this study therefore considers
the Weibull probability distribution function for wind speed. The steady state current values are used
in the following calculations.
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3.1. Power Electronics Losses
The power electronics (PE) losses for the AC offshore configuration include the losses in the
turbine converters within the collection system while the PE losses for the DC counterpart include the
losses in the turbine converters, the onshore DC-DC and DC-AC converters. The turbine converter
losses are the sum of the switching and conduction losses in the IGBTs(PIGBT) and the freewheeling
diodes (PFWD) that are given, respectively, as follows [25]:
PIGBT−turbine = Nsw(VCEO · Ic−ave + RC · I2c−rms + (EonT + Eo f f T) · fsw), (1)
PFWD−turbine = Nsw(VDO · Id−ave + RD · I2d−rms + EonD · fsw), (2)
where VCEO and VDO are the on-state voltages (V), Ic−ave and Id−ave are the average currents (A), RC
and RD are the on-state resistances (Ω), Ic−rms and Id−rms are the rms currents, for the IGBT and diode,
respectively. EonT and Eo f f T are the IGBT’s turn-on and off energy losses (W), respectively and EonD is
the diode reverse recovery energy loss (W). fsw is the switching frequency which is selected as 1260 Hz.
Nsw is the number of switches (IGBT or diode). The ABB IGBT modules of type 5SNA 3600E170300 is
considered in the turbine converters [33].
To get a high conversion ratio (e.g., 1:5) at MW level, the multilevel step-up DC-DC converter
topology proposed in Reference [34] is used for the onshore DC-DC converter. Based on the
conventional boost converter configuration, the topology consists of two half-bridges (clamped IGBTs)
in the lower position and four chopper (clamped diodes) in the upper position. The ABB IGBT
modules of type 5SNA 1200G450300 is used in the onshore DC-DC converter [33]. The switching losses
are comprised of the upper and lower stacks IGBT switching losses and upper stack diode reverse
recovery losses while the conduction losses comprise the upper and lower stacks IGBT conduction
losses and upper and lower stacks diode conduction losses. The total losses are the sum of switching
and conduction losses which can be expressed for the IGBT and diode, respectively, as follows [34]:
PIGBT−HVDC = 2N fswEo f f T + 4M fswEonT + 4M fswEo f f T + 2NVCEO INλN1 + 2MVCEO IMλM1, (3)
PFWD−HVDC = 4M · fsw · EonD + 2NVDO INλN2 + 2MVDO IMλM2, (4)
where N = 4 is the number of upper sub modules, M = 2 is the number of lower sub modules. IN
and IM are the average currents in the upper and lower stacks, respectively. λ refers to the ratio of the
conduction time to the switching period. The switching frequency of 1 kHz is taken in the calculation.
For the onshore DC-AC converter, the cascaded multilevel converter topology [35] is considered.
The topology uses five series connected H-bridges in each phase which creates 11-level line-to-neutral
voltage and hence 21-level line-to-line voltages. The ABB IGBT modules of type 5SNA 0750G650300
rated 6500 V is used in the onshore DC-AC converter [33]. The switching frequency of 1 kHz is taken.
The associated PE losses in the IGBT modules (PIGBT−HVAC) and (PFWD−HVAC) can be calculated as
given by (1) and (2), respectively. Thus, total PE losses for AC and DC offshore configurations are
obtained by (5) and (6), respectively. The parameters of the IGBT modules used are listed in Table 1.
PPE−AC = Nturbine · (PIGBT + PFWD) , (5)
PPE−DC = Nturbine · (PIGBT + PFWD) + PIGBT−HVDC + PFWD−HVDC + PIGBT−HVAC + PFWD−HVAC, (6)
where, Nturbine is the total number of turbines within the OWF.
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Table 1. Rated values for Parameters of the IGBTmodules used in the converters [33].
Parameter 5SNA 3600E170300 5SNA 1200G450300 5SNA 0750G650300
VCES (V) 1700 4500 6500
IC (A) 3600 1200 750
VCEO (V) 2.5 2.6 2.9
RC (mΩ) 0.055 0.07 0.07
EonT (mJ) 1100 4350 6400
Eo f f T (mJ) 1600 6000 5300
VDO (V) 1.85 3.2 3.2
RD (mΩ) 0.094 0.34 0.13
EonD (mJ) 1080 2730 2700
3.2. Transformer Losses
As the transformerless multilevel converter topologies are considered in the DC offshore wind
configuration, the transformer losses are therefore a matter of concern for the AC offshore wind
configuration. They include the losses of turbine transformers and the onshore substation transformers.
The total losses of a transformer at any load level can be obtained by (7) [36],
PTr f m = P0 + I2L · (Zpu × Zbase), (7)
where, P0, Zpu and Zbase are no-load losses, p.u.and base impedances of transformer, respectively,
obtained from its nameplate. IL is transformer primary current.
3.3. Collection and Transmission Lines Losses
The longest collection line is 8 km while the length of the transmission line is 19 km. The short
line model can then be used for the modeling of the cables of the collection and transmission lines. It
is represented by a series RL circuit. In this case, line losses are calculated by I2 · R. The currents are
calculated from operating wind power associated with each wind speed while resistance values are
obtained from the underground cable manufacturer’s catalog which is selected for rated operation.
Herein, the DC resistance values at 20 ◦C of cables are used for the DC offshore configuration while
maximum AC resistance values at 90 ◦C are used for the AC counterpart. In determining the resistance
values, cables are assumed to be directly buried in ground.
3.4. Annual Energy Losses
The total annual energy losses can be found by integrating the losses over the Weibull probability









(PPE−DC + Pcable−DC) · f (vw) · 8760 dvw, (9)
where EAC−losses and EDC−losses are the total annual energy losses in the AC and DC offshore
configurations, respectively. Pcable−AC and Pcable−DC are the total collection and transmission lines
losses in the AC and DC offshore configurations, respectively. f (vw) is the Weibull probability
distribution function of occurrence of each wind speed for a year obtained using the wind farm model.
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4. Economic Analysis
4.1. Major Investment Indicators Considered For Economic Assessment
NPV, LCOE and DPBP are among the major investment energy economic metrics which help the
energy sector players to make wise investment decisions [8,37]. Besides, the cash follow diagrams
provided contain more information about the entire projected life cycle of an project investment
scenarios with yearly resolution. The business of the usual operations of the energy companies shall
ideally utilize the above-mentioned techno-economic metrics with higher resolution by considering
other dynamic parameters including tax, inflation and risk management components before making
their multi-million $ investments. AEP figures are one of the most important parameters of a
cost-benefit analysis where the revenues of the energy economic system are created. NPV indicates
the difference between the present value of annual cash inflows (benefits) and annual outflows
(expenditures). For the entire project lifespan of an OWF, NPV can be expressed by [8]:







where CCAPEX and T represents the total capital expenditures (CAPEX) and lifespan of OWF,
respectively and r is the annual discount rate. The net cash flow for a year is found by subtracting the
present value of outflows from the present value of annual cash inflows which includes the annualized
operational expenditures (OPEX) and revenues, respectively. In other words, the outflows correspond
to the OPEX in the corresponding year while the inflows are related to the AEP of the corresponding
year. Revenues of investment calculation are primarily dependent on the AEP figures in energy
investments. Positive NPV values represent the economically viable investment option. If there are
multiple positive NPV values calculated for various investment options, the options that yield the
highest NPV figure shall be selected for the investment. The LCOE is a special per unit cost energy









where ∀t ∈ {1..T}, CCAPEX(t) = 0 and initial value of COPEX(0) = 0. COPEX(t) indicates the OPEX
for the year of t. The net AEP is the estimated amount of energy generated by the power plant
annually. Pay-back period (PBP) shows the time duration in which the cumulative profit is equal to
the cumulative cost. For many investment decision processes, PBP is considered one of the important
economic threshold values. However, the PBP does not reflect the time value of money. Thus, using
the PBP can be misleading in real life investment decisions where the discount rate is greater than zero
percent. In this case, it is essential to utilize the DPBP metrics for more realistic evaluations where the









The profitability can be measured by using internal rate of return (IRR) metrics that express the
discount rate which makes the NPV of an investment equal to zero. The IRR is calculated by dividing
the net profit of the investment by the total cost of the investment. The detailed explanation of
techno-economic evaluation will be given in the following sections.
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4.2. Cost Calculation for AC and DC Offshore Wind Energy Projects
The total investment cost of an OWF project includes CAPEX and OPEX. The parts of each element
are expressed below.
4.3. CAPEX
The CAPEX typically have four parts [38]—(i) turbine cost, (ii) support system cost, (iii) electrical
system cost, (iv) project development, management and other costs such as insurance. The cost
difference in HVAC and HVDC mainly exists due to the different electrical system topologies. The
following subsections provide details of each cost component.
4.3.1. Wind Turbine Cost
Wind turbine cost based on the power capacity is provided in Reference [39] for turbines ranging
from 2 to 5 MW. Transportation and installation costs of turbines are considered to be 10% of the
turbine cost and included into the total cost given by
Cturbines = 3.245 · 103ln(P)− 412.72 [k€], (13)
where, P is the installed wind power capacity. It is also assumed that this includes the cost of turbine
converters and transformer. The given cost function is used both for AC and DC system turbine costs.
4.3.2. Support System Cost
The support system includes foundation and tower. Its cost mainly has three parts—(i)
manufacturing, (ii) transportation and (iii) installation. The costs of transportation and installation are
included into the manufacturing cost with the assumption of being 50% of the manufacturing cost.
The total cost can be formulated as
Csupport = 480 · P(1 + 0.02(d − 8))(1 + 0.8 · 10−6(h(
D
2
)2 − 105)) [k€/turbine], (14)
where d [m] is sea depth, h[m] is hub height and D[m] is rotor diameter. Monopile foundation cost is
considered for all the turbines. A sea depth of 45 m is considered; however, the soil properties are not
taken into account due to the lack of publicly available data. Both AC and DC systems use the same
cost function for support system.
4.3.3. Electrical System Cost
Based on the selected electrical system topology, electrical system cost components vary. Both in
AC MV collection and HV transmission systems, the topology is standard AC system topology. In
this study, the AC electrical system cost includes inner cable, substation, power factor correction
devices and high voltage cables connecting the OWF to the nearest point of common coupling [8].
DC collection and transmission system, on the other hand, may have different configurations both in
cables and components. There are two main topologies that exist in a HVDC transmission system, that
is, Line-Commuted Converter (LCC) and VSC based topologies. Nowadays, the VCS based converter
is the most promising technology that dominates the market [40,41].The overall electrical system cost
components for the DC configuration include: (1) medium voltage DC submarine inner cables with
installations; (2) onshore substation that includes converters and other necessary components; (3) high
voltage DC submarine cables and their installations connecting onshore substation in the island to the
mainland; (4) converters in the mainland; and (5) a grid connection unit including other substation
components such as reactors.
1. Collection system cable cost—the wind turbines are connected to each other as well as to the
onshore substation through submarine cables. The core (conductor) of the cables can be either
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stranded copper or aluminum. Due to the surrounding sea environment, sufficient electrical
insulation is needed around the conductor. The subsea cable insulations are made of different
dielectric materials. Among the two common ones are mass impregnated paper and Cross Linked
Polyethylene (XLPE) Polymeric cables [42,43]. There are additional layers exist for shielding and
mechanical strength purposes. For the DC configuration, XLPE cables are mostly used with VSC
topology [44] and were therefore selected for this study. For the AC configuration, 3 core XLPE
type cables were selected from available manufacturer datasheets. Reference [45] provides DC
cable cost formulation for different voltages. Reference [25] presents a cost function for a 30 kV
voltage level cable. The cost model used is given as follows [25]:
Ccable−DC/km = Ap + Bp · Pn [M£/km], (15)
where Ap and Bp are the cost constants of −0.0256 · 106 and 0.0068 for 30 kV, respectively. Pn
rated power of the cable [W]. The cost is converted to €/m and costs for different cross-sections
of cables are calculated. The bipole 150 kV cable cost is calculated with the same formula with
different constants (A = −0.1 · 106 and B = 0.0164) given in Reference [45]. The calculated cable
costs in €/m are given in Table 2.
Table 2. DC cable costs considered for collection and transmission systems.
Voltage (kV) Topology Cable Cross-Section (mm2) Price (€/m)
30 Monopole 95 50
30 Monopole 120 61
30 Monopole 185 86
30 Monopole 300 124
30 Monopole 400 147
30 Monopole 500 175
30 Monopole 630 207
30 Monopole 1000 279
30 Monopole 1400 339
30 Monopole 1600 368
150 Bipole 150 201
150 Bipole 630 479
Typical cable cross-sections were taken from a manufacturer’s [46] publicly available datasheet
and depending on the selected voltage and power levels, cable costs are estimated as in Table 2.
The cable cross sections were selected such that they carried the maximum power output of
the wind turbines. It was considered that the selected radial collector system has a single cable
in a row and carries the power of minimum 3 and maximum 13 wind turbine outputs in one
feeder. These numbers were determined by considering the physical layout design as well as
cable cross sections ampacity levels. An additional 40 m supplementary cable for each turbine
was considered as recommended in Reference [38]. The total cable cost for DC collection system
was calculated as
Ccable = Ccable−DC/km × linner−cable [k€]. (16)
The cost function for 3 core XLPE cables given in Reference [39] was used to calculate the cable
costs as follows:
Ccable−AC/km = α + β × e
γ·In
105 [k€/km], (17)
where α, β and γ are constants 52.08, 75.51 and 234.34, respectively. In is the current ratings of the
cables. Typical cable cross-sections with their current ratings were taken from two manufacturer’s
available data sheets [47,48].
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The cables were considered to be buried under on the seabed. The burying cost in Reference [38]
was used as 273 k€/km. The total burying cost for the collection system was calculated by
considering all the cable lengths used in the system as
Cburrying = 273 × linner−cable [k€]. (18)
2. Onshore DC/DC converter substation—one of the factors affecting the DC offshore wind system
cost is converter costs. The percentage of the converters over the total cost varies based upon
the system topology and transmission distance. Converter costs are found to be around 20% in
References [49,50]. The DC configuration becomes more economical over the AC configuration
once the converter cost is covered by the cable costs. In DC offshore wind systems, the onshore
and offshore substations house the converters and a few other components such as reactors, filters
and DC breakers. In addition, the offshore substations cost includes the platform cost as well. In
this paper, since there were two onshore substations considered, platform cost was disregarded.
Obtaining the exact cost figures for substation converter stations is very difficult. Reference [51]
investigated many studies and proposed € 150/kW. Reference [45,52] presented 1 SEK/VA
price for the converters. Reference [53] argues this is because of having different insulation
levels at different voltages and proposes three different cost figures for different power ratings.
Reference [52] states that this cost includes the cost of valves, filters and other necessary parts.
The average of these figures given in the literature was used in this study, which is € 194.23/kVA
by assuming that all the substation component costs are included. The onshore substation in the
island is a DC/DC converter that steps up the voltage. It is assumed that the converter station
includes a series connection of valves for the total power rating. The total price is calculated as
Csubstation−DC = 194.23 · P [k€/km]. (19)
3. Onshore AC substation and power factor correction costs—since the substation has many components
including transformers, switchgeras, backup generators and so forth, the cost is considered as
a lump sum that is a function of the installed wind power capacity. Based on the cost model in
Reference [38], a cost of 50 k€/MW was used for the calculations. The cost models for power
factor correction devices (i.e., SVC, STATCOM, shunt reactors) are given as follows [38]:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Cshunt−reactor = 2, 556€/MVAr
CSVC = 6390€ + 63, 900€/MVAr
CSTATCOM = 128k€/MVAr
(20)
Thus, the total substation cost is found [8] by
Csubstation−AC = 50[k€]/MW + Cshunt−reactor + CSVC + CSTATCOM. (21)
4. Transmission line cost: The total power of 100 MW and 300 MW collected from wind turbines
are delivered to onshore substation with the monopole collector system in DC collection system.
The DC/DC converter in onshore substation steps up the collector voltage from 30 kV to 150
kV for HV transmission system. A bipole with two conductor system given in Reference [54] is
considered for the transmission system from the onshore substation on the island to the other
onshore substation on the mainland. The system has 150 kV voltage and two identical cables
deliver the power as an underground (1.7 km) and subsea system (17.3 km). No overhead lines
are considered for the transmission system. The two cables connecting the two substations share
the total power due to being a bipole system and their cross-sections were considered based on the
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maximum current. The transmission cable cost that was calculated earlier was used for per km.
Additional 100 km supplemental cable was considered and the total cable cost was calculated as:
Ctransmission−HVDC = 2 · Ccable−DC/km × ltransmission−cable [k€/km]. (22)
Since all the transmission cables are underground and subsea cables, a burying cost of 273 k€/km
given in Equation (18) was used. In this study, close laying structure of cables was considered for
the bipole system. The two cables were considered to be close to each other and buried together to
have a single burying cost. The literature does not present any cost model for a single core XLPE
cable used in the HVAC transmission system for high power delivery. It is also difficult to get the
cost information from a manufacturer due to it being sensitive information for business operations.
Therefore, it was assumed that a single core cable cost is 40% of the 3-core for the same current
rating because of better insulation requirements for high voltage. The HVAC transmission system
includes three single core cables, hence, the total cost for transmission system cable is tripled.
5. Onshore DC/AC converter substation—the onshore substation on the mainland is a DC/AC
substation that converts 150 kV DC to 154 kV AC national transmission voltage. Although
this is a DC/AC converter, the price of € 194.23 /kVA used for the DC/DC converter in Equation
(19) was used for the calculations. Many converters are connected together for the total power as
considered earlier. Since the total cost is given as per power, the total cost considered with total
power is in Equation (19).
6. Grid connection cost—although the cost of the substation in the mainland was considered earlier, it
was assumed that there is an additional grid connection cost at the point of common coupling in
order to be connected to the 154 kV AC national electric transmission system. The cost for both
AC and DC configuration is given as a function of total delivered power in Reference [38] as
CGC = 8.047 × P1.66. (23)
4.3.4. Project Development, Management and Other Costs
The project development and management costs including other costs such as insurance and
design costs were estimated as $280.38 per MW as given in [55,56].
4.4. OPEX
The OPEX consist of operational, maintenance, administrative, insurance premiums and royalty
costs. The sum of all these costs was considered to be 1.9% of the total CAPEX per annum for 20 years
lifespan of the project [57].
By considering the aforementioned individual cost models, the total OWF investment cost was
calculated as follows:
CCAPEX = Cturbines + Csupport + Ccable + Cburrying + Csubstation + Ctransmission + CGC. (24)
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Losses Assessment
The estimated energy losses for each part of the AC and DC configurations for selected wind
farm scales are reported in Table 3. It was found that the losses in the AC configuration were slightly
higher than those of the DC counterpart for the 100 MW OWF size while they were almost the same
for the 300 MW size. In this category, losses are mainly contributed to by the losses of the turbine
converters (PPE−AC) with regard to the transformer and onshore converter losses for the AC and DC
configurations, respectively. There is a significance decrease in line losses in the case of DC offshore
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configuration. In this case study, the length of the collection and transmission lines are relatively
shorter. The impact of further OWFs from shore on the losses was assessed in the sensitivity analysis.
Table 3. Annual Energy Losses of each components in the AC and DC Offshore Configurations.
AC Configuration
100 MW 300 MW
(kWh) (%) (kWh) (%)
Collection cables 190,564 0.05 700,393 0.06
Transmission cable 1,422,127 0.36 3,490,676 0.30
Total line losses 1,612,692 0.41 4,191,070 0.36
Power electronics including transformer 13,256,069 3.39 39,768,206 3,39
Total energy losses 14,868,760 3.80 43,959,276 3,75
DC Configuration
100 MW 300 MW
(kWh) (%) (kWh) (%)
Collection cables 129,018 0.03 515,944 0.04
Transmission cable 1,069,279 0.27 2,748,187 0.23
Total line losses 1,198,297 0.31 3,264,131 0.28
Power electronics 13,552,123 3.46 40,697,999 3.47
Total energy losses 14,750,420 3.77 43,962,129 3.75
5.2. Economic Assessment
Revenue of an OWF energy investment mainly depends on the annual energy production and the
capacity factor of the power plant. The VWF model estimates the AEP values without considering
array (wake effect), electrical and other related losses. Therefore, wind array efficiency parameters
were calculated and used to generate realistic net AEP figures. Wind farm array efficiency for this
study was assumed to be 96%. The net AEP was calculated by considering wake effects (e.g., 4%)
and total electrical losses from the gross AEP estimated by the VWF model. Annual revenues were
estimated by multiplying the net AEP and the corresponding Feed-in-Tariff (FIT). The base FIT of
7.3 USD cent/kWh represents the support mechanism which was designed for the wind investments
using all exported wind turbines. In addition, the maximum FIT of 11 USD cent/kWh is provided for
the investors using domestic wind turbines. The economic calculations in this study were performed in
terms of US dollars. The dollar/euro parity of 1.335 is used to convert the CAPEX values to US dollars.
The estimated values for the mean wind speed, OPEX, CAPEX, annual revenues, capacity factors
and the net AEP values are summarized in Table 4. This case study is considered as a reference
scenario for the sensitivity analysis. The mean wind speed of the selected wind turbine at hub height
of 90 m was estimated to be 7.68 m/s. The capacity factor at wind turbines output is constant for
all electrical topologies (e.g., 44.7%). Final capacity factor values at the point of common coupling
(PCC) that consider wake and electrical losses vary between 41.20% and 41.31% depending on the
electrical topology and installed capacity. The net AEP values were estimated between 361.34 GWh
and 361.19 GWh and 1,084.59 GWh for the 100 MW and 300 MW sizes, respectively, depending on the
final capacity factor. Estimated annual revenue for each configuration ranges from 39.75 million $ to
39.73 million and 119.31 million $ the 100 MW and 300 MW sizes, respectively. CAPEX values were
estimated to be in the range of 335.01 million $ and 998.72 million $ for the DC configuration and 300.59
million $ and 998.72 million $ for the AC configuration for the 100 MW and 300 MW sizes, respectively.
For the entire project life cycle of 20 year, the OPEX values were estimated to be in the range of 6.37
and 18.98 million $ for the DC configuration and 5.71 and 17.17 million $ for the AC configuration.
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Table 4. Cost–benefit analysis components of the OWF for AC and DC configurations.
AC 100 MW DC 100 MW AC 300 MW DC 300 MW
Capacity factor at PCC (%) 41.24 41.20 41.24 41.24
Net AEP (kWh/year) 361,344,935 361,194,688 1,084,598,234 1,084,598,234
Annual Revenue with base FIT (million$) 26.38 26.37 79,18 79,18
Annual Revenue with max FIT (million$) 39.75 39.73 119.31 119.31
CAPEX (million$) 300.59 335.01 903.88 998.72
OPEX (million$/20 years) 5.71 6.37 17.17 18.98
A comprehensive economic evaluation was performed by using the estimated cost-benefit analysis
components. The estimated LCOEs for different discount rates are shown in Figure 4. The results reveal
that the LCOE deviates from 88.34 $/MWh (AC 100 MW with 6 % discount rate) to 126.60 $/MWh
(DC 100 MW with 10 % discount rate) depending on the electrical topology, interest rates and wind
farm size. It can be observed that, although wind farm size is increased by three-fold, LCOEs for the
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Figure 4. LCOEs of the OWFsfor AC and DC configurations for various discount rates.
Figure 5 shows the NPV distribution over the entire lifespan of the OWF. It is proved that AC
and DC options for larger wind farm size (e.g., 300 MW) are delivering a better NPV performance in
comparison to the 100 MW wind farm size. DPBP for the AC configuration is found to be 13 years while
it is 14 years for the DC options. The one year difference is due to higher CAPEX in DC options which
is mainly contributed by the converters’ cost. The economic performance of the investigated electrical
topologies in terms of NPV for various interest rates with the maximum FIT option is demonstrated
in Figure 6. The 300 MW AC configuration under 6 % discount rate yields the best results with a
NVP (i.e., 667 million$). Contrarily, the 100 MW DC option under a 10 % discount rate yields the
worst performance in terms of NVP (i.e., 37 million). It is also shown that the OWF is economically
viable for all interest rates considered for selected configurations and wind farm sizes. Nevertheless,
the investigated OWF with both AC and DC electrical topologies for the 300 MW wind farm size is a
superior investment option in case the discount rates are in the 6% range with the maximum FIT.
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Figure 5. The discounted cash flow of the OWF in terms of years for AC and DC configurations.
6% 8% 10%
100 MW AC 223 136 68
100 MW DC 195 106 37
300 MW AC 667 407 203






















Figure 6. The variation of NPV of the OWF in terms of discount rates for AC and DC configurations.
5.3. Sensitivity Analysis
The evaluation was extended with a sensitivity analysis to investigate the influence of capacity
factor, transmission line length and the electrical topology with the 100 MW and 300 MW wind farm
sizes on the technical and economic viability of OWFs. For this purpose, three different capacity factors
with various transmission line lengths ranging from 20 km to 120 km were used. Based on the critical
distance of 85 km given in Reference [11] and of 80 km in Reference [21], the transmission line length
of 80 km and above distances are considered further offshore locations. Consequently, electrical losses
and LCOEs are observed for the estimated values.
The impact of capacity factor and distance to shore on electrical losses is depicted in Figure 7.
In terms of electrical losses, the DC configuration is found to be more favorable as the wind farm size,
capacity factor and line lengths increase. Losses in the AC configuration range from 3.75% to 5.86%
for 45% capacity factor with the transmission line length of the reference scenario (i.e., l = 19 km)
and 60% capacity factor with a six-fold longer transmission line, respectively. Similarly, losses in the
DC configuration vary between 3.75% and 5.34% for 45% capacity factor with the line length of l and
60% with a line length of 6 × l, respectively. As the wind farm size, capacity factor and transmission
line length increase, the difference between the AC and DC configuration losses becomes significant.
It is proved that transmission line length is more sensitive in losses estimation as compared to the
capacity factor.
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Figure 7. Losses evaluation for AC and DC configurations with respect to capacity factor and
transmission line length: (a) 100 MW layout. (b) 300 MW layout.
Figure 8 illustrates the impact of capacity factor and distance to shore on LCOE based on the 6%
discount rate with the maximum FIT. In terms of LCOE, the AC configuration is found to be more
favorable for all cases. It is shown that the best LCOE value is estimated to be 59.90 $/MWh for
the AC configuration (i.e., 100 MW wind farm size) with 60% capacity factor and the transmission
line of l. The highest LCOE value is, on the other hand, estimated to be 124.15 $/MWh for the DC
configuration (e.g., 100 MW wind farm size) with 45% capacity factor and a transmission line of 6 × l.
As the wind farm size, capacity factor and distance to shore increase, the difference between the AC
and DC configuration LCOEs decreases. Unlike the impact on losses, the capacity factor proved to be
more sensitive in LCOE estimation as compared to transmission line length.
It must be noted that this sensitivity analysis considers climatological conditions for the offshore
sites with different capacity factors by using the MERRA 2 database for the annual energy yield
calculations. However, due to a lack of publicly available data regarding seabed conditions, only
one type of foundation structure (e.g., monopole) was considered for the CAPEX component of
the foundation cost without any detailed investigation. Considering different types of foundation































































Figure 8. LCOE evaluation for AC and DC configurations with respect to capacity factor and
transmission line length: (a) 100 MW layout. (b) 300 MW layout.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, the economic performance of the AC and DC configurations was investigated
for examined OWF with two sizes (e.g., 100 MW and 300 MW). Annual energy yield and electrical
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losses estimation for AC and DC OWF configurations were detailed. An economic analysis was
performed using detailed cost models for the system components. Finally, the impact of capacity factor,
transmission line length and electrical topologies on the economic performance of OWF investments
was explored through the sensitivity analysis. The analysis has yielded the following conclusions:
• The studied OWF was found to be economically viable for both AC and DC configurations
with 13 and 14 years of DPBPs for the AC and DC options, respectively. The estimated LCOEs
for the AC and DC OWF configurations range from 88.34 $/MWh to 113.76 $/MWh and from
97.61 $/MWh to 126.60 $/MWh, respectively. LCOEs for both options slightly change even
though the wind farm size was increased by three-fold.
• Losses in the AC and DC configurations range from 3.75% to 5.86% and 3.75% to 5.34%,
respectively, while LCOEs vary between 59.90 $/MWh and 113.76 $/MWh for the AC
configuration and 66.21 $/MWh and 124.15 $/MWh for the DC configuration.
• It was found that the transmission line length parameter is more sensitive in loss estimation while
the capacity factor parameter is more sensitive in LCOE estimation.
• It was proved that the superiority of AC configuration over the DC option in terms of LCOE
decreases as capacity and transmission line length increase.
• It was also shown that the advantage of DC configuration over the AC option in terms of losses
increased as capacity factor and transmission line length increased.
The presented study provides a framework and methodology that can be used to verify the
threshold point where LCOE of DC configuration reaches that of AC configuration for a particular
wind farm. Although the techno-economic outcomes in this study are unique to the selected offshore
sites, the presented methodology can be applied to other specific wind farms with various sizes using
the given sensitivity analysis that may result in different break-even LCOE values.
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Abstract: This study, firstly, provides an up-to-date global review of the potential, technologies,
prototypes, installed capacities, and projects related to ocean renewable energy including wave,
tidal, and thermal, and salinity gradient sources. Secondly, as a case study, we present a preliminary
assessment of the wave, ocean current, and thermal gradient sources along the Brazilian coastline.
The global status of the technological maturity of the projects, their different stages of development,
and the current global installed capacity for different sources indicate the most promising technologies
considering the trend of global interest. In Brazil, despite the extensive coastline and the fact that
almost 82% of the Brazilian electricity matrix is renewable, ocean renewable energy resources are
still unexplored. The results, using oceanographic fields produced by numerical models, show the
significant potential of ocean thermal and wave energy sources in the northern and southern regions
of the Brazilian coast, which could contribute as complementary supply sources in the national
electricity matrix.
Keywords: ocean renewable energy; ocean renewable technologies; ocean source potential;
Brazilian ocean energy
1. Introduction
Only 14% of the world’s primary energy matrix originates from renewable resources (based on
the 2016 database), and this value is about 25% for the electrical energy sector [1]. The immediate
needs to limit climate change and achieve sustainable growth are two key drivers of global energy
transformation. Consequently, it is estimated that the share of renewable energy sources in the electrical
energy sector will increase from 25% in 2017 to 85% in 2050 [1], in which ocean renewable energy
sources including wave, tidal, thermal, and the salinity gradient will be responsible for the 4% of the
total electricity generation. However, new approaches to power system planning, system and market
operations, and regulations and public policy will be required to obtain that goal. As the contribution
of low-carbon electricity becomes significant and it becomes the preferred energy carrier, the share
of electricity consumed in the end-use sectors will need to increase from approximately 20% in 2015
to 40% in 2050 [1]. Electricity generation using coal, oil, gas, hydroelectric, nuclear, and bioenergy is
predicted to decline from 2015 to 2050. On the other hand, a rapid evolution associated with the use
of renewables like wind, geothermal, solar, ocean renewable energy, and concentrated solar power
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(CSP) will likely be observed. International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) showed that the
sources of renewable electricity in 2050 will be dominated by solar and wind power plants, highlighting
significant growth associated with the geothermal, CSP, and ocean renewables.
Although Brazil is currently one of the world´s cleanest energy suppliers, there are some concerns
associated with the country´s energy sustainability. An increasing demand for energy, mainly fossil fuels,
expanding oil production, a bioenergy sector struggling with expansion, fast growth of energy-related
greenhouse gas emissions, and energy efficiency performance deterioration are the current trends that
put the future of the country’s sustainable energy performance at risk [2].
Brazil is the world’s eighth-largest economy with a population of close to 210 million and a land
area expansion the size of about two times the European Union [2,3]. With a domestic energy supply
of about 292.1 million tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2017, it is one of the largest energy producers in
the world [4]. The Energy Research Office (EPE) of Brazil estimated a domestic electricity supply of
624.3 TWh in 2017, and this was mainly produced by the hydropower plants.
The Brazilian electrical and energy matrices are predominately based on renewable energy sources,
which means that, in addition to having lower operating costs, a much lower greenhouse gas effect
is emitted in association with energy production and consumption. For instance, in 2017, the total
anthropogenic emissions of the Brazilian energy mix was estimated at approximately 435.8 million
tons of equivalent carbon dioxide (Mt CO2-eq), of which the transport sector emitted the largest part
(199.7 Mt CO2-eq) [4]. Based on the data presented by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [5],
each Brazilian issued an average of 2.1 t CO2-eq, considering the production and consumption of
energy in 2017. This is three times less than that of a European or Chinese citizen and about seven
times less than an American citizen.
By meeting almost 45% of its primary energy demand from renewable resources, Brazil has the
least carbon-intensive energy sector in the world [6]. Figure 1a shows the domestic energy supply
breakdown for Brazil for 2017. Petroleum and oil products, with a share of 36.4%, had the largest
contribution to energy supply, followed by sugarcane biomass (17%). Natural gas (13%) and hydraulic
energy were other players in the energy matrix of Brazil. Black liquor contributed 50.6% of the
“other renewables” sector, followed by wind (21.3%), biodiesel (19.7%), other biomasses including rice
husk, elephant grass, and vegetable oil (6.5%), charcoal industrial gas (0.4%), biogas (1.1%), and solar
energy (0.4%). The Brazilian electrical matrix, as shown in Figure 1b, was dominated by hydropower
resources with a contribution of approximately 65.2%. The main Brazilian hydroelectric reservoirs are
located in the Paraná River basin, South region, featuring the Itaipu plant, which is the second-largest
hydroelectric power plant in the world with a capacity of 14 GW [7]. The hydroelectric power plants in
Brazil are mostly concentrated in the Midwest, South, and Southeast regions. Several studies have
discussed the benefits and challenges of the hydroelectric plants in Brazil [7–10]. Nevertheless, the
remoteness and environmental sensitivity of a large part of the remaining resources are two hurdles
that constrain the continued expansion of hydroelectric plants in Brazil [6].
Brazil already has a significant contribution of renewable energy in its energy and electricity
matrix; however, there is an inestimable untapped potential for energy supply from the oceans.
Although nearly 80% of the Brazilian population lives near the coast, there has been no in-depth survey
on the utility of ocean energy and its conversion into electricity. There have only been a handful of
studies associated with the ocean renewable energy potential along the Brazilian coastline, and these
have mainly focused on the wave and ocean current energy in some specific regions. Some examples
of the studies related to the wave and current energy include those in [11–16], which focused on
the South and Southeast regions of the Brazilian coast. Moreover, ocean thermal energy conversion
(OTEC) resource evaluation of the Southern Brazilian continental shelf is presented in [17]. The EPE,
through the National Energy Plan [18,19], established some general roadmaps related to the long-term
plan of the Brazilian energy sector. Accordingly, the ocean energy resources, among other alternative
energy sources, were suggested as a way to expand the Brazilian energy matrix in the coming decades.
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This was also emphasized by the National Agency of Electric Energy through a roadmap project
performed by the Center of Management and Strategic Studies of Brazil in 2017 [20].
 
Figure 1. (a) Domestic Brazilian energy supply and (b) electrical matrix breakdown in 2017.
2. Targets, Materials, and Methods
In Brazil, mapping of the ocean renewable energy resources through a detailed survey of all
resources is required to identify potential areas for exploration and, consequently, encourage the
development of technologies through the implementation of socio-economically feasible and acceptable
projects. Using this perspective, this article firstly presents an overview of the global potential of ocean
renewable energy resources and the associated technologies for harnessing such energy. Then, in the
second part, the global status of technology maturity is presented through a wide survey of projects,
which are at different stages of development. This shows the current global installed capacity for
different energy sources, as well as pointing out the more promising technologies through the global
interest trend. The third part presents an assessment of the ocean renewable energy resources including
ocean currents, waves, and thermal gradients along the Brazilian coastline. This is a preliminary effort
aimed at indicating the potential energetic regions. Further detailed works are required to investigate
these locations. The methodology applied in this study consists of the use of oceanographic fields
produced by hydrodynamic models to estimate the potential of the energy resources. Modeling is
performed for a data resolution (one regular horizontal grid) of 1/12◦ (~9 km). The study reveals the
theoretical potential (available energy at sea and not what can be captured) of the resources as well
as their seasonal and temporal variability. Finally, the main Brazilian projects are presented, and the
challenges are discussed.
2.1. Study Area
The Brazilian coastline is more than 7400 km in length and is situated between 04◦52′45′′N
(Oiapoque River) and 33◦45′10′′S (Chuí River). The marine areas under Brazilian jurisdiction include
the Territorial Sea, with a limit of 12 nautical miles; the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), with 12 to
200 nautical miles; and the Continental Shelf, which comprises the seabed that extends beyond the
Territorial Sea, along the natural extension of the land territory off the continental shelf.
The extent of the Brazilian continental shelf varies along the coast, with a few kilometers (~8 km)
near Bahia and up to 300 km on the coast of the State of Pará, with a range between 60 and 180 m [21,22].
The Brazilian coastline is characterized by intraseasonal fluctuations in the upper ocean circulation
due to several dynamic processes, such as the local forcing dynamics, the remote forcing of winds via
waveguide dynamics, the average flow instability, and the resonance as a function of the coastline
geometry [23,24]. The ocean circulation is dominated by the Subtropical Turn (Equatorial South
Current, SEC) and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current [25]. The SEC is responsible for transporting
the water from the Benguela Current to the Brazilian platform (about 10◦S and 20◦S), where it passes
through a fork in the North Brazil Current (NBC) and the Brazil Chain (BC) to the south. Due to this
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circulation, the western margin of the tropical South Atlantic is a particularly interesting region for the
observation of thermohaline circulation [21–24,26].
As illustrated in Figure 2, the study area included the Brazilian coastline inside the EEZ,
which is divided into four regions A, B, C and, D, according to both hydrodynamic and atmospheric
characteristics. Table 1 shows the regions and the corresponding latitudes.
Figure 2. Brazilian coastline and the main marine areas delimited.
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2.2. Model Description
2.2.1. Ocean Current and Thermal Gradient Energy
The datasets for ocean current velocities and temperature were obtained (surface down to 5500 m)
from the numerical model product available for the CMEMS (Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service) center. The applied product is a high-resolution global analysis and forecasting
system that uses the NEMO (3.1) ocean model [27]. It consists of part of the Operational Mercator
global ocean analysis and forecast daily system, which was initiated on December 27, 2006. The dataset
has one regular horizontal grid with a 1/12◦ (~9 km) resolution based on the tripolar ORCA grid [28],
50 vertical levels with 22 layers within the upper 100 m from the surface, bathymetry from ETOPO1 [29],
and atmospheric forcings from the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts).
Additionally, it uses a data assimilation scheme, in which the initial conditions for numerical ocean
forecasting are estimated by joint assimilation of the altimeter data, in situ temperature, salinity vertical
profiles, and satellite sea surface temperature.
- Ocean current energy
Near-surface (~5 to 50 m) u and v components of velocity from January 1, 2007 to December
31, 2017 were used as a subset of the area corresponding to the Brazilian coastline (25◦W–55◦W and
6◦N–34◦S).
The ocean current power can be calculated as the amount of marine-hydrokinetic energy that
flows through a unit cross-sectional area oriented perpendicular to the current direction per unit





where P is the current power density in (W/m2), ρ is the density of seawater (defined as 1025 kg/m3),
and S is the flow speed (in m/s). In practice, only a fraction of this energy can be harnessed.
The underwater turbine efficiency has a typical range from 35% to 50% [31]. Additionally, a mean peak
current of more than 2 m/s is necessary for commercial power generation [32].
- Thermal gradient energy
Gridded daily seawater temperature (◦C) model output with 50 vertical layers and ~9 km in
horizontal resolution was used to analyze the temperature difference (ΔT (◦C)) between the surface
warm water and the deeper cold water. It was assumed that the superficial water intake pipe was
located at about 20 m and the deepest point in the vertical depth stratification was approximately
1000 m. At specific locations (each grid cell), we calculated the gross power (Pgross) following the
methodology described by [33,34]. The OTEC gross power can be expressed as the product of the









where γ is the flow rate ratio calculated for a 10 MW OTEC plant in which Qww = 45 m3/s and
Qcw = 30 m3/s are the warm surface water and the cold deep water flow rates, respectively [35]. ΔT is
the difference in temperature between the surface layers and deeper layers, and T is the absolute
temperature at the surface (in Kelvin) (20 m). ρ and εtg represent the water density, which was equal
to 1025 kg/m3, and the turbo-generator efficiency fixed at 0.75, respectively. cp is the specific heat of
seawater and has a value of 4000 J.kg−1.K−1.
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A considerable amount of the Pg is consumed to pump the large seawater flow rates through the
OTEC plant. The net power Pnet should be calculated, which is usually about 30% of the Pg [36,37].
















The wave dataset was obtained using the operational global ocean analysis and forecast system of
Météo-France that is available for the CMEMS (Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service)
center. The model had a horizontal resolution of 1/12◦ (~9 km) and 3-hourly instantaneous fields of
integrated wave parameters. The global wave system of Météo-France is based on the third-generation
wave model MFWAM. It uses the computing code ECWAM-IFS-38R2 with a dissipation term [38].
The 2-min gridded global topography data ETOPO2/NOAA were used to generate the model’s mean
bathymetry. The dataset uses three years of data to estimate the wave climatology along the Brazilian
coastline (between 2015 and 2018). The power density P was calculated using the significant wave





where ρ and g represent the seawater density (1025 kg.m–3) and gravity acceleration (9.806 m.s–2),
respectively; Hs is the significant height (m); and Te is the energy wave period (s). This simplified
expression uses deep-water approximation [39], which fits well most of the modeled domains;
however, more sophisticated techniques as well as in situ measurements are required to precisely
determine the shallow water wave climate.
2.3. Metrics
The variability of the available ocean renewable energy in time is an important issue due to its
impact on the capacity factor, which, consequently, affects the economy of the ocean energy system.
Two different metrics were used to address the seasonal and temporal variability of the Brazilian





where Ps,min and PS,max are the mean wave power of the least and the most energetic seasons,
respectively, and the Pyear is the annual mean power. Greater values of SV imply a larger seasonal
variability; however, it should be noted that this is the variability of the energy resources relative to
their mean level on a three-month seasonal time scale [40]. The temporal variability of the energy at a










where SD is the standard deviation, and the over-bar denotes the time-averaging. A COV equal to zero
leads to a fictitious power time series with absolutely no variability, while COV (P) = 1 and 2 imply
that the standard deviation of the time series is equal to and twice the mean value, respectively.
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3. Literature on the Issue and State-of-the-Art Technology Related to Ocean Renewable Energy
3.1. Resource Potential
Ocean renewable energy, also referred to as marine renewable energy, is defined as energy
captured by technologies that utilize the seawater’s motion or potential properties as the driving
power or harness its heat or chemical potential. The ocean surface waves, tidal range, tidal current,
ocean current, and thermal and salinity gradient are renewable sources of ocean energy that have
different origins. Technologies associated with ocean energy convert these renewable energy sources
into electricity or other desirable forms of energy.
Other renewable sources of energy can be exploited from the ocean environment that is excluded
from the above definition. The production of biofuels from marine biomass, energy harnessing from
submarine vents, and offshore wind are some examples that can be considered as forms of bioenergy,
geothermal, and wind energy, respectively.
The highest level of potential is theoretical potential, which only takes into account the natural
and climatic characteristic limitations. Reducing this potential due to the consideration of the technical
limitations, such as the conversion efficiency and storage of electricity, results in technical potential,
which varies with the development of technologies.
3.1.1. Wave Power
Temporal variations of the wave condition can be estimated by the use of long-term averages in
modeling, applying global databases with reasonably long histories [41]. It can be observed that the
most energetic waves exist in the region between latitudes of 30◦ and 60◦ of both hemispheres because
of the extra-tropical storms [41].
Mørk et al. [42] calculated the theoretical potential of wave energy resources for areas with a
wave power larger than 5 kW per meter and a lower latitude than 66.5◦. Accordingly, they presented
a total theoretical potential of about 3.37 TW (29,500 TWh/yr or 106.2 EJ/yr). An overall technical
potential of 500 GW (around 16 EJ/yr) was estimated by Sims et al. [43], assuming an efficiency of
40% for wave energy converters installed in offshore regions with a wave power exceeding 30 kW/m.
Krewitt et al. [44] presented a technical potential of 20 EJ/yr. Gunn and Stock-Williams estimated
a global theoretical potential of about 2.11 TW, of which 4.6% was predicted to be extractable by
deploying a specific wave energy converter (WEC) [45]. They considered the area between 30 nautical
miles and the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) for each region. Besides these global studies, some works
have assessed the wave energy resource potential at national and regional levels in China [46,47],
Italy [48], Spain [49], Ireland [50], and the USA [51].
3.1.2. Tidal Power
Tidal ranges can be forecasted accurately. The world’s largest tidal ranges occur in the Bay of
Fundy, Canada (17 m), the Severn River Estuary, the United Kingdom (15 m), and the Bay of Monte
Saint Michel, France (13.5 m) [52]. In addition, Argentina, Australia, China, India, Russia, and South
Korea also have large amounts of tidal power.
The global theoretical potential of tidal energy (tidal ranges and currents) is estimated to be in the
range of 500–1000 TWh/yr (1.8–3.6 EJ/yr) [52]. Sims et al. [43] estimated that tidal currents of more
than 100 TWh/yr (0.4 EJ/yr) could be converted into electrical energy if major estuaries with large tidal
fluctuations could be tapped [43].
The Ocean Energy System (OES) reported the worldwide theoretical potential of tidal energy,
including tidal current, to be around 7800 TWh/yr (28.1 EJ/yr) [53]. Some studies of the regional
tidal energy resource potential can be found in Scotland [54], Uruguay [55], Ireland [56], Taiwan [57],
and Iran [58].
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3.1.3. Ocean Current Power
The ocean current is the movement of seawater in the open sea generated by forces acting
upon the water, including wind, the Coriolis effect, temperature and salinity differences, and so on.
Compared with tidal currents, ocean currents are generally slower, relatively constant, flow in only one
direction, and fluctuate seasonally. The currents off South Africa (Agulhas/Mozambique), the Kuroshio
Current (off East Asia), the Gulf Stream (off eastern North America), and the East Australian Current are
locations with potential ocean currents already identified [59]. Yang et al. [60] estimated a theoretical
potential of about 163 TWh/yr for the Gulf Stream system, considering the entire area of the Gulf Stream
within 200 miles of the US coastline between Florida and North Carolina as the extraction region.
Besides that, they calculated a technical potential of about 49 TWh/yr, assuming a power conversion
efficiency of 30%. Chang et al. [61] identified suitable sites for ocean current energy extraction near the
coastlines of Japan, Vietnam, Taiwan, and the Philippines. Goundar and Ahmed [62] evaluated marine
current resources for Fiji, presenting a peak velocity of about 2.5 m/s.
3.1.4. Ocean Thermal Energy
The resulting temperature difference between the upper layers and the colder layers of
seawater—usually at a depth of more than 1000 m—can be converted through different oceanic
thermal energy conversion (OTEC) methods [63]. In practice, a minimum temperature difference
of 20 ◦C (or K) is required for the use of the temperature gradient in the generation of electricity.
The tropical latitudes (0◦ to 30◦) in both hemispheres, including the western and eastern coasts of the
Americas, many islands of the Caribbean and Pacific, and the coasts of Africa and India, are the places
with the greatest potential [59]. Although there is a little variation in the temperature gradient from
summer to winter, the thermal gradient feature is continuously available. It is estimated that about
44,000 TWh/yr (159 EJ/yr) to 88,000 TWh/yr (318 EJ/yr) of power could be generated through OTEC
devices [34,64]. Rajagopalan and Nihous [65] estimated that an annual OTEC net power of about 7 TW
could be obtained, considering the small effect on the oceanic temperature field. Thus, ocean thermal
energy has the highest potential among ocean renewable energy sources. However, the energy density
of OTEC systems is quite low compared with that of other sources, such as waves and tidal currents.
This issue may affect the low-cost OTEC operation [63], requiring further investigation.
3.1.5. Salinity Gradient Power
The salinity gradient power (osmotic power) is the potential energy from the difference in the
salt concentrations of seawater and freshwater. Energy is released due to the mixing of fresh water
with seawater. The entropy of the freshwater–seawater mixture can be exploited as pressure by
using the semipermeable membrane. This pressure can be converted into the desired energy form.
The freshwater rivers discharging into saltwater are distributed globally, with a volume of about
44,500 km3/yr. Assuming that only 20% of this discharge can be used for salinity gradient energy
generation, the overall potential is approximately 2000 TWh/yr (7.2 EJ/yr) [44]. Skramesto et al. [66]
estimated a technical potential of 1650 TWh/yr (5.9 EJ/yr) for the production of salinity gradient energy.
Recently, in [67] it was shown that, practically, 625 TWh/yr of salinity gradient energy is globally
extractable from river mouths. Some examples of the regional assessment of the salinity gradient
potential can be found in Colombia [68], remote regions of Quebec [69], and the hypersaline Urmia
Lake of Iran [70]. The potential for salinity gradient energy extraction from some major world rivers is
presented in [71].
Figure 3 shows a summary of the potential of ocean renewable energy resources based on the
references presented in this paper. The bars illustrate the range of estimated resource potential.
Note that the technical potential of ocean current is shown as presented in [60] for the Gulf Stream.
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Figure 3. Summary of the global ocean renewable energy resources.
3.2. Conversion Technologies
3.2.1. Wave Energy Conversion
Currently, there are a large number of concepts and patents on the use of wave energy. As illustrated
in Figure 4, the process of the wave energy conversion can be divided into three main stages: the primary
conversion stage, the secondary conversion stage, and the tertiary conversion stage [72]. In the
primary conversion stage, the wave converter captures the kinetic energy of the waves through wave
body interactions (e.g., buoy oscillation, air flow, or water flow). The secondary conversion stage
converts the body motion energy into electricity through the power take-off (PTO) system, and the
tertiary stage adapts the characteristics of the produced power to the grid requirements with power
electronic interfaces.
Figure 4. Main stages of wave energy conversion.
Based on the working principles of the WEC, from the primary conversion stage to the secondary
conversion stage, the general categories are classified as shown in Figure 5 [72–75]:
• The oscillating water column (OWC), which compresses or decompresses the air in a chamber
using the wave elevation to drive a Wells or impulse turbine to convert wave power. Depending on
the location of installation, OWC devices can be fixed onshore [76–78], as shown in Figure 6a,
or floating, as shown in Figure 6b [79–81].
• Wave activated bodies (WABs), which utilize the wave excitation motions between two bodies to
convert wave power into electric power. According to their dimension and orientation, WABs can
also be classified as terminators [82] (Figure 6c), positioned with large horizontal extensions
perpendicular to the wave propagation direction); attenuators [83,84] (Figure 6d), which have
a large horizontal extension parallel to the wave propagation direction; point absorbers [85,86]
(Figure 6e), which have small dimensions compared to the predominant wavelength and are
usually axisymmetric about their vertical axis; and submerged pressure differentials [87] (Figure 6f),
which are submerged buoys with large dimensions.
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• The overtopping device, which utilizes the overtopping phenomenon to the let the water fall
through the turbine to converter the potential energy into electric power [88–90], as shown in
Figure 6g.
• Others, describing concepts different from the above categories, e.g., the wave carpet [91] and the
rotating mass [92,93], which uses the motion of a hull to accelerate and maintain the revolutions of
a spinning mass inside.
 
Figure 5. Categories of wave energy converter (WEC) technology.
 
Figure 6. WEC technologies.
There are different types of PTO systems adopted for different WEC devices, e.g., pneumatic [94,95],
hydraulic [96–99], direct mechanical drive [100–102], and direct electrical drive [103–105]. An elaborated
description of these systems can be found in [106–108].
A time-varying wave climate in real sea may deteriorate the power quality gained from a single
device. In practice, some strategies, like short-term energy storage or PTO resistance control, can be
utilized to smooth energy production. However, arrays of wave energy converters are more desirable
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because their cumulative energy generation will be smoother than the energy production of a single
device [59]. Efficient power production is strictly dependent on the advanced control systems.
3.2.2. Tidal Range Energy Conversion
Tidal barrage power plants use the difference in the height of the water surface during ebbs and
floods (tidal range) to drive common hydro turbines. The greater tidal range results in higher energy
extraction by the power plant.
Figure 7 presents the principle of the tidal barrage power plant [109]. The shapes of structures
are similar to dams and the structures are built in the estuary or bays to store water at high tide.
A difference in water height at the internal and external sides of the dam occurs due to changes in the
tidal regime. Three main tidal barrage schemes are
• Flood generation—the power production process starts as the water enters the tidal basin
(flood tide);
• Ebb generation—power production starts as the water leaves the tidal basin (ebb tide);
• Two-way generation—the tidal power plant produces power during the flood and ebb tides.
The sluice gates on the barrages are utilized to control water levels and flow rates. In general,
ebb generation is generally more efficient than flood generation. This is due to there being more
kinetic energy in the upper half of the basin in which ebb generation operates. This is because of
the effects of gravity and the second filling of the basin from inland rivers and streams connected
to it via the land. The bi-directional tidal turbine generators are generally more expensive and less
efficient than unidirectional tidal generators [110]. Some studies related to the tidal barrages’ dynamics,
power performance, and economy can be found in [111–115].
Figure 7. Tidal barrage principles.
3.2.3. Tidal Current and Ocean Current Energy Conversion
The kinetic energy of both tidal and ocean currents can be extracted with hydrokinetic turbines,
which have similarities with wind turbines but are still submerged. Due to the higher density of water
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compared to that of air, the blades of current turbine devices have smaller dimensions and move slower
than those of wind turbines while still providing a significant amount of energy. The main difference
between tidal and ocean currents is that the tidal currents have bi-directional flows in contrast to the
ocean currents which are unidirectional. This has implications for the design of a tidal current turbine,
which must act in both directions of the water flow [59].
The four major types of current energy conversion devices are as follows, as shown in Figure 8:
• Horizontal axis turbine [116–118]—blades, driven by current energy, rotate around the
horizontal axis;
• Vertical axis turbine [119–124]—blades, driven by current energy, rotate around the vertical axis;
• Oscillating hydrofoil [125–128]—currents passing the hydrofoil result in the lift force, which can
drive the motion of the hydraulic system to generate electricity;
• Venturi effect turbines [129]—harness the kinetic energy of the current by amplifying the current
velocity by the Venturi effect in the strangulated section of a tube [63].
Additionally, ducted channels are utilized to induce a sub-atmospheric pressure within a
constrained area and, consequently, increase the flow velocity around the rotor [130–132]. The tidal
kite is a novel technology, which uses wing carrying and pushes a turbine in an “8” shaped trajectory,
sweeping a large area with a relative speed of more than the local current speed [133–135]. A review of
the tidal current technology is presented in [136].
Figure 8. Primary types of tidal and ocean current energy conversion devices.
3.2.4. Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)
OTEC is a technology that converts the difference in temperature between the sea surface and large
depths (around 1000 m) for use in heating, cooling, or to generate electricity. Closed-cycle technology
requires a minimum temperature difference of 20 ◦C, which is possible in equatorial marine regions.
Warm water from the upper layers is used to vaporize a secondary working fluid (e.g., ammonia),
thus driving an electric generator. The resultant steam is then condensed by the cold water, which is
brought, using pumps, from the bottom of the ocean and then discarded. Some works that studied the
closed-cycle OTEC can be found in [137–139].
Open cycle technology uses the warm surface ocean water as the working fluid, which is drawn
into a vacuum vessel, causing the working fluid to vaporize. The main benefit of the open cycle process
is that it produces both electricity and desalinated fresh water. An investigation of the performance of
a shore-based low temperature thermal desalination using an open-cycle OTEC is presented in [140].
Recently, a novel optimal open-cycle OTEC plant using multiple condensers was designed in [141].
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The hybrid cycle combines both closed and open cycle technologies. Similar to the open cycle
process, the warm surface water is flash-evaporated into steam. The steam is used to vaporize the
ammonia working fluid of a closed-cycle loop and drives a turbine to produce electricity. Afterwards, the
steam is condensed through a heat exchanger, providing desalinated water [142]. Such a cycle can
realize the generation of both electricity and fresh drinking water simultaneously.
3.2.5. Salinity Gradient Energy Conversion
The salinity gradient takes advantage of the power that can be generated by the mixture of cold
and salty water, for instance, at the mouth of a river that flows into the sea. There are two common
methods for generating energy from the salinity gradient: pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) [143–146]
and reverse electrodialysis (RED) [147–149].
The PRO method is based on semipermeable membranes that allow only the traveling of water
molecules. In this approach, water flows from the diluted solution (freshwater) to the concentrated
solution (seawater) to provide a chemical potential equilibrium on both sides of the membrane.
This occurs only when the pressure difference between the liquids is less than the difference in osmotic
pressure. This flow of water can be used to power turbines that transform mechanical energy into
electricity. The RED method is based on the transport of ions (salt) through membranes. Two fluids of
different salinities (freshwater and seawater) pass through a series of specific membranes. The difference
in chemical potential between membranes results in an electrical voltage. The brackish water is then
discarded into the sea.
Additionally, some hybrid processes, such as the production of electricity from thermal energy
using a closed-loop RED heat engine, low-energy desalination by integrating RED with desalination
facilities, and the use of microbial RED cells with boosted power performance, have been proposed to
facilitate energy extraction from salinity gradient resources [149,150].
3.3. Global Status of Development
3.3.1. Installed Capacity
Despite decades of development efforts, a large amount of the ocean’s renewable energy sources
are still untapped [151]. In the last 10 years, the use of ocean energy sources has experienced significant
growth globally. Since 2009, many devices have been deployed worldwide to capture the energy from
currents, tidal ranges, thermal and salinity gradients, and waves. This progress is noticeable by the
gradual increase in installed capacity in some continents, as shown in Figure 9 [152], demonstrating an
expansion of marine energy in the world energy matrix. Globally, this growth has more than doubled
from 244 MW in 2009 to 532 MW in 2018. However, more than 90% of this operating capacity is
represented by two tidal barrages in La Rance, France and Sihwa Lake, South Korea.
The contribution of Asia is led by China and South Korea, where extraordinary progress
has been made since 2011, mainly because of the development of tidal barrage facilities. This is
due to government support, through the adoption of economic policies, the reduction of tariffs
and exemption, which includes financial subsidy policies to encourage scientific research and
development, the development of new renewable energy technologies, prototype demonstration,
and development of the renewable energy industry [153]. After France developed the La Rance tidal
barrage, the United Kingdom led the way in terms of installation capacity followed by Spain, Sweden,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Italy. In North America, mainly in Canada and the United
States, the development of these energy sources is in advanced stages, with the implementation of
demonstration-scale commercial projects. Africa, Central America and the Caribbean, South America,
and Oceania are in the early stages of deploying ocean resources as energy sources, with incipient
projects and installed capacity.
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Figure 9. Marine energy: capacity installed by continents, according to the International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA) (2019) [152].
3.3.2. Technology Status
The technology readiness level (TRL) presented by NASA has been adapted for ocean renewable
energy technologies and presented by [154]. The TRL system quantifies the development of ocean
energy devices from an initial stage of research and development (R&D) to industrial roll-out,
which involves the mass production of off-the-shelf components and devices. Accordingly, the ocean
renewable energy technologies are still at the conceptual, R&D, or demonstrative prototype stages.
Nevertheless, in the case of waves and tidal currents, global commercial application is expected in
the near to medium future. Based on reports, the extraction of energy from tidal ranges is still at the
precommercial stage and the use of energy from tidal currents and waves is at the demonstration and
prototype stages, respectively.
3.3.3. Deployed Devices
Large-scale (half- or full-scale) testing at sea is necessary for the pre-commercial stage of
development. However, only a few devices have been constructed and tested at full scale.
Oscillating water column devices have been employed as fixed onshore and floating offshore
structures. Some examples of the fixed OWC prototypes have been deployed in Japan [155], Italy [156],
Portugal [157], and Norway [158].
The Pelamis Wave power is the most mature wave-activated body device. It was installed for the
first time in 2004 at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) wave test site at Billia Croo. Later, its
second generation, which comprised five connected sections, giving a total length of 180 m and a rated
power of 750 kW, was installed at the same test site in 2010. AquaBuoy [159], Interproject Service (IPS)
buoy [160], and Wave Bob [161] are examples of the wave-activated body devices that produce energy
from the relative motion of two connected oscillating bodies.
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Overtopping devices can be floating or fixed structures. The Wave Dragon [162] and the
Seawave Slot-Cone Generator [163] are prototypes that represent overtopping with floating and fixed
structures, respectively.
In contrast to the other sources, tidal energy can provide predictable and stable power to the
electrical network. However, the tidal-current-generated electricity price is not yet competitive with
the current wholesale prices of electricity due to the technical challenges associated with building,
installing, operating, and maintaining the plant which affect the cost of the produced energy in energetic
sub-sea environments [164].
Some important deployments of the horizontal axis tidal turbines are as follows: The Shetland
tidal array was the first deployed tidal array. It includes three turbines of 100 kW each. Meygen, which
is the largest operational tidal current array with four turbines of 1.5 MW, was developed by ANDRITZ
HYDRO Hammerfest and Atlantis Resource Limited. The Sabella D10 tidal turbine has a capacity
of 1 MW. The Cape Sharp Tidal project consists of two turbines of 2 MW and was developed by
OpenHydro/Naval Energies.
The two largest tidal barrages are the 240 MW Rance barrage (1966) in France [165] and the
254 MW Sihwa Lake tidal barrage (2011) in South Korea [166,167]. Other countries, such as China,
Russia, and the UK [168], are also focusing on tidal barrage technology. In particular, the former two
countries have operated tidal barrage power plants in a mean range of 2.4 m with modern low-head
turbines [169], which proves that relatively low tides (lower than 5 m, which is considered necessary
for tidal barrages [170]) can also be utilized economically.
The extraction of energy from the ocean’s thermal gradient is being pursued by some
countries including the United States, China, Japan, France, Taiwan, South Korea, India, and the
Netherlands. However, two main projects that achieved the prototype phase are the onshore Okinawa
100 kW [171,172] and Hawaii 105 kW OTEC [173] power plants. The former prototype is a hybrid
OTEC, developed by Saga University, which uses mixed water/ammonia as “working fluid”. It was
installed in 2013 in Okinawa, Japan. The latter is a closed-cycle OTEC that was developed by Makai
Ocean Engineering. It was installed and connected to the US electrical grid in 2015.
Salinity gradient power is still a concept under development [149,150]. The first PRO (pressure
retarded osmosis) power plant was developed by Statkraft in 2006. The main project is a 5 kW RED
pilot project that was developed by the REDStack and Fujifilm in 2005. They deployed a 50 kW RED
pilot project in “Afsluitdijk” (the sea defense site and major causeway) in 2013.
3.3.4. Status of the Projects
- Project development phases
In general, numerous projects have been implemented in all continents, and some regions present
a relatively high TRL compared with others. To address the current status of ocean renewable energy
technologies, we integrated the data of 455 projects from five different databases as follows: OES 2019
(Ocean Energy System), EMODnet 2017 (The European Marine Observation and Data Network),
UKMED 2019 (UK Marine Energy Database), and OpenEI 2019 (Open Energy Information) provided
by the US Department of Energy’s Marine and Hydrokinetic Technology Database and PNNL 2019
(Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) [174–178]. Note that, in some cases, mainly related to the
wave and current energy, each project may include more than one device unit, forming a farm;
however, the numbers that are shown in this section represent the quantity of projects and not the
number of the employed technology units. Since each database classifies projects based on its defined
categories, unification of the stages of the project development is required. In this work, to unify the
classifications of the databases, four different categories were defined based on the “guidelines for
project development in the marine energy industry” presented by the EMEC [179]. Accordingly, each
marine energy project was divided into seven stages, labelled 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, associated with
the project development strategy, site screening, project feasibility, project design and development,
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project fabrication and installation, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning, respectively.
Table 2 shows a summary of the project stages.
Table 2. Stages of ocean renewable energy project development.
Project Stage Description
Early concept
The technology is in the early stage of development. The basic principles are observed, and
analytical formulations, numerical simulations, and laboratory-scale experimental tests are
performed at this stage. (Stages 0, 1, and 2 based on [179]).
In planning
The technology is being used in medium- or large-scale experimental tests in a realistic
working environment or in an open sea. The represents preparation for authorized consent.
(Stage 3 based on [179]).
Pre-deployment
Consent is authorized by the consent authority and the company or technology developers
perform activities such as site preparation, fabrication, and installation. (Stage 4
based on [179]).
Operational
The device is fully operational. In this paper, the operational system can even be connected
to a local electrical grid or can provide energy for an isolated center of consumption, such
as a marine lighthouse.
Decommissioned Devices that have been removed from the water after being operational for a certain period.
Dormant Projects that had site permission or authorized consent or were in the permitting processbut were later abandoned.
- Geographical distribution of the projects
Figure 10a,b shows the geographical distribution of the projects over approximately 40 countries.
It can be seen that, in terms of quantity, Europe has the largest contribution (about 60.66%), followed by
North America, Asia, Oceania, Africa, Central America and the Caribbean, and South America with
17.10%, 13.35%, 5.62%, 1.64%, 0.94%, and 0.7%, respectively. As Figure 10b illustrates, the largest
number of projects belong to the wave and current energy sector, and these are mostly located in
Europe. Note that in this sector, the current energy projects include technologies that are utilized to
harness current energy, independent of its type, including ocean and tidal currents.
It is observed that although the ocean thermal gradient has the largest potential among the energy
resources, there is a very low interest in harnessing such energy. This may be due to the technical
complexities and high capital cost that decelerate the development process of OTEC technology [180].
Nevertheless, it can be inferred that wave and current energy are considered to be more promising
energy resources than others.
Figure 11 illustrates a summary of the global status of ocean renewable energy projects.
Approximately half of the projects are in the “planning” and “pre-deployment” stages, and these
projects are dominated by the current and wave energy and mostly located in Europe. This means
that there will be a significant evolution in ORE deployment in the next 5 years. Europe, Asia,
North America, and Africa are the regions with operational projects. Asia may lead the future in
OTEC technology having a larger number of “planning” and “pre-deployment” projects compared
with other regions. These projects are mostly located on the eastern coast of Asia. Tidal range energy
has been harnessed commercially since 1966 (Rance River north-western France); however, to date,
only a handful of operational projects have been deployed. On the other hand, wave and current
energy projects, which are operational or at an earlier stage of development, represent about 65% of
all projects. This implies that tidal range technology has not drawn as much serious developmental
interest as wave and current technologies. This may be due to the high cost and ecological impacts of
such technology [181].
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Figure 10. Distribution of the ocean renewable energy projects by (a) continent and (b) source for
each continent.
- Technology distribution
The databases were used to determine the technological distribution of the projects. As Figure 12
illustrates, and as was expected, the most employed technologies are current and wave energy
technologies. Current energy technologies are closest to technological maturity showing a significant
convergence with the use of horizontal axis turbines. Most projects use horizontal axis turbine
technology, followed by vertical axis turbines, tidal kites, and oscillatory hydrofoils. On the other hand,
more technology diversity can be observed for wave energy converters, partly due to the diversity
of wave resources and the complexity of harnessing wave energy. The wave energy technologies are
dominated by point absorber devices followed by OWC, oscillating wave surge converters, attenuators,
rotating masses, overtopping devices, and submerged pressure differential devices (see Section 3).
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The OTEC technologies are limited to the use of closed and open cycle and hybrid systems with a
tendency of deploying the closed cycle method. Tidal range energy is traditionally harnessed using
tidal barrages installed in the estuaries, but this method is associated with important environmental
issues. The use of tidal lagoons has been proposed and developed in the UK since 2008 as an alternative
to reducing such environmental issues [168]. The technology for extracting the salinity gradient energy
is still in the conceptual stage of development, and its evolution is highly dependent on membrane
enhancement, which will be responsible for 50% to 80% of the total cost [182].
Figure 11. Global status of the ocean renewable energy projects.
Figure 12. Technology distribution among projects.
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4. Case Study of Brazil
4.1. Resource Assessment Results
4.1.1. Ocean Current Energy
Figures 13 and 14 show the spatial variation of the ocean current resources along the Brazilian
coast in terms of the annual and seasonal average current speed (m/s) and power density (W/m2).
As shown in Figure 13, the maximum annual average can be observed in the north equatorial margin
of Brazil with a velocity of 1.52 m/s. This region is influenced by the NBC. These regions are located at
a distance of between 120 and 300 km of the coastline. The same pattern can be observed considering
the seasonal distribution. A maximum speed value of 1.67 m/s occurs during autumn. It can be seen
that the speed values barely reach 2 m/s, which is recommended for commercial ocean current energy
extraction [32]. The current speed values are not significant (less than 0.7 m/s) for the regions A and B.
They occur due to the BC flow and are higher during the spring. Figure 14 shows the power density
(W/m2), calculated using Equation (1), across the Brazilian coastline. As expected, following the
speed values, region D represents the most energetic area, and power density values higher than
500 W/m2 can be observed for some areas. Table 3 contains the average values of the seasonal mean
power as well as the SV and COV values. The seasonal average values for regions D and C show that,
in contrast to the regions A and B, the current power density is higher during austral autumn and
winter compared to austral summer and spring. This is due to the seasonal climatological behavior
of the NBC [25]. The fact that the power density of the region D is significantly higher than that of
other regions indicates that the values of SV and COV are less important when the objective is to
determine the best region for exploring the ocean current energy. However, these values are important
for techno-economic studies of the corresponding energy extracting technologies in the North region.
 
Figure 13. Annual and seasonal (summer, autumn, winter, and spring) mean surface current speed
(m/s) at the Brazilian coastline between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2017.
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Table 3. Average values of the ocean current power density (W/m2), standard deviation (±),
seasonal variability (SV), and coefficient of variation (COV) for each coastline region—A, B, C and
D—for each season (summer, autumn, winter, and spring) between January 1, 2007 and December
31, 2017.
Power Density (W/m2) ± Standard Deviation
SV COV
Region/Season Summer Autumn Winter Spring
A 98.9 (±3.3) 73.67 (±2.12) 74.35 (±2.12) 97.85 (±2.7) 0.269 0.951
B 362.76 (±9.9) 90.06 (±3.83) 167.37 (±5.6) 280.25 (±7.8) 0.609 1.994
C 193.93 (±3.84) 399.93 (±11.1) 379.137 (±11.06) 216.36 (±5.06) 0.426 1.460
D 788.21(±39.15) 1416.64 (±58.28) 1240.21 (±58.82) 1103.4 (±52.3) 0.514 1.333
 
Figure 14. Annual and seasonal (summer, autumn, winter, and spring) mean power density (W/m2) at
the Brazilian coastline between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2017.
4.1.2. Wave Energy
Figure 15 shows the average annual and seasonal wave power density values. The hindcast
shows the variability of the energy resource and provides a holistic view of the wave climate along the
Brazilian coast. It can be observed that the most energetic wave areas are located near the regions A
and B coasts with a power value between 20 and 25 kW/m. This is intensified during the autumn and
winter seasons. This fact is directly related to the increase in the occurrence of extratropical cyclones
that generate larger waves that propagate toward these Brazilian regions. The nearshore areas of
region A (areas with a water depth of less than 100 m) have values close to 20 kW/m for almost the
entire year. This is mainly due to the preponderance of south winds combined with the shoreline
orientation that induces strong swells near the coast. The average values of the SV and COV related to
the wave power were calculated and are illustrated in Table 4 for five different bathymetries of 25,
50, 100, 150, and 200 m along the Brazilian coast. It can be observed that, independently of the water
depth, the seasonal variability (SV) of the regions A and B is always smaller than that of the regions
D and C. On the other hand, the minimum COV occurs in the region C, while the region D has a
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greater COV than the other regions. However, the differences between the COV values of the region C,
when compared with those in the regions A and B, are small and decrease as the water depth increases
from 25 to 200 m. The region C has the smallest wave power variability during the year, which may
lead to a higher capacity factor, while the regions A and B are the areas with the most energetic waves,
allowing the deployment of the devices with higher installed capacity. A trade-off between the WEC
nominal power and capacity factor as well as other local characteristics such as water depth should be
considered to determine the proper locations for deploying wave farms.
Figure 15. Annual and seasonal (summer, autumn, winter and spring) mean wave power density
(k W/m2) at the Brazilian coastline between January 1, 2015 and December 31, 2017.
Table 4. Average values of wave seasonal variability (SV) and coefficient of variation (COV) considering
five different bathymetries (25, 50, 100, 150 and 200 m) for each region—A, B, C and D—between
January 1, 2015 and December 31, 2017.
Region
Bathymetry
25 50 100 150 200
SV COV SV COV SV COV SV COV SV COV
A 0.467 0.533 0.431 0.334 0.482 0.303 0.502 0.285 0.509 0.258
B 0.637 0.515 0.619 0.350 0.595 0.294 0.596 0.283 0.615 0.287
C 0.845 0.375 0.865 0.302 0.856 0.305 0.852 0.274 0.781 0.250
D 0.748 0.685 0.929 0.464 0.929 0.432 0.744 0.301 0.833 0.296
The available wave power for the Brazilian coastline was calculated at an average distance of
128 km from the coast (Table 5). Accordingly, a total available wave power of approximately 91.8 GW
was estimated considering a total coastline length of about 7491 km (an approximate value without
coastline details). It should be noted that this value is an estimation of the theoretical potential of
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the Brazilian wave power. In practice, only a fraction of this value can be extracted by the wave
energy devices, which depends on different issues such as technical challenges, environmental impacts,
economy, deferent use of the sea area, and social impacts. Nevertheless, only one-fifth of this potential
is equal to approximately 35% of the Brazilian electricity demand in 2017 [183].
Table 5. Available wave power of the Brazilian coastline.
Parameters
Regions
A B C D
Length (km) ~1250 ~1952 ~1452 ~2837
Average power (kW/m) 21.1 12.4 13.8 7.4
Total power (GW) 26.4 24.2 20.1 21.0
4.1.3. Ocean Thermal Energy
Figure 16a shows the annual average ΔT (°C) between the water depth of 20 and 1000 m along the
Brazilian coast. The results show that, except for the extreme South below 27 ◦S, the yearly average ΔT
is always about 20 ◦C or higher along the Brazilian coast. The average gross power of a 10 MW OTEC
plant (see Section 2.2.1) was calculated for 12 locations along the coastline. The selected points were
located approximately at a distance between 30 and 200 km to the shore and had an annual average ΔT
at between 20 and 1000 m of water depth of more than 20 °C. Figure 16b illustrates the annual variation
in the gross power for the considered points. A greater average annual gross power, represented by the
red solid line, can be observed for the regions D and C comparing to the regions A and B. Moreover, the
results show smoother power production for the regions D and C comparing to the regions A and B.
Table 6 shows the characteristics of the selected points as well as the Pgross and Pnet.
Δ
a b
Figure 16. (a) Annual mean ΔT (◦C) between 20 and 1000 m and (b) the annual ocean thermal energy
conversion (OTEC) Gross Power Density (PG in MW) at a depth of 1000 m considering the period
between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2017.
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Figure 17 illustrates the seasonal mean ΔT (°C) between the water depths of 20 and 1000 m, for a
bathymetry of 1000 m, across the Brazilian coastline. The black line represents a ΔT of 20 °C. It can be
observed that, for the regions A and B, the water depth in which the mean ΔT = 20 ◦C is achieved,
varies between 500 m in summer and 700–1000 m in other seasons. On the other hand, in the regions D
and C, a mean ΔT of 20 ◦C can be reached in a water depth of about 500–700 m throughout the year.
From a technical point of view, less structural challenges would be expected when bringing the cold
water from a depth of 500 m rather than from 1 km.
 
Figure 17. Seasonal (summer, autumn, winter, and spring) mean ΔT (◦C) between 20 and 1000 m for
the bathymetry of 1000 m (for regions A, B, C and D) across the Brazilian coastline latitude considering
the period between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2017. The black line corresponds to a ΔT of 20 ◦C.
Table 6. Gross and net power estimation for the selected points along the Brazilian coastline.






46.5833◦W 1396 20.17 14.32 10.12
P2 26.5833
◦S
45.5833◦W 1409 20.37 14.58 10.39
P3 25.3333
◦S




43.0833◦W 1396 21.16 15.67 11.49
P5 20.8333
◦S
39.7500◦W 1422 22.43 17.53 13.36
P6 16.6667
◦S




38.5833◦W 1948 23.21 18.88 14.51
P8 9.9167
◦S
35.2500◦W 2012 23.33 18.84 16.69
P9 6.5000
◦S




36.6667◦W 1945 23.37 18.86 14.72
P11 0.8333
◦S
43.3333◦W 2337 23.29 18.71 14.57
P12 1.6667
◦N
46.6667◦W 1463 23.24 18.63 14.50
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4.2. Deployments in Brazil
The first deployment of an ocean renewable energy converter in Brazil occurred in 1934 when the
French engineer Georges Claude used an ocean thermal energy source to produce ice for the residents
of Rio de Janeiro. His plant ran into problems and stopped working off the coast of Rio de Janeiro
due to fatigue of its long intake tubes [184]. Studies associated with ocean renewable energy in Brazil
began in 2001 at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), focusing on wave and tidal energy.
Some other universities have also started working in this field, such as the Federal University of
Maranhão (UFMA), the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC), the Federal University of Pará
(UFPA), and the Federal University of Itajubá (UNIFEI).
There are three main ocean renewable energy projects being carried out in Brazil with different
technology readiness levels. The first one is the COPPE (The Alberto Luiz Coimbra Institute for
Graduate Studies and Research in Engineering) hyperbaric wave converter developed by the UFRJ,
which has reached the prototype stage. A full-scale single device of the technology was installed in
2011 in Pecém port of Ceará state located in the northeast of Brazil. The device was decommissioned
after 6 months of operation due to the port extension project. The second project is a nearshore wave
energy converter, also developed by the UFRJ, which will be installed in relatively shallow water
(water depth of 25–30 m) off the Rio de Janeiro coast. The technology is at the R&D stage and is
undergoing medium-scale laboratory tests. The last project is the tidal range project of the Bacanga
River estuary located in São Luís of Maranhão state in North Brazil. Although the discussion about the
tidal energy extraction in this region is relatively old, the project is still at an early stage of development
as it is waiting for finance. The following sections describe the characteristics and statuses of the
mentioned projects.
4.2.1. COPPE Hyperbaric Wave Converter
As illustrated in Figure 18, this device is composed of a floating body connected to the pumping
modules, a hydrodynamic accumulator, a hyperbaric chamber, and a generating unit. The vertical
motion of the floating body due to the wave body interactions drives the pump actuator which
displaces the water inside the closed circuit to a hydro-pneumatic accumulator. The accumulator is
connected to a hyperbaric chamber, which has previously been pressurized. Then, the pressurized
water drives a hydraulic turbine coupled to an electrical generator. The hyperbaric chamber works as
an energy storage system, which smooth the power fluctuations due to the oscillatory nature of sea
waves. The applied pressure is in the range of 250−400 m of water column (m.wc) [185].
Figure 18. A schematic of the COPPE/UFRJ (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) hyperbaric wave
converter [185].
Additionally, a discrete control scheme was applied to the system to improve power production
by adjusting the PTO parameters without wave measurement [186]. The experimental tests were
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performed at the Ocean Technology Laboratory (LabOceano) of the UFRJ. Figure 19 shows the
medium-scale model at a ratio of 1:10 which was tested under regular and irregular wave conditions
corresponding to the predominant wave climate at the location of installation [187,188]. As a result
of the experimental tests, a capture width ratio of between 19% and 36% was observed for the wave
energy converter.
Figure 19. COPPE hyperbaric wave converter: (a) medium-scale model with a ratio of 1:10 at
LabOceano [187]: (b) installed full-scale prototype.
A full-scale prototype with a capacity of 100 kW was deployed at the Pecém port in Northeast
Brazil (Figure 19b). The device was installed on two concrete bases, 12 m in length, built on a breakwater.
The oscillating part, which consists of a floater, 10 m in diameter, and a mechanical arm, 22 m in length,
is connected to two skids mounted on the concrete bases.
4.2.2. COPPE Nearshore WEC
The system is a point absorber WEC type with a capacity of 50 kW that consists of an oscillating
body and a bottom-mounted support structure. The oscillating part is a floating conical cylinder which
is allowed to move only in the heave direction (Figure 20). The fixed structure consists of four columns
with very small diameters relative to the wavelengths (no diffraction). The structure is mounted on the
seabed through a concrete base. Eight roller bearings facilitate oscillation of the buoy in the vertical
direction (heave). They are placed on the top and bottom of the cylindrical section.
 
Figure 20. Components of the COPPE nearshore WEC.
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The PTO system is located on the topside deck and consists of a gearbox and a rotational generator
(Figure 21). The vertical motion of the buoy is transferred through a central rod (heave stem) to
the gearbox. Then, the pulley converts the vertical movement into rotation that is adequate for the
electrical generator. A backstop system unifies the rotation direction using freewheels. This implies
that the buoy can drive the PTO system either upwards or downwards. A solid cylindrical flywheel
is used to amplify the rotational inertia as well as smooth the delivered energy to the generator.
Additionally, the PTO system includes a gearbox that multiplies the rotational speed so that it is
adequate for power generation.
The location that has been considered for installation of the WEC is near to a small island called
“Ilha Rasa”. The location’s water depth is about 20 m, and its distance from shore (Copacabana beach,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) is about 14 km. The predominant wave climate of the region is a peak period
of Tp = 9.6 s and a significant height of Hs = 1.33 m. Shadman et al. [189] showed that a very large
buoy is required to maximize the power absorption in a region like nearshore Rio de Janeiro, where the
predominate wave periods are beyond 7 s. This might lead to higher costs, which could make the
project economically infeasible. Hence, a specific control called “latching”, presented originally by
Budal and Falnes [190], was applied on the WEC to overcome this challenge. Latching is a mechanical
control method that tunes the natural period of the buoy to the predominate wave period of the sea site
by halting and releasing the buoy at its motion extremum. As a result, larger buoy motion amplitude
and velocities can be achieved, leading to higher power production. Eventually, the latching control
enables a smaller buoy with a smaller natural period to be tuned with such a wave climate [191].
A hydraulic system is designed and tested for latching the oscillating buoy.
Figure 21. Schematic view of the power take-off (PTO) system.
Experimental tests of small-scale models, shown in Figure 22, were performed in a wave and
current channel (LOC) at the COPPE/UFRJ. The hydrodynamic behavior of the buoy was studied by
applying different modeling scales including 1:17, 1:20, 1:30, and 1:40. Additionally, a strategy was
developed to investigate the effect of latching control on the WEC.
 
Figure 22. Experimental tests of the COPPE nearshore WEC in a wave channel: (a) 1:17 scaled model,
(b) instruments for data acquisition.
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4.2.3. Tidal Power Plant of the Estuary of Bacanga
The largest tidal ranges in Brazil are located on the North coast including the coastal areas
of Maranhão, Pará, and Amapá. For instance, a tidal energy potential of 22 TWh/year has been
estimated for Maranhão state [192]. Some studies have addressed the exploitation of such energy in
Brazil [193,194]. As Figure 23a illustrates, the Bacanga basin is 10,219 ha in size, which includes the
estuarine body of water and the Bacanga lake. The reservoir capacity is about 40 million cubic meters
at an elevation of +4.5 m, corresponding to the spring tide level [192]. As shown in Figure 23b, the dam
includes an 800 m embankment rock which is filled with clay material. Additionally, the dam has
two sluice gate systems types of radial and stop-log that were installed in 1974 and 1980, respectively.
There are three radial sluice gates with widths of approximately 12.5 m. In the case of a fully open gate,
a water height level of 4.5 m is registered for each radial gate. This value is about 3 m for the stop-log
gates, which are flat and operate vertically, with widths of 2.85 m.
 
Figure 23. (a) The Bacanga Estuary, and (b) aerial image of the radial and stop-log sluice gates [192].
Considering some restrictions, including a reservoir water level limit of +2.5 m, Neto et al. [192]
proposed a new model for the tidal power plant in which the three radial sluice gates were replaced by
the modern and appropriate version for automatic operation, which excluded the necessity of using
stop-log type gates to control the reservoir maximum limit. Considering the Kaplan turbine with
double regulation provided by ANDRITZ HYDRO [195], they estimated an annual energy production
of slightly larger than 14 GWh/yr for the power plant.
5. Discussion and Open Question
The present cost of ocean renewable energy cannot complete with that of grid-connected
renewables. The alternative, nowadays, in addition to the development of more optimized projects,
is to look for new markets where electricity generation options are either scarce or expensive,
for example the oil and gas industry, aquaculture, defense, and the demands from isolated communities.
In the particular case of Brazil, there is a concentration of power generation, mostly from hydroelectric
plants, located in the South and Southeast regions. It has been demonstrated that a significant
amount of ocean renewable energy featuring an ocean thermal gradient is located in the regions D
and C (see Figure 2). In these regions, an annual electricity production of 0.8 TWh per year has been
calculated, considering only six OTEC plants with 10 MW installed power, as presented in this paper.
Accordingly, considering an annual average of 15 MW, 20 OTEC plants would be sufficient to supply
approximately 10% of the total residential electricity consumption of the Northeast region of Brazil,
which was estimated to be approximately 27.059 TWh in 2017 [183]. This implies that such renewable
energy resources could be harnessed as a supplementary alternative for these regions, especially when
there is a power generation drop due to seasonal rain shortage. Additionally, the low seasonal and
temporal variability of the ocean renewable resources along the Brazilian coast could provide stable
power production throughout the year, with substantial capacity. The supply chain associated with
ocean renewable technologies is still incipient worldwide. The increasing prototype deployments may
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promote the association of local supply chains with the global suppliers of specific equipment such as
submarine cables, electrical connectors, turbines, and generators. In Brazil, the supply chain would
consist of companies already operating in the offshore oil and gas sector. This is a very robust sector,
which will be able to meet the demands of the ocean renewable energy sector. The synergy of the
long-established offshore oil and gas sector and the new ocean renewable energy sources could represent
a crucial factor for the success of the new industry. Updated technologies must be incorporated,
especially digital ones associated with artificial intelligence, control, and robotics to provide competitive
services for inspection and maintenance, reducing the operational costs. New materials, such as the
composites associated with innovative floating structures and installation methods, can also contribute
to the competitiveness of the new sector in terms of the electricity cost. In Brazil, the large number of
hydropower plants and the complex grid system also present opportunities for the implementation of
ocean renewable energy sources. Hydropower plants could be designed as storage components of the
whole electrical system, combining a better water supply with clean and efficient power generation
throughout the country. The substitution of oil and gas-based power plants for ocean renewables would
modify the national energy matrix substantially, reinforcing sustainably oriented electricity generation.
6. Conclusions
This paper, as a preliminary approach, has presented an assessment of ocean renewable energy
resources, including wave, ocean current and thermal gradient energy, along the Brazilian coastline.
The results show considerable ocean currents, thermal gradients, and wave energy in the regions
D, C and A, respectively. A maximum annual average velocity of 1.52 m/s, which represents a
power density of approximately 500 W/m2, was observed for the ocean current energy in the region
D near the equatorial margin of Brazil. However, the distance of the resource to the coastline,
between 120 and 300 km, is an obstacle to its commercialization. The total theoretical potential of wave
energy is estimated to be 91.8 GW along the coastline. The most energetic waves occur in the region
A, following by the regions C, B, and D, with average power values of 21.1, 13.8, 12.4, and 7.4 kW/m,
respectively. In the region C, the wave resource has the least temporal variability compared with
the other regions; nevertheless, the differences are small, and they decrease with an increasing water
depth. The results revealed an annual average ocean thermal gradient, between the water depths
of 20 and 1000 m, of more than 20 ◦C for latitudes above 27◦S. A mean thermal gradient of 20 ◦C
between the upper layers and water depth between 500 and 700 m can be achieved throughout the
year in the regions D and C. This could facilitate the process of bringing cold water from the deep sea,
compared with the usual water depth of 1000 m.
The paper also presented an overview of the potential technologies and their statuses of
development related to ocean renewable energy sources worldwide. Although available studies
indicate different values for the global resource potential, they converge in presenting the ocean thermal
gradient as being the most energetic resource followed by waves, salinity gradients, and tides. The TRL
and the status of the current projects imply that the global interest tends toward tidal current and
wave devices.
Large-scale installations, learning-curves, and innovation are necessary to make the cost of energy
competitive with solar and onshore wind energy production. About 27% of the current projects are at
the pre-deployment phase and, optimistically, will be deployed in the open sea in the next three years.
Apart from tidal range technology, which is already close to the commercialization stage, research,
development, and demonstration projects have been led by universities and startups, mostly by
taking advantage of public financing. Nevertheless, in the last five years, large industry players and
utilities have started carrying out activities and financing in the sector. This is an important step
towards speeding up technology commercialization due to the new players’ capability to execute
utility-scale projects.
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